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1« The whole range of Latin American trade in forest products is dealt 
with, in this paper. In addition to wood in its simpler forms, the trade 
in pulp, paper and board, as well as of plywood, fibreboard and particle-
board is discussed in relation to the proposed Latin American regional 
market. 
Wood in its simpler forms is referred to along with agricultural 
commodities in the general secretariat paper dealing with the role of 
agricultural commodities in the proposed Latin American regional market 
(E/CN.12/499). In that paper wood imports, exports and trade balances are 
shown and the extent of intra-regional trade is commented on; wood is 
there defined as "wood round and semi-manufactured", or in other words 
industrial roundwood and sawnwood0 From that paper it emerges that: 
(a) Value of average annual Latin American exports of wood in 1955-57 
was 97.2 million dollars, of which 84.1 million or 86.5 per cent was traded 
within the region, this being by far the highest intra-regional export 
percentage for the agricultural commodities listed. 
(b) Value of total average Latin American imparts of wood was 94.8 
million dollars, of which 8602 million or 90.8 per cent was traded within 
the region, this again being the highest intra-regional percentage for the 
agricultural commodities listed. 
(c) On average in 1955-57, Latin America had a net annual export of 
wood to the value of 2.45 million dollars. 
Thus the trade in wood has been and is preponderantly intra-regional, 
which is not surprising in view of the comparatively low price/bulk ratio 
of the commodity and the long distances to most of the markets and supply-
areas outside the region. It is the higher .specifications and, with hard-
woods, the high-priced "fine" timber, that sell to the United States, 
Europe and South Africa. 
t Unedited text prepared by the Secretariat of FAO. 
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2. But the trade in "wood round and semi-manufactured" constitutes only 
a part of the total trade in forest products. For a more complete ap-
preciation of the trade in forest products in relation to economic 
integration possibilities, it is necessary to take into account transactions 
not only in wood in its simpler forms, but also in the principal derived 
products of wood. The following table provides trade figures for primary 
and secondary wood products only. Completely processed articles such as 
paper manufactures, furniture, etc,, the imports of which to many Latin 
American countries are substantial, are excluded from the table for lack 
of reasonable statistical cover. Nevertheless, the picture revealed by the 
table is one very different from that for crude wood alone. 
Average values for 1955-57 
(Thousands of dollars) 
Exports Imports Net imports 
Wood and Dumber (includes 
sleepers) 97 898 97 427 - 471 . = 
Plywood and fibreboard 1 520 5 577 4 057 
Woodpulp 1 330 . 75 990 74 660 
Newsprint 57 91 353 91 296 
Other paper and paperboard ¿2 100 015 99 923 
100 897 370 362 269 465 
The inclusion of trade in sleepers with wood and lumber reduces the 
trade surplus for "wood" from 2,45 million dollars in the secretariat note 
on agricultural commodities to the 0,47 million dollars shown above. How-
ever, the percentages for intra-regional trade in "wood" are more or less 
undisturbed at about 86 per cent for exports and 91 per cent for imports. 
With annual net imports below the half million, dollar mark, Latin American 
trade in wood and lumber has little effect on the over-all foreign 
exchange position. 
But it will be seen that for plywood and fibreboard, though there are 
very much lighter items of trade, there is a net outflow of a little over 
4 million dollars. The intra-regional imports, all of plywood, accounted 
for 14 per cent of the whole, while 68 per cent came from Europe, Of 
/plywood and 
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plywood and fibreboard exports, 72 per cent was intra-regional, with the 
balance shared more or less equally between the United States and the rest 
of the world. 
Of woodpulp imports about 30 per cent came from North America, the 
rest from Europe, Of newsprint, about 40 per cent Came from North America, 
mainly from Canada, with virtually all the remainder from Europe. Also 
there was a negligible intra-regional import of paper arid paper board. 
Total imports under all heads in the above table represent a substantial 
part of Latin American import trade. They amount to 370.4 million dollars as 
against 801-9 million dollars for imports of all agricultural products- Their 
importance from the viewpoint of the foreign exchange outlay may be il-
lustrated by the fact that, to meet the net import deficit of 269.5 million 
dollars for forest products, more than the region's aggregate net export 
earnings on livestock and meat - 230.0 million dollars - was required. 
Latin American forest products industry in relation to 
forest resources 
3, It is estimated that the forests in use in Latin America (less than 
one-tenth of the total forested area) cover an area of 82.6 million hectares. 
Removals of industrial wood in 1956 in Latin America per hectare of forests 
in use amounted to 0.33 m (r), which was higher than for Africa and much 
the same as for Asia and the USSR, though considerably lower than for Europe 
and North America. Latin America's production of industrial wood per capita Q 
in 1956 was 0.12 nr (r), which was below that of all other regions except 
Africa and Asia, The comparison with other parts of the world is made below. 
Industrial wood removals. 1956 
(Cubic metres round) 
Region Total for Removals per hectare of Removals per 
region accessible forests in use capita 
Latin America . 26.9 0.33 0.12 
Europe 192.1 1.48 0.47 
USSR 222.0 0.35 1.11 
North America 359.3 1.36 1.95 
Africa 9.4 0.09 0.04 
Asia 78.8 0.33 0.08 
Pacific 14.3 0.88 1.03 
/For Latin 
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For Latin American forests in use, growing stock and gross increment 
per hectare compare favourably with other regions, but only a small part 
of these forests are under planned management, a much lower proportion 
than in other regions of the world. Despite the vast total area covered 
by forests in Latin America, the region shows only a minor net export of 
wood and lumber, and this is swamped by the 265 million dollars net outlay 
on pulp and paper, to which must be added a net 4 million dollars for ply-
wood and fibreboard. In addition there is a substantial net import 
expenditure on fully converted items such as paper manufactures, furniture, 
etc, (About 45 per cent of total forest products import values for Costa 
Rica, 35 per cent for Cuba and Mexico, 45 per cent for Honduras, 20 per 
cent for El Salvador, etc, «mostly on paper manufactures,) Evidently 
the heavy Latin American outlay of foreign exchange could be reduced 
considerably by developing within the region primary and secondary forest 
industries on a scale more commensurate with needs than is now the case, 
4« Latin American governments ha,ve under active study ways and means of 
stimulating the relatively backward forest industries, and at their request 
both ECLA and FAO have concerned themselves with this problem. The reasons 
for this backwardness are many and varied. Apart from the lack of capital 
and know-how, knowledge of the forest resources available is still insuf-
ficiently detailed,, Inventory is being carried out in places, but very 
much more is needed to serve as a basis for the rational development of 
communications and extraction, of forest industry and marketing. With 
inadequate inventory, there is considerable hazard for new industry. 
Without the management plans that flow from accurate inventory, poor or 
destructive cutting practices will continue to dominate much of,the Latin 
American forest scene« 
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss ways and means of 
ameliorating the situation nor to offer solutions, but rather to indicate 
the degree to which the current market structure may have provided an 
obstacle to free intra-regional trade in forest products and the contri-
bution that it may be possible to make towards the removing of such an 
obstacle with progressive regional economic integration. 
Trade balances for forest products 
5, Post-war movements in the trade in forest products were as follows: 
/Exports 
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Exports Imports Import balances 
1946. 1957 1946. 1957 1946 1957 
Logs (1 000 m3(r) ) -, 
Coniferous 10 25 " - U " -10 19 
Broadleaved 323 3C3 211 283 -112 -20 
Sawnwood (1 000 m"(s) ) 
Coniferous 1 09'6 1 695 880 1 757 . -216 62 
Broadleaved 120 228 '22 54 -98 -174 
Sleepers 22 41 19 63 -3 22 
Plywood and veneers 
16 (1 000 metric tons) 46 17 31 33 -15 
Hireboard (1 000 metric tons) — 4 12 4 12 
Woodpulp (1 000, metric tons) - 8 235 470 235 462 
Paperboard (1 000 metric tons) 
Nevrsprint - — 349 511 349 511 
Other paper - 66 231 66 281 
Paperboard - - 40 67 40 67 
There haa been a severe over-all deterioration in the export/import 
position and only for broadleaved sawnwood was an improvement registered, 
this being a reflection of the growing sawmill resources of the region,, 
The decline in the tra-iing position for broadleaved logs was in part a 
complement to the improvement for broadleaved sawnwood0 o 
Coniferous log"removals increased from 6„1 million m (r) in 1946 to. 
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10.6 million m (r) in 1957, and intra-regional trade in coniferous sawnwood 
rose considerably. But with' increase in demand outstripping even the heavy 
increase in production within the region, the trade balances in both conifer-
ous logs and lumber deteriorated considerably. It was almost entirely from 
the United States and Canada that the consumption deficit for coniferous 
wood was met. The deterioration in the balances for sleepers, also 
ascribable to heavier softwood consumption, was largely due to a recent 
increased movaaent 'Of coniferous sleepers across thé border from the 
United States to Mexico. 
Plywood and fibreboard production also made substantial advances 
between 1946 and 1957 - plywood from 145 000 to 200 000 m^, fibreboard from 
nil to 40 000 metric tohs. But for these commodities too, demand out-
stripped Latin American outputo As a consequence, exports declined for 
plywood and veneers, with imports more or less static, while for fibreboard 
there was an increase in imports, 
- /It will 
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It will have been noted that by far the heaviest deterioration in the 
trading position occurred in pulp and paper products,, Substantial though 
the production increases were during the period, as will be seen in the 
fol3.ovri.ng table, they fell far short of demands from a rapidly developing 
consumption» 
Production 
(Thousands of metric tons) 
1946 I9J5Z 
Wood pulp 65 335 
Other fibre "pulp - 155 Bagasse 
pulp, etc. 
Newsprint 15 '90 
Paper 4X5 905 
Paperb'oard 115 2o0 
Latin America'.3 economic growth and the demand for forest 
products 
6, Economic growth, brings with it a rising demand for forest products of 
every type of wood in its many forms, including plywood, fibreboard and 
particle-board, for construction, industry, communications and transport, 
of pulp and paper products for industry, commerce, education and culture. 
It will be a major objective of the proposed joint FAO/ECLA study of Latin 
American timber resources and requirements to evaluate the likely impact of 
..Latin America's economic growth on the timber needs of the region. Insuf-
ficient data are.as yet available to provide a sound basis for projection 
of the likely future Latin American demand for wood, and wood products. But 
for pulp and paper, the most.significant items as regards value and exchange 
outgoings,, it is already possible to give a preliminary forecast. 
70 An effective indicator of the economic growth, of. a country, of its 
educational and.cultural progress, is provided by the level of its consump-
tion of paper and board* In various FAO, ECLA and .other publications, the 
marked correlation between per capita income and consumption of newsprint, 
paper and.board has been amply, demonstrated,, and this relationship is now 
accepted as a satisfactory device for the determination of future demand 
trends9V . 
1/ For example, in Pulp and Paper Prospects in Latin America (UN/FAO, 1955), 
forecasts were included of the region's paper and board consumption in 
I960, based on two alternative assumptions concerning the rate of economic 
growth. Present evidence is that the higher of these two projections is 
likely to be attained. 
/In the 
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In the introductory secretariat paper on agriculture, future consump-
tion trends for various agricultural commodities are estimated on the 
foilowing as sumpt ion: 
1. A 67 per cent increase in Latin America's population between 1955 
and 1975-
2. Two alternatives for annual rate of per capita income increase: 
2.4 per cent and 1-7 per cent, the former in line with the recorded 
trend for the past 20 years, the latter a more conservative and 
possibly more realistic estimate. 
Using these same assumptions, future paper and board demand in the 
region may be estimated as follows: 
Estimated future Latin American paper and board demand 
(Thousands of tons) 
1955 1 .965 1975 
(1) (2) (1) (2) 
Newsprint 4-95 855 955 1 537 1 874 
Writing and printing 327 541 609 948 1 219 
Other paper 647 1 060 1 175 1 869 2 273 
Paperboard 353 596 665 1 141 1 490 
Total 1 822 3 052 3 424 5 495 6 856 
(1) Assumes 1-7 per cent annual rate of per capita income increase. 
(2) Assumes 2-4 per cent annual rate of per capita income increase-
Thus by 1975j if there were no expansion of current regional production, 
foreign exchange needs to cover import requirements would, on the basis of 
current OIF prices, rise as shown below:, 




implications at current prices 
Value 1975 
Dollars imports 
Imports 1975 per ton (j) (2) 
(1) (2) CIF (million 
Demand 1975 
ili.--—12] 
(thousands of tons) 
Newsprint 90 1 537 1 874 1 447 1 784 180 260 321 
Paper 905 2 817 ' 3 492 1 912 2 587 230 440 595 
Paperboard 260 1 141 1 490 881 1 230 230 202. 283 
Total 1 255 5 945 6 856 4 240 5 601. 902 1 199 
/Adding to 
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Adding to ths two final columns the net import value of current wood-
pulp imports:(75 million dollars) ths total exchange needs would thus rise 
to somewhere between 1 and 1„3 thousand million dollars at current prices, 
compared with 265 million dollars in 1955-57. 
In fact, substantial additions to existing capacity are already under 
way, and it is estimated that by the end of I960 an additional 150 000 tons 
of newsprint and 450 000 tons of paper and board annual capacity will have 
been created; these represent,, at current prices, about 130 million dollars 
of annual, output« Even so9 a formidable gap remainse There is little 
likelihood that the region will have available in 1975 foreign exchange 
resources permitting the import of pulp and paper on the scale required» 
Nor, even were the region able to finance the necessary imports, is there 
any certainty that export surpluses of this order will be available in the 
supplying c :}.'\it-res outside the region» North America and Europe are presently 
the only surplus regions for pulp and paper« Present indications are that 
the European newsprint surplus may cease soon after I960, while the surplus 
of other paper and board in that region may not survive long beyond that« 
If this were so, North America would become the sole exporting region, and 
there is some doubt whether this region can in the long term cover rising 
deficits in other regions0 The FA0/ECLA Latin American Pulp and Paper 
Advisory Group has already advised that "Latin America's heavy dependence 
on the marginal markets of Europe and North America obviously places this 
region in a precarious situation during periods of scarce supply, and strong 
efforts should be made to reduce the risk by developing local production 
facilities"® 
Economic integration and Latin American pulp and paper prospects 
8« Evidently, unless steps are taken to develop Latin American pulp, 
paper and board production at a much faster rate than is now contemplated, 
there will inevitably be a brake on the growth in consumption, to the- detri-
ment of economic and cultural progress in the region» 
Can the trend toward economic integration in Latin America, including 
the establishment of a regional market, contribute to the solution of this 
problem? Can pulp and paper play a significant rele in the process of 
economic integration? 
/Prima facie. 
. Prima facie, both these questions can be answered in the affirmative, 
for the following reasons: 
1. Insofar as economic integration has a healthy impact on economic 
growth, national markets will expand more rapidly to the point 
where the establishment of mills of economic size becomes practic-
able o 
2, Insofar as markets can be pooled, the possibility of sustaining 
mills of economic size, taking advantage of production economies 
, through specialization, will increase« 
3e The fibre resources of the region, though immense, are diverse, 
some of them localized, and to some extent complementary. Special-
ization within the region can draw the maximum advantages from 
this situation for the region as a whole and for the individual 
countrieso 
4. Other elements in production costs may be cheapened through 
specialization'within the region (e.g. chemicals). 
5« Freer movements within the .region of capital, expertise and, 
perhaps, of labour can accelerate developments0 
How far these developments will occur depends on how economic integra-
tion is conceived and on the pace at which it proceeds. No quantitative 
assessment is possible without a definition of the measures to be adopted 
and the time that will be necessary for their implementation. Certainly 
the reduction or abolition of customs and currency barriers, the co- , 
ordination of external tariff policies, improvements in intra-regional 
(particularly maritime) communications and many other possible elements 
of an economic integration programme will stimulate demand, which still in 
a nunfoer of countries in the region is too small to sustain a mill that is 
economically viable without excessive tariff protection. Paper is not a 
uniform commodity, but a varied group of commodities, and though for some 
paper categories a mixed production programme is perfectly practicable, 
there are several categories which technically require specialized product-
ion and others for which it is economically desirable. The economies of 
scale in paper and pulp production are very pronounced, eápecially for 
newsprint and kraft papers. In the traditional exporting centres new mills 
currently being installed for these categories are of a capacity (70-75 
/thousand tons) 
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thousand, tons) out of the question for nearly all Latin American countries 
at the present time. However, what holds true for Scandinavia, and North 
America does not necessarily hold true for Latin America, where'distance 
and freight already afford a measure of protection. But the pooling of 
markets undoubtedly holds out the possibility of production economies -
and a cheaper product « through specialization. 
As regards fibrous resources, most Latin American countries have 
indigenous reserves of short fibre, but relatively few are well-endowed 
with long-fibred material® There is reason to believe, however, that 
both in Chile and Central America there are possibilities of developing 
surpluses of long fibre pulp which could help alleviate the shortage of 
this material elsewhere in the region. 
These and other aspects of regional development of the pulp and paper 
industry in Latin America, including common market prospects, are currently 
being studied by the FAO/ECLA Pulp and Paper Advisory Group and it is 
expected that a first report by the group on these problems will be avail-
able to Latin American governments towards the end of this year. 
Prospects for trade in industrial wood 
9© As noted earlier, insufficient data are yet available for projection 
of future wood demands and this projection will be an objective of the 
proposed study of Latin American timber resources and requirements. It 
will be necessary to examine changing patterns of end-uses of wood and of 
competitive materials, including plywood and composite boards, before such 
projection can-be attempted, while a much closer analysis is required of 
the composition of the region's forests and of their true potential in 
terms of appropriate modern extraction techniques. 
The following paragraphs therefore confine themselves to a brief 
account of the main elements of Latin American trade in industrial wood 
(other than pulp and paper) and some comments on the possibilities offered 
by regional market developments.* 
10, Coniferous sawnwood dominates the Latin American export/import trade 
in industrial wood, trade in coniferous logs being negligible. For broad-
leaved woods, both logs and sawnwood feature in the trade. But exports of 
broadleaved woods, both round and sawn, are no more than a third by volume 
/of exports 
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of exports of coniferous wood, while imports of broadleaved woods are about 
one-fifth those for coniferous wood. Yet the growing stock of the non-
conif ers in Latin American forests in use is over five times that of the 
conifers, with a very much greater non-coniferous growing stock in accessible 
Latin American forests that have yet to be brought into use. The coniferous 
woods are worked more intensively because in general the forests containing 
them, are more densely stocked with species in current demand and more 
favourably located relative to the larger Latin American markets for wood. 
In most of the broadleaved forests, the species currently in demand are 
generally dispersed in the forests, with a comparatively small tonnage per 
hectare, while some of the main broadleaved forests are at a considerable 
distance from the larger centres of population» Nevertheless, broadleaved 
woods could undoubtedly be utilized in Latin America more extensively than 
is now the case0 Some of the less dense of the broadleaved woods, could, 
as in other regions, provide reasonably effective substitutes for coniferous 
woods for a number of purposes» 
11« The main international trade movements of Latin American woods are as 
follows: 
Coniferous sawnwood 
(a) Parana pine from South Brazil is exported to South America, mainly 
Argentina, and to Europe, mainly the United Kingdom, with minor exports to 
other regions, Argentina purchases more than five times as much Parana 
pine as all Europe, How far the current volume of extraction and trade in 
this timber can be maintained will be revealed by inventories now in 
progress, 
(b) Exports of Chilean pine is on a far smaller scale than for Parana 
pine. Most goes to Argentina, though there has recently been a fairly 
significant movement to Europe, mainly to Federal Germany, With the 
maturing of Pinus radlata plantations, export availability of Chilean 
coniferous sawnwood is due to increase rapidly. Even if, as hoped, exports 
to Argentina and to Peru increase over the next decade, a very substantial-
surplus is likely to develep over and above any foreseeable rise in 
domestic demand. 
Economic integration should provide opportunity for disposal of this 
surplus through partial replacement of the substantial coniferous sawnwood 
/imports by 
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Imports by Latin America from North America - over 600 000 cubic metres 
annually, of which 70 000 cubic metres have gone to Peru and a further 
130 000 cubic metres to the rest of South America, High marine freights 
are a stumbling block to an increase in trade in Pinus radiata. which alse 
has some difficulty in competing on quality grounds with the general run 
of imports from North America, Any quality improvement, through better 
sawnmilling techniques and improved grading, would enhance export prospects, 
(c) Exports of sawn Central American pine in 1957 were by volume less 
than a third those of Parana pine from Brazil, Of the 350 000 cubic metres 
exported, 120 000 cubic metres went from Mexico to the United States, while 
Honduras sent 182 000 cubic metres to other Central American countries, 
mainly Venezuela and Cuba* Nicaragua and Guatemala also export, mainly 
to other Central American countries. There are limited prospects of an 
expansion of exports from this region (e„g, from Honduras), and there is 
every reason to believe that any increase could be absorbed within Latin 
America under the stimulus of economic integration^ 
(d) It seems unlikely that within the next two decades Latin America 
can develop sufficient coniferous sawnwood production to enable it to 
dispense with imports from North America, though some diminution of this 
dependence may be possible if Central American production expands, 
Broadleaved wood 
(e) The major movement is of hardwood logs from Paraguay to Argen-
tina, There have been some substantial, but relatively less significant, 
movements of sawnwood from Brazil to Europe and from Chile to Argentina, 
Prospects for increasing intra-regional trade in sawn hardwoods are 
conditioned by the fact that most Latin American countries can provide 
the bulk of their requirements from native sources. 
Prospects for plywood, fibreboard and particle-board 
12, Fibreboard and particle-board are new arrivals .on the Latin American 
production scene, with fibreboard production dating from 1949 and particle-
board from 1954, Both commodities are to a certain degree competitive 
with each other, as also with plywood and sawnwood. Statistical cover is 
incomplete, but Latin American consumption of plywood, fibreboard and 
particle-board has been rising rapidly. Data for plywood and fibreboard, 
as far as can be ascertained, are as follows: 
A946 
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1946 1951 1957 




102 a/ 139 200 
19 ¡/ 22 12 
28 28 a/ 29' 
Apparent consumption 111 a/ 145 §/ 217 











Apparent consumption 56 
a/ Estimated,, 
b/ 1956 production, 
Particle-board production rose rapidly from its inception in 1954 
to an estimated 16 000-cubic metres in 1957? which seems to have been the 
level of consumption since neither exports nor imports have been reported 
in significant quantities. 
About,50 per cent of plywood imports were from Europe, otherwise the 
trade, import and export, was mainly intra-regional, About 75 per cent 
of fibreboard imports came from Europe and most of the remainder from the 
United States9 It will be noted that fibreboard imports and plywood 
exports have fallen away in recent years» 
For plywood, Latin American consumption at about 102 m (r) per 1 000 
capita lags well behind all regions except Africa and Asia, With rising 
population and income, Latin American consumption should increase very 
considerably in the next, two decades. Most Latin American countries have 
at their disposal suitable raw materials, though some are better favoured 
than others in this respect. Relatively low capital requirements for 
production and the possibility of installing effective small capacity 
plants makes it feasible for many Latin American countries to undertake 
production and the number of countries participating in the production of 
plywood will increase with the expanding market. Economic integration 
should stimulate trade by permitting, through removal of tariffs, a free 
interchange of the different types of plywood produced in the region» 
/As for 
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As for plywood, fibreboard and particle-board consumption in Latin 
America is still very low by world standards, and there is considerable 
room for expansion of consumption for both commodities« With fibreboard, 
as with pulp, other things being equal, especially raw material costs, 
production costs are lowered considerably with increasing size of plant» 
In many Latin American countries the national market will not at present 
support a fibreboard mill of a size that can produce competitively, while 
to undertake production on the basis of export to larger markets that can 
support their own home production is a most hazardous affair. Economic 
integration, as with pulp production, can smooth the way here for special-
ization within the region,* 
For particle-board, size of plant has a less decisive influence on 
costs. Less investment is required than for a fibreboard plant of 
comparable size. Thus modest plants to meet the needs of national markets 
can be considered, Even so, the current market potential of certain Latin 
American countries is still too small to justify an associated particle-
board industry. Reliance on export is even more hazardous than for fibre-
board, since the raw material is almost universally available and because 
of the relatively high freight/value incidence,. 
Of the three commodities discussed in the section, economic integra-
tion is likely to have the least impact on the particle-board industry, 
since opportunity for self-sufficiency within a single country is greater, 
and since the product is of a character that lends itself less well to 
international trade, A production of synthetic resin within the region 
might well stimulate development of the particle-board industry, since 
synthetic, bonding resins play a significant part in production costs. 
Of the wood-based sheet materials, plywood.perhaps offers the best 
prospects for increased international trade. Plywood today embraces a 
wide range of products, of different costs, appearances and use character-
istics, with diverse applications. Technical progress and associated 
new uses have led to a quadrupling of world output since the war, but 
Latin America has lagged behind,, Yet the materials are available in the 
region for producing many varied types of plywood for decorative and 
constructive purposes. Any pooling of the local markets would favour the 
development of this industry, 
/In this 
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In this connexion, it is of interest that the European Common Marie et 
zone has declared a common tariff at 10 per cent for veneers and 15 per 
cent for plywood® Existing tariffs in France and Italy are higher than 
these, but they are lower in the remaining four countries comprising the 
Common Market, Current Latin.American plywood and veneer exports to the 
Common Market zone of Europe are relatively minor, and the common tariff 
levels for plywood and veneer that have been adopted may provide an 
obstacle to future expansion of those exports« 
Economic integration and the general outlook for trade 
in forest products 
13« Import tariffs, quantitative restrictions, differential exchange 
rates, etc, arei all obstacles to freer intra-regional trade in forest 
products, and a major objective of any move towards economic integration 
would be the gradual removal of the obstacles within the region. As will 
be seen from the table below (based on information available from 19 
countries), tariffs on forest products in certain Latin American countries 
are comparatively high. 














In a number of cases, the application of differential exchange rates 
obscures the impact of the published schedules, 
/For newsprint, 
Number of countries with tariffs 
Free 5 per 5-25 25-50 50 per recorded 
entry cent or per per cenVand (percent-
below cent cent over ages) 
1 4 5 4 4 80 
1 2 7 3 3 80 
1 3 4 2 6 134 
- 1 2 4 4 178 
•r> 2 - 3 100 
3 1 7 4 - 50 
3 . 1 8 3 40 
— 7 9 3 84 
— — . 8 7 3 88 
m* 1 7 7 2 80 
7 1 9 2 (M 31 
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For newsprint, there is free entry in about half the countries dealt 
with. Duties on pulp and kraft are in instances severe for basic-, 
industrial materials, 
Hardwood being?so plentiful a material in Latin America and in 
relatively less demand than Softwoods, the easing or removal of tariffs 
on hardwood logs and limber would be a welcome step towards the liberal-
izing of the trade. Hardwoods can be used effectively in many fields in 
substitution for softwoods - it is often a question of overcoming con—, 
servatism in .use* 
The scope for removal of intra-regional tariffs on forest products 
and the rate at which such removal can be achieved without causing too 
drastic an upheaval in existing trade patterns are matters for the most 
careful appraisal. But with tariffs so severe in so many instances, their 
gradual reduction and final, abolition must offer great scope for a general 
improvement of the trade in forest products, 
14« From the foregoing sections it emerges that the major issue for 
future Latin American trade in forest products is how far the rapidly 
expanding consumption of newsprint, other paper and paper-boards can be 
met from the development of regional production, Latin America's economic 
integration can undoubtedly play a significant part in promoting develop-
ment of pulp and paper production by widening markets, affording the 
opportunity for specialization, and hence production economies, within 
the region, and effecting optimum utilization of the region's diverse 
fibrous resources. Such a development would afford a stimulus to the 
establishment of secondary and associated industry (e,g, paper conversion 
trades, chemicals), 
Plywood, fibreboard ¿and particle-board production and consumption 
are also due for rapid expansion in Latin America and will benefit from 
the improved economic outlook that should be attendant on Latin America's 
economic integration-!. 
With lumber the main problems are to promote a greater use of the 
considerable resources of broadleaved woods and to expand production of 
Latin American coniferous resources so as to reduce the heavy coniferous 
sawn wood imports — both problems whose resolution can be assisted by 
development^ of a regional market for Latin America, 
/Thus the 
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Thus the prospects for raising the level of intra-Latin American 
trade and promoting industrial development with the help of economic 
integration are probably brighter than for any other commodity group in 
food and agriculture. By the same token, a co-ordinated development of 
forest products industries within the region can make a notable contribu-
tion to the process of economic integration itself and to a general 
raising of welfare in the region» That the governments are fully cognizant 
of this is evident from the continuing support they are according to the 
work of the FAO/ECLA Pulp and Paper Advisory Group, established at their 
request, and the continuing flow of national requests for the services 
of this Group. At the same time, it is clear that a realization of the 
possibilities briefly sketched in this note requires a more detailed study 
of Latin American forest resources, of the end-uses to which the various 
products are subjected and of the strength of the present and future . 
market demand for them. Study is also needed of economic and technical 
problems attendant on establishment of new forest industries and their 
place within general economic development plans0 
These and other aspects will be analyzed in the study of Latin 
American timber resources and requirements which FAO and ECLA have been 
requested to carry out by the governments of the region represented in 
the Economic Commission and in the Latin American Forestry Commission. 
The full support of the countries of the region to this study will be 
instrumental in clarifying issues and arriving at possible solutions. 
Information Document N° 4 
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA 
Eighth Session 
Panama City, Panama, May 1959 
PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF SELECTED TYPICAL 
' COFFEE FARMS IN SAO PAULO 
I. FOREWORD 
As explained in the Progress Report on the ECLA/FAO Coffee Survey 
(document E/CN.12/512), analysis of the data on coffee farms collected in 
the State of Sao Paulo has not yet been completed- However, in the course 
of the preparatory work, valuable information regarding a small number of 
farms has already been obtained and studied. It was thought that many 
delegations at the eighth session of ECLA might be interested in having 
access to these preliminary results and they have, therefore, been prepared 
as an information document. 
The present document constitutes an advance on the proposed'detailed 
study of farms described under section C of document E/CN.12/512. It 
should be emphasised that both the data and the analysis are preliminary . 
and may be revised or changed as additional information becomes available. 
• II. SUMMARY 
1. Coffee production in the State of Sao Paulo takes place under widely 
varying conditions- The coffee farms found in the State may be classified 
into fazendas and sitios. The fazenda is a large holding, frequently highly 
specialized in coffee cultivation which is operated through the colono 
labour system of annual labour contracts. The sitjo is a relatively 
small unit, generally owner-operated, which is found scattered all over the 
State. The sitio depends for its labour requirements mainly on the farm 
family itself. In order to illustrate ranges of differences between major 
farm characteristics in Sao Paulo, two sitios and two fazendas are 
analyzed in considerable detail in this preliminary note. 
2. The selected farms have the following principal characteristics: 
Sitio A is a small, owner-operated farm on Arenito do Bauru soil type 
with above average management, with well kept and productive young coffee 
plantings; sitio A requires very little hired labour. 
/Sitio B 
Sitio B is a rather primitive - and probably more representative -
small farm on Terra Rcxa soil; the coffee trees are more than 50 years 
old and produce little. In spite of low yields and primitive cultivation 
methods hired labour is constantly required. 
Fazenda A is a typical medium-sized specialized coffee farm situated 
near sitio A; rather modern production techniques prevail under a share-
cropping labour contract; grains and livestock are secondary products, 
Fazenda B is a very diversified medium-sized coffee farm located in an 
old coffee area on Massapé soil; both young and old coffee plantings exist, 
the former ones being cultivated with modern methods. Onions, bear.s, maize 
and dairy products are all of commercial importance, together exceeding coffee 
in gross value producedo 
3. Although the small size of the sitios does not allow the farmers to 
take full advantage of mechanization both in the field and in processing, 
it was found that considerable differences exist between the methods of 
exploitation of the two sltios. Both labour and variable capital (fertilizers,' 
pesticides, seeds, etc.) are applied much more intensively on sitio A than 
on sitio B0 
4. The use of resources cn both fazendas is rather similar to that on the 
well-managed sitio A, except that on fazenda B a sizeable share (I7e6 per 
cent) of the land is devoted to crops other than coffee. The technological 
level of farming seems to be generally higher on fazendas than on sitios, 
since on fazendas lack of knowledge or scarcity of investment funds are 
less of a limiting factor. 
5. Yield per hectare (1955/58 average) in sitio B amounted to 3.2 bags 
(of 60 kilogrammes) of green coffee, and in sitio A to 16.2 bags, showing to a 
large extent the effect of more intensive cultivation. This compares with 
yields of between 10.3 bags and 23.5 bags per hectare in different plantings 
on the fazenda. Per bearing treé sitio B collected only 0.22 kilogrammes 
of green coffee,, while yields on the fazendas and on sitio A varied 
between 0,56 kilogrammes and 1.26 kilogrammes per tree. 
6. Fertilizers were used on nearly all plantings of the fazendas and to 
a less extent, also on sitio A. Sitio B did not use either fertilizing or 
manuring practices. This points to the fact that the larger-sized fazendas 
may have important livestock enterprises which place them in an advantageous 
position for manuring with respect to sitios. 
/7. A survey 
•» 3 
7» A survey of over-all efficiency on these four coffee farms shows that, 
whereas in sitio B one man-day was required to produce 3.65 kilogrammes 
of green coffee, the other farms required considerably less labour outlay 
for the same amount of output, . On fagenda B this indicator showed labour 
productivity to be four times as high as on sitio B, This points to • 
the enormous scope for improvement in coffee production efficiency. It 
also shows that while coffee prices are weakening the possibility exists for 
farmers to counter declines in farm income through greater rationaliza-
tion of production, 
8,, In the past coffee farms have - as a rule - been highly specialized 
because of a variety of conditions. However, the data presented here 
show that both small farms and large farms may today profitably supplement 
coffee cultivation with a number of additional enterprises» In this way 
a greater stability of farming is obtained which is especially important to 
defend farmers against abrupt coffee price declines. Detailed study of 
diversification on coffee farms is required in or-der to establish the 
enterprises which will best fit as combinations with coffee cultivation. 
Livestock farming merits special attention in view of the need for organic 
manure on coffee plantings. 
9«. In deciding between various forms of diversification on coffee farms 
the matter of equalizing seasonal demand for labour is of great importance0 
Because of the labour-intensive character of coffee harvesting there is 
a great labour peak in July-August. The difficult labour situation could 
be improved by adding ether enterprises, but the cases studied show that the 
opposite effect may also be obtained if crops are not properly chosen and 
the respective peak labour demands fall also at the time of the coffee 
harvest. 
10» Data show that labour productivity in non-coffee enterprises may not 
necessarily be greatly less than that in ccffee farming. On the four 
farms studied, gross labour productivity for non-coffee crops was 60-85 
per cent of that in coffee production. The corresponding range of 
livestock farming was 45-80 per cent. Naturally, these figures are only 
illustrative and need confirmation through the analysis of net productivity 




Coffee production in the State of Sao Paulo takes place under a 
relatively wide variety of situations. Besides differences in the natural 
environment, namely soil types and to a certain extent climatic conditions, 
further differences among coffee farms and coffee regions exist on account 
of varying cultivation practices, labour contracts and combinations of 
enterprises. The existence of such a diversity of situations suggested 
the convenience of supplementing the information collected through the 
regular field survey, with more detailed data gathered from a restricted 
number of purposively selected farms. The main objective of this part of 
the coffee study in Sao Paulo has been to provide a comprehensive view of 
those coffee farms which could be considered representative of common types 
of organization in specific regions of the State. Hence, collection of 
data and subsequent analyses were not restricted to the coffee enterprise 
but included all activities carried out within the farm during the year 
October 1957 - September 1958, 
The criteria which guided the selection of farms were schematically 
the following:(l) in each of the soil types most relevant for coffee 
growing one or two municipalities which could be considered fairly 
representative of the types of farming in the region were selected; (2) 
a restricted number of farms (from 5 to 10) was chosen within each 
municipality taking into account their typicalness with respect to the 
following variables: (a) size, (b) level of mechanization, (c) diversifica-
tion, and (d) labour contracts,^ A total of about 30 farms were thus 
selected in six municipalities. In each farm daily information about 
labour activity, cash outlays and receipts were registered. The 
collection of information was completed in September 1958 and data are now 
being processed and analysed. 
y This study is not free from the objections usually moved against farm 
records types of data and analyses. Even if the farms selected in Sao 
Paulo are representative as to size, enterprises, labour contracts and 
other characteristics, the quality of their management locates them In 
the upper average class. This is a consequence of the fact that farmers 
willing to collaborate rank normally among the more advanced and 
progressive. 
/Results of 
Results of a preliminary analysis of four farms are presented below. 
This presentation aims at two main objectives: (l) to inform about the 
nature of data collected and about some of the analysis which can be 
performed using these data, and (2) to supply a preliminary outlook of 
the main economic relationships existing in coffee farms whose resources, 
productive structures.; techniques, and labour contracts may be considered 
representative of specific regions within the State of Sao Paulo. 
In relation to the first objective, it 'must be pointed out that figures 
and analytical relationships are presented here only for a few individual 
farms and therefore neither aggregation of data nor measures of contra! 
tendency are included. Obviously, when the processing of data on all farms 
is finally completed, a. series of additional comparisons between groups of 
farms will become possible. Material presented in the following pages about 
individual farms may hence be also viewed as the type of raw data available 
for more comprehensive and profound analyses. 
The second objective suffers from a similar limitation. Even in case the 
farmj selected were considered, on subjective grounds, .as representative of 
specific coffee producing areas in the State, it must be remembered that 
valid conclusions regarding average characteristics of coffee farming in 
Sao Paulo can only be made after processing and analyzing the other segments 
of the study. Orly then typicalness of the farms may be more objectively 
evaluated and inferences firmly drawn. 
IV. GENERAL FEATURES OF COFFEE PRODUCTION IN SAC PA'JLO 
Historically, coffee was introduced in the State of Sao Paulo at the 
beginning cf last century and progressively moved first northward and then 
westward reaching finally in the twenties Mato Grosso's and Parana's borders. 
The original march of coffee proceeded according to the typical pattern of 
shifting agriculture in new areas, constantly in search of fertile virgin 
land and leaving behind old plantings on heavily depleted soils. Recently, 
however, a different trend has slowly manifested itself among coffee 
growers. Adopting important innovations in cultivation technology, farmers 
are now successfully establishing new and highly productive plantings in old 
2/ coffee areas»-' This tendency, although increasing, has not yet become 
2/The most relevant changes in technology consisted in the adoption of 
selected strains and varieties, narrower spacing, plantation on the 
contour and heavy fertilization and manuring, / , 
so generalized as to significantly affect the average level of productivity 
of the oldest areas and to change profoundly their production structure. 
The signs are however promising and a steady rise in the technological level 
in future years may be expected. 
As to the effect of the natural environment, while the climate of 
practically the entire state is suitable for coffee growing, soil has been . 
a major element determining the extension and location of coffee cultivation. 
Coming from the state of Rio de «Janeiro, cultivation. expanded originally 
on the Mass ape soil formation,^covered the sports and strips of Terra. 
Roxa; , ^  and penetrated finally into the Arenito de Bauru 1/ Objective 
and precise estimates of coffee distribution amongst soil types are not 
6/ yet available,--' but it may be roughly estimated that put of a tetal of 
n j 
some 1,100 million "trees" ^  in the State, about 3/4 are located on 
Arenito type of soil, 15 per cent on Terra Roxa and less than 10 per cent 
on Mas.r:aTD<?0 In these last two, soil, types the oldest and poorest plantings ., - g 
of the state are to be found«-' However^ in recent years they .have been 
associated with young and well established plantings in a steadily growing 
proportion. The Arenitos, on the other hand, are covered with plantings 
3/ A slightly acid clay loam which in its virgin state is found under a 
heavy growth of deciduous forest in hilly areas of the northern and 
northeastern regions of the State. 
4/ A soil of volcanic-derived materials, clay-like, yet highly friable in 
texture and of characteristic purple-earth color« This deep,, rich soil 
is found on the rolling terrain in central Sao Paulo and in the area 
centering on Ribeirao Preto in the northern part of the state0 
5/ A. slightly acid sandy loam which predominates in the State's west and 
southwest. 
6/ Expansion of the 29000 coffee farms sample, which represents the main 
segment of the ECLA/FAO coffee survey, will provide the objective 
estimates so far lacking. 
2/ In Brazil a coffee "tree" consista of several trunks, spaced from six 
to 25 centimetres apart and giving the appearance of a single plant. 
Each cluster Is counted for statistical and other purposes as being one 
tree,, The estimates of' the total number of trees and of the proportion-
ate distribution among soils are based on the cadastre of coffee growers 
which was prepared at the beginning of the survey and used as a sample 
frame. 
8/ Up to 100 years of age and yields as low as 120 kilogrammes of green 
coffee per hectare. 
/of younger 
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of younger avèrage age (possibly between 30 and 40 years) and of higher 
productivity. While very young plantings exist also, in these areas, old 
techniques are still prevailing and the impact of new practices, particularly 
soil conservation and chemical fertilization/ is not very much felt. 
Institutionally, the entire structure of coffee production has been 
centered around the fazenda, a large holding initially cultivated with 
9/ 
slave labour and later on by colonos.— The faaenda was originally a 
practically self-sufficient type of economic unit, where besides the basic 
cash crop (i.e. sugar cane or coffee) subsistence crops such as rice, beans, 
and corn were produced for1 the farm labour- The fazenda also had specialized 
labour and equipment for the maintenance of the farm's fixed capital 
(buildings, coffee processing equipment, etc.). Slowly, this self-sufficient 
structure suffered some modifications: monoculture ceased to be the general 
rule and other cash crops were introduced in the production plan, attempts 
were made at establishing an equilibrium between livestock and crop enter-
prises, and in addition to the colono system, various forms of share-
cropping (garceria) were adopted in some regions of the State- These 
internal changes were also accompanied by a steady decrease in self-
sufficiency with respect to type and quantities of inputs as a consequence 
of improvement in the cultivation technique which made mechanization, 
fertilizers, pesticides, feeds ana other commercial inputs of more common 
use- All these changes, however, did not occur uniformly and at the same 
rate throughout the State- The process of diversification particularly, 
varied substantially from region to region: dairying became the most 
9/ A colono is a rural worker contracted generally for one crop-year• He 
is in charge of cultivating a. given number of trees and he is paid 
according to a predetermined cash rate per thousand trees- As obligations 
of his contract, he has to perform a certain number of weedings and 
also to execute two operations complementary to picking (arruagao and 
• esparramaqao). For picking he receives a fixed sum for each bag 
harvested. In addition to cash, he receives some form of payment in kind, 
variable from farm to farm and region to region: either he receives 
products, or he is allowed to interplant in coffee, or he is assigned an 
area of cropland and pasture at a rate for each thousand trees cared for-
He is furnished shelter and/ in more progressive farms, medical assist-
ance, school, and some sort of organized social activity (dancing clubs, 
soccer games, etc). 
/frequent enterprise 
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frequent enterprise associated with coffee in the marketing spheres of the 
main urban centres, sugar cane in the northeastern regions, cotton and 
10 / 
groundnuts in the western areas.— This diversification process received 
strong stimulus during periods of low coffee prices, particularly during 
the thirties. 
Besides the fazenda, another fundamental farm type exists: the sitio, 
a relatively small unit, frequently owner-operated, which is not character-
istic of any specific region but is found scattered all over the state. 
A large number of sitios originated as a consequence of the emancipation 
of colono families, who normally employed accumulated savings to purchase 
a few hectares of land establishing; a family-operated coffee farm. 
Diversification in sitios is much less pronounced than in fazendas; as a 
general rule crops other than coffee and livestock are present only for 
internal consumption. Labour requirements are usually supplied by the 
family labour force with some use of hired labour during harvest. Adoption 
of technological changes has been slower on the sitios than on fazendas 
and both cultivation practices and inputs still follow old cultivation 
patterns. 
V. GENERAL FEATURES AND RESOURCE USE ON THE SELECTED FARMS 
Two sitios and two fazendas aré analyzed in this paper- Even though 
similar with respect to some characteristics, they differ in other features 
and suggest the type and range of variability existing between coffee farms 
in Sao Paule. The analytic discussion about resource availability and 
ratios in the selected cases is preceded by a general, framing description 
of their main structural features-
Si Mo A may be considered above average in management among the owner-
operated coffee farms in Sao Paulo. 11/ It is located in the municipio 
10/ These are only general indications not based on objective measurements-
Distinctions are not so clear cut and mixture of all these types are 
frequently encountered-
11/ Once again, it must be pointed out that this statement is limited by 
lack of objective information about the populations of coffee farms. 
Only after completion of the whole study these preliminary and 
hypothetical statements will be. definitely tested-
/of Catanduva, 
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of Catanduva, along the Araraquarense railroad, on Arenito de Bauru soil. 
Its coffee planting is of a selected variety, has entered few years ago 
the productive phase and it bears very good yields. The cultivation • 
practices, although not completely up to date from the technical point of 
view may nevertheless be considered more advanced than those applied in the 
majority of sitjos.. It is highly specialized since coffee represents the 
only cash enterprise. A small output of grains and dairy products is 
consumed by the family. The operator and family take care of the labour 
requirements with the exception of a short period during harvest time when 
some hired labour is used. 
Sltio B belongs to a category of sitios opposite to sitio A, i.e. of 
rather primitive and of low productivity. The frequency of this type of 
sitios in the State is probably higher than the class portrayed by sitio A. 
It is located in the municipality at Jardinopolis (within the region called 
Alta. Mogiana) oh Terra Roxa soil. Its coffee planting, over 50 years of age, 
belongs to the variety denominated Comma or Nacional (C^arabica, L.Var. 
typica Cramer) and is of very low productivity. Cultivation practices are 
rather primitive and application of labour and other inputs is very small.• 
Coffee also represents the only cash enterprise and grains and dairy 
production are for internal consumption. Hired labour is constantly needed 
because the owner's family labour force is insufficient to cope with all 
requirements. 
Fazenda A represents the case of a medium-sized, fairly specialized 
fazenda. It has the same location and soil type as sitio A. Its coffee 
planting, already in advanced maturity (30 and 35 years) maintains a good 
level of productivity. Inputs and cultivation practices are rather intensive 
and modern, both perhaps favoured by the fact that labour is obtained through 
a sharecropping.contract. Coffee is not the only cash enterprise but 
definitely the predominant one. Most of the grain and livestock products are 
not marketed. 
Fazenda B is an example of a very diversified medium-size coffee farm. 
It is located in an old coffee area (the Mogiana region) in the northeastern 
portion of the State, on Massape soil. 
Its coffee planting is composed of lots of. both old trees (over 50 
/years, of 
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years, of Comum variety), still bearing good yields, and of younger trees 
(ages varying between one year and 15, of selected variety). The young 
plantings have been established according to modern criteria and the level 
of application of inputs on the entire plantation is rather intensive. 
Besides coffee, cash receipts are also furnished in large proportion by , 
other crops (onions, beans, maize) and by dairy products- Labour for the 
adult coffee is secured through a colono-type contract while young 
plantings, are cared for with daily wage workers (dlarlstas), and a share-
cropping contract for onion, which is the other main cash-crop. Livestock 
labour, like in most fazendas, is furnished by permanent wage workers 
(mensalistas). 
The above general description .is supplemented by more specific 
information about availability of. resources and their utilization in tables 
1 and 2. 
As to the comparative resource structure of the two sitios (see table 
1), it is of interest to point out briefly some of their most relevant 
similarities and divergencies - The most striking feature is the similarity 
in the percentual distribution of .annual;labour between classes of 
enterprises (coffee demands around 30 per cent of the total labour use 
and only about 10 per cent is devoted to other crops). This ..similarity 
does not hold, however,: in absolute terms- Sitio A with a smaller area in 
coffee presents a much more intensive labour application, as shown by the 
resource rations contained in table 3 (105 man days per hectxre of adult 
coffee in sitio A versus only 38 days in sitio B). Comparison of the 
magnitudes of the capital invested confirms, the disproportionate structure 
of sitio B, whose capital is practically wholly composed of land and 
planting and the farm does not dispose of any significant amount of 
variable capital to use jointly with it- In sitio A e?.ch day of labour 
is applied together with 50 cruzeiros of variable capital (see table 3) 
while the figure in sitio B does not reach any significant amount. These 
conditions are also confirmed by the size and relationships of capital-
land ratios. • 
From the data in tables 1 and 3, it appears that while output in 




AVAILABILITY AND USE OF RESOURCES IN TWO REPRESENTATIVE SITlOS 
Sitio A Sitio B 
Item Unit Number Percent- Number Percent-
age . age 
Land 
Young coffee (up to 3 years) Hectare _ — — -
Adult coffee n 10.48 69.3 14.0 . . 49.1 
Other crops i t — — 2.4 . 8.4 
Pasture i t 2.83 18.7 11.9 41.8 
Forest and woodland i t 1.21 8.0 - — 
Unused but potentially productive 11 - - -
Built-on area and wasteland i t 0,60 4.0 0.2 0.7 
Total land i t 15.12 100.0 28.5 100.0 
Labour 
Labour on coffee man-days 
young (up to 3 years) H - - - -
adult i t 1 098.5 84.0 531.0 80.2 
Labour on other crops « 108.5 8.3 80.75 12.2 
Labour on livestock » 69.0 • 5.3 45.0 6.8 
Labour on overhead activities H 31.5 2 . 4 5.0 0.8 
Total labour n 1 307.5 100.0 661.75 100.0 
Fixed investment 
Land a/ cruzeiros 481 600 40.1 728 000 83.7 
Coffee planting b/ tt 480 000 40.0 100 000 11.5 
Machinery c/ i t 16 438 1.4 5 678 0.7 
Work animals ç/ tt 8 000 0.7 12 000 1.3 
Buildings c/ n 214 115 17.8 24 480 2.8 
Total fixed investment n 1 200 153 100.0 870 158 100.0 
Variable capital 
Machine services d/ t t 8 862 12.4 1 678 82.3 
Crop services e/ i t 47 013 65.6 360 17.7 
Livestock services f/ » 15 718 22.0 - -
. . Total va riable capital » 71 593 100.0 2 038 100.0 
a/ Land investment has been evaluated at current market prices. 
b/ Coffee planting has been evaluated from .the establishment standpoint and not 
discounting expected future returns, 
c/ Values for machinery, work-animals and buildings are fo.r the original inventory, 
d/ Including depreciation quotas plus fuel, lubricants and maintenance expenses, 
e/ Comprising outlays on fertilizers, pesticides, seed and seedlings, 
f/ Including feed and veterinary expenses. - /Table 2 
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Table.2 
AVAILABILITY AND USE OF RESOURCES IN W O REPRESENTATIVE FAZENDAS 
Fazenda A Faizenda B-





Young coffee (up to 3 years) Hectare — 14.5 3.2 
, Adult coffee " 196.02 27.4 69.5 15.3 
Other crops " 18.15 2.5 80.0 17.6 
Pasture 11 293,79 41.0 213.7 47.0 
Forest and woodland " 142.61 19.9 21.3 4.7 
Unused but potentially productive " 4« 04 0.6 ' 15.0 3.3 
Built-on area and wasteland. " 61.71 8.6 40 „2 8.9 
• Total land » 716.32 100.0 454.2 100.0 
Labour 
Labour on coffee man-days 
young (up to 3 years) . " — 566 2.9 
adult « 14 632 85.6 5 854 29.9 
Labour on other crops . " 460 2.7 7 115 36.3 
Labour on livestock . " 592 3.4 3 019 15.4 
Labour on- overhead activities : " 1 422 8.3 3 027 15.5 
Total labour '• 7• " 17 106 100.0 19 581 100.0 
Fixed investment 
Land a/ 
Coffee planting b/ 
Machinery c/ 
Work animals c/ 
' Buildings ç/ 
Total fixed investment 
Variable capital 
Machine' services d/ 
Crop services e/ 
Livestock services f/ 
Total variable capital 
cruzeiros 24 787 600 75.7 11 294 000 11 4 587 460 14.0 3 116 710 <1 932 782 2.8 461 745 
« 78 000 0.2 105 000 11 2 366 911 7.3 1 297 004 11 32 752 753 100.0 16 274 459 
H 
2 2 8 2 2 5 2 4 . 5 1 9 8 0 2 4 
11 
6 7 5 5 8 7 7 2 . 4 '
 : 6 6 0 0 7 0 
i t 
2 9 4 1 0 3 . 1 - 1 2 0 0 0 4 -
11 
9 3 3 0 9 1 1 0 0 . 0 9 7 8 0 9 8 









a/ Land investment has been evaluated at current market prices. 
b/.Coffee planting has been evaluated from the establishment standpoint and not 
discounting expected future returns, 
c/ Values for machinery, work-animals and buildings are for the original inventory, 
d/ Including depreciation quotas plus fuel, lubricants and maintenance expenses. 
ej Comprising outlays on fertilizers, pesticides, seed and seedlings. 




RESOURCE RATIOS IN TWO REPRESENTATIVE SITIOS AND TWO FAZENDAS 
Item Unit Sitio A Sitio B Fazenda A Fazenda B 
Labour-land ratios 
Man-days per hectare 
of young coffee man-days - - - 39.0 
Man-day per hectare 
of adult coffee M 104.8 37.9 74.6 84.3 
Man-day per hectare 
of other crops H 20.7 a/ 33.6 25.3 88.9 
Man-day per hectare 
of total farm area i t 86.5 23.2 23.9 42.0 
Capital-labour ratios 
Machine services per 
man-day b/ cruzeiros • 6.8 . ••• 2.5 13.3 10.1 
Variable capital per * 
man-day c/ i t 54.8 3.1 54.5 50.0 
Fixed investment per 
man-day d/ t t 917.9 1 314.9 1 914.7 . 831.1 
Capital-land ratios 
Machine services per 
hectare b/ t t 586.1 58.9 318.6 436.0 
Variable capital per 
hectare c/ i t 4 735.0 71.5 1 302.6 2 153.4 
Fixed investment per 
hectare d/ H 79 375.2 30 531.8 45 723.6 35 831.0 
a/ The area devoted to other crops does hot appear in table 1 since they are 
inter-planted in the coffee area. 
b/ Machine services consist of machinery depreciation quotas plus cash expenses 
for fuel, lubricants and repairs. 
c/ Variable capital corresponds to cash expenses with machinery plus crop services 
(fertilizer, pesticides, seed and seedlings) and livestock services (feed and 
veterinary expenses). 
d/ Fixed investment includes value of iand, coffee planting, machinery, work-
animals and buildings, 
/in „sitio 
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in sitio B product may be viewed as the outcome of the sheer application 
of labour to land. In an attempt to generalize, it might be said that 
resource "ratios" in the majority of coffee sitios fall likely within the 
range delimited by sitios A and B-. 
In more general terms, because of their small average size, sitios 
have difficulties in taking full advantage of mechanization (both in the 
field and in processing) thus reducing considerably the volume of machine . 
services applied per man and per hectare- The use of other forms of 
variable capital (fertilizer, feeds, pesticides, etc.) is also limited as 
a consequence of two main factors: (1) lack of knowledge, and (2) low 
productivities of farm resources which do not allow reinvestment. While 
the first problem may be solved through extension and technical assistance, 
the second obstacle is perhaps associated with the present structure and 
organization of this small type of farm. 
Availability of resources and their use in the two fazendas are 
presented in table 2. Also for the fazendas the general impression is 
of close similarity in some characteristics and wide contrasts in others-
While size of fazenda A predominates in terms of land, fazenda B is much 
larger in terms of labour- The over-all labour-land ratio is 42 man-days 
per hectare in fazenda B and only 24 in fazenda A- The different degree t 
of diversification becomes apparent both observing land use (only 2-5 per 
cent of land devoted to crops other than coffee in fazenda A against 17-6 
per cent with the same use in fazenda B) and labour distribution among 
classes of enterprises (in percentage terms "other crops" absorbs 2.7 per 
cent of labour in fazenda A and 3^-3 in fazenda B). It may be of interest 
to point out that labour distribution in fazenda A is very similar to that 
encountered in the two sitios- This similarity is obviously a consequence 
of the high degree of specialization and it is highly correlated, as will 
be pointed out later on, with the percentage distribution of gross income-
A strict analogy between the two fazendas characterizes the capital 
investment, both of its fixed and variable components. Land and coffee 
planting represent the largest share of total fixed investment (around 90 
per cent in both fazendas);; machine investment, although apparently modest 
in comparison with the previous two categories, is in reality rather 
/conspicuous as 
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conspicuous as may also be deduced from the volume of machine services 12/ 
per man-day listed in table 3 - — 
Variable capital is composed substantially in both fazendas by crop 
services which are made up of cash outlays for fertilizers, pesticides, 
seed and seedlings. This type of investment is quite notable as it is 
also indicated by the magnitude of variable capital per man-day and per 
hectare- As to possible generalizations about capital investment in 
fagendas, even though obviously no inferences can be drawn from the 
absolute figures of fazendas A and B, it should be fairly safe to assume 
their proportional distribution among categories of capital as quite 
representative of the usual capital structure- Also in the majority of 
fazendas it is likely to occur that fixed investment, particularly land 
and planting, constitute the major category of total capital (in the two 
cases, under analysis fixed investment represents 97 and 94 per cent of 
the total capital). During recent years variable capital has been assuming 
growing proportion in coffee fazendas, but still remains a rather modest 
item in comparison with total investment- This proportional comparison 
between fixed and variable capital does not have a mere statistical 
relevance but possesses a broader significance since technological progress 
and increase in labour productivity has been normally accompanied by a 
proportional decrease in fixed investment with respect to variable 13/ 
expenses and an increase in the variable capital-labour ratio-— However, 
the coffee farms' capital structure may not be as unfavourable as it 
appears if two factors are taken into account: (l) processing equipment is 
a form of fixed investment characteristic of coffee farms and therefore 
12/ The level of mechanization is indeed rather high in both fazendas: 
both possess three tractors (two Ferguson Diesel 32 HP and one Fordson 
in fazenda A, and Ford 22 HP, Ferguson Diesel 32 HP and International 
MD 32.8 HP in fazenda B which are used mostly.for transport and land 
preparation. Besides tractors and their implements, the remaining 
portion of machine investment is almost completely represented by 
processing equipment. 
13/ In this connexion it might be of interest ..to indicate that in a sample 
of grain-livestock commercial farms of the United States Midwest, the 
proportion between fixed and variable capital was of 78 per cent for 
the former and 22 per cent for the latter-
/comparison of 
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comparison of global investment with farms of different productive structure 
leaves coffee farms in disadvantageous position; (2) the inflationary, 
process which has been affecting the Brazilian economy in recent years 
has raised considerably the values of fixed capital, particularly land, 
perhaps out of proportion with their earning value-
Comparison of resource structure between sitios and fazendas, lead 
to several considerations of a general nature- In relation to labour 
use, an increase in the size of the economic unit seems to cause a more 
than proportional increase in the fraction of labour employed in over-
head a c t i v i t i e s I n the sitios 0.8 and 2-4 per cent of total labour 
was devoted to overhead activities., while in the fazendas the proportion 
raised to 8-3 and 15-9- This increase is caused ndt only by a larger 
fixed capital to maintain (mainly machinery and buildings) but particularly 
by the effort needed in managing and supervising the several categories of 
15/ 
hired labour normally present in the fazendas Besides the complexity 
of the contracts, another factor which contributes to need of a large 
amount of supervision and coordination is the volume of the labour itself, 
as indicated by the total number of man-days spent in the fazendas (see 
table 2). 
Another point which deserves mention is the relationships between 
enterprises. Coffee sitios are usually quite specialized and size of 
other enterprises limited to the operator's family consumption requirements. 
As a consequence of this fact, an equilibrium between crop and livestock 
is therefore of quite difficult achievement within this type of farm 
organization. In fazendas„ on the other hand, one of the most common 
14/ Overhead activities include labour spent on maintenance of fixed capital 
(buildings, machinery, and improvements), on transports of general 
nature, and on the coordination of activity in the various enterprises.-
15/ Fundamental categories of hired labour found in fazendas are:(a) coffee 
colonos or sharecroppers;(b) daily wage workers (diaristas);(c) monthly 
wage workers. (mensalistas) and contract labour (empreiteiros) . These 
categories are not permanently distinct, but it is quite common to find 
workers employed part time under one contract and part time under 
another: for example, coloncs work also outside their coffee.contract 
as daily wage workers or as sharecroppers of other crops', etc. 
/solutions adopted 
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solutions adopted in the diversification process has been the inclusion of 
a cattle enterprise in the farm production plan. In farms located inside 
dairy marketing areas this inclusion took the form of a dairy enterprise 
specialized and of high technical level but in other regions it has been 
generally limited to a rudimental kind of enterprise. In fact, livestock 
was not introduced with the main purpose of adding another cash enterprise 
but with the objective of establishing a fertility equilibrium within the 
farm. This tentative, however, has not been completely successful in 
most cases, because of the disproportion between the size of coffee and 
livestock enterprise- Given the size of coffee planting frequently 
encountered in fazendas, a much too large herd of livestock would be 
required to guarantee manuring at technically recommended l e v e l s ^ 
Anyhow the fact remains that between livestock and coffee occurs practically 
the only complementary relationship found on coffee farms. The relation-
ships of enterprises to one another are particularly relevant both for 
long term and short term farm planning and the selection of the enterprises 
to be associated with coffee.will probably represent one of the serious 
problems to be solved by coffee growers in the years immediately ahead. 
VI. ' RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS, LABOUR DISTRIBUTION AND EFFICIENCY 
INDEXES IN COFFEE 
Present characteristics and techniques applied. Because of the perennial 
nature of the coffee tree, yields and productivity of resources at maturity, 
under comparative weather and soil.conditions, are largely dependent on 
the inputs and techniques employed in the formative period- Understanding 
of the productivity levels in the selected cases may therefore be bettered 
if preceded by general information on the present characteristics of their 
plantings and the cultivation practices adopted- The main characteristics 
of the coffee plantings of the two sitios and two fazendas are described 
in tables 4 and 5 and figure 1-
16/ The question of manuring versus fertilization on coffee is very much 
debated in Brazilian technical circles- If the relevance that manuring 
has kept up to now in coffee farms should decrease, this fact would 
cause a revision of the production plans and enterprise combinations 




CHARACTERISTIC OF COFFEE PLANTINGS IN TWO REPRESENTATIVE SITIOS 
Item Unit Lot 1 
Sitio A 
Lot 2 Total Sitio B 
Number of trees a/ 
Number.of trunks per tree 
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18 000 10 000 
hectare in the years metric 
1956-58 tons — 7.8 5.4 14.5 
Total production bags 1955-56 60 kg 27.7 138.3 166.0 40.0 
1956-57 it 19.7 98.0 117.7 52.7 
1957-58 H 84.0 142.0 226.0 28.7 
1955-58 average H 43.8 126.1 169.9 37.1 
Yield per hectare 
1955-56 H 8.62 19.05 15.85 3.81 
1956-57 II 6.13 13.53 11.24 3.76 
1957-58 it 26.17 19.56 21.69 2.04 
1955-58 average ii 13.64 17.38 16.22 3.20 
Yield per bearing tree kilo-
1.26 1955-58 average grammes 1.17 1.13 0.22 
a/ Under the Brazilian system, a coffee tree consist of several trunks, spaced 
some six to twelve centimetres apart and giving the appearance of a single 
plant. Most frequently, either four or six trunks will constitute a tree, but 
in some cases the number may vary from two to eight. At any rate, for statis-
tical and other purposes each cluster is counted as one tree, 
b/ MN - Mundo novo (a selected strain of C. arabica L.var. bourbon (B. Rodr.) 
chouss.y introduced relatively recently). 
C = Comun (C.arabica L., var, tvpica Cramer), 
c/ ABu - Arenito de Bauru. TR « Terra roxa. 
d/ Com, beans, and rice are thè crops most commonly inter-planted with coffee, 
e/ In SSo Paulo State, the crop-year is usually from 1 October to 30 September, 
/Table 5 
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Table J 
CHARACTERISTICS OP COFFEE PLANTING IN TWO REPRESENTATIVE PA2ENDA 
Item Unit 
Fazenda A Fazenda B 
Lot 1 Lot 2 Total Lot 1 Lot 2 Lot 3 Lot 4 Lot 5 Lot 6 Total 
Number of trees &/ Number 143 3 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 I 6 3 303 14 0 8 0 1 1 8 5 8 1 0 2 2 2 9 ^ 15 238 2 0 74£ 8 1 6o4 
Number of trunks per tree Number 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Spacing of trees b/ metre 3.5 3«5 3-5 2o3"3c3 2 . 2 * 3 o 2 3*6 3.6 3.6 4.4 -
Area heotare 174. 24 21*78 196.02 14*. 5 2 I O . 8 9 7« 99 8 . 7 1 13.07 2 8 . 8 0 83.98 
Age Years jo 35 - 1 5 6 8 5 0 m 
Variety m Bv 0/ Bv 0/ Bv 0/ m a/ KN 0/ E ,5/ Bv 0/ Bv 0/ C 0/ -
Soil type ABu d/ ABu ¿/ ABu ¿ / M d/ M ¿/ M d/ H i / M d/ M d/ M d/ 
Soil defense trees 143 303 2 0 0 0 0 163 303 14 0 8 0 1 1 8 5 8 10 222 9 459 15 238 20 747 8 1 6o4 
Interplanted crops e/ 
1955-56' f / 11 - - - - - 15 238 - 15 238 
195&-57 11 m - - 8 5 0 0 - - 15 238 23 738 
1957-58 11 - - - 8 5 0 0 - - - 15 238 23 738 
Fertilizer applied per heotare 
in the years 
1956-58: 
H 
P 0„ 2 5 
K 0 
2 Organic matter applied per heotare 




1 9 5 6 - 5 7 
1957-58 
Average 1955-58 • Y^ oid per hertar© 




Yield per bearing tree 
Averasa l!5citi-'i8 
kilogrammes 35.5 1 1 0 , 6 43.8 229»4 2 3 8 . 6 145.6 77.8 8 3 . 9 
1» 5.2 17.^ 6.6 74.1 204.7 55.9 244,6 151.6 
11 33.6 1 0 5 . 9 41.7 1 6 5 . 4 104.9 2 6 8 . 7 47.9 I I 2 . 9 
metric tons 3.8 8.3 4.4 19.3 33.4 I 6 . 9 - 7.0 
bags ««1 • • • 2 1 0 0 . 0 176.7 171.7 119.7 9 5 . 0 27io7 11 1»» • • • 1 000.0 1 9 8 . 3 153.0 76.0 8 2 . 7 2 0 8 . 7 11 2 . 8 6 3 1 8 8 3 0 5 1 . 0 3 2 5 . 8 2 3 8 . 2 178.0 249.9 410.6 11 « • • • • • 2 0 5 0 . 3 2 3 3 . 6 1 8 7 . 6 124,6 142.5 2 9 7 . 0 
11 • • « • • • 1 0 . 7 1 16.22 21.49 13.73 7.27 9.43 11 e « • * * « 5 . 1 0 18.21 19.15 8 . 7 2 6 , 3 2 7.25 11 16A3 6 . 6 3 15-56 29c91 2 9 . 8 2 20.44 19.12 14.26 






718.7 1 In 
lcilp/7rfffflmea.- 0.75 1.18 1.30 0.79 0.56 0 . 8 6 
0 2 . 5 
985.3 




0 . 8 8 
a/ See footnote a/ cf tabled, b/ When coffee is planted in squares only ono dimension is given. c/ Bv r Bourbon vermelho (c. arabica., 
L.var. bourbon) MJ - Kundo novo (a selected strain of C.arabioa. L.var, bourbon (B.Rodr.) phouesy introduced relatively reoeatly). C - Comum 
(C.arabica L., var. typloa Cramer). d/ ABu = Arenlto de Bauru. M5 Massapg. j/ See footnote d( of table 4. t/ See footnote 0/ of 
table - = None. 
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Sitio A's planting is composed by two lots of 6 and 14 years of age, 
summing to 9,000 trees of Mundo Novo variety planted in rather narrow 
spacing, lacking soil defense, with maize and beans usually interplanted 
in most part of the coffee area, bub with application' of fertilizer and 
manure in the older lot. In summary, the planting characteristics and 
to a certain extent the techniques employed may be considered superior to 
those usually found in the majority of sitios- This qualification is 
confirmed by the production figures contained in table 4' The high yields 
obtained in the past three years are likely to continue and also increase 
in the future since the younger planting is only now entering the mature 
productive period. A pictorial comparison of the productivity level with 
the other cases is presented in the graph annexed. 
Sitio E's planting at the other extreme of the productivity scale, 
consists of 10,000 trees of over 50 years of age, of Comum variety, rather 
widely spaced, interplanted every year and sometimes twice a year with 
grain cropy, lacking soil defense and with application of organic matter 
as the only soil fertilization practice. These characteristics and 
techniques are reflected by the extremely low yields obtained during the 
last three years. As will be specified later on, maintenance of these 
types of plantings appears quite unprofitable and inconsistent with 
technical alternative presently existing. 
Fazenda A's coffee is composed of two sections of 30 and 35 years of 
age, adding up to over 160,000 trees. While the first section belonged, 
since its establishment, to the fazenda, the second lot has been recently 
purchased from an adjoining sitio and is of lower productivity. Both 
sections are of Bourbon variety; the entire planting is on contours for 
soil conservation, interplanting is not practiced, and both fertilization 
and manuring are used with heavier application to the second lot with 
the objective of raising its productivity level- The over-all productivity 
is quite good considering the age and other characteristics of the planting 
and the technical practices followed are more up to date than those 
generally found in average fazendas. The labour requirements are provided 
by families of sharecroppers (parceiros). . • . 
Fazenda B's planting is much more heterogeneous than those described 
above. It is composed of. an old section of 50 years of age of Comum 
/variety and 
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variety and of a series of younger lots with ages ranging from one to 
fifteen years- Of these the older ones (15-8, 6 years) are of Bourbon 
variety, and of Mundo Novo the younger ones (5 and 1 year). A rather 
large spacing was adopted in establishing the old section, spacing that 
has been narrowed for the younger plantings. Interplanting with grain 
crops has been practiced in the old section and in the lot of lowest 
productivity. Fertil.lzat5.on and manuring have been applied to the entire 
planting but more intensively to the younger sections. This higher 
fertilization has led to high yields of the 5 and 6 years planting which 
in 1957/58 bore a production of 1-65 and 1-40 kilogrammes of green coffee 
per tree. 
Presentation of the resource requirements and later on of the efficiency 
indices in these farms may be conveniently clarified if preceded by a 
schematic description of the usual routine operations performed in adult 
coffee and the connected labour distribution in the State of Sao Paulo. 
The coffee crop-year normally begins in October 1, date at which 
previous year's labour contracts ejroire and new ones are established-
From October to February-March in general the main operations consist of 
a series of weedings varying from three to a maximum of seven mostly 
depending on weather conditions and labour availability. Weedings are 
normally hand performed with the help of a broad and heavy hoe; in some 
cases hand hoeing is facilitated by a previous cultivation in the middle 
17 ' 
of the row by an animal-drawn cultivator.—' 
In March or April another cultivation, called arruagao, is carried 
out. In addition to a normal cleaning, this operation includes a 
preparation of the ground for the harvest, scraping the soil clean under 
the skirt of the tree and shaping the debris into a basin which should 
ease collection of the fallen cherries. Harvest time varies considerably 
from year to year in accordance to the uniformity in the maturity of the 
cherries: usually, however, the bulk of the crop is harvested from about 
June 1 through August 31, but the full range of harvest is from about 
17/ Cultivators of mechanical traction, introduced several years ago, 
have had very little success among coffee growers and are seldom used. 
v /karch 1 
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March 1 through late September. Actual picking is preceded by one or 
several collections of the cherries which had fallen on the ground. The 
collection is performed sweeping the ground and the operation is denominated 
varrigao. Coffee picking is by hand: the usual method consists of 
stripping off the fruit-bearing branch, removing together with the cherries, 
many of the leaves and some of the buds. After a certain number of trees 
have been stripped off the soil around the tree is swept and cherries are 
roughly separated from foreign materials through sieving. The coffee is 
then put into bags and hauled to the farm headquarters where it is further 
sieved or floated in water, and separated to be dried on the drying 
terraces. 
Right after the harvesting together with the first cultivation, the 
debris gathered into the tree basin are again scattered around the tree; 
this operation is called esparrama?ao. 
In addition to the routine operations applied to the whole plantation 
mentioned above, a series of other activities totally or partially applied 
to all plantings are sometimes carried out in adult coffee. They are 
essentially: fertilization and manuring, substitution of dead or old trees 
with young seedlings, shoot elimination, maintenance of the soil defense 
system, cleaning of the trees (reaoval of dead branches), insect and 
disease control and other minor ones. Fertilization and manuring are the 
major non-routine operations and are performed usually from October to 
December. Both materials are either scattered or buried in hoe-opened 
furrows in the middle of the row or around each tree- Usually fertilizer 
and manure are applied in a single operation; recently, however, the 
practice of fr&ctioned applications of nitrogenic fertilizer is becoming 
quite widespread. 
Relative proportion of performance of non-routine operations in the 
selected cases is presented in table 6. 
labour distribution. The sequence of the routine operations and of the 
occasional ones causes a rather uneven distribution of labour requirements 
through the year. Graphs 2 and 3, portraying monthly labour distribution 
per hectare of adult coffee in the two sitios and two fazendas, have been 
annexed. They indicate quite clearly the pattern of labour employment 
currently existing in the case coffee farms: labour application gradually 
/Table 6 
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RELATIVE PROPORTION OF NON-ROUTINE OPERATIONS PERFORMED 
ON ADULT COFFEE PLANTING IN TWO SITIOS 
AND TWO FAZENDAS a/ 



















































a/ Non-routine operations are those that are not necessarily carried out 
on. every planting or in every crop-year. 
/raises to 
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raises to a peak during harvest time- The position of the month of 
highest labour requirements is not, however, constant: it may shift from 
year to year, and from region to region in accordance with the degree of 
maturity of the crop. In both sitios the peak has occurred in August 
while in fazenda B it has been anticipated to July. On the two sitios, 
aside from the absolute quantity of labour employed, about which consider-
ations-will be made later on, the pattern of employment is quite similar, 
as indicated by the two graphs expressed in percentual terms. As to the 
nature of the operations, in sitio A in the first five months, in addition 
to weedings also fertilization, manuring and replanting have been executed, 
while in sitio B, the activity was limited to extirpation of the weeds-
Operations and labour distribution in the rest of the year are practically 
identical-
Rather different is, on the other hand, the distribution of labour 
between the two fasendas• Fazenda A presents a much more even employment 
throughout the year: troughs and peaks around the theoretical line of even 
employment of 8-3 per cent are less pronounced than in fazenda B- Two 
main.factors explain this pattern: (I) the high specialization of enter-
prises, and (2) the labour contract. It has been mentioned before, that 
labour is secured in fazenda A through a sharecropping contract which 
stipulates, among other items, the obligation of maintaining the trees 
permanently free of weeds. This fact, jointly with the obvious personal 
interest of the sharecroppers in keeping the soil clean and the trees 
well cared for, causes a continuous and intense labour application throughout 
the rainy season. Harvest is also rather spread beginning in April with 
a series of varrlcao ana then with picKing carried out in May, June and 
July. As to the influence of the,second factor, the limited importance of 
other crop enterprises does not cause any labour bottleneck thus permitting 
to spread out the operation. . In fazenda B, where colónos labour is 
employed, workers are paid at a given rate per thousand trees weeded, and 
the number of weedings to be performed is established by the owner. This 
contract arrangement, together with labour requirements of other enter-
prises, which, as will be pointed out later on, in some instances conflict 
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Efficiency indexes. Sitios A and B resemble in the type of labour 
resources employed (man labour and animal-drawn vehicle for transports), 
and in the percentual labour distribution between categories of operations 
but differ remarkably in the operations performed and the volume of labour 
applied with them. 
The former aspect has already been mentioned in the previous pages 
but the latter deserves a few comments. Differences in the volume of 
labour applied (e.g. 31-5 man-days per hectare spent in weeding in sitio 
A versus only 14«5 spent in sitio B) does not indicate simply a larger 
application of labour inputs (greater number of weedings or their more 
careful execution) but it reflects also differences between operation 
efficiencies induced by soil structure, weeds intensity and labour quality. 
These factors tend to confound comparison of labour application 
between farms and between regions particularly when the figures confronted 
are quite close. But in cases like sitio A and B, even allowing for these 
disturbing elements, the difference in total labour applied per hectare 
(105 days in sitio A against 38-2 in sitio B) is of such magnitude that 
it doubtlessly indicates two different and quite distant levels of labour 
application. 
If the characteristics of the planting of the two sitios aré recalled 
and related to the quantity of input application, they explain the wide 
divergency existing between the input-output coefficients reported in. . 
table 6 and 7« While in average in.sitio A 4*86 man-days (and resources 
with it associated) produced one bag of green coffee (60 kgs.), 18-4 man-
days were needed in sitio B to attain the same result. 
Fazendas A and B resémble quite closely in the type of operations, 
total labour inputs per hectare and man-days per bag. Main differences 
are encountered in the quantity of labour spent on weedings compared with 
other operations and in the intensity of tractor use- Regarding the first 
aspect, while the operations excluding harvest demand practically the 
same total amount of man-days per hectare in both farms (52*6 in fazenda 
A and 31*4 in fazenda B) its distribution among the individual operations 
differs remarkably. In fazenda A 23-3 days out of 32.6 are spent on 
weedings and the remaining portion on other operations; in fazenda B only 
12-5 days are devoted to weedings and 13 days to other operations but 
' /Table 7 ' ' 
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Table 7 
PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY INDICES FOR ADULT COFFEE IN TWO SITIOS,1957-58 
Item S i t i o A S i t i o B 
Lot 1 Lot 2 Total Total 
Cultivation efficiency indices 
Man days (excluding harvest) 
per bag a/ 1.36 2.43 2.03 9.22 
Tractor days (excluding harvest) 
per bag a/ y- y y y Vehicle (excluding harvest) 
per bag a/ - 0.02 0.01 0.07 
Machine days'(excluding harvest) 
per bag a/ , / 2J y y 0.28 Animal days (excluding harvest) 
per bag a/ - 0.02 0.01 0.35 
Harvest efficiency indices 
Man days (in harvesting) • per 
2.63 - 8.88 bag a/ 2.21 2; 5 0 
Tractor days (in harvesting) 
y y per bag a/ y y Vehicle days (in harvesting) 
per bag a/ 0.05 0.05 ' 0.05 0.09 
Machine days (in harvesting) 
y-per bag a/ y b/ 0.28 Animal days (in harvesting) . 
per bag a/ 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.37 
Overall efficiency indices 
Bags of green coffee per 
23.67 2.87 10 000 trees 28.00 25.11 
Bags .of green coffee per 
hectare 26.09 19.56 21.56 2.05 
Total man days per bags 3.66 5.48 4» 86 18.40 
Kgs•of green coffee per 
man day 15.54 11.01 12.35 3.24 
Total tractor days per bag y y y y 
Total vehicle days per bag 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.16 
Total machine days per bag y y y 0.56 
Total animal days per bag 0.06 . 0.07 • 0.06 0.72 
a/ The coefficients are calculated including half of the days spent on 
arruayao and esparramayao since about half of this operation is normal 
weeding. 
b/ None. /mainly to 
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mainly to manuring and fertilization. 
The tractor is used more intensely in fazenda A, since there it is 
employed not only for the normal use of transport of manure, fertilizer, 
seedlings and bags of harvested coffee, but it also participates in the 
processing operating a mechanical dryer. ; 
Tables 7 and 8 present physical efficiency indexes of the various 
lots in the two sitjos and two fazendas. 
For the type of superficial analysis within the scope of this paper 
it is sufficient to point out (l) the range of average labour productivity 
found between the selected cases and (2) the existence of divergence in 
productivity within the same farm. 
Between farms, the productivity of labour ranges from a minimum of 
3.24 kgs- of green coffee per man-day in sitio B to a maximum of 14*39 
kgs. in fazenda B. Once again the position of these figures within the 
frequency distribution of resource productivities in coffee farms is not 
determinable at this st-age of the study; hcwever, they suggest the need 
of examining carefully in future phases of the analysis the aspect of 
resource productivities and therefore of resource allocation between 
coffee regions and coffee farms. 
As may be logically expected, variability of labour productivity is 
also found within the same farm. Because of the differential character-
istics of the various lots (age, variety, inputs of previous years) their 
bearing capacities are far from uniform and influence sizeably the average 
productivity of labour• The difference in kilogrammes of green coffee per 
man-day between lots was of 4»53 in sitio A. of 5*60 in fazenda A and 3 ^ 7 
in fazenda B. The existence of these differences, especially considered 
under the light of the fact that labour resources, because of contracts 
and tradition, are rather uniformly applied throughout the planting : 
without discriminating between the lots, suggest the convenience of ' 
devoting particular attention in future phases of the study to the problem 
of resource allocation within the farm. This area of inquiry has received 
very little attention so far in coffee farms, probably because, as far as 
labour is concerned, the type- of contracts employed allowed very little 
flexibility in the level of its application between the lots. It appears, 
however, as if coffee growers might profit from recommendations resulting 
Aable 81 
Table 8 
PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY INDICES FOR ADULT COFFEE IN TWO FAZENDAS. 1957-58 
Fazenda A Fazenda B 
XT/em 
Lot 1 Lot 2 Total Lot 2 Lot 3 Lot 4 Lot 5 Lot 6 TotPl 
Cultivation efficiency indices a/ b/ 
Man days/bag 2.25 4,70 2.40 1.34 2=67 1,80 1.53 1.71 1,77 
Tractor days/bag - 0.01 0,10 0.02 - 0,05 - - - 0.01 
Vehicle days/bag 0.01 0,10 0.01 0.05 0.27 0.03 - 0.05 0.08 
Machine days/bag £/ c/ £/ £/ c/ £ / • c/ c/ 
Animal days/bag sJ c/ t 0.21 0.89 0.10 c/ 0.19 0.27 
Harvest efficiency, indices b/ 
Man days/bag 2.19 3.14 2.25 1.96 1.74 1,70 2 „11 2.08 1.96 
Tractor days/bag 0.02. 0.01 0,02 - 0.01 r/ c/ - — 
Vehicle days/bag 0,02. 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Machine days/bag c/ c/ c/ c/ c/ c/ c/ c/ c/ 
Animal days/bag sJ c/ sJ 0.14 C-,25 0.12 0 = 20 0.18 0.18 
Overall efficiency indices 
Bags of green coffee/1 000 trees 19.98 9-40 18.68 27.47 23.31 18.82 16.40 19.79 20.77 
Bags of green coffee/hectare 16,43 8.63 15o56 29.91 29.82 20.44 19.12 14.26 20.19 
Total man days/bag 4.58 8.00 4.79 3.74 4-86 3.94 4»08 . 4.23 4ol7 
Kg of green coffee per man/day 13.10 7.50 12 «52 16,02 12.35 15.21 14.69 14.17 14.39 
Total tractor days/bag 0,05 0.13 0 a 06 . - 0o06 - - 0.01 0.01 
Total vehicle days/bag 0.03 0.11 0.04 0.09 0.34 0.06 0.05 0.10 0.13 
Total machine days/bag 0o05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0,05 0.05 
Total animal days/bag 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.35 1.14 0.22 0.20 0.37 0.45 
a/ Excluding harvesting.-
b/ See footnote a/ of table 7« 
c/ None, 
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from more profound and detailed analyses of this problem. 
It must be remembered, that the data discussed above refer to the 
crop-year 1957-58. With the purpose of reducing the limited significance 
of efficiency coefficients based on one crop year only, the same indexes 
have been recalculated for the selected cases on the basis of the 1956-58 
average production (see table 9). It has been assumed that in the previous 
two years (1955-56 and 1956-57) identical quantities of labour resources 
had been applied. This assumption should not be very unrealistic since 
significant modifications in the cultivation techniques have not occurred. 
Variability in resource use between years are due mostly to changes 
in operation efficiency engendered by climatic conditions. 
Since in all the selected cases, with exception of sitio B, 1957-58 
was a year of higher yields than the previous two, the recomputation on 
the average basis has the effect of raising input-output coefficients and 
lowering average labour productivity. 
The differences, however, are not too large and fall within the range 
of variation which may be reasonably expected as a consequence of year 
to year production variability. 
VII. COMBINATION OF ENTERPRISES, LABOUR DISTRIBUTION AND GROSS 
. INCOME SHARES 
It has been mentioned earlier that diversification is an all but 
Uniform characteristic of coffee farms. It has been influenced in its 
development by a multiplicity of factors such as market incentive to 
introduce other cash enterprises, convenience to keep in the farm enterprises 
complementary with coffee and the necessity to produce consumption goods 
for the farm labour. These factors have usually simultaneously influenced 
the diversification process in the fazendas producing manifold diversi-
fication patterns, but in the sitios the enterprise combination seems to 
be quite standard. 
Sitios A and B are both very specialized since other enterprises are 
limited to grain crops interplanted in coffee and few heads of dairy 
cattle. As a consequence of this structure resource requirements, and 
specifically labour, are very little affected by enterprises other than 




AVERAGE PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY INDICES FOR ADULT COFFEE IN TWO SITIOS 
AMD TWO FAZENDAS. AVERAGE 1956-58 a/ 
Item '• Sitio A Sitio B Fazenda A Fazenda B 
Cultivation efficiency indices 
average b/ 
Man days/bag 2.70 7.13 3.57 2.52 
Tractor days/bag - - 0,03 0.02 
Vehicle days/bag 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.11 
Machine days/bag - 0.22 - -
Animal days/bag 0.01 0.27 0.38 
Over-all efficiency 
Bag of green coffee/l 000 I8e88 3.71 12.55 14.59 
Bag of green coffee/ha 16.21 2.65 10.46 14.18 
Total man days/bag 5.52 16.43 5.96 4.92 
Kg of green coffee per man day 10.87 3o65 . , 10.07 12.19 
Total tractor days/bag - - 0.0 8 0.02 
Total vehicle days/bag 0.06 0.14 0.04 0.15 
Total machine days/bag - 0.50 0.05 0.05 
Total animal days/bag : 0.06 0.64 0.01 0.56 
a/ Average indices are. computed on. the assumption that resource requirements are 
the same as in previous years» This assumption should, be very realistic since 
significant modifications in cultivation techniques have not occurred«, 
Variations in the utilization of resources between years are due mostly to 
changes in operational efficiency caused by climatic conditions. 
b/ Excluding harvestry. 
/is presented 
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is presented in graph 4* 
Aside the difference in the volume of labour applied mentioned 
before, the pattern of the labour distribution through the year is very 
similar in both sitios. Coffee requirements are to a small extent 
increased by those of other crops and of livestock, somewhat more 
intensively in the period from March to May, the other crops' harvest time-
However, the comparison of these two labour distribution with the 
available family labour suggest a few interesting considerations. 
In the first place, other crops and livestock from the standpoint 
of labour utilization may be viewed as supplementary enterprises in sitio 
18/ 
A but they become competitive in sitio B - — I n fact, the family labour 
force in sitio A seems well adjusted to farm's size and with the exclusion 
of the month when the bulk of the coffee crop is harvested, coffee's 
labour requirements fall well below the labour availability line. Other 
crops and livestock in this case supplement the resource utilization and 
do not conflict with coffee's labour exigencies. And if 1957/58 labour 
requirements and distribution may be considered to represent those 
occurrying in other years, it would seem feasible to increase the size 
of the livestock enterprises, possibly hogs (since the pasture area is 
very limited), thus utilizing more fully family's labour availability and 
adding to the farm's gross receipts. 
An opposite situation characterizes sitio B. Not only other crop 
and livestock compete with coffee in the utilization of labour but relation-
ship between family's labour force and size of the fann seems to be out of 
proportion since outside labour is permanently needed-
Recalling the characteristics and productivity of sitio B's planting 
it should be fairly reasonable to set forth that not the best course of 
action has been adopted- It should be much more profitable: (1) to 
substitute gradually the old planting with a new one based on higher 
technical level, and (2) to restrict the size of the orchard within 
potentiality of the family labour. Under the hypothesis of substitution 
18/ An enterprise is considered supplementary when it does not compete with 
others in utilization of the farm's bundle cf resources- Competing 
enterprises, instead compete for use of the farmer's resource. 
/of the 
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of the present planting with one of characteristics and productivity-
comparable to. lot 2 of fazenda B the family's labour supply of about 
300 man-^ day would reap, when the planting had attained full productivity, 
4,800 kilogrammes of green coffee against the actual 972. Considering that 
siseable portion of Sao Paulo's sitios are probably similar in size and 
productivity to sitio B, it seems very convenient to devote specific 
attention in the final report to the problem of resource productivity and 
reorganization in low income family-operated coffee farms. 
Monthly labour distribution of the two fazendas is presented in 
graph 5* Fazenda A has the kind of distribution characteristic of 
specialized coffee fazendas, with requirements of other crop and livestock 
in constant but modest amount through the year. Coffee labour requirements, 
as mentioned earlier, are fulfilled through sharecropping contracts while 
other enterprises and overhead activities are cared for by daily and 
monthly wage workers• From this point of view, relationships between 
enterprises may be classified as -Independent since limited conflict 
exists in the utilization of labour of the different categories of workers. 
Much more diversified and complex appears the labour distribution in 
fazenda B. Coffee labour demands do not predominate like on the previous 
instances but do play a rather molest role in comparison with other 
activities. The main competition is the one existing between coffee and 
onion since the peak of labour requirements of both crops practically 
coincide. Competition is further strengthened by the fact that coffee's 
colonos are at the same time onion sharecroppers thus potentially creating 
19 / 
a severe problem of resource allocation.™ 
The dairy cattle enterprise., under the technical level adopted in 
this farm, also presents a peak of greater labour demand from February to 
April when silage for the dry season is cut and prepared. 
To complete this schematic presentation of enterprises relationship 
it may be of interest to consider the percentage distribution of gross 
19/ It should be pointed out that 1957/58 has been an exceptional year 
for onions in the crop system. Expectation of favourable prices have 
induced producers of the Mogiana region to extend onion cultivation . 
in their farms beyond the ordinary area. 
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income between categories of enterprises- As it may be expected this 
distribution shows a high degree of correlation with labour distribution 
among enterprises- In both sitios and fazenda A coffee's share is above 
90 per cent - In fazenda B coffee and other crops apparently contribute 
in the same proportion.to gross income and livestock also participates 
with a sizeable share- On the basis of subjective knowledge about the 
populations, of coffee sitios end fazendas in the State, it is felt that 
the proportional distribution portrayed by the two sitios and fazenda A 
is the one which characterizes the majority of coffee farms- Even when 
diversification exist, very seldom it reaches the proportion encountered 
in fazenda B (see figure 6)• 
The very specialized kind of production plan obviously combines 
characteristics of high profit and high risk, enjoying large returns 
during the periods of favourable prices but being at the same time exposed 
to the storms of the coffee market. Combination of enterprises like that 
represented by fazenda B represents a less risky choice of production 
plan; the entrepreneur "renounces. during the years of high coffee prices 
to higher returns to the resources he manages but .guarantees alternative 
sources of income during adverse phases of the coffee market. 
' VIII. NET INCOME STATEMENTS AND GROSS AVERAGE VALUE 
PRODUCTIVITY OF LABOUR 
Considerations made in the previous sections about availability and 
utilization of production factors, resource requirements in coffee, and 
relationships between enterprises in the selected cases, may be conveniently 
complemented considering the expense find receipt items of their budgets. 
Net income statements of the two sitios and two fazendas are presented in 
tables 10 and 11 respectively. 
As one would reasonably expect, the expenses and receipts figures 
confirm the relationships betweei'n farms and within farms that physical 
19/ It should.be pointed out that 1957/58 has been an exceptional year for 
onions in the crop system. Expectation of favourable prices have 
induced producers of the Mogiana region to extend onion cultivation 
in their farms beyond the ordinary area. 
/Table 10 
I 
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Table 10 
NET INCOME STATEMENTS OF TWO REPRESENTATIVE SITIOS 
(Cruzeiros) 
Q-ï 4-ñ uiO^ o A Sitio B 
Item Amount Percent- Amount Percent 
age age ~ 
Variable expenses 
Maintenance of work animals 8.25 1.4 -
Maintenance of buildings 
and improvements 71 0.1 - -
Livestock expenses 15 718 27.2 8 600 24.3 
Crop expenses 20 974 36,3 360 1.0 
Wages 7 775 13.5 23 974 67.6 
1. Total variable expenses 45 363 7 8.5 32 934 92.9 
Fixed expenses 
Depreciation quotas a/ 12 440 21.5 2 526 7.1 
Taxes « - - - . 
2. Total fixed expenses 12. 440 21.5 2 526 7.1 
3o Total expenses (1 t 2) 57 803 100.0 35 460 100.0 
Receipts 
4. Livestock receipts - - 1 700 1.8 
Crops receipts 
650 47.8 Coffee 382 000 90 c 4 45 
Beans 1 800 0.4 - -
Bananas - — 1 415 1.5 
• 5„ Total crop receipts 333 800 90.8 47 065 49.3 
6S Other receipts — - 2 780 2.9 
7. Gross cash income (4-;-5*6) 383 800 90.8 51 545 54.0 
8,. Products used in the farm 37 380 8.8 30 022 31.5 
9» Crops and livestock net 
inventory change + 1 500 0.4 +13 850 14.5 
10. Total gross income (7^ 8+>9) 422 680 100.0 95 417 100.0 
11» Net cash income (7-3) 325 997 — 16 085 -
12. Net farm income (10-3) 364 877 59 957 
a/ Including depreciation of work animals, buildings and improvements. 
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Table 11 
NET INCOME STATEMENTS OF TWO REPRESENTATIVE FA2ENDAS 
( Cr-nzelros) 
Fazenda A Fazenda B 
Item Amount Pei"" cent= Amount 
Per-cent-age 
Variable expenses 
Maintenance of machines and 
. vehicles 58 514 1.7 32 697 0.8 
Maintenance of work animals 6 600 0,2 - -
Maintenance of buildings and 
68 38 improvements 071 1.9 983 1.0 
Fuel and lubricants 64 134 1.8 119 247 3.0 
Livestock expenses 9Q / 410 0.8 120 804 3.0 
Crop expenses 767 162 21.9 660 070 16.5 
Wages 2 324 827 66.4 2 296 489 57.4 
Light, telephone - - 46 869 1.2 
Other expenses 25 214 0.7 33 531 0,8 
1. Total variable expenses 3 343 932 95.4 3 348 690 83.7 
Fixed expenses 
Depreciation quotas a/ 147 597 4^2 61 185 1.6 
Taxes 11 992 0,4 36 858 0.9 
Interest b/ - - 552 370 13.8 
2. Total fixed expenses 159 589 4.6 650 413 16.3 
3» Total expenses (1+2) . 3 503 521 100.0 3 999 103 100.0 
Receipts 
Livestock receipts 
Beef - • - 55 038 1.0 Dairy cattle 155 425 2.9 511 051 9.3 
Hogs L 110 0.1 55 094 1.0 
4» Total livestock receipts 159 535 3.0 621 183 11.3 
Crop receipts 
Coffee 5 034 150 93.2 2 376 816 43.4 
Castor beans 20 250 • 0.4 a» -
Onion - - 1 904 242 34.8 
Beans - - 13 500 0.2 
Corn - 36 829 0.7 
Lumber - - 74 969 1.4 5. Total crop receipts 5 054 400 93.6 4 406 356 80.5 6. Other receipts 21 691 0.4 60 816 1.1 7» Cross cash income (4+5+6) "5 235 626 97.0 5 Q8Ö 354 8. Products used in the farm 129 500 ¿.4 447 160 9. Crop and livestock net 
inventory change 29 700 0.6 -59 400 -1.1 10..Total gross income (7+8+9) 5 394 826 100.0 5 476 114 100.0 11. Net' cash income (7-3) 1 732 105 - 1 089 251 -12® Net farm income (10-3) 1 891 305 - 1 477 oil — 
and improvements, 
b/ It was not possible to obtain information on interest and other expenses paid on 
faim loans by Fazenda A, The amount may be estimated to be about 200 000 cruzeiroa 
Net income would then be smaller by an approximately corresponding amount. 
/coefficients exposed 
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coefficients exposed in the previous pages had suggested. The two sitios 
differ not only as to the size of both expenses and receipts but also 
their proportional composition. In sitio A since the family labour supply 
is almost adequate to the labour requirements, the main item of outlay is 
composed of livestock and crop services, that is variable capital of 
immediate return, while in sitio B 68 per cent, of the total expenditure 
consists of hired labour. As to the receipts, 91 per cent are cash 
receipts in sitio A against only 54 per cent in sitjo B. In fact, in the 
latter, products used inside the farm account for 32 per cent of total 
gross income. The differences are also very remarkable in absolute terms: 
at the end of the crop year sitio A disposes of 326 thousand cruzeiros 
versus only 16 thousand in sitio B- If the size and relation of these 
figures may be considered typical of other crop-years, as they likely are, 
they show clearly the productivity divergence between the two sitios. 
Sitio A disposes at the end of the productive year of a relevant amount 
(about 256 per cent over the total capital investment) part of which he 
will be able to reinvest in the farm after taking care of the consumption 
needs of his household. In this fashion he will be able to maintain at 
high level the productivity of his labour supply. Sitio B, on the other 
hand does dispose in cash of a sum which can barely satisfy the exigencies 
of the household. Possibility of reinvestment in the farm does not exist 
and given the physical characteristics of its coffee planting, the owner-
operator will face a continuing decrease in productivity of his family 
labour efforts. 
A comparison of the budgets of the two fazendas, contained in table 11, 
shows a close degree of analogy of their expense structure, with hired 
labour being logically the major item (the lack of information about the 
amount of interests on loan paid by fazenda A weakens the comparison in 
this area). The composition of receipts reflects the degree of special-
ization and diversification pointed out in the previous pages, with 
coffee contributing with 93 per cent of total gross income in fazenda A 
and only 43 per cent in fazenda B. The large portion of receipts forth-
coming from onions in the second fazenda, is, however, rather exceptional: 




It should be pointed out that, because of the nature of the farm 
structure, composition of net farm income in the two fazendas does not 
coincide with composition of the same item in the two sitios. In the 
first case it represents mere remuneration of capital and of managerial 
activity, while in the second instance it includes also return to the 
family labour. 
As a conclusion of this schematic and preliminary analysis of a few 
representative cases, table 12 presents gross average value productivity 
of labour in different categories of enterprises. They have been computed 
dividing the gross income of cash class of enterprises (coffee, other 
crops, livestock) by the number of man-days in it employed. However, two 
estimates of the same figure have been computed: the first considering 
exclusively the numbers of man-days specifically employed with the 
enterprise during the crop-year, the second increasing this amount by a 
share of the labour spent in overhead activities (the share has been 
determined proportionally on the basis of the labour demanded by each 
class of enterprises). Comparison of these two estimates suggests in a 
rough manner, thè impact of the increase in size of the economic unit on 
the productivity of resources. In the case of coffee, for instance, 
inclusion of overhead activities lowers productivity of labour of only 
1.30 and 8.30 cruzeiros in sitios B and A respectively, but of 26 and 59 
cruzeiros in the two fazendas. The weight of a larger economic unit to 
manage and supervise, affects sensibly the level of productivity of the 
resources. 
As to comparative productivity between categories of enterprises, 
the normal pattern in the selected cases seems to be of decreasing 
productivity as we move from coffee, to other crops and to livestock. 
It should be remembered, however, that these productivity figures are 
of a gross nature- They have been obtained dividing gross income by the 
number of man-days. Therefore they include also return to capital. Even 
though they do not constitute precise estiicates, they provide an idea of 
global resource productivities. Accurate estimates of individual resource 
productivities will be calculated in subsequent phases of the study and 




GROSS AVERAGE PRODUCTIVITY OF LABOUR 
(Cruzeiros per day) 
Sitio A B Fazenda A Fazenda B 
Enterprise — 1 
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) 
Coffee 347*70 339.40 86.00 85.30 312.80 286„80 383.40 324.10 
Other crops 243.30 237.40 51.20 50.80 232.30 213.20 330.30 279.30 
Livestock 198*30 193.50 37.80 37c40 262.50 240.60 219.00 185.20 
Average productivity 
in all enterprises 322.80 77.90 282.90 wm 279.50 
(1) The gross average productivity of labour is computed exclusively on the basis 
of the number of man/days spent in each class of enterprise. 
(2) The gross average productivity of labour is computed by adding to the munber of 
man/days spent in each class of enterprise a proportional share of the labour 
spent in overhead activities« 
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In the name of the people and the Government of the Republic of 
Panama, and on. my own personal behalf, I bid you a aost cordial welcome 
in declaring open thi.s eighth session of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Latin America. I trust that you will bear with me 
if I take this opportunity of making a few remarks in addition tc 
assuring you of the pleasure and honour that it is for the Panamanian 
people to have you here in our country and promising the -wholehearted 
co-operation of the Government that is privileged to witness the 
success of your work. 
Without disparaging the usefulness of the meetings previously held 
by this body, exceptional importance may be attributed to the session 
inaugurated today, both because of the juncture at which it is taking 
place ana because of the topics to be studied and discussed. The 
peoples of Latin America are passing through a phase pregnant with 
suffering;, hope, needs and uncertainties. Problems of every sort loom 
up like unknown monsters between them and their prospects of a higher 
Standard of living. Economic, moral, social and political difficulties 
/and maladjus om^no^ 
and maladjustments lie in ambush at every step, and, one after another, 
breed conflicts and provoke reactions of which the consequences are 
usually disastrous. It is no easy matter to determine the causes of 
such a phenomenon without incurring the risk of lapsing into unilateral 
statements or vague generalizations. But it might safely be asserted, 
in the light of inquiries conducted in several directions and from 
different points of departure, that the underlying cause of the violent 
upheavals which are convulsing the body politic of Latin America is the 
complex of problems inherent in its present stage of social and economic 
evolution. The term invented to describe the existing state of affairs 
is "under-development", which, although criticized by some as inaccurate 
or inadequate, has been widely accepted as a common denominator for 
the set of peculiar features shared by the economies of Latin America, 
and as a basis and connecting-link for possible and proposed forms of 
action calculated to deliver our peoples from their present predicament. 
During the years which have elapsed since the end of the Second 
World War - \ihich mankind prays will be the last - far-reaching and 
intensive research, analysis and study have been focused on Latin 
America's economic problems at both the national and the continental level. 
At the same time, projects have been formulated with a view to guiding 
and spurring on the development of these economies as the satisfaction 
of the peoples' most pressing needs requires. In such activities, 
an outstanding part has been played by this regional agency of the 
United Nations, the Economic Commission for Latin America, now assembled 
/in my 
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in my country to review its most recent activities and draw up a programme 
for its future work, The partial and special surveys made by officials 
of ECLA or by groups of technical experts under its direction and the 
general studies on the situation of Latin America which it carries out 
and publishes year by year not only provide very valuable information on 
the structure and development of the Latin-American economy, but are 
helping to establish the right attitudes and appropriate methods for 
understanding the true position of Latin America and for dealing with 
its problems. 
Thus there exists already a doctrine, a comprehensive view of...the 
economic and social situation in Latin America and a systematic programme 
of decisions to be taken, which can serve as the basis for coordinated 
action on a continental scale to solve the problems of immediate 
subsistence and future expansion which at present weigh on the minds of 
the peoples and leaders of Latin America,. That is the reason why I 
stated at the beginning of my speech that the eighth session of the 
Economic Commission for Latin America has an importance without precedent 
in the history of the organisation and must plan to achieve practical 
results in the immediate future. The peoples of Latin America are 
today at a most delicate psychological juncture, where the accumulation 
of long suffered privation makes them impatient for a change that will 
improve their position. But since their urge for sweeping and 
immediate action is not governed by a full appreciation of the realities 
of their situation and by a nation-wide understanding of the methods 
/which must 
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be adopted to solve their problems or of the objectives which can bo 
attained, there is the obvious danger that despair will make the masses 
listen to the voice of irresponsible demagogy, which promises them 
everything immediately, and give themselves over, albeit momentarily, 
to ventures which only result in frustration and disillusion and create 
still greater obstacles to the reorganisation of our economies. 
It is clear that definite programmes are required to enable us to 
pass from theory and preliminary trial to concrete action, both 
immediate and long-term, and steadily improve the standard of living of 
the Latin-American peoples. That, in my opinion, must be the high-
ideal towards which the work of this session must tend. Study and 
consultations, these, as we know, are ECLA'S activities anc. it cannot 
go beyond the recommendations made to it. But even within these 
terms of reference, it fulfils the function of helping and encouraging 
the adoption and execution of practical decisions. The meaning which 
It impresses on its debates and the accent which it gives its conclusions 
mil on this occasion give them greater effect. The agenda which serves 
as a guide for this meeting gives an indication of the most urgent 
questions which confront the nations of Latin America on the road to 
economic development. The extension and consolidation of the basic 
economic structure as a prerequisite for steady and balanced development, 
the expansion of trade between the countries of Latin America and the 
establishment of foundations for greater coordination with a view to 
progressive integration of their national economies - these are not 
/theoretical matters, 
theoretical matters, but imply a plan, for immediate action of •rvu^.i far-
arc part. Indeed, tho underdevelopment, chronic unorap.'' oymoni 'ind 
temporary or permanent imderemployaent, tmdorconsumption snc" c 
if I may use such a bora, which assail &uclx vaot soctions of our ¿.oodles _ 
ore bound up with the narrowness and prceariousness of local mard :cV», 
which are liuited, moreover, by customs and. monetary restrictions. There 
is no sure issue to the poverty and privation common to all Latin-Amcrican 
peoples, except in the employment of the resources of tho continent for 
the common purpose of improving their living conditions. It is for that 
reason that it seems to mo of the greatest significance that tho work of 
this, conference should coincide both with tho completion of the work which 
the Committee of the 21 has been carrying out and with tho announcement 
that the United States has formally endorsed tho establishment of the 
Intor-American Development Bank which gives concrete form to a common 
aspiration ox the nations of Latin Amcrica. In my view, all this gives 
us grounds for the firm conviction that we arc now to advance more 
quickly by way of concrete achievements in the economic development of 
Latin America. It should be added that the work which the Economic 
Commission for Latin Anorica has boon carrying out for ten yoars has 
contributed considerably to this. 
I must not conclude: without expressing my Government's appreciation 
for the collaboration which the lioxico Officc of SOLA has given to 
Panamanian experts in preparing the study, the results of which are to 
bo found in the documont entitled "Analysis and Projections of Economic 
/Development; 
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Developmenti the economic development of Panama". This fine report 
which provides in systematic form an over-all view and interpretation 
of earlier research and of new discovierios and observations will 
doubtless help Panamanians in forming a more accurate idea of our true 
economic position and will awaken us to a true appreciation of the tasks 
which lie ahead and the way in which we must tackle them if we wish to 
achieve a higher standard of living. The study gives the lie to the 
sombre and inaccurate contentions that have been put forward that we 
have done nothing to establish our economy on an independent footing or 
to emancipate it from subjection to "the Canal economy". Indeed, the 
Study gives evidence of the contraryj it shows that since the Second 
World War we have made very appreciable efforts to set up industries and 
effect import substitution. The study also very clearly shows, however, 
that wo must greatly increase our efforts in the next ten years if we 
wish not only to close the gap between the rate of population growth and 
the rate of increase of the national income but also prevent another 
possible trend, namely, a widening of this gap and a drop or stagnation 
in the standard of living. The conclusions of this study have 
prompted my Government to hold a special seminar to discuss the question 
after the conclusion of the eighth session and thus to lay the bases for 
an economic development plan for Panama covering the next ten years. 
I am convinced that ECLA will co-operato with us in this task. 
Gentlemen; 
I wish once more to reiterate the thanks of my people and Government 
/for the 
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for the choice of the Republic of Panama as the meeting place of the 
eighth session of the Economic Commission for Latin. America. I again 
express the hope that your work vail be extremely fruitful and will 
help to give•concrete form to the desire for economic and social • 
improvement which is over present in the minds of the people of 
Latin America. 
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA 
.¡igkth Session 
Panama City, Panama, 14 May 1959 
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It is a privilege, which I appreciate highly, to be present at this eighth 
session of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America. Important 
problems await your decisions and those may well mark a new step in charting the 
development of your Continent. It is quite fitting that you should be gathered 
in this city whose geographic location symbolises the concept of communication and 
exchange between the various parts of the world, indispensable to that better 
understanding and cooperation which Is the very foundation of the United Nations. 
Meeting today in Panama, one may recall that Simon Bolivar, the groat liberator, 
in an act expressing bold and advanced ideas for his days, convened in this city 
the first Congress of the Americas and proclaimed that the time had come to place 
the common interest of the new republics on a safe footing. An extension of this 
idea is found in the motto that appears on Panama's Coat of Arms - " Pro Mundi 
Beneflcio." 
May I express my sincere appreciation to you, Mr. President, to the Government 
and the people of Panama for their generous invitation, oud- the:1-.- ¡gpaftious 
hospitality. 
Since the last tine I was with you, at your 1955 session in Bogota, important 
events have taken place in some of your countries, which have focused the attaition 
of the world on this hemisphere, from it southern tip to the Caribbean. With 
them has come a renewed dedication to some of the fundamental' concepts,and ideals 
inherent in our Charter, and this is bound to be reflected directly in the life 
/and work 
and work of our Organization. 
I havo come to this mooting from Geneva, where the United Nations is acting 
as host to the Conference of Foreign Ministers. Although Latin America, 
geographically speaking, stands rather apart from the main area..; in which our 
Organization confronts major polite cal isouos, a7-- owe much to the Latin American 
Republics for their constructive interest an! participation in efforts constantly 
made under our Charter for the rros.jrvation of peace. It is procisoly because your 
countries appear to bo rolat-.voly distant from the mairi storm centers, that they 
should increasingly contribute to the formulation, with, the necessary detachment, 
of solutions based on whatever objective criteria may bo available to us. 
I mention the diplomatic talks 1.- Geneva, bocauso in this forum devoted to 
economic development I cannot fail to emphasize how much the progress of the less 
developed parts of the world is dependent upon the relaxation of t onsions and .the 
solution of political problems. In turn, tho urge for economic development is 
emerging as one of the potential unifying factors in the world of today, fait as it 
is In virtually all countries, indooondontly of political crccdo,.philosophies and 
institutional structures. To mo, tho succession of those two meetings so different 
in their purpose and charactor exemplifies the wisdom of tho authors of the Charter, 
when they, for tho first time In tho history of international organizations, placed 
political, oconomic and social objectives on the same footing. 
K K rS 
International co-operation among Junoricsn states did. not begin with the 
United Nations. It has a long ax.d remarkable history, Ovor many decades, and 
sometimes through, difficult historical circumstance^ -, it has managed to find a 
number of vory striking expressions, never allowing temporary disputes cr conflicts 
between states completely to obliterate the profound unity of tradition, culture 
and purpose on which it is based. As it has developed in tho system of American • v er. 
/states, it 
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statos, it has shcira its vitality anc its adaptability to contemporary circumstances. 
Proof of this may be found in the recent decision to create a now financial 
institution designed to serve the interests of this region. The establishment of 
the Inter-American Bank represents the culmination of some years of negotiations, 
and we welcome this addition to the sources available for the financing of 
economic development. 
••If the United Nations has not been the first in this field, I believe that 
I am justified in underlining the quite unique and original quality of tie 
contribution which it has made, and is making, through this Commission, to the 
cause of Latin American cooperation. Perhaps, we can see better the exact nature 
of this contribution at this session, whore bold proposals stand before you, aiming 
at tho establishment of a regional market. For such an idea has not sprung from 
a sudden and visionary inspiration. Nor does it seem to have been primarily 
influenced by experiments of a similar nature pursued elsewhere. Rather it derives 
from a decade of study and reflexion, from the systematic investigation and analysis • 
made in ECLA, with a remarkable continuity of purpose, under the able guidance of 
Dr. Prebisch, of the conditions under which this continent is. developing. It is 
in the course of analyzing tho economy of individual countries, of identifying the 
various factors and the major trends affecting their growth and of attempting to 
scrutinize their future that the limitations inherent in political fragmentation 
have shown themselves in such a clear light, and that you have come to feel the 
need for a new instrument of cooperation. In this process of elucidation, which 
has led you from country studies to. the discussion of the common market, there is 
an inherent logic and rationality, an intellectual quality, which has its roots 
in the vitality of the Latin tradition. It is this which today enables Dr. Prebisch 
to speaik with such force of conviction of the need for some institutional 
arrangement, be It common market, free trade area, or a looser economic association , 
/These proposals 
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These proposals are stimulating through the continent a new look at the 
relationship among countries, giving rise to efforts at accelerating the development 
of mutual beneficial interchange. The value of this approach is already illustrated 
by the first steps taken toward tho program carried out in Central America, which is 
the outgrowth of an earlier recognition by the participating governments that 
economic progress could bo more effectively attained through concerted action rather 
than, in isolated compartments of small individual countries pursuing independent 
policies. Last year, a milestone in this end:^ ,our was passed when the Multilateral 
Free-Trade Treaty, was adopted by the five governments. This typo of inter-
relationship among underdeveloped countries is a rather now phenomenon. When this 
Commission was established in 194.8, trade and economic relation's between countries 
of the region were on the whole scanty, in spito of common language and of this 
tradition of cooperation in many fields to which I have alluded a moment ago. 
As you are now embarking on a new phaso of this long and difficult journey 
toward tho ambitious goals for which tho social scientists use the word "inte-
gration," it is my sincere hope that the United Nations, where this idea received 
Its first concrete formulation, will continue to be closely associated with it, 
whatever may be tho form which your action now assumes. The Central American 
scheme pursued under the aegis of your Commission is an Indication of the extent 
to which our Organisation can assist Governments in providing a constructive 
framework for their cooperation. I am convinced that we can also devise 
appropriate arrangements for the larger project involving twenty nations. 
K 55 s 
These new developments, it seems to me, apart from their inherent merits, 
are bound to influence the orientation of your tyork in other sectors, giving them, 
so to say, an additional dimension. Important as they may be, they should be kept 
in their true perspective, lest we bo tempted to believe that we have found a 
magic cure for all our ills. The establishment of a system of freer trade in the 
/region will 
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region will facilitate and enhance the indispensable process of industrialization, 
opening up new opportunities for productive investments and speeding up the policy 
of 'i? port substitutions. But as we discuss the intricacies of new institutional 
arrangements, let us not forget that Latin American countries will continue for a 
long time to depend for their development on the proceeds of their exports of 
primary commodities. In this respect, we have only to look at the Economic Survey 
which has been placed before you to be reminded once more of the limitations of 
the regional, approach, of the interdependence of the main trading partners, and 
of the continuing and often acute reactions, in the underdeveloped countries, to 
significant trends in the industrialized world. 
The main concern today is perhaps not so much with the temporary effects of 
the cyclical movement which has now been identified as the 1958 recession, but 
rather with the cumulative impact on Latin American foreign trade of the chronic 
weakness in commodity markets over the last four years. It is true that the 
decline was particularly felt during 1958 when exports from the region fell by 
about '700 million dollars, but the trend had started earlier, and is linked with 
the gradual slowing down of the rate of growth of most industrial countries since 
1955. 'Thus the demand for raw material and foodstuffs has increased only slowly, 
in many cases more slowly than the capacity for supplying the demand. The real 
value of foreign exchange receipts has failed to rise fast enough to sustain the 
rate of. economic growth previously achieved in most countries of Latin America. 
This relative stagnation must of course be viewed against the background of 
population increases which most of your countries are experiencing these days, and 
which, in many places, are among the highest in the world. 
Fortunately, as a result of previous investments, and more generally of 
policies initiated during the last decade, internal production of goods is helping 
to neutralize to a certain extent the reduced availability of imports. The policy 
' /of "substitution" 
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of "substitution11 which has been so strongly advocated hero is beginning to bear 
its fruits, and countries of the region find themselves less vulnerable to the 
familiar vicissitudes of demand and prices in the export products. 
Also, it seems to me, we can witness a growing recognition of the basic 
requirements of sound economic development. Many of the illusions which may have 
existed In the past seem to disappear gradually and there is, at least conceptually, 
a substantial measure of agreement on the way to handle such problems as inflation, 
rates of exchange, agricultural policies and price structure. Obviously, many 
obstacles may defeat the policies designed to achieve the stated objectives but, 
at least, one can say that problems are no more, as in the past, problems of 
principles or philosophy, but primarily problems of-implementation. 
'As your countries will resume their course toward rapid economic growth, it 
is to be expected that some problems may loom larger than before. High rates of 
growth and the process of industrialization cannot fail to bring to the forefront, 
as they have done elsewhere, such matters as the distribution of income and, mare 
generally, the social conditions under which development takes place. I mention 
this factor particularly because your Commission is seized at this session with 
a proposal to amend its terms of reference in order formally to recognize, In the 
definition of your mandate, the importance of social factors. It may be for 
accidental reasons that this question is debated at this juncture, but recent histor;; 
indicates that such a debate is very timely. Obviously, the question of deciding 
what balance must be struck between the often conflicting claims of social justice 
and rapid capital formation is one which each government must decide for itself. 
But a lot can be gained by comparative study and the sharing of experience such as 
your Commission can provide. 
/Your Commission 
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Your Commission is an essential instrument of United Nations action in 
Latin America and it has a natural vocation to bo concerned with all the various 
and interrelated aspects of economic development. It does not, however, exhaust 
the «total contribution of the United Nations in your continent. I may be allowed 
to refer here to the increasing success of our program of technical assistance with 
which you are so familiar. Efforts are constantly being made to Improve its 
performance and I am glad to have with me here today both Mr. Philippe de Seynes, 
Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs, and Mr. Roberto Beurtematte, 
the new Commissioner for Technical Assistance, a distinguished citizen of this 
country. Their close association in a unified Department symbolizes our 
determination to concentrate more than ever our resources and energies toward 
the concrete problems directly confronting countries in the process of development. 
I also want to mention the new Special Fund, although at this stage it may 
still 'appear to you more a promise than a fulfilment, but I can assure you that, 
under the guidance of Mr. Paul Hoffman, steps are rapidly being taken to ensure 
that this potentially most useful instrument will make itself felt in the very 
near future in a number of high priority projects, enlarging and intensifying 
these spheres of your work which cannot be adequately covered under existing 
programs. 
S H S 
Mr;-,. President, during the last ten years, we have accumulated a body of 
knowledge and information which has enabled us to diagnose the major ills that 
beset your countries in the pursuit of their now aspirations. During this very 
session, we will turn once more our attention toward solving those problems in 
order to fulfil one of our major responsibilities under the Charter of the United 
• /Nations. In 
Nations. In this nuclear age, we are very auch aware of the consequences of a 
failure to cooperate; this may serve to stimulate new constructive efforts in 
all parts of the world, I as convinced that there will be no lack of that 
constructive and cooperative spirit in your deliberations. 
' Mr, President, I would like to thank you and the people of Panama once more 
for their gracious hospitality and to extend to all here present my best wishes 
for a fruitful session. 
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The delegations attending this conference have paid me the honour 
of requesting me to greet on their behalf His Excellency the Président of 
the Republic, the Panamanian authorities and people, and the Secretary« 
'¡General and staff of the United Nations. I gladly accept this office and r 
•thank you all, in the name of my country and my Government, .for. the honour 
Which has been bestowed on me. 
" The bi-enrnal nonferences of the Economic Cc/;n,iss.ton for Latin Amftrina 
have come to represent for our continent an event of such importance that I 
do not hesitate to call it historic. The reasons for this are familiar 
to everyone, but it would not be superflous at this moment when the Caarnission 
is opening up new paths for our republics to indicate in a few words what 
ECLA has come to mean for our thought and for the guidance of our countries' 
economic policies. The Commission was formed, at a time \ihen the under-
developed peoples of the world united in a movement of supreme importance 
for the course of modern history» its aim was to raise their standards of 
living and enable the greater part of the world's .population to share in 
tie progress and welfare which up to then had been almost exclusively the 
prerogative of the industrialized nations. 
• /The._,Commissi en's 
f. e i 
I 
' The Commission's task in Latin America was to crystallize and give 
definite shape to these ideas of collective improvement. Since its 
inception, it set up its own criteria in considering the economic problems 
of our regionj economic thinking, which had hitherto been dominated by 
the classical theory, conceived and developed for more advanced countries, 
was the target at the Commission's conferences and in its documents of 
criticism which though heterodox yet maintained a scientific if independent 
spirit in studying the realities of our countries, 
. We can all trace in memory the evolution of this body of Latin 
American economic thought of which ECLA has become the centre and the symbol. 
The theory of development in the Latin American countries, the reform of 
the classic postulates of international trade, the application of dynamic 
analyses and of the theory of growth to the problems of our continent, have 
in the last few years emerged from the narrow confines of universities and 
research laboratories in the shape of concepts studied and shared by 
statesmen and entrepreneurs, by journalists and trade union leaders. With 
respect to economic policy, the emphasis laid by the Commission on the need 
to draw up development programmes has had especially important consequences 
in the countries of this region. . Those responsible for formulating and 
guiding development policy in each of our countries have new techniques at 
their disposal, and in almost half the region the Commission has carried 
out special country studies which enable our peoples to direct their effort 
towards clearly-defined objectives, with the help, of means suited to the 
purpose.. In other and more specific matters, mention must be made of the 
Commission's work with regard to the study of particular branches of 
/industry and 
industry ar,d the evaluation of natural resources;; and no less significant-
is tiiii fact that the Commission lias become a centre of thought where n'v/; 
generations of Latin American economists have received an autochtonous 
training with constant reference to our characteristic problems, and in. 
with the modern economic view that the absolute rule of universal farnnilue 
should be superseded by the application of a strict scientific criterion to 
tii© changing social situation in every continent and every country». 
The Panama session implies a new and, I would say, a bolder course in 
the Commission's activities on behalf of the economic development of Latin 
America. The growth of the countries of em- continent seems to be approaching 
a point at which the narrowness of the markets, the siae of enterprises and 
' * . f~ 
/ 
the low productivity of the region's economies In general clamour for a broader 
field of action than that bounded by national frontiers. 
Some of our countries seem to be nearing the crucial moment at which the 
expansion of the economy will inevitably come to a standstill, unless a 
co-operative and peaceful understanding with other countries is reached with 
a view to the constitution of larger economic units. Here I must pay special 
tribute to the pioneers of this movement towards the integration of small 
economies - the five neighbour countries of Central America, which five years 
ago, with the co-operation of ECLA launched an economic integration 
movement that has already materialised in lasting practical, achievements, and 
sots an, example to the rest of the region. 
In seeking to establish a common market in Latin America., ECLA has 
undertaken no easy task. The road will be beset with obstacles. Hitherto 
our countries have channelled their efforts in two opposite directions, on the 
/one hand, 
/ «•> iJ, — 
one .hand;, exporting their primary commodities to the large industrial centres, 
ana., on the other attempting to develop Industries to supply each one's 
domestic market. To break with this tradition, to change the thought patterns'' 
of politicians and entrepreneur's accustomed to a lc:.:g~standing economic system, 
undoubtedly represents a difficulty that will have to be taken into account,, 
But it is not only a question of criteria or ideologies,, Situations actually 
[i exist which will have to be continually borne in mind if the idea of a Latin 
i, 
American common market is to materialize successfully. To mete out the same 
treatment to countries at a lower level of development as to their more 
developed neighbours might curb rather than spur on their future progress. 
And in other cases, differences in costs and prices create very special problems 
which would call for appropriate treatment. We are met here to begin to 
dir.: cuss these problems and seek ways and means of solving them«, We 'understand 
the need for broad markets which will allow of the development of industries 
with high capital density, which will enable national resources to be .rationally 
exploited and will provide enterprises with steady marketss which will promote 
i; 
an Increase in productivity and will ultimately lead to an improvement in the 
standard of living of our peoples.. Our attitude towards these questions is 
analytical,, but constructive. i :, It is particularly significant that Panama City should be the scene of !i 
this attempt to transform the idea of greater economic co-operation among the 
countries of our continent into a concrete reality,- For here it was that. 
133 year" ego, Bolivar, the Liberator, convened a meeting of the recently-freed 
peoples of Spanish America with a view to their political union* Since then, 
the ill-starred Panama conference has been the purest symbol of the aspiration 
/of the 
of the peoples of Latin America to join together in a commonwealth of nations, 
within which, nevertheless, each one would retain.its own individuality, And, 
a century and a half later, this new ECLA conference is attempting to establish 
the bases for an economic co-operation which may perhaps prove the best way 
to realize Bolivar's ideal. Moreover, Panama is the gateway between the two 
great oceans that wash our shores3 it is the communicating link between the 
north and south of the continent| it is likewise a world centre of commerce 
and traffic, whose name alone stands for economic intercourse, trade relations, 
a point on which people and products from all countries converge. Thus., 
nowhere could discussions aimed at increasing the economic integration of our 
countries in the future be more auspiciously inaugurated than here in Panama 
iCity «. symbol of international economic relations • and under the aegis of 
»Bolivar himself. 
Latin America is passing through a critical stage in its economic 
Revolution« The rate of growth of its economy has been slowing down of late, 
while its population is increasing steadily. There as a danger that per 
capita income will stagnate or even drop unless production expands more rapidly. 
Recent years have also seen a weakening of the markets for our exports. 
Commodities such as copper, coffee and even petroleum, that are of vital 
i 
Importance for the life of our peoples, are suddenly confronted by shrinking 
markets and declining prices.. Our economies are also beset by monetary ills. 
Faced by the alternative of development or inflation, several Governments have 
been forced to choose the latter, in sgite of the evils xiiich it implies. 
All these problems will be discussed in the course of the session, and 
I. accept as a good omen the new tendencies in the economic policy of the 
: /United States 
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United States towards a closer co-operaticii in solving the problems of the 
region. The recent approval of the project for the Interamerican Bank is 
a further reason for optimismo it is to be hoped that the forces which have 
been opposing the formulation of agreements on markets and prices for primary 
commodities will soon disappear in their turn, since this would mean a 
decisive step towards the fulfilment of our countries' economic development 
possibilities and a better understanding among the peoples of the continent. 
The delegations which have como to the eighth session have great 
pleasure in greeting the President of Panama, the Panamanian people and the 
high officials of the United Nations, whose presence will be a source of 
inspiration« thus our discussions may achieve positive results and Panama 
become once again the historic symbol of Latin American union. 
Information document. No, 
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STATEMENT BY HIS EXCELIMCI FERNANDO EIEIA, MINISTER OF FINANCE 
OF PANAMA A1TD C'MUBMAN OF COMMISSION , AT TI3 FIRST 
PLENARY FETING, ON FRIDAY, 15 MAY 1959 
The Government and people of Panama, which I have the honour to represent 
at this illustrious assembly, extend a cordial greeting to the delegations, 
observers and other participants who are assembled here for the eighth session 
of the Economic Commission for Latin America, It is both a pleasure for us to 
welcome such distinguished visitors to our midst, and a source of satisfaction 
for the Panamanian people to see our-country - as a colleague, the Minister of 
Finance of Venezuela, speaking on behalf of the delegations, pointed out 
yesterday -.reaffirm its faith in Its lofty destiny as a meeting-place for the 
creators of our Republics, 
The eighth session of the Commission marks the close of Its first decade of 
existence. This would seem to be an opportune moment for assessing In a brief 
retrospect the principal achievements of its initial phase of existence and 
evaluating the projections for its work during the period which is about to 
begin 
The meaning and Importance of ECLA's work in Latin America can be .judged 
by its manifold character,which embraces general programming of the region's 
fundamental development problems and the more concrete and practical issues 
of the economic reality of our countries. Stress should be laid on the 
Commission's outstanding contribution to a rational and firm approach to the 
/problem of 
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problem of under-development in Latin America. ECIA has established a system of 
% 
thought which has satisfactorily interpreted on the economic plane the 
characteristic features of our countries1 process of growth; a system which has 
given'a clear-cut form to our peoples' aspirations for a better life in the 
future. 
In this respect, there is no doubt that the studies undertaken by ECIA have 
been largely instrumental in shattering the outdated theoretical moulds in which 
our economic problems were analysed and replacing them by now formulae which have 
led to a remarkable evolution in the approach to Latin American economic problems, 
The wholly exceptional work of investigation and synthesis which ECIA has 
been carrying out in regard to industrialization, foreign trade, the programming 
of economic development and the economic complementarity of our Republics - to 
cite but a few of its most outstanding aspects - has fortunately not remained on 
the purely intellectual plane. 
It is undeniable that after the war the internal economic policy of the 
Latin American countries was largely governed by the force of circumstance. But 
its general orientation in favour of economic development and improved standards 
of living testifies to ECLA's influence. 
The influence exercised by the Commission's activities in internal relations 
has been as great, if not greater, indeed, than that which it exercised in 
international relations. The necessity for some stabilizing force in the world 
markets,for raw materials and foodstuffs, the necessity for a strong flow of 
external public capital and for the breaking-down of the watertight compartments 
into which the Latin American market is divided, has at last been fully grasped. 
But in order to achieve all this, it has been necessary to overcome widespread 
/scepticism in 
scepticism in the Latin American countries themselves and - above all - in the 
major countries ox the world economy, 
\ As regards the intensification of the international flow of capital, not 
only have the International Financial Corporation and the Inter-American Bank 
recently been set up - the latter owing its inception largely to ECLA and its 
ideas - but the credit capacity of the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development, the Eximbank and the International Monetary Fund, has been 
expanded, 
; The negotiation of international agreements and the search for means of 
stabilizing the world markets for primary commodities - one of the first problems 
to attract the attention of the Commission - has visibly progressed in the past 
year, especially in relation to commodities such as coffee, which are of vital 
importance to numerous Latin American countries, 
• we are also witnesses to.the firm support accorded by the member States of 
i> 
the?Commission to the idea of the Latin American common market, in the 
formulation and development of which ECLA's Trade Committee has played and is 
playing such a decisive part, 
) The foregoing examples are proof of the Commission's unremitting work in 
international economic relations, where it has obtained many of its best results. 
The 'importance ascribed to these at the recent meeting of the Twenty-one at ¡i 
Buenos Aires and the uniformity of their underlying principles constitute 
decisive recognition - already at the regional policy level - of the new 
conceptions of economic policy which have been evolved in Latin America during 
the last few years. Without the ideological and technical ferment of ECLA and 
its work, there might well have been no such results. 
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May I refer to the influence exerted, by one of the secretariat studies in 
the case of my own country, which confirms said illustrates the ideas I have 
been expressing? I allude to the report The economic development of Panama 
which was submitted to the Commission at the present session. 
During the last two decades Panama has been undergoing a thorough 
transformation of its economic structure. The Panamanian economy, which is 
traditionally directed towards the outside world and is conditioned mainly by 
commercial activity resulting from the passage of international transport, has 
had to convert itself Into an economy which seeks to utilize the domestic 
resources for production in an intensive and rational manner. This transform-
ation, which has been recognized by many Panamanians and which the Government 
has encouraged for a number of years, has been analysed by ECIA in its totality 
with great judgment. The Commission has given a proper interpretation of the -
workings of my country's particular economic system and a clear picture of its 
prospects for future development, 
I' want to take advantage of this opportunity to congratulate the secretariat 
on its: brilliant achievement with this study, A considerable part of its success 
was due to the fact that it was carried out by the ECIA staff jointly with a 
Panamanian working group. 
As can be seen from the study, tho problems and obstacles which the 
Panamanian economy has to face on its x/ay to more rapid progress are formidably. 
The effort which we must make in order to solve our fundamental problems - the-
low standard of living of great masses of the people, unemployment in the towns 
and under-employment in the country, inequalities between the various regions 
and between the incomes of different sections of the population - can only be 
/achieved through 
achieved through greatci* rational use of our resources for production» 
i. 
Consequently, the State must adopt a- still more active and resolute policy 
to¿speed up the growth of our economy. Considering the seriousness of the 
problems to be faced - problems which the EGLA study defines with great 
precision - and the complicated role to be played by the State in solving 
them, the Government of my country has decided to establish a body fit to 
discharge this responsibility effectively - the Directorate General of 
j; 
Planning and Administration. 
: The experience of Panama and other countries shows that studies, 
however good they may be, are not enough. The establishment of adminis-
trative machinery to enable policies and programmes of economic development ¡1 
to tie turned into effective Government action is just as important. 
\ Unfortunately, our countries are not yet entirely ready to carry out 
thisj. work in the desired way. The new trend in ECLA's activities seems to 
me therefore particularly opportune, namely, the direct aid given to the 
Latin American countries through missions or groups of specialist advisers. 
Panaina strongly supports the extension of ECLA's activity into this new 
field, because its own experience shows the'great need for such advisory 
services. 
¿The study which has just been made obliges us to revise our traditional 
view ¡of Panama's role in the Latin American economy as a whole. The idea of 
an economy based on transit traffic which has prevailed in the country 
customarily leads us to suppose that participation in any form of Latin 
American regional market would be contrary to Panama's interests. Neverthe-
less, ¡in so far as the economic situation has changed and has converted the 
I /country into 
country into an agricultural and industrial producer based on a protected 
domestic market, the small size of the national market represents one of the 
main obstacles to rapid growth of the, basic production sectors. 
! That is the fundamental reason why Panama, being aware of the importance 
which the project has for Latin America, supports in principle the far-reaching 
idea of establishing a common market, particularly if in organizing and 
operating it due account is taken of the factors characteristic of countries 
like mine which are at a stage of incipient development and where high 
production costs prevail. 
• Perhaps I have dwelt a little too much on the Panama study, but I was 
moved to do so not only by the legitimate satisfaction I feel with the 
examination that ECLA has made of our economic problems, but also by the firm 
belief that its observations are relevant outside the Panamanian economy. The 
study illustrates, through its analyses and projections, the problems of many 
Latin American countries. 
'Gentlemen, as the Economic Commission for Latin America begins its eighth 
session, I wish to express the most fervent desire for success in our work and 
my sincere hope that this meeting of the Commission will be, through the 
decisions that we adopt here, a decisive step forward on the path successfully 
followed by the Commission in its ten years of existence and which can now take 
new directions full of practical significance and constructive effect for the 
good of all our countries, for the standard of living of their inhabitants and 
for the common destiny of Latin America. 
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• STATEMENT.-MADE BY- MR, RAUL PKEBISCH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, • 
' AT THE FIRST PLENAET ¿MEETING ON' 15 MAY 1959 s ' 
I, should ..like to begin .by saying hoy deeply I appreciate the kind remarks,, 
that H.is Excellency the President of the Republic was good enough to make -
yesterday, about. ECLA's work«. .The President .also,suggested,that .we., sljpu-ld. hold • 
a.,round-table,discussion-of.;the-..-ECLA...study .on.-the., economy of Panama» We,,are 
very happyN.to accept this invitation, which is. of,.great, importance. for- our.work, 
_  ' _ - . . . . . . 
for, in .the-..course of .such a. discussion of.-the. .study wftich we. have carried,'out, 
with the,.co-operation of..Panamanian economists, conclusions may be., reached which 
will, lead us,.-to rectify or ratify its. contents, with respect,to the economic.......... 
development of Panama. I am also deeply•grateful for the references to EC LA 
made by. Mr. Jose,Antonio Mayobre, Minister of Finance,-of Venezuela, which will. 
.remain indelibly,imprinted in our minds-. Similarly, Mr, Chairman, it is my,very 
pleasant duty to express my .sincere gratitude for. what y.pu have, just said about 
ECLAjs work. . Your encouraging .remarks mean .a. great deal to-this secretariat,,M 
not .only because of your ...high. office-,; but also because they-represent, the, view, 
of.one whqse outstanding,.merits,have placed him among .the.distinguished figures 
of his. gene rat ion - a generation to whose points- of view, as to those... of. its,. 
successors, I am always ready .to. listen. . Perhaps, my best qualification for njy, 
H This is a provisional text based on the shorthand record, and the subject 
..matter-and presentation are. subject ,to. revision. .;. The necessary corrections -
will'be Incorporated in the final published text. '' "' 
' . /position as 
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position as head of the ECLA secretariat is the fact that I have not yet lost 
my receptiveness to the opinions and suggestions of the rising generation, 
that I can still speak Its .language .and find in its thinking my best source 
of Inspiration, 
Exactly ''two.'.days ago ! was^ ,'discussing with my.collaborators what should 
be the substance of this statement, and we came to the unanimous conclusion 
that one fact should be stressed"as being of"the greatest importance for : 
Latin America, ' Unfortunately, the Illusion that might have b'een ''cfiefri'sliod 1 
in the decade immediately following the Second World'liar, to the Sffeet that 
.the development of Latin American economy was gaining great'momentum', lias been 
'completely dispelled. The high rate of increase of the per capita product 
registered in those years'- 2,7 per cent - has considerably slackened, and the 
exceptional factors which determined it have disappeared. In this context, the 
most important event is unquestionably the fall in prices of primary commodities. 
Suffice it to point out that in 1958'alone the'value of Latin America's exports 
dropped by 700 million dollars in relation to "the preceding year, mainly in ' 
consequence of this price decline, ' It Is very patent that In these circumstances, 
and in face of the increasingly complex forms""assumed by the' 'development of' Latin 
America, not only will a broader policy of International co-operation be required, 
but also an energetic response to this policy on the part of the Latin -American 
countries, in the shape of measures of their own designed to" accelerate their' 
rate of growth. There are manifest 'signs' that' 't'he policy of international 
co-operation Is beginning to take on a"new aspect. As the' Minister reminded us 
a few,moments ago,_Latin America's long-standing ambition-to have a development 
institution of its own, whichfit would .l^ Itself 
. .-.•.. : , A. /Furthermore, the 
Furthermore,'the' capital '6T the-' Export-Import Bank lias had to be increased» 
the same is true of that of the International Bank .for Reconstruction .and 
Development! and the International:Monetary- Fund' too has witnessed an 
expansion of its resources* All these-are favourable-.symptoms, 'but it.. • 
Would be a serious mistake to' suppose-that a • greater inflow . of international , 
capital would alone suffice to'deal with Latin America' s<. basic "problems.. They 
isari bfe" solvod only if • the-' 'region-' tackles '-'tbtem -with the. help 'of an,explicit and i 
co-ordinated policy whereby all'-its'vital forces can'be enlisted In thel pursuit 
i 
of '  clearly-defined economic- development objectives. Such7 a policy must- be.;; •'. 
basedV'on recognition of the following fundamental'fa'ctr' Latin America, however 
i 
great'''; the- external assistance It receives ,-however high. the:.rate -at which ;its 
exports expand" - and they-cannot 'do so" very- rapidly -.'will-..be .unable: to carry 
. i ... I olit its development plans, will'-be -unable'"toregain, the rate ..of. growth it 
. . . . . . i. 
¿chieved'in the ten-'-post-war •yekrs.," unless -it make§- a .sustained-,effort to. .. 
i 
, 
establish-Within its'-own territory, the- capital goods- industries .of..'which ..it • 
. . . 
is in'¡such-'-urgent neeid- today,' and.''which ¡it will '-require,.' on so.-vast -a scale -
during^the next'- quarter'/of a--'century.-, -'Production .of-machinery . and;.equipment I 
• 'in. L&tfji- -America, -'est4ma:ted-'^t'-prices.^-.amounts- to. ¡barely 240 million 
„dollar;?. • According- to -ECLAT- calculations, by-: 1975"-', given favourable.'hypotheses 
as- to-' external' resourcesthe I'eWl ",o£- production' of ' theses-industries in-:. Latin 
i 
America will have to be raised'to about 6-,5'00 -million dollars. .  .This "is, the 
.conclusion reached in a study:which has ¡been-distributed to the .delegations 
and which i; would particularly • recommend ' them- to read, because it- sheds, .a -... . • ; 
vpry -clear; light on prospects for the Latin- American-common -inarket, ": I;..refer 
t o' the - study entitled. The influeAce of the- common market - on the, economic •/• • - • 
development of -Latin America.,- prelpared'-by; Fir." Jorge .Ahumada. :-- an eriinent • >-. . ' -' • \ /Chilean economist 
- ¿> -
Chipén-'economist,'"and' Chief of the-•.Economie Development- Division..of, the ' 
secretariat-with' thehelp of his -collaborators»" • '-..'.'-
In order- to; -produce' these-'-capital goods' to -develop '.all- i the intermediate-
goods industries-'-required-'by -"Latin Amé rica; - beginning'-with that of iron, .and : 
steel, consumption "of which is---now 6,5-million 'tons--and should reach 
37 million-by .1975 -,manufacture- motor-vehicles,.-and,:, in-.:short, .to .launch 
these hIghly''- c'omplex':-dyiiamic-industries,- Latin-America 'needs a .common -market* 
"'"- "It1"would not- be-possible "to achieve efficient production land.-to .place -- .. 
industry- -at -the-: service' of:»tIie--great' mésa of i-.consumers, .unless-•-La tin .America 
were to resolve to take -this -fundamental ..step-".;I do not believe-.that, any 
alternative'exists« - Inithe report mentioned above the-Conclusion is - reached'. 
that without the commoñ market and/Without- a progressive -effort-';at--integration 
by the Latin American countries, they could never attain,a-'satisfactory rate 
of economie--growth. - True, the task of creating the-common market is not,, and 
never will be, ari easy"one. -At-the-.meetings -of the Trade -Committee, during . 
thefeiast few-daysj it was-' evident- that-¿- -although-, there was--a-solid body -of 
opinion-In favour'-of'the common- market, unanimity was 'far--from being-.reached 
as regards the form-that it-should-, take." This-is by no means surprising. • An 
irnderfráking of,;'such scope" requires some' time-to-talee"''-shape,;" much patient ' 
explanation and'public advocacy' will-be- necessary before it can-materialize, 
although this work-may yield-results earlier-than-we ' might expect.-"' .'.. .". '--
"--•-•'•'A- "doubt has"" been'ëkprësse'd- iff- the- Committee ;as to whether- the common . 
markèt, as' projected by.thé- Working Group -in 'Mexico,':cduld: combine the. 
features of "à--free-trade are-fi,-and thereby fulfil the. conditions laid idowi... 
by the.. .GATT -for'.its forcavi!on-,.. The. Mq:1^ co-.^ Qi'kin;;. Group did r.c-t study thte 
juridical'" aspects -fof" "the: cònfeiòn «marlce-t -'-"ift- session had .-
- • : - - ' /been convened 
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been convened for a different .purpose; -but the: group''of. consultants: vho:;.met'y. 
shortly-'afterwards tit: Santiago' (.Chile)..-were'able.'"to. .do. so, .and-worked out a 
highly ••'•off edtl-ve* -and."- -satisfactory -formula which has- won -the:.approval ...of ../ .',;'. • 
Mr.".Royeiy the--GATI' • representative'I'feel .sure that this;-formula,' .although.; . 
devised for ft^ e-'''-:s'butJi«rn^.sone;' 'Countries, -provides-the:;'juridical key ;to;.&.•';;. :J 
stja.<3^-»o£-- thfe-- appropriate' pBoeedUife for a; common market•serving the .-wbdle -of •'.: 
LatinAmerica','•'-and -thus-"-'supplements' the.-'re'Coiahendations forraulated-at-' the:' 
Mexido'-'sdssion. ''•-£• .-believe.-that//in ten '-year's.;', 'time/ Latin'America-4iilliv.be--rt>.' 
ready- to- exempt-an-essential -part- 63T« its' trade--.from-customs', duties,'-"as "-'¿'-v;'* 
'stipulated'-in the ClATT regulations fer-the''establishment' of a free-trade 
arba;0! .'In «the- opinion 'of the- experts-at the;. Mexico meeting^'this: free-tracte;-:. 
area should be gradually "converted inttcfi'a--customs-"union»'-. . 
-.'- "Apart- from the-.uine'vit able ^difficulties '.attendant' upon the- '.establishment . 
of' -a common market, an. attempt-'.¡must. be'. made to. -dispel-, the' illusion,; which: has 
be en. gaining-, ground, •••.that the- .common market J will b'e a magic 'formula .which Twill 
;obviate. the .need:, to .'tackle -.any :of, Latin America's, other: 'sSriou-s'JprablejiSvx.Thig 
•'would the Va...serious ..mis-conception. The/common. market/ -.despite ;its.'-great::>•••• -
.-importance,. will.bo one:/..and".only. one,, .of -the- many aspects^  of an energetic • 
•..economic 'development .policyj- but •: it • will not..eliminate''the problem^ which-'-have 
long, been ¿awaiting,, solution,' ituLatin America./,,It .is hot. merely ;the absence, of 
an. intrs-regional,market for Latin. American."industry or -the "lack,:of'-an outward-
.-looking ?approach that:;is; hampering' industrial; development and efficiency;' There 
are.- ¡.other..: .very serious factors-,:...which are -.preventing: .'Latin Amer;lcan..3indus try, from 
thEUsting, its- roots..deeper-, within each ¡-country' s .'..individual: .-market.v":. .-inddstiy 
has progressed:.!?! spite-of organic -.problems for whichaaa solution'..'hasoy.e.t been 
found "in.-Latin. America and which are'hampering and will increasingly hamper 
' , /the development 
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the'-'-dfeveloifeifeHft; ;.oi'--industi7-.'aiid-'?of-:ijtex overfall economy,. \ ,-•;:'.:.. -
"l^ ere^ -is :a basic-land tenure p-roblen.:l/hIoh.. has....barely. b:een-,ib.rdached;;in < 
Latin Irnerie'ay,despite the .pi-ophets that ..have-,.:so long ..been. ;crying-'ifi _ the - ' 
wilderribss»-: Another-'problem lies in .the way.of. .Its..-solution; - thatof •-the 
introduction, of.-more'.advanced;•••tedhniquesy-.in:.which. field.;,v.:indeed, -.;-,'.. .-. ¡,,• 
unquestionable .successes-'have happily beeh scored.. ..But;,-Ion the.-other-hand*'.: . 
muchoremainsvt.oibe-"..^  be-- made' to improva 
the.;techniques:.used.'in primary, production in ^he,:Latihi'Ariierxc8^ :c.6untries..'.-. ,.:„ 
before tfte,,pebples;;of:' Latin.:-Ameriea can. be.; supplied with .loWf-c,os.t; :food:i;and .-.-. 
the raw- .material;requirements., of ;its. industries. can.be promptly, and:'.) effectively 
met*'v. Bat/land'.,tenure .an.d^.up-t'o.r4date. techniques-.: are not everything.; :;A fprmidable 
obstacle is also constituted by the type:, .of .-.autarkic policy .•whle-Ia ailarge. number 
oB'-'ourieomtrieslhave followed, with-- respect! t'o agriculture^  .;•'I..-am far-from 
imagining #iat.::this problem..cani-beo solved ^overnight.,'with the*'-abolition-.of 10 
.duties:, and-:..restrictions.-' It Wbuld';b&.a' singularly unfortunate ^measure :if -..-.; 
lag'riculture: in certain.: Latin: American -countries . were-:to. be' distorted' by-
degreei!0#i;exte'rna3.;'eompetiti.on from .other. Latin.-American'" countries .whicH--.it was 
unablext'o .withstand.' - I must..stress .thatif .1 criticize, the policy? of-autarky, 
-do«not"think; that, would.-.-be ..the .way 'to'::.solve.',the; -problem--,'that It".raises.. For 
a •series." of. re arsons set forth- irvthe-' secretariat's, report, 1 Jdo not ..'consider. 
- ---it: air economically sound proceeding-•t'd":adopt.:ian.y meaaure'xthat involves a : ' : : 
- contraction'of. existing.•--agricultural'' activity,; with the -/consequent - dis.eaploy-
: men# of> a-gricultural"."workers."and disuse o£'-farm.'land* What--.! do believe' is ' 
"••ttfat' in this- c:onnexi6n"th"e l,at'lri^  .AKerican--'coxmtries.'-are-;..fa:c'ed'-with a;'.dilemma 
of' major, importance for economic development"; 'Either -they; must'•continue: to 
•20!..;::;:;:;. .'.•.-.••>•.•.! :";,./-.' - .-:; .. '-f:--'-.'' I;':- .-';. . /pursue -their-
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pursue their autarkic policy, each one attempting'to push agricultural 
production as far as possible within the confines of its own frontiers; 
or, alternatively, they could take advantage of the common market system 
and of economic' integration, so that Imports of goods which other countries 
could produce on more economic bases might satisfy part of the increment in 
the consumption of those countries where otherwise farmers would have to 
face rising costs and consumer prices' for agricultural commodities would 
increase« 
I have pleasure in endorsing the observations'made in'this connexion 
at one of the meetings by a member of the delegation of Cuba» A series of 
rationally co-ordinated agricultural measures,' besides solving the increasingly 
pressing problem of supplies, would have the merit of helping to lay'deeper 
foundations for the market for manufactured goods. An unsatisfactory agricul-
tural sector, with'a low standard of living for those engaged in agricultural 
production, is not the proper background'for industrial activity in Latin 
America« A, higher standard of living for the- agricultural population, which 
could be achieved only by effective measures aimed at improving farming 
techniques, by land reform, - and by a wisely-conceived foreign trade policy 
within, the common market system, would help to give Latin American industry 
.the firm market which It lacks today. Nevertheless, the introduction of more 
advanced techniques will entail, as has already been the case, problems of 
another sort for Latin America's industrial activity. Since the time of the 
earliest ECLA studies we have "maintained that industry would' have to fulfil, 
among others, a highly important' dynamic function, namely, that of absorbing 
those very workers- that the application of more up-to-date techniques rendered 
redundant In 'agricultural production. But in many countries, -as- is shown in. 
/the study 
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the study, we -are.presenting at the-.present session, other sources of manpower 
must be taken, into consideration as -industry ••developsespecially the artisan 
labour, force itself, '.' 
••"All this implies the existence of- an immense ^ problem relating, to the 
productive-,absorption of .increasingly large 'bodies of active- population in. . 
Latin America, which industry and allied activities will'have to-absorb 
effectively if the level of.production:and the standard of.living of "the . •• 
masses are to be raised. Herein lies more than one motive of concern for .,. ' 
those: of us that have devoted ourselves to the study of these problems. The 
industrial development- of Latin America has been intensivej but not sufficiently 
so-for it. .to fulfil/the dynamic function described- in a. mariner adequate to the 
needs of economic development. , I .do not think there "is. a single ; country in. 
.Latin America which has no under-employment problem - apart from the cases 
where manifest disemployment exists., - in urban as «re 11.as. in rural activities. 
Such a state of. affairs is ; often .disguised in active population statistics,,.. 
which-record a striking increase in the population employed, in services in 
Latin America. This, fact has-more than once been remarked up.on • as analogous 
with the .phenomenon that.is; talcing place, .and has taken place;in, the. past, .in 
the, large-industrial centres, where,,, as the standard of living and productivity 
improves, demand for skilled-.services, stpadily increases. ; Let' us not,-make, the 
mistake.'of supposing that it. is" exactly the? same -phenomenon which is registered 
in. Latin American statistics». , It is, true that here too. there are; skilled 
services which, gradually-;.increase with the progress of. economic .development, 
but the statistics in; .question .include a large body;of occupations, of a „pro-
capitalistic.:..nature.,-.- in which productivity is ..highly unsatisfactory-and which 
go to.-swell'-;the conglomeration of; servicps in . many countries; of Latin America 
/and constitute 
'and constittitd-'a dead weight, a"'formldable 'burderi," a serious obstacle to 
"their economic 'development."" It' is'an "Inefficiently utilized conglomeration, 
which-'can 'Only decrease, "slowly and gradually, if "Latin America's" 
industrial production'attains a"much"higher rate of expansion in the past; 
and this will not be' possible 'within the narrow bounds of the' individual 
country markets. '" 
i!- ' But it' Is:not' merely* 'a matter of numbers. It Is essentially "a 
very serious question of quality. Latin America is not "doing all that 
the deiiands'of economic growth require in'training its labour force in 
"every category", from that of the technical expert to'that of the' skilled 
worker. The importance of this fact can hardly be exaggerated, but as 
'yet it bas been very little 'studied in Latin America, although" 
successful experiments'have been carried out in the"training of the 
labour force, for' example in Brazil-*' " v' ' 
' Due' attention has been devoted to' this question in 'the secretarial 
studied, "especially with respect'tb the ecohoiui'c' 'development of"" "' 
Argentina.' have' attempted to formulate a projection of" the 
technical" and labour- that will be''required' by industry in Argentina if 
certain plans'are carried" out and certain industrial'growth' targets 
attained. ' The conclusions reached are 'certainly impressive. The 
proportion of "skilled' labour and technicians' to which training has 
been given so far is clearly'insufficient to meet 'the requirements of 
such industrial growth.' I point this 'out not as an isolated fact but 
because it ''is'representative" of'what is going'on throughout Latin 
America,' 'where' in' other'"countries the contrast between supply and 
;' .' ' - - - • • /demand assumes 
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demand..assumes still .more serious, forms,-'- A great..deal vóf--the productive 
:.  investment- that., may.-,be effected :inthe,: next; ieweyears would" bé wasted 
without tho,.'technical support -required.-to :ensure -its'-proper management. 
Indeed, technical'graining .of all. categories.'of • manpower is 116 less-'' 
.important than-an Increasein. .'capital-, and -I h;ope' that IECIA'-may be 
able, in collaboration with other international institutions, to ;'-
Inquire' into that part of- the cuestión which..:is:-:of -interest t-o'it, • 
; .namely economic matters.. • •  '....• r•- -..'-.;•. •'" •'. 
Another, -point with which we.- ;are concerned ;is; the study and--' ? 
, .inventory of natural resources. .In compliance i-rith the Commission's-
recommendations. at .previous sessionswe have already: taken in the 
systematic analysis ..of Latin. America1 s water resources. --'¿hat I might 
call an-almost exhaustive study of the case, .of Chile has been carried 
out; the study relating to Ecuador;is-in process of completion^ and'! 
at. the request of ,the Government, of-Argentina a. special study has 
been made-. of the hydraulic resources of Northern. Patagonia. All-'' -
this work has been .in the hands of.a group of experts from the ' 
. Technical Assistance Administration (TAA) and others 'from-a series -
of international. • institutions interested-in water, resources':;from-" 
their several points of view-.. This, group-is at:the disposal-, of the'" 
Governmentsf.or the continuance of studies of this' type,..to which.' • 
the . secretariat attributes : imir-ense. importance, •"• • • 
Suffice it to mentio-; the following fact as an indication.of the 
need for this, analysis to be pursued: further,. In 1954- hydraulic . 
potential for only. .62 million. kW was known to exist iii Latin America... 
Today, thanks .to. the,.studies mentioned and to another series carried 
/out by 
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out by the Governments.concerned> often with the co-operation of foreign 
organizationsj the water resources figure has been doubled.- But the 
knowledge and measurement of these resources is still far from having 
attained the importance that should be attached to it in a far-sighted 
water resources development policy. I feel it is very fortunate that 
the Special Fund of the United Nations can contribute to the systematic 
inventory of these and other fundamental resources in Latin America. 
Another reason for satisfaction is that the Organization of American 
States, through its appropriate technical agencies, is devoting considerable 
attention to ihis problem, 
The ECLA secretariat in Santiago was recently the scene of an 
unofficial and vei-y short meeting of TAA geoligists who happened to be 
in Santiago and with whom it was possible to compare opinions on what 
might be done in the field of mineral resources. They were all agreed 
that although a great deal of material about these resources was 
available they were as yet very little known in Latin America and a 
.systematic study programme was needed. 
To deal next with the forest industries vary little was 3cnown 
about then in spite of the research that has been carried out. It is 
for, this reason that we have taken up with great interest a proposal of 
FAO which will be submitted to the present session for consideration, to 
thej effect that a joint study of these resouces should be carried out, 
and1, in addition, an estimate and projection of probable.demand In 
Latin America should be prepared. 
' " /"In the" 
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...-;In the .very act of giving you this information, I reflect that perhaps 
it might be asked, in view of the inmediate difficulties besetting the 
Latin American economy, why attention is being devoted especially to 
matters of.this type in. preference to others of a more pressing nature. 
It seems to me that one of, the most useful of the longer-term tasks which 
this Commission might accomplish and is in fact accomplishing through its 
secretariat,•is. precisely that.of restoring the.balance in the analysis 
of..the various, issues.. Our governments are frequently led by the very 
understandable aim of tackling inmediate issues to divert their attention 
from those longer-term questions which will continue to present themselves 
in Latin America, and the.solution of which will be indispensable if a 
.satisfactory,.rate, of ...economic development is to be attained. As regards 
difficulties of. this, type, I think that the most useful form of co-operation 
which SOLA and the,,United Nations.in general, as well as other international 
institutions,, could render and are rendering to the Latin American Governments 
consists precisely in restoring tho balance in the attention demanded by 
these different aspects of one and the same problem. These are questions 
of structure and ,their study requires the development- of special methods, 
a path which ECLA has long been actively engaged in exploring. In all 
.its publications in recent years it has stressed the need for the gradual 
evolution of a technique of analyses and projections of economic development 
by means of which development problems could be systematically and 
scientifically tackled. . What is. more, it has emphasized the necessity 
for economic programing, for establishing clearly-defined targets and 
objectives In. economic policy, and attempting to quantify them, not for 
the mere interest of measuring their magnitude, but as a growing of 
/guidance for 
guidance"for "tlie efficient"arid satisfactory/utilization of the community's 
resources. These ideas, which, have been discussed at•all the sessions of 
the Commission, have taken root with amazing rapidity, " Tho statutes of 
the " new Latin American financial organization attach a great deal of 
importance to the need for programming. The misconception which associated 
the programming of development with detailed State intervention-in the .' , 
mechanism of the economy has now been removed. ' .-' 
. Now that this and other misinterpretations have finally dissapeared, 
a broad 'field lies open for the accomplishment of this task. : Indubitably, 
a good"deal of the missionary effort that has been involved must be 
atributed to us, and I say so not to- claim'a merit but to emphasize a 
responsibility. Many Latin American Governments are requesting ECLA's' 
co-operation in dealing'with their programming difficulties. We launched 
the idea when the time was ripe for it, and now we are not in position-
to respond to all these requests,' For the present speaker, this is a 
crucial situationj if It is allowed to continue the prestige of the Idea 
of programming will inevitably bo undermined, and there will be' some 
risk that it may In the end be regarded by Governments as a kind of 
abstract juggling with techniques that are of no'practical utility. 
• Dicing the last day or two I have been able to verify with great-' 
satisfaction the possibility of an effective'solution of this problem of 
rendering' systematic' assistance to the Governments that request i't.-
Mr, Be Soynes Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs of the 
United Nations, and Mr. Heurtematte, Commissioner for Technical 
' '-' /Assitance, both 
Assistance-, both of whom are present.;here today, have displayed keen 
interest in the need to strengthen and increase the resources of the 
ECLA secretariat with a view to forming a mobile unit of technical 
expert?, who, together with specialists in other fields, would be at 
the disposal of the Latin American Governments at any moment in response 
to such requests. For the time being our limited powers have restricted 
. action of this kind. At present we have only one well-organized group., 
which, lias just gone to. Colombia at the request of the President of, the 
Republic himself, who desires the c.o-operation of these secretariat • 
experts in organizing the work of economic programming Inlhie country. 
They, are to assist and collaborate with eminent Colombian economists in 
this work of organization, in the analysis and discussion of basic 
material, and in.the appraisal of the short-and medium-term problems of 
Colombia1s economic development. 
Had it been possible to extend this service, ECLA would have applied 
its efforts specifically to economic development, relegating its systematic 
.studies to second place, so that the countries concerned; might carry out 
such research, with the help of this secretariat, as has been the case, 
up to a point, with the study on Panama. 
For us it would be an incalculably valuable source of experience to 
be able to probe farther and farther into the living reality of the 
Latin American oountries, into the increasing complexity of the difficultie 
of their economic development," it would thus be possible gradually to 
accumulate.a wealth.of reciprocal experience which could be posted 
among International .and national officials and achieve ever greater 
progress-in the techniques of programming and render increasingly, active 
. /and efficacious 
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.1 
and officacious service--to- the Latin 'American Government s. ' v 
• But it is -not-only -with the question-of long-term development-that 
we are -concerned. In the last analysis, practically every substantial 
difficulty confronting the Latin American economy to-day is of a structural 
type,- the outcome of a prolonged want of foresight in "-economic "policy 
or of the action of fundamental"factors- which obstruct development and. 
which -it has -not yet been possible to remedy."*- The lack'1'of-fore'sight-j:--;-
referred to -might have been justified in the years, immediately following 
' the -great world'depression;, a- phenomenon'of• supreme- importance -which -' 
fpund not- 'only the Latin American countries, but all the rest of-the --
world, handicapped by thé burden-of an orthodoxy which it has taken a• 
great deal of time àiid' effort - to' shake' off. •• To-day,• in-the light- of '•' 
past experience, with, the lesson of events behind us, it-would be 
inexcusable• ' if we failed to rôa'p-the benefit of all that we have learnt, 
in order to build an economic development ool-icy -oh a more solid and • 
rational' foundation.--'We- could "thus pi'évènt the recurrence- in Latin ' • 
America's economic development of "those acute difficulties with which 
:nahy-• Governments are'faced to-day, and which cannot easily be overcome'' 
because -of all the structural obstacle's that -stand in -the way. ' Only at 
the cost' of great sacrifice Will' the Governments concerned be able--to 
grapple -with the economic 'vulnerability of the''-'Latin American countries-. 
This is- not -a- phenomenon due solely' to ah! adventurous "error.-of policy," 
an economic-SiiSconception as: regards imports or circumstantial'balance-' 
of-parents disëqUillbrià.; It's -roots go nitich- deeper. - Latin America' has 
been cherishing- the 'illusion that with • industrialization It' will. beeome 
l . . . . . . . . 
- •'-  /increasingly less 
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increasingly less vulnerable to external fluctuations and contingencies. 
This illusion is -being dLspelléû'by facts, especially <-d-n those i,eountrms. 
where, -'bec&ude -the industrialization process 'has taken/place in watertight 
cosipartments, import • substitution .policy has,'do greatly .reduced purchases 
' from the-ro'ët"of the-'-world-that-• they-a^ e.' restricted .to. goods 'essential 
for ecoBôrai-c- activity. •  Hence, 'if the-capacity to import is ;redueed as' 
the result'of-one of tHè .trsu&l fluctuations <ihN exports, the'.'whole! of.-: a. u 
country-3 -economy' is 'affected, and the risk -of. seriotis'unemployment'ds • 
incurred.- '-The old typé 'of ' vulnerability,' which-was "reflected in''the • 
fluctuations--of '-'demand-has- been superseded'by a-new form.,-:which, in the 
Latin'Mëricàn countries, especially in. those at the more advanced stages 
of development,-is; tending, with exceptions, to manifest'.'-itself much ' ••'•'-
more alarmingly in the 'supply-side -of essential-'-good's. - .. ¡' ,f 
The importance attached- by the secretariat '.to these •. phenomena is so 
, great that I should like .to-cite another of the''ré-ports..which-we have 
submitted to: tho-consideration Of this assembly, ' namely.', .that dealing 
with tli3':'.'com'non market ani :the.multilateral 'payments• system. It. 
contains an'analysis of Latin A lerica ' s-'import coefficient,- that ' is -y the 
relationship' between the- value "of Imports and the-'total value of'.'each-, 
country's national product.- -According-to-^CLA • estimates, if a "rate-of- i 
growth, of' 2.7 per-dent were regained, the-presentcoefficient ' of --'1-6:' per 
cent' would drop to --S- par-cent by 1975. 'To form a"clear idea of-àll thdt 
this' implies, ;dt'-'-need only'be'recalled-'that the'Countries'. of ' Western-
Europe, '-despite'their high'degree of industrializationregister "a 
coefficient of-18.5 per cent at the-present'time; in other words, in à 
few "years1 time- Lat'ih-t&ierica would -have* reduced Its- coefficient to a •'• ' 
- - ... \ /figure much 
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f igiir é much lower - -than - thai ;::cnrr ently recorded -in a • highly '••••industrial-l.z od 
Europe. 
'T -••• ''Why "does' Western Europe's coefficient stand-at' 1B.5 per -cent? It is 
not because-of'-'the'-region1 s -purchases of-'ë s sent M-l "goods — raw'-' material s 
and primary - commodities from the rest of "the world, but precisely because 
before the cbmmôh- market -existed--Europe had-already developed -a"'brisk and 
long-standing-"Intra-regionai trade.'- -Out of-"this 'coefficient of- 18.5 -per 
cent> 9.5'rper eent corresponds1 to trade-"'in pr-iràary commodities and-
"indUstriM.-jSrôduc*s-'èaaoïig'^ tho'TSitropéèin Gouritrie-s 'themselves'. '- - Thé very 
reason why tho'-coefficient is'high is that'this trade is"-particularly, 
lively,;'as -is'" evidenced- by the -presence in every capital"', of West fern--
Eikrope, - ' ôf cohsïmèr ' goods and iiachinery from all the-other European,- ' 
countries';'- -Why;"is ' this" so? -Because''of-the stage'.reached 'in-a'-'prdcess 
of: specialisation-: which • the common'-'--market-'is' âëcelérating, •whsrsao 'in.. 
Latin • -America" industrialisation -has -developed : in -'watertight'".' compartment s, 
• so' that- intra-regional -imports -rep?e-sent a negligible prèpbrtion"of¿the 
aforesaid1 ooefficiënt of î'6.5'pei" cent. Herein liés the contrast between 
the two-situations, and'the danger--for -Latin America of continuing!"to-
pufeh it s'"substitution -policy to" sœ h è-xtrëàes :'as hitherto."-- -Import 
•'¿«festlttttidh policy -is'-an'' inepoapable-'necessity, .-a's 'we have insisted-since 
'«•he'day's of 'ECLA1 s -e&r't-iest studie'sy but, with the same franknéss, we 
now' sWoort the need to carry-this' policy- beyond the confine's of national 
frontiers.' The'time'has corde to co-oi-disate Latin America!.s- efforts to 
achieve a more-''dlvexdsified-intra-regional' and -a--degree'-of' industrial 
efficiency which wiHtenable it to: export its. industrial production'to 
the; rest- of the world and escape fr'csr the "-cramped position - in-which trade 
- 1 • :-'•'-' - /in primary 
$a-; primdry-'-eo^iiiodities "cis-rplacing it. vis-a-vis the.-largewindus trial-. ,:'""-
centres. « - '• '-
It is this ; structural problem-"'which underliesrraany critical balance-
bf-payii'Snts"'situation^  • • should- mot '.'disregard It-., nor "''attribute.'.it to 
adventitious.-.monetary factors ''and.:to the effects'of inflation. It-is a 
'dis'ep-rooted' -structural'pheiioinen-dn:'' calling for. structural -remedies;;• -In 
-"'that - -¿amd • proc£ss-':-of-inflation -which- is so ' great-a^aotive..of concern,.'1 • 
financial'-'disequilibfituB -is not the..whole: of', the trouble, no»-. i.s, pressure 
for higher-wages .': -A" fundamental structural "phenomenon is also, frequently 
present.' In several Latin' American countries;,... infl&tion, .which-up to, now 
has proved .isipofesible-to--control, is. due-to the lack ..of. dynamism i n ' . 
agriculture,-' which lias; hot yet -been able to supply .low-cost foodstuffs., 
"and -Which in .nanv case's., on account--of technical, deficiencies, is 
sellihtf"v- '--" • • -'"'"•' tc t-ho working" population at "increasingly hi:;! priccf). 
Anxiety for wages'to off set-'.the- effect of ; this steady, rise in agricultural 
prices has1 "often been one of the most, serious ..determinants of inflation, 
'irnd, consequently, one of "the obstacles-'-that' 'Is most, difficult- to. •:,: .. 
overcome', since It cannot be eliminated:fronv.one moment. to,the next,.by 
the application of an ant I-inflationary-formula, but .only ..through the.-
removal' of the "fa-ctors -.which -have-bd'eh"hampering:..agricultural: development. 
This--doe s not'"mean that" the ' scourge --'of 'inflation .should-leave u.s-
unmoved. In Santia 5-0 - and Mexico 'w-67f ollowed" with: cl©se attention' - the: 
pralis'^orthy-efforts-"of certain' Latin American- .Governmentg to : coin-bat- this 
p^henomenon', -'6'ften- at the cost of genuine political"- self-sacrifice.." - -'We 
liave-:-also h'bt.ed'Wlth' satisfaction^that the'": expansion-"of--'the resources, of 
the-International--Monetary'-Fund--' will- enable it"-to'--take more-.'effectived 
'"''-'"-": • ' /action in 
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action,.irx.vpupp.OTt. of...anti-inflatipBar^ - policy.. Tlaus-, -by/aeons of, a. 
combl^ li^ oh^ qf...l^ itepnal.-,e;xternal...eff ©rts.,. -it. may be possible..to. .,. 
avert-,.certain .^ ig^ jrjpriti'ealj-consieqpe^ .Qes., of- ..soige;anti-inflationary. •. 
measures. .. s . ,- • . „ , r •• .,.,-,-. .. ;,; :, 
_ , -Anti-Inflationary-action lof-vtliis.'.kind;has in ,spme.. cases..caused 
regrettable.-,contraption of .the-. eeonomy.5\;.'to'ith.e.;4etrimeiat of, its . .-.. ,; -., 
i 
capacity, for.. §agital-; formation,/ancl-per haps with,, grave:-.con-sequences.,; , •• 
because,ythe^  bold.- and energetic internal ^measure adopted.-have not- -been•>• 
duly complemented, by.'.equally-., vigorous .'ficcal- -action;;and by suqh'timely . • 
co-operatiqn. .of ...foreign, investment as -wouldenable the domestic * ecQnomy 
to make q. rapici -recovery from the effects,'; of a-.\contractionist- .policy.>>-
This ; is,.all the. aore-regrettable -since the...consequences..; of. such ,a-
policy frequently aggravate,, precisely because. • of -the -.,contract-ion in.,---..-;.-.,. 
the economy-,_ the.- severe sqeial.:tensiqns;,which,,;make themselves .manifest., '.-
in Lajtin.:;.A5S.er.iQa-'.,v They throw -into., ,sharper, relief,., than ever, the; profound.-. •-
Inequity' pf income, dist£ibutiqn:5 the -patent ...and.- inerea^ ing-.-.contrasts - in.' 
cer.tain.-..sectpr£3,,. where the;,traditional comforts., of-the .-.higher are:? now...; . 
enhanced by all.fthe .conquests of --modern technique ;and all--, the..-:-faQi-iities.. 
which -.lif e, in,. th.e,.great -centres affords,- while the-,standard ..of ..living - of > 
the masses,..improves but slowly. There arevserious...tensions which:-;.c.an b.e'; 
eased .the social;, and • economic; ,-de; -.;. 
development policies, and by a wisely planned fiscal policy in-respect , of. 
both taxation and the social distribution of public expenditure... , Such 
tensions, will not slacken, but will- continue to increase, if ...Latin 
America does not accelerate its-rate, .of growth. . ... 
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The'need-f&r the growth rateato bè "decelerated," for agriculture and 
industry-,-'with-all;-the advantages"' of' up-to-date techniques,' to be placed 
increasingly-'at ' tfr& service' 'of'* thc: "coinriiuhity, is impérative "ànd that not 
only in relation to the mass of the- population. There is another 
manifestation ; of' social'tensioir which in certain''countries Is assuming an 
acute form. :'In' éach'-generation of ytòig méñ entering a country's active 
life, thère¡ ár¿"dynamic cleménts, incisive minds', 'wéil fitted to "combine 
technique with -'cotìmérc©--^  'industry, the arts. If thèse elements are not 
effectively absorbed b"- the growth'of the economy, "if economic development 
weakens - of' •'- stagnation '-'supervene s, ' ' the'se' "element's graduali;'' a c cumulât e In 
socicrby^ ànci'very--'sórióüs': re'sentm'eht and frustration arise -' these' are 
factors whose Importance is "self-evident "in several: countries of ' Latin 
America fend whos'ë'-'depth '-&nd: impiittâtioÏÏ'g' "are"'too "great- fòr ''tlíenrto' be 
overlooked by economists when the1 social" and political "aspects of 
economic 'development aro'under' consideration. This sense of frustration 
may hâve very' -grave-' teffetóts'^on'tha'éconòàic system "Itself,"' For', in the" 
last analysis', the dynamic validity óf a:'system'is "to be found not in 
written- expositions-'òr In 'the- abstract" théorie s" w:ii'ch'"'present'it as a 
scheme in----which-' economic • force's "sp'ontaneonsly 'fuiflll economic and 
social aims,'-'-but in thè evidence that it's practical"'aeh.ievements' are 
measurable1' in • «ôraè "of - specific' solutions' for ' Látrh" AVorica's serious 
economic developmentJ problei-iè.' - '"- " " ' 
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I "should like to use this opportunity offered to me in the debate to 
convey to the Government of Panama, on behalf of the French delegation, our ' 
gratitude for its generous hospitality, ' It is certainly a good omen for 
the work of the Commission and for the solution of the problems that confront 
us that we should be meeting in this beautiful country of the Isihmus, where 
the progressive spirit of the people and the determination of the Government 
to speed up the economic and social development, of the nation .are/everywhere 
in evidence. It is a good thing that in spite of the abstract concepts to 
which we are obliged to resort because our debates are necessarily of a 
general nature, we should-* be-able to. benefit, by direct and. immediate 
contact with human reality. It is a good thing that we should be meeting 
in the heart of this city, in the. very place where the aspirations of the 
nation find, expression through the voice of its Parliament, 
Allow, me , Mr, Chairman, to. congratulate you. on behalf ..of .myself and the 
French delegation on your election as Chairman of this'session of the 
Commission,..which, in this way has .-paid: .a tribute both to the Sinister of," 
•,-Finance of . the Republic of Panama- .and to: a -.distinguished -representative of 
.that'generation of--economists, to which Mr, Preblsch referred, this morning, 
-We.- also wish, to congratulate the two respected-. Vice-Chairmen..,an the. • . 
; ., ; .- , - /particularly-well 
particularly- well--qualified Rapporteur chosen by the Commission this morning. 
The work of the Commission--is now ...entering a new phase, full of promise 
for the future, namely the search for multilateral solutions to the problems 
raised by the economic development of the region,, On the basis of the 
resolutions adopted at our session at La ¡Paz ,, a considerable task .has been 
accomplished, through the joint effort of the Governments and the secretariat. 
The voluminous documentation"we have;receiyed;is ;a. proof of this. Thanks 
to the work of those of our distinguished colleagues.who,,in Santiago, in 
Mexico, in Caracas, and in our meetings have studied in detail the complex 
problems raised by the economic integration of the region,.the Commission can 
now enter upon a new and decisive stage in the promotion of international 
cooperation.. This realization of the need to tackle regional problems as a 
whole and to envisage bolder methods in economic relations is a great event 
in the history of ECLA. We should be grateful to Mr, Prebisch and his 
colleagues, who, through their untiring activity, their efficiency and their 
devotion, which has been put to the rest, have ensured that the considerable 
programme of work decided on at La Pas has been carried out. As always, the 
studies and economic analyses which they have submitted to us are remarkable 
for their precision and clarity,.. There can be no doubt that we now have at 
our disposal the .fundamental information without which long- or even 
medium-term action cannot be conceived,.and still less undertaken,. Knowing 
the problems must not,.of course, be confused with solving them, but it is 
an essential preliminary,. 
/in undertaking4" 
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IniundeKtakin-g.,the.s§:...sciqntific analyses ,and;.,forecasts,;.the ..secretariat-• 
is -on:.the;J.right :.roa.d,.. ;We'..must ^courage..it..to,..continue with this task . .... ... 
and ¡give it the . support, of-.our .national services.;.,,.,,., ...... ... l •-,„, 
C ' A? ,at. all,©-up sg s siong, • the .annual. Economic- survey. prepared by. the ( ... 
secretariat. is..the . centipl dQcumpnt..around: which,.our, work must..b.e.organizpd». . 
It 'is-i as usuaJL,,. very,.full, ...and ..we..must, congratulate.,, the. authors,, . particularly 
on the'.,care,thejp hayg...taken...to..give^ .a description,, both by.ccuntries-. and 
for. the region...,g,s a whole, .of events since our . last ,ses§ipr}, ...... . . ,,„, :._.... 
•,Tho.se- eyentsi.,4o,.not all.,.. ;unf,ortup^ tely,,.give .grounds, for ,sf.pisfap,tipn.. • , 
-•¡.far,'! from, it. The difficulties, which latin America, like .pther_ .regions ,.,..,.,,. 
of the,.,world,,„.gnco^ nters: in., it s ..economic, development,far,.,f rpm^ being.. f,.. -
eliminated,^, have be.come more, acute,.. The.- secretariat' '.s analysis brings 
out this deterioration, ofthe,, situation, . In, 19-5& -the. balance of. paypen^ Sj,,,-.. 
of twelve of the twenty republics shpwed a. deficit. The others. have.,, 
for the most part, only succeeded in balancing their payments by reducing 
their Jpu^ c has.es. below the. level necessary to_ maintain current economic.,,.. 
activity. -In^  total^ the,. y?,lue. of.. exports fell by. 6% and; the |ayments 
de.fi ci-jt of the region increased ,from. 154,.-^ llion., do liars..in 19^7-914. 
million dollars in 195o-, ,. . >:.r. .-,-;.-.•....•-... •. .--,-, 
The_.secretariat's analysis.thus confirms the truth of two propositions . 
wjiich appear to us. -to be. fundamental: ... ,, •„.,..-. • ... :..„.•;..-,. 
j ..1^  TJ^. fpll.. in, the e^ort .capacity, of ¡the Latin^Mericancountries. ( 
has been the ,main obstacle to their. econpmic development,,t_which depends^ 
on a continual, increase: in. imports.,of capital goods .and, fuel, and, power; .....,, ; 
_. -r .. , 1 , . :.,.v..,-.:.',;,„•--V, .• -. i ; • • •'-, /2-) There -, , .;.... 
2}' 'There' -is -close-"relation :'b®-twéea'-lt-he exportccàpac-ity of these :..;-. .. 
countrie;s and-'the ràte ' ofeconomic -development'- of the /industrial \courLtrie® 
of North America and Western -Europev - The slowing'-upcdf -expansion in 
the latter' ;Was -fed »avctìireet effect -ori:.the 
volume aBd'-'prlce M^ìtìary ••obifflidditiVgy i-wttiiCft.t.aré the*-"principal -'exports-1 
• Of-Latin^ ;beenv r... »» I. 
evident :'fòr-r some -'moni as has -al ready had favo ur able r e pe re us si oris on-'-.t he 
prices of primary •commodities-and'dthUs - gives'-'reason ; to hope that.-the-: '- 'i 
export -capacity of the':1Eatin^ jl\pirÌGàn---co:iMt-riè6 -will bennaintàined, -and'!. -' 
even increased, over the coMng-'¿on":hs. '>'-: •:'• : ; 'or.. • .-'.'-. ,ox .:-v:-v; -.:. 
ThisArévèrs'àl-'of-'-thé -'situationarid' the-éncóuràging- prospects- before -:  
us Lod'oy must" not, -however, make-Us' .forget- r.he' lessons-'Of-the years1 -
1957-195$*' That -'alare: enabled'- us to discover- the 'stMictir&'*:;weaknesses 
which affect the; economy of'the'region-^ 'd';hÌHdèr;;'its developments- ;,v'--- v-
--, .-. -¡.j -5 • 0 o -•' o- -v.--.1.-.-0 .?7 • \.i.,i ;.•.-.. : • 
Thus ,:'---'by;stMyih;gi-"the- past situation'.arid examining thoroughly'the' 
various economic factors Which controlled'"''-its''' developmentj -we';are-: . : 
necessarily lèehto-"'-iob'k'-'-tòwàrds-' thè-'futùrep in-order: to doline the : J.:'.:,', 
principles of the coordinated economic policy which the'Commission- has to; 
work out.. -''•"- '"-'•'' -"' -' .it: -.urr. - • 1 •--:.•-.-'-...•-----K " '. -..•'.: 
To achieve our fundamental aim, v/hic-h- is'to raise'thè standard' of • 
living'!of ' tfe-" peoples -of "this vast -p.-.rt of-the" world, -we -must,- :first of 
all, coritinùé and extend thè ''industrialization ai. ready 'begun - so" as ' to -' -
bring about-the necessary ihSrbateé' irf totàl-'pròdiiretiioriv'-':'-'":i'1- -'-'--:• '" •:•-"•' 
v •'-\ ./The growth 
' i , • ' • • • The growth of investments is still the first' condition for this . 
development1» Although the principal role in this' respect must belong) 
as has already' been stressed, to private enterprise-, 'it' is the duty of-
Governments tò give it the necessary structure, support and guarantees without 
which the required results cannot be achievedi '" 
Government action can, first of allj take the form of forecasts1. The 
aim must be continually more thorough'analyses of ' the various factors : 
which condition the development of thè economy-and coordinated planning" ,, 
designed not: 'only to .overcome iimme di ate difficulties, 'but, through the 
establishment ofmedium-term.,» and even long-term programme's, to" give 
? 
direction to.the overall effort by establishing orders of priority." 
. In order to finance the work thus planned, the collaboration of 
international bodies. - to which the new Inter-American Bank has been'' 
added - and of the- countries-which provide Capital equipment7', must be. 
increased'. France,- which has.''already taken pe.rt in the industrialization 
of the region, and wishes to play a still more active role, has, just 
recently,, through the. person most authorized to- do so, declared itself 
in favour of a programme of international expansion to help th£ countries 
in the ."process df development'. ' ''- ' ' . "'.' ".'.-. ::', 
But these efforts will not be enough to create suitable conditions 
for the required expansion of investment.- ;If the process of industrial-
ization, is to produce, "its full- effect, 'it cannot be carried out in 
separation and'isolation. You have realized'that only an extensive market, 
'." • ' ' /gathering together 
• .,-. . . . . . . . ^ 
gathering together the millions of consumers of Latin America, together .with 
the assurance of satisfactory..prof iti will make it possible to set up . 
large industrial groups and to establish that industrial collaboration . . . 
between the different countries, of. the region which is.;a1 necessity for 
their common prosperity,..1 .. • , . , • "' ;• ' •^".-•" 
The French delegation is happy to.take this opportunity to. express . 
its appreciation. of. the efforts made by the ECLA secretariat and the , . 
delegations .that in the various xvorking groups, have laboured-for the . . -
establishment of this common market we hope soort bo - see translated into 
fact. The market by opening up ...possibilities for specialization in . I'-••• 
industry and reduction in costs. of production will provide the,,..best. ••',..;. 
incentive for a flow of foreign capital. As several delegations have- ,' : . • 
already pointed out,< the market cannot, however, remain a me;re preferential 
trade area. It would be short-sighted to seek merely to-give another 
direction to the flow of trade which it is quite clear must continue to-
unite Latin-America with the rest., of the world for the benefit of all .  
parties, . •. \ < 
In the study prepared by the secretariat;it was rightly pointed out. 
that the economic solidarity of the.industrialized countries ,wi th the - .v 
countries undergoing industrialization is one of .the : essential:, character-
istics of the present-day world, - The aim of the common market cannot 
therefore to encourage a sterile autarky but;to. create conditions''.. -A 
favourable for an ever expanding trade with the outside world, "The Latin-: 
American common market is a step towards the desirable aim of freer trade' 
, , . '' ' . /throughout the 
• - -7 -
throughout, the world. It-is with pleasure that. .1 convey,, to you the 
hopes 'of my Government: fa-.: a,, successful •.conclusion, to.,this .enterprise, 
You may rest - assured that it will-give;, it .the warmest -welcome in all 
•international-: foodie s. • . „ . • 
'- Trade-with the -.world'-.s. great industrial centres ..can be roaintained 
-:,an.d: 'intensif'ie'd .only' if :export; resources are .developed. To increase 
•'these--resources .and to-, protect them-from- fluctuations on. the world 
market export, production must, be diversified,, .^here, ..tpdy, the...common 
market--by making it-.-.possible to., rationalize present, product!..on and by 
encouraging new types of production, will hold out encouraging.prospects 
'to-its members-* . i' r . , r •,-:•-.;,, , ,.,- -
-The 'process ..-of-'-economic .integration. must be. supplemented , by col-
laboration between countries that export, and., countries, that import 
-primary commodities with-.a ..view-to -the.,organisation of the international 
trade ..-in these -,commodities-, ,, The .steps • taken so -far. - and these, should 
foe accompanied by increased., efforts ,"-by; exporter countries to improve 
• marketing methods x-.sh.ow that, collaboration ,o.f this,..kind ;is ¿already an 
-.established -fact. .Theehistory.-of'..stabilization agreements ...shows that the 
'••time.'has-now p3s.sed, w-h$n-..one.:country,-mi-ght .refuse,-to..take .part. in. any 
- effort which --di.d" not.-, directly .affect the ...^ commodity: which was,. particularly 
'important -to-: it,.;National; egpti.sm- and- shortsighted decisions,, are. not yet 
'--however.-,, ¡'completely things, of the; past--,. ,.- 7t-:;,, r ; . _.. 
'• • : .r:, :-;.v. -^y.:-'; j,--/France ..for .... 
• -Franc,e for its part-, like the. .other- partners in, the European Community 
has-already given concrete..proof of its. deal re to, cp-ope rate, France, 
hopes that participation extending ever further throughout ..the world, will 
make it possible to strengthen the effectiveness of .ipt'es^  governmental 
agreements now, in force and,/to.arrive• at further, conventions.. I will 
re'call-.©nly.'ihe'..part.,,which, my country played in- ;ther operation. of. the Tin 
Agreement, in the,-recent:renewal- of the -sugar. and, wheat agreements, in 
the'-work-undertaken, for the. organization of the le;,a'd' and zinc, markets and 
iri" the recent meeting.-in New York of . the Commission on International 
•Commodity Trade,-•• • ... . ' . • 
As I have just pointed out, one of the decisive factors in maintaining 
and -increasing the^export resources of Latin,.America continues to be the 
constant 'growth of-:.eoonomic. activity, in the;highly Industrialized countries 
in-this respect, the development of, industrial-production expected as a 
result of the-'establishment of the European . Common.,Market should be a. 
notable contribution-, to - the improvement of . the balances of payments of 
countries exporting primary-jjpmmoditi-es, The .European Community is far 
and away the largest importer/of . primary.,.commodities in, the world. In 
addition, the.continually developing.rationalization of industry which will 
: result from the European. Common Market coming into, operation, may,, as the 
secretariat has already stated,- lead the Community's• six,.member countries 
to ever greater specialization.'of their production... thus creating new 
import needs for semi-manufactured goods. 
/In this. 
la this,.international organizations- have special .responsibilities. 
It is their task-to collect: documentation, and. carry out the technical, 
studies and/economic - surveys to which I referred.a few.moments ago, t ." 
International organizations must- ..furthermore, stimulate international 
co-operation and encourage Governments .to adopt policies in keeping with 
the interdependence of different economies and the indispensable solidarity 
of-nations-. -In.,-the event of an economic recession, as occurred quite 
recently, international organizations-must become, the advocates of 
international and multilateral policies to.combat a resurgence of autarky 
and-economic nationalism. Our efforts must converge towards., a true 
harmonization of, national, economic .policies,, ECLA's work for the establish-
ment of a Latin-American common market ..is ai excellent example ,of this,. 
Another .example is to, be. .found in the decision .taken in New Yprk in March 
by the Commission on International Commodity 'Trade to undertake an'analysis 
together with a.medium-term forecast of .the production of. and international 
trade in .the main primary ..commodities. This work should make. it possible, 
to lay. down production :aims.in relation to ;market needs, as calculated for 
1965. -,-A proposal to. that, effect had already been submitted, by'Mexico and 
adopted at the July 195&-session of the Economic, and. Social Council. Any 
further efforts of the same kind will have/the. support of. my Government. 
We belieye that If. this work of forecasting were pursued .systematically, it 
would.,be possible to bring, a certain degree, of organization into international 
economic life without:having recourse to more, authoritarian solutions.. 
In .our,day,, it is. no longer possible to sit. back. in. resignation and watch 
. /the accumulation 
the accumulation of vast quantities of surplus agricultural- or mining 
products for which there, is no markst,. merely because a few years earlier 
favourable but temporary, market conditions had incited -planters .and 
mining, .companies to increase their,, production, recklessly. . A well conceived 
effort , to make ..forecasts and ..to. popularize the results of this/survey .,-,....,, 
.should make it possible to sever t-he bonds.,, b,y no,.means inevitable. and 
far from reasonable, which bind, the output of a., given product to conditions 
which existed several years .previously and not .as they are at the time ,, 
of. .marketing the , product.... I must apologise for having, dwelt at.,such length 
on this, subject but, it is of...great importance to-me. ... 
Pur work in. ECIA must follow ,up these .same guiding .principles, in 
relation naturally to the special concerns ,of the area. My Government • 
therefore hopes that within the framework of concerted, action by the United 
Nations 'and the specialized, agencies, the .aims, of which, are to. b.e defined.; 
...in. the near- future by the Economic and Social Council, two subjectsshould 
be- given particular attention and priority treatment by ECLA. These are, 
.in- view, of the part they play, in the general,, United Nations programme," 
firstly matters related, to the organization of international primary-
commodity t.rade and ,secondly, from the regional point - of-,' view,., the efforts 
to effect economic, integration. - ... ...,,• 
, • In conclusion, I should like to..thank the member countries of ECLA 
and. Mr... Prebisch for having extended to, the .European Economic Coirimunity. , 
and to the European. Coal and Steel Community an.invitation to send 
representatives. to:.this, session;• they have thereby..shown their desire to,-
,, . /bring our 
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bring our two areas closer together and through reciprocal information work 
to achieve a greater and more fruitful understanding, 
Mr. Faniel and I have been appointed to represent the European Economic 
Community here and I will leave it to him to provide you with certain 
information concerning the structure and operation of the European Common 
Market, Mr, Christaki, who represents here the High Authority of the 
European Goal and Steel Community, will for his part speak to you on behalf 
of that Community. 
I am, for my part, very happy to have this opportunity to express the 
great interest which the European Community takes in the efforts being cade 
by the. Governments of the Latin American countries to promote economic 
expansion and stimulate co-operation throughout the area. 
• Information document No; 12 
; • ECONOMIC COMaI3SIOH,,FOR,.LATIN AFRICA 
,/:"-. .-.:.-.; .  Panama; City, Panama^ ;, 15 .May, 195.9,.., ..:•:•.. 
.. 
• Oi1 iillj iljuua-.'vx JG- GOin-iU" 1'IIT-X? 
-i.;.:./-..->\: ,-.. . 4#X ,1959, J ;,,,,, .... 
:. The'- member, countries of .EC^^ Mr, 
Raul Prebisch, should invite the European.Economic Community tp- se.nd 
•repres.-^ t^ M^ S'vtp:'"^ jis.¡ses^ ioi}. •Ihis-.„^as -a---gesture, of cairteyarj friondleness. 
,,y.Ihe Ej^op^ai ;^(^pnunitypl<3..as.e<i..toj^ave thjls^opportynit^ to send its 
greetings •'.to-.you- at the, ¡ve^ gs..place ..where, .as .we have done, in Europe, you are 
building a closer union between your-.countries.,. . 
Thus the very, first mission .with, which,the.Eurppean.Community's, 
representatives;,.:have'-. been entrusted :.?.s,,. as.r.Mr,.iGeorg$s-Picot has already told-
you,'to bring, yo^ i greetings f r.om-. the Community.'s. institutions and from the 
six countries which belong to it. ,.,We. j-ash..to. express..our sincere desire to 
s.ee.Suqcesg .crp.m,the const ant struggle you-are .making for a better^ future, 
for solid-repenprnic prosperity -.find for. the, health.. §tnd happiness of your 
peoples, : . .... 
Our second.mission is. tp introduce you to the European Economic 
.yfaiqh, has. j.ust.-.-apoeare4.Pn the international sco-tvu. A gesture of 
simple,, courtesyj .but mp^ .e.,.than..that...for it is-, intended to show you the 
European Economic Community , as it -is., its .aims. and. ..its. ,methods of achieving 
them.- -lou' .will see in ¡all this a firm desire to- avoid misunderstanding and., _ 
to prove to you that we wish to live as good neighbours with the outside • 
-world and-to show .you,.why .that will be possible, . , • .  . 
- . ./ECLA is | 
ECLA is a particularly suitable-¡body for,.such an introduction.? 
1, Firstly, because".Jfch&s-..aie$t*i8g:,<?£;ypups-*gi^ es me a unique opportunity 
to make the acquaintance .on one.single occasion.apd- as-..family the 
representative's of the twenty Governments, of Latin America and not only those 
With vh'oni "the- European"Community ..has already^ ..established-.contacts. laa-other 
international" bodies-; -•"•> •'-••'•' "•> ' ••.;'•• ,. N-,-•'. •;.,/,-.. -'«./, - • 
' Secoiidly, becausevfCIAwhich .¡is „&;• United Nations ..Conkissioia.where 
"work "is'"carried 'on"!';?for ' the purposes ':oi£...-e.cononi4!C••;an.d:£-sqe:^^ 
seems ; well' suited tb'-a first-'-meeting^ :.the aim of-which -|s to. draw ..closer,.,, 
the links between two areas.groups.-'of countries-,/.so as to..achicvp. • . , 
better' "uhder standing " of -' the:^"- aimsppursued by--bQtfe.; parties. - ,-, ., -.-:- ,-r -
" We - have iearhtl:frbm-:-your- discussions about theiaims :wMchj you. ar.e.. ,. 
pursuing?'the aims of the European Community I shall -now .with your ., ...... 
pormissioxii : Chairman, outline •'• to you.. . ....-.;.••••' .-;. Pi,..- 'r.Yr..;-::n • '-.-. 
'';'J Allow me, 'first -of all to embark upon -a. brief. despr-ipti.?nf,:;:.,,I..shall, 
depict for you"in- two 'outlines th"e-reasons..why- Europe,; is, inevitably;,on ,.£he 
way to economic integration.. .-v . 
-Firstly: "TKe":sIx-'¿ountries* of the. ..European Community have,- 1-63. million 
inhabitants.'^^is mearis:Ja; Hensity-'of /.l^ inhabitants per: square . kilometre 
of land area. "i'Equivalent^ ;',deh-siiiosi-foí^ 'other: countries,-a]?e821-.per square 
kilometre "in' the-USA ¿-;2- din, Canada,--9': in USSR .and J:in.-Latin.. America;, .7, in,-.;. 
Argentina.,1 about 7 ;in: Brazil^ -'3- in Bolivia,- 19 in .Costa Ripa.,; -about 9,:v,in-;. 
Chile, etc. "••••.••••--••••- -,•.:•-• .v ,,v...:!.. 'c-.' ...-.- .; - -• , .-,.-:• 
This density of l^ O'lnhabltants s^ b^;pkilometrg.;iny^ lye? pips,? 
relationships between every man and his neighbour, relationships of interest 
with constant"and-intense exchange, 
/Secondly: 
: -Secondly; In the six countries of the European Community each square 
kilometre produces an average of 120,000 dollars per year, while in the 
United States .it-produces only 4-9,000 dollars. 
;, I say this, to show-you how closely knit the machinery of production is. 
On both sides of all frontiers cultivated land jostles against factories. 
Frontier areas have common geographic characteristics. 
v The multiplicity of the means of transport and the increased speed of 
communication, by road,, rail and air are such that even areas far removed 
from the frontiers are -,aware, of and influence each other and have an economic 
and social heart which wishes to beat in unison with the other regions beyond 
the .frontiers,. • 
Nonetheless, legislation and economic social and financial regulations 
have left the different parts of these areas which are natural geographic 
and economic units'with widely varying structures. Closeness, and I would 
say even'co-habitation, have given an irritating quality to these differences 
of structure and potential artificially created in the past, 
'The standard-of living of the inhabitants had to be made uniform and 
increased. More had to be produced more cheaply. Output had to be 
increased not only - to give.more to the inhabitants of the six countries but 
also-to rise exports of capital goods to pay for the considerable increase 
in impo-ts of commodities which was foreseen in order to reach the first 
aim; in 15 years an'increase-of 95 per cent of tea, coffee and cacao, 142 
per cent- of wood and wood pulp, 150 per cent of rubber and 260 per cent 
-of minerals and metals, etc. -
Political needs demanded the economic unification ancl integration 
» political will brought it about»- There have boon several stages: 
'••'.- ' /After the 
After the First World War, 1914/lS, there was the belgo-luxembourgeois 
economic union embracing two countries. After the Second World War, Benelux 
established embracing three countries. 
There was, and there still is, an effort being made by 17 countries to 
ensure economic co-operation. This is the purpose of OEEG (Organization for 
European Economic Co-operation) and was made possible by the Marshall'" Plan of 
American aid to Europe at the close of the Seoo-ndlforid'Weir',' This was a gene: 
plan on the grand scale, if ever there .v&s one. Close co-operation between 
tho 17 countries has 122.de great things possible, 
OEEC has attempted to eliminate the external symptoms of division betwee 
the economies of the European countries but has unfortunately"not had the pow 
to remove the causes of those symptoms. 
More was neededj steps had to be taken to go further 'towards' cb-operatio 
itself within a more closely knit framework'"than the 17' countries if ever it 
should be shown that an attempt at co-operation limited to a" smaller-
geographical area was necessary to give the movement new drive, 
A first attempt to overcome the barriers arid tö progress further towards 
integration was made by the'six countries which joined the European"Coal and 
Steel Community. The Coal and Steel Pool achieved total' integration"' for" the 
first time although in a limited field. 
The six countries concerned decided to go further, and "there soon Came 
into existence 1'Euratom and the European Economic'Community 'established by 
the signature of the Treaty of Rome'o on" 2"5" March 1957»' 
The European Economic Community will be a'"common'market, that "1s: a marke 
within which goods and services will flow freely and without hindrance. 
The Treaty of.Rome did, however, do more than decree the establishment by. 
successive stages of this free .movement» Not content, with the gradual 
elimination of obstacles-to trade,, customs tariffs, taxes, quotas and similar 
measures, it also provided for the elimination of the causes, which had given 
birth to such measures * This, Mr. Chairman, is the,particularly original 
characteristic of the step, taken by the. six- countries« ...... 
The European. Economic Community,.doqs not therefore content itself when 
tackling the problem of the establishment of.a common market.with talcing . 
measures, for the proper regulation, of. the foreign.trade of. the six participating 
States. The European Economic Community's programme as regards the. common 
market is broader and more ambitious,. It aims at nothing less than linking 
the economic areas of the six: countries so as to. place economic exchanges 
within the area on a new footing as•close as possible'tp those .existing within 
the market of a single country, . .. t. .,......, .., 
How can this aim be achieved? Firstly,,by removing- Ijhe barriers, which have 
so far stood in the way of such a system. These include customs duties and, 
above all, quota, restrictions. The Treaty shows great pruden.ce in dealing with 
the problem of the elimination, of these barriers which have so far.protected the 
different national economies, It provides{for a programme for that purpose 
spread over a period of. from 12 to 15 years. It also provides for the , 
establishment of an. investment.bank which should help to.meet .the, difficulties 
arising-out of. the creation of the Community, it provides also.a social-fund 
to take-action each time it is necessary to make radical changes likely to 
affect the labour market and the level of employment, . 
By the juridical form a part of these provisions have, given rise to the • 
/establishment of 
- 6 -•.. • .. 
establishment of a customs union»' This form was chosen because"a"model 
was found for it" in international" economic' policy» GAIT, that great' 
world-wide trade' arid" customs association., expressly authorizes the' members 
of a customs union to accord each other a different 'treatment, that V i 
say a better treatment'than'that which they grant to~States'outside their. 
union. This difference in'treatment is even recommended' as It leads 
broadly to.greater freedom and to more liberal trade within larger • 
economic areas; it is for that reason that" different treatment is' authorized 
under certain conditions5 we have" respected" those' conditions",'"'A customs 
union furthermore provides for a common external' tariff for reasons that 
are so obvious that I shall refer to them only briefly.' If participating 
countries continued' to have complete autonomy in their trade and-customs ' 
policies, one country could too' easily divert the "flow" of "trade by" 
manipulating its tariffs, 
I have already said, however,'that our Cormnuhity' goes considerably 
beyond a mere customs' union. ~ ' 
• -'It does so firstly" because, it is not confined to "''trade' In goods „.-"' 
Indeed','it establishes' within the' Corkaujrity"'what' we call""the four'freedoms1' 
these are's the free movement of persons,, the'freedom of establishment, the"' 
free flow of services and, lastly, the free""flow of "capital." 
Lastly, our "Community is more" than a. simple" custom's' union chiefly " '" 
because 'it aims'at eliminating" the distortions'of artificially engendered 
competition. 
Trie aim of the Treaty is "to prevent Governments frora' taking 'artificial 
anti-economic measures contrary 'to tiie 'natural trend'of"economic"activity 
/and so 
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and so* to prevent theivi "influencing, trade là thin the C onauni t y ì 
1 That is why the second, part of the Treaty also contains Spe'cial provisions 
concerning transport;-It provides for the elimination of preferential customs 
duties and tariffs which are contrary to free competition. 
Close co-operation in this would be impossible withb'ùt the harmonization 
of transport policies and a concordant development of thè means'of transport. 
'For this reason also the tfiird part of the ""Rome Treaty ensures the gradual 
application of a common policy'which will take the place'of the individual 
policies of each of the six members", 
This third part is particularly important and clearly reqùir'es States to 
consent to' considerable sacrifice, as for example, the abandonment of age-long 
4 
discriminatory practices which" have become firmly establi^ lled 'econoitfi habits^That 
part of the Treaty will therefore deal with the rules of competition which are 
to be.:''identical everywhere" and"which condemn State aid, dumping',' and"'all" types 
of practices restricting production and the free flow of goods and'services, 
intended to give any one State a priviló'ged position. * " 
Similarly,'tax laws will be" co-ordinated and made hón-discri'minatoryj in'a 
" general way there will be a concordance and'co-ordination of the legislation 
in all'six countries according to need, .Three''later chapters are devoted 
to economic policy. There must be a common trade policy by the end of the 
transition period that is after 155 years at the most, " The'Community" should 
negotiate and sign a single, - agreement with'any "third party "on behalf of' the 
six member countries. ' ' • ';.. 
Policies relating to'the economic situation •. • any g'ivéh time -become a 
matter ' of ' common ' interest' ' that' ' the Six 'deài""with aè'a group, " 'Similarly^  
; • • /tiio closest 
the closest collaboration is guaranteed in questions of monetary policy,, 
.Exchange fates have''also-been: decreed a-question ..of'rmtual interest. 
-Lastly, .two chapters deal -with social policy;' Provisioh;:,hai3-been made'to 
ensure that social inequalities do not impede efforts ¡to reconcile opposing 
forces. :'in economic questions.® . •• rV - -
. "r' It was' not-.without good cause that • I. have dwelt-at such -'length on the 
provisions of. the Rome Treaty. . The.: equilibrium visible in-the -chapters is a 
brief indication of the balance-maintained-in the 'text, Two chapters -are devoted 
to the free circulation of .goods and to agriculture -and "six to "other matters«, 
. This therefore, will- make: it quite clearithat'It could be a profound 
•mistake for- any:person to rogard:'the establishment of the Con&ion Market-as a-" 
mefee ..attempt-to abolish.- customs /barriers. The European (Community is ' far 
'greater, undertaking." ".'.- " '.:•'.-.../ .P, ' v.. : • .\T 
•:.. 7" Its^  parposei is to-establish, an economic entity, one only but-with six 
territories. The Common Market is by'no means 'a mere affair-'-of • geographical 
juxtapoisiiionf .- it is a'-coherent, alloy thait, will Issue from' the -cruciblo in to 
which-;.will .have been' . ppurcd ..all-1 the elements that vail make-' certain • the 
consistency of the alloy-the-social'economic financial-and- political elements. 
This.-means, therefore/ that when we• speak- of customs -'tariffs, it is 
impossible for us- to: consider, the matter1 solely from the angle of7tariff„•• 
We must .also look at It frbnt'a more' 'varied ; point: of vi&w>- one''-which 'will1 
include, its repercussions on the Innermost life of the whole Community. 
Similarly, if we find it impossible to settle any question tariffs for-'•' •- ' "' 
example, there is nothing to prcvent^ -us' from 'a- solutlbn -from another direction 
since all approaches are open to us1. - 'I cannot'stressv-too:-much that'to forget' 
."•':-.'•'-.'...'• .>.-r\ /this special 
- ? -
this special feature of thé system created .by, the European Six is-to forget 
its very essentialst '. .. , , .. ; - - .. , 
I should like to t>riiig to your notice, yet another .-.characteristic of our 
Community* 'When Europe had to be .reconstructed after, the terrible destruction 
of the. World War J,, the age of mass production was. inatigúráiei! .taktyi the 'comihg 
of the robot and' automat i pn-i . . ... 
, It has become clear that a modern economy..ctínnot• .survive unless it can 
disparo of vri.de marketing areas. That is. why the whole philosophy of the 
Rome Treaty is'founded on the idea of free-trade, both as. regards matters. . 
arising between member states' and those between.- the member. States and other 
countries. \,.. ;. .; , . .... 
The.determination .of the Community tp achieve free .trade is evident in 
article 18 of the Treaty on .the establishment of. a;.-,common, customs tariff which 
is to the effect that the. member States declare themselves x-eady- to contribute ,-
to the development of .international trade and. to the removal of. obstacles.'to 
trade by concluding agreements for. the reduction of cu.s.toms duties below,the .-
generál level which they could adopt. 
This.determination is to be. found in. the ..very method .adopted in establishing 
a corarion customstariff, which will be no more restrictive than... that of the Six 
member; states,. I would add that we are firmly convinced that this common 
tariff",.in. the form we have given it, is more liberal than• that, of the ..Six, as 
will be apparent from the weighting of the arithmetical .averages.chosen,as the 
basis for'calculation. . ' . . .. . 
A,further proof of this determination Is to be found in the decision 
which the Community has just taken to agree to the tariff negotiations proposed 
/in GATT 
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in GATT by the United States Under-Secretary of State, Mri, Douglas Dillon,, 
the .-pirpo^ Q-.vof- .wfei-ch -will - to reduce ;the, common tariff to a level still 
lower-• than that -set ^ ihi^ iallyi Aiid that, ..Mr* dhairman, ;^l,.£orta±niy„be of 
gre.ftt interest ;to iihe- .¿pTantx-i.es -.of .liatift-toeirlda}. 
But, you vail say, to what extent have you taken-your delations with ., .. 
other States.'into,account> and!why a. community of. six only? .... , ... 
Two ..'questions to. <vM©h I must give.,- a. • reply. 
To -¡the. figst,.1 reply that1-the Rome Treaty . \ias.,anxious" above . all.not 
to j-se.t up- .in-the centre .„of the world,an economic group which x-rould withdraw 
Into itself, isolate itself and bo more a source of division, restriction and 
hardship than of union,, freedom and prosperity, . ,. ... 
,/ti The • close dopond.onco,, of. the European .Six. on. the. rest, of tiie world no 
longer .-needs-: to-be shown.. .It;is.a fact,. Without the outside itrorld, the Six 
would.-, bp. of, little.- account,....; It would, be ...taxing the pioneers • of the Common . 
Market .-.with extreme short-sightednc.s-s .to think that they, had forgotton.thls 
fundamental truth. To prove that this is not the ease, lot, m? quote from, 
•tho Treaty. • ;.- . . - .. . .- • - , . ... , . .. .... 
First of.-' all, article 29, which also deals with tariffs states that in 
fulfilling-.the;functions -entrusted, to it,, the Commission shall be, guided by 
the need,.-to promote trado\bptween.member States,and,,.third cpuntries. . ,, 
• Article 110-, which--constitutes ..the -foundation, of. the .trade.policy lays, ... 
down that in establishing a customs union between them the member. Statps 
intend to.. contribute ;to . the,. harmonious-,.dp.v;elppment of, world tradp 
.;,-:.:.....- i'.Y-' - - *";'t -„•-'.!• - - ,-/Finally,., a • . . .._..-.  
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";' Finallyj a declaration of purpose gives those articles their full value. 
The :,joint declaration concerning cooperation by international organizations' 
witb member States is to the following'effect 
"Recognizing that the establishment of a customs union between them 
must: contribute to the prosperity of other countries,„..Desirous 'of enabling 
those countries to share the prospects of expansion offered by the establish-
ment of the union.. .Declare themselves ready to conclude agreements with." 
other countries which will ensure the harmonious development of trade",' 
'• After having brought to your notice these articles from the Treaty anu 
the declaration which is an integral part of the Rome agreements, I cannot 
but regret the.incomprehension of any who might persist in regarding the 
Rome Treaty, in spite of the most solemn affirmations, as an act of isolation-
ism and a threat to the Interests of third parties. 
Why six nations? Simply because it was necessary to begin somewhere, I 
have deliberately used the word to begin, because we have left the doors 
wide open for others to follow us. Article 237 of the Treaty explicitly 
provides that other States, may become members of the Cosmaonity. The right 
of accession will not be bartered. But It must be realised that on becoming 
a member of a club every one must pay an entrance fee, which must be the 
same for all. 
The Treaty goes further than article 237. Article 238 contemplates the 
right of association for those who cannot become full members. "The reciprocal 
rights and obligations ...... of associates will be freely discussed", 
/and the 
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and the Treaty does not/exclude the possibility even of amending some, of its 
clauses if. there is clearly no; other way'of entei'ing on a reasonable basis 
an association desired by both parties:. 
The Rome Treaty-is liberal in its-aims:'and its purposes'; in" its" spirit 
in -its! text | it,cannot ...and must not be considered as the deliberate and final 
creation of six countries, for .six countries, but' as a long-term work, casily 
accessible which. should..benefit the whole world by associating it with its ,-
activities in every .possible, way.- .  • .:''•..' ..'-.. -•' 
1 Information Document No. 13 
' E C O N O M I C COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA 
S- " ' ; ' Eighth Session • ' •'-.' : • ..." ..•;:' Lu.••• t •-.-,.-,...•: 
" J' : J Panama City, Panama, 14 May 1959 ''..'.•.' 
STATEMENT MADE BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF MEXICO 
' •'•'• ; MR. :PLACIDO/CMCli R^YNOSO -IN-THE-GENERAL: DEBATE, '-.•; 
.SECOND PLENARY MEETING, HELD ON 15 M Y 1959 
My delegation, Mr. Chairman, in'congratulating'you on..'your election;., 
as Chdirmàn'of .the eighth session-of the-Economic Gcanmission-'for ' Latin-.- • 
America, is-' happy to^know'that:-our debates will-:receive the wise .• v.,-;- ^ 
guidance ot one so highly gifted" as yourself.-'•-• It;is.;fortunate; that this.;- -
confer ehîè'è--lé-'b'èinjsf'Kê'ld''••in--t'hé',<ôàplt'àiL of the Republic of Panama, yvA:<- . 
TKrbù'^'my -Intermediary the Government of Mexico;-conveys itsivsinpere -.. 
thanks to the Government 'of Panama for. its-kind-invitation to our regional 
commission, to-' meet-"-in-' this' -beautiful, -country; and here; to;. resume, the. l-J.; • .--.-
discussions in which vie- of "the ECLA countries;'have, been engaged for; more; .,-.. 
then ton years. :-?:-;v "••"- ; ; ; •'... - - ...i---... - ;' . -. .-".-J' 
-'•':The-:-é'sséntial -task "of they Edonomic '.Commission.. for Latin . America ,-is; to . 
study "both Nationally • and internationally .all questions; affecting the ., . 
economic 'development' of ;our countries'« Me:, of:Latin America- are ,a .-
c&rigSbtteration -of -.peoples -of-widely .-varying • .characteristics' united;;by a .. • 
siriglë ' c'(^ ii'oh:'deridminàtor'j :a level of living which has . indeed improved over 
recent decades but is not consistent with, that to which in view of the .;, .-,-..-
exam^ieqof6cithef • peoples v we "have-;a: right. ;tc. aspire/:;hpr._yet.with the full 
development of'1,our;'"natural*-and- human' resources. There can be -.no doubt 
vihate^ er 'that thë -ceritrël iss-iib, in:'Latin: Mer-ica: today and - for.,many years-.,-, 
. A'/1-". '/•'  ' •''','-•;>"' .;-,• .y . ; ,7;; /-...^ r;-;];;-)--:...--';;;^ ^^ .«?;; 
- .¡. ; -•'•< 'v j ;..;; :.; . y . . ...... 
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to come, will be the need to increase -our efforts, to apply the findings 
of science and technology more- intensively"to ;our development, to consoli-
date our social and political structures, to organize our countries more 
efficiently and- in- a word;'to seek every •:possible -mealns foi-v the.;'permanent 
improvement of the standard of living of our peoples. 
We'Siust' recognize that^a- general'view'bf "Economic, events • in .Latin": 
America 'iri' the"'last' debacle shows• progress still'.to haveifoeen-very .uneven"; 
and to have proceeded by fits and starts-1. r Countries', there are-wbichi are-;..Y:,-. 
rapidly becomirig' industrialized' and- next 'to them' .others'" that are failing.;', 
to emerge TroM their state df stagnation-$ -. industries whose growth has-. been . 
spectacular, : and "at their side others that-have been completely .'lacking., in; 
drive 5 there have been audacious measures and plans, and yet-we have^ . _ 
continued to witness fears and resistance,, and in'some instances ..even, a 
certain lack of fai'th'. in the future-1'"'From-' the successes achieved must•:. 
unfortunately be deducted a number of failures j the periods of great ;.. 
activity'have1 not been sustained for very-long'and have been followed,. by 
seasons'of discouragement." We seem-'-at the moment to; be :.'in one-of these --
seasons | there has been for instance thesevere Crisis that has .-struck the 
market"for" and the prices of Latin -American 'export- goods, and-, how prospects 
seem far from bright; it is, however, in these' periods-that, the essential 
problems of the economy of Latin America'are 'approached with greater realism. 
Clearly,' facile formulae or solutions which have', already been proved-
ineffective.in other places "cannot be" used- in dealing with the.difficulties 
facing us. While it id'generally' true'-that the ..greater, part' of-the, earth >'s 
surface is under-developed, it must be recognized that different areas and 
/countries will 
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countries will require political- solutions, especially suited to their 
way of jife, traditions andysocial structure. For-this reason Latin 
America has .in recent' years been trying to clarify its own views regard-
ing'economic development, .and to find solutions, which fit closely with, 
the •;facts as we know them. ,. '• 
This 'in no way means that Latin-America is unreceptive to ideas 
brought in-.from' elsewhere or that, it fails to understand events in other 
under-deve'loped.'areas 5/-on 'the- contrary, the very work .carried out by the 
Economic.-Commission ;'f or ' Latin America- is the best.,proof that. the problems 
of cur arM-are" constantly compared with, experience. elsewhere ' in the world, 
because"'through .the United - Nations, we-maintain relations with other areas 
and keep'ourselvesyinformed of the-.policies' of-the. more advanced,, countries. 
It is;, -¡however:; no; exaggeration to say that Latin America is gradually 
forging an :oeonomic ideology.;which will, in- time.of. necessity facilitate 
mutual uiider'standingv-between; ,us, give us new strength and. put a truly 
Latin American stamp "on "the types- of. development we undertake. 
In "-t&isr-task, .'the-..guidance • given by the Economic .Commission for Latin 
America-'"has been of the- first. importance. . Dur regional organization has 
draWn up 'a- balance-sheet for-.Latin-America and has.created awareness' of 
the true nature/-of...its economic problems. The secretariat's careful and 
imaginative 'research.,- and- the increasing, frequency with which .representa-
tives of Governments or technical experts, economists, agronomists and 
industrialists meet together, either -at sessions of the Commission or 
through committees, working groups, and seminars, have resulted in a more 
thorough knowledge of, our needs and possibilities.. and .have abridged, In 
;':v-' .-. ; . .- •/.-.-"..•• . /respect of 
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respect of its own. individual problems, every country's apprenticeship- ' 
for development. We can affirm with satisfaction that we :-have' created 
and are turning to account for our own benefit an 'institutional instru-
ment which is leaving its mark on our economic history. • - • -• 
When I referred a moment ago to the periods of discouragement¿ I-
v-
was'thinking particularly of Latin America's economic"''situation in the -' 
last three years, and especially in 1958 and at thé present time, so •• 
accurately analysed'by the secretariat of the Economic Commission for -
Latin America in the annual Economic survey presented to this session» 
The' survey very rightly points out'that in Latin America the over-all' 
rate of growth barely keeps pace with that of the population, and -that, 
this • is largely due to the slow rate of evolution of the industrialized 
countries, not to our countries1 inability to produce larger quantities < 
of-the primary commodities that still characterize'our export economies* 
The countries which generate' a major share of'world income, and which 
are the purchasers of our exports, are no longer developing as rapidly-' • 
as in former years and in many cases even register substantial-surpluses 
of industrial capacity. This circumstance, combined with protectionism 
in respect of the agricultural and mining"sectors in some' of the countries' 
concerned, as well as with other factors, accounts for a great deal-of''"the-
sluggishness of world markets and the consequent weakening of prices for • 
Latin America's exports. ••.-.. • ~ •" '•-••' 
On the other hand, the inflexibility of prices in the'industrial" 
countries and the inflationary trends prevalent - in some " 'of them hâve 
steadily raised the price of those goods which we 'import, including the- '•  
/equipment with 
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equipment with which we are building up our own industry, As can clearly 
be 1;seen in the 1958 Economic survey, Latin America's trade with the' in-
dustrial countries has perceptibly deteriorated aince 1955; this 
deterioration in fact represents over 12 per cent, and - what 'is more 
serious - the position of Latin America has been still more unfavourable' ' 
that than of the producers of primary commodities as a whole. 
The loss of foreign exchange income due to the fall in prices for 
primary commodities, apart from the correlative monetary and fiscal dif-
ficulties created in most of the Latin American countries, have had other 
more profound effects.. In the first place, they have compelled private ... 
enterprise in the Latin American countries .to defer many investment.projects 
or-to shelve them altogether; thus, all our Governments' careful-'endeavours'' 
to provide incentives for domestic private' investment have been' counter-' ' 
acted. Moreover, it has become necessary to halt or even to slow up the 
rate of public investment expenditure, most of' which is"essential for the 
achievement of the..steady increases in agricultural..and industrial/"1" '• 
production which our development, requires. Where long-term development 
plans, or programmes have been formulated, these have often had'to'undergo ; ' ,. 'uitavrriq .;.. . .,...., ; - 'v.. / //,/ 
drastic modification. In short., the unsatisfactory world market situation 
.has- had its repercussions, and everything seems to suggest that/'It will 
continue.; to exert an adverse influence on the process of capital formation 
in Latin America. ... . i> . . . . In turn, as. our regional'' organization rightly points /out, the" insufficiency 
of imports to which" the Latiri/Merican"'co\i^ ies''-find -themselves"'reduced is, 
'"'in some' - "cases""',: a -direct /cause.,..of inflationary pressures, which, serve only to . 
'aggravate!^development difficulties. In reality, imports are still the decisive 
factor'• in the growth of Latin'America as regards the-rate of capital.-formation; 
this is .why every year that goes- .by without an improvement in the market • 
•and without a cessation of the downward movement in trade, is.-one more-year 
/frustration as 
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frustration as far as economic development is concerned. -
We must continue to concern- oursetves"witH''primary" 
commodities, because until that matter is solved we cannot 
reckon on any prospect of expansion and because the solution 
required seems to be the most difficult to find.- '" •' 
Although there has been a certain favourable trend' in' '' 
international financing of development and•although in the 
Latin American sector we have finally achieved our old ideal'of'' ""'"" 
having a special regional financing body in addition - to'the other 
available sources of foreign capital, on the other hand, for the' "' 
stabilisation of the prices of primary commodities and regulation "or 
the long-term markets for them, we have taken very few steps, and 
those quite provisional.- This is a world problem and not merely a, 
Latin American one, and any lasting solution will have to be sought' 
beyond any purely regional relations. .For almost all the important 
export products of Latin America there are rival producer areas and 
amongst them are some whose r cent progress has helped to aggravate "the 
situation of relative over-production which prevails.. 
This problem also concerns the consumer countries, whose 
collaboration has not always been evident in discussion on stabilizing 
primary commodity prices. It arouses a certain disquiet to find that 
reluctance, on the .part of the big countries which consume two of 
; ,the; tiost,important, .agricultural products of the tropics has been th.e 
•main- "factor-which" has-" pr:cvcatGd:..ust'*from, .arriving; at> a. basis p.f, agreement 
" -'v"'-' .- * e - • ' - - -/and formulating .;. 
- ? - ... 
:aad formulating, an international pQlicjr- on those, goods .,... By;,,contrast., . 
: the;:* discussions held'- very- recently- on lead -and -zinc , • in. which/. through'.. 
h^ë-" "United- îîati-oâs-J-'-r-ë-prGèehtativGs-" of--'almost- -all" tho-'produc@rcand ' 
consumer" countries' took*- part-, seem-to have"given fairly positive "results-. 
It is coming to be recognized more and aiore.-clearly,.that the weakening :/:/ 
qf- tlie priâé,£$" 'commodity- markets is partly-.tho. responsibility of.the 
Consumer-' countries" and not .just the:result: of - surplus'••production'..: Naturally, 
in cases where-the--latter is -th'e determining' 'factor/:*the producer, .countries 
•must -be' hèld' responsible/and"' the -action-required-from- them to res tore ••',-.. 
thè' equilibrium-between world-supply.-ähö-:" demand/musfe-be;: duly''.prescribed.' 
.; It-is essential to "act. in accordance with reality: and notato seek • -'• 
solutions' founded* on "emotion., or a desire "for immédiate success ,' Hör,' going 
to the other extreme," can wo refrain from any attempt at settlements. Some 
amount of progress is to be observed in understanding.the problems connected 
with certain products. Furthermore, the Commission on International 
Commodity; Trade has resumed its -work under the best possible-auspices. The 
. expert..'group/of the General Agreement,on-Tariffs .and Trade (Çi.a.TT) also, has, 
conscientiously examined the .problem' .and has' suggested ...certain lines of 
policy •which", if - studied-more -thoroughly., might .reveal new solutions | amongst 
-:., other thing's,' ; the- -expert.-.'group-'-s• study has .-brought -.out • the harm which 
excessive agricultural, pro.téç-tign by the . industrial, .countries., doe's; to the 
le'S-s 'developed"countries 'and the--tangible benefits which-, w.ould accrue to 
the latter-from a""reductiony-;h6wevör---small, 'in-'Süöh protection.-' 
' "'';'• Bearing 'III •;mirid;-'all/.^ hesa ,'hbW:-approaches- and' knowing, as; we; certainly do, 
ho\jT 'important: internationa-li price; -stability is.tor the economic development of 
pur countries, we can be hopeful'that the methods currently applied to solve 
• "• • ' » - - • /these broblems ''" -
those .¿problems will occasion no further relapses. There must be ample 
and full co-operation by the industrial countries - both in this continent 
and in Europe - in rthe; economic development of Latin America, and it must 
embrace the.question of primary commodities and not just the aspects of 
finance and international investment. 
Leaving aside.the external problems of the economy of. .Latin America 
dealt with above and passing on. to more internal matters, we must note 
that.the.recent evolution of our countries,,as. a whole, shows that 
industrialization, however .remarkable the achievements of some countries, 
has been suffering from great setbacks. As has already become clear in 
the.Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly of the United 
Nations, the question at issue is how to speed up industrialization, for. 
discussion of whether it is necessary or not -already belongs to the past, 
and this applies also to the need for balance between industrial and' 
agricultural development. The emphasis has been placed on the rate.of • 
industrialisation," on new v&Ys in which international organizations can help 
'to«raise" productivity, in order-to reduce, the costs of industrial-expansion 
and-to speed, up the assimilation-of snew techniques... Now is the. moment to 
•ask here, in the Commission, whether the rate of., industrialization, in 
Latin America is satisfactory, whether we are doing, all we should in our 
respective countries to stimulate it and .whether, our own. regional organization 
:is devoting itself .with.sufficient intensity to this task. ' In the studies 
which the, secretariat..has submitted to us there is a striking contrast 
between the rate of growth of the -manufacturing industry in the last few 
.years, as revealed by the'annual Economic Survey; - and future requirements 
according, to the projection of. the Latin American economy to be found in 
: ••'"•'•" • •.. . : • • • : -..-• ./another document 
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another document. - The disparity between the 3 = 5, million tons of steel 
Ingots produced in Latin America in 195.8 and the estimate of about 30. 
million tons for probable, consumption in 1975, may, for instance.,, induce, 
us to revise radically the efforts which wo have to make In respect to 
both the primary industries-.and other branches, since the ultiraate .aim of 
ouri industrialization is naturally to provide, larger ..quantities of the 
consumer .goods that characterize a high standard of living, 
: It Is evident that attention should be concentrated in both sectors 
on all that'would conduce to .economy of investment, higher yields and 
improved utilization of equipment. It is equally desirable to intensify' 
the training of technicians and skilled labour; this is' ah aspect to which' 
the Economic Commission for Latin America has already alluded'"on previous' -
occasions, and to which the specialized agencies are increasingly'directing-
their attention. 
" ". The''interest displayed by Latin America "in the' development of the feig 
Industries which the secretariat described, in'the Economic'Survey ¿s the' 
""dynamic industries"," should not distract' our attention"from the other '•'- -. : 
branches, whether traditional -or hew, which directly rsupply.; the population's 
current consumer requirements «•'• It is precisely ; the se branches. which; the-;. -
Survey considers can only evolve at. the same rato\as ,.xnç.omo. and population, 
and .the demand for which therefore expands slowly. It would undoubtedly 
be useful if the secretariat were to make a more detailed analysis in 
future of the problems facing this kind of industry and the reasons for 
the inadequate growth of demand for 'its products. It is very likely that 
one of the conditioning factors of this "slow pace is the structure of " '• 
.income distribution in .Latin America, although there may be others as well. 
' ; ' " ' • ' • • /if such 
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If such, a study were. undertaken,, It would be'.'helpful. If the-secretariat 
could also examine the relationship "between income distribution and ' 
industitdalis^tion, and, noro .fully, between '..income distribution and-' -• 
economic development-In'genera;!. ••'•' ••••'•' •'••'• •" •••••' 
The interest felt in the. expansion' of'the external markoty'-which. is- : ' 
one of'/the'objectives ;of'the Latin American-coiutnoh' market,'should'on no 
account be allowed by any of the members'' of this"'Commission to act as a 
delaying 'factor in carrying out its responsibility" to take'' the' proper 
steps for' the developmenti: of our' own home markets by means of a better "' 
distribution of" income which would give more purchasing power to large 
groups of the population now obliged to forego many of the consumer 
goods produced in our industrial plants. 
The imminent adoption of this new social policy and the advisability, 
•underlined by recent eventsiin Latin America, of broaching this subject in 
the Commission, are two circumstances which were pointed out to us last 
night by the Secretary General at the opening of this session. "Obviously 
Mr-. Hammarskjold, said,, "the question, of deciding-what, balance .must be 
struck.between.the often conflicting claims, of social.justice and. rapid 
capital formation .is .one.-which each Government:'must decide:, for itself,.11 
'..'Moreover, although^ the/ Latin American common:.market has. been envisaged..'-
as an effective instrument for raising the living standard of 'our peoples 
through increased industrialization and higher productivity, 
the activities of the second Trade Committee sesion, which is 
/about to 
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: about to- o'ndr' have' revealed that,.- in spite of the -efforts pade . . 
: by the Economic';- Commission for . Latin. America and by the! Working . : 
Groups y- and of the great interest'which-lias 'been widely aroused 
by the: Committee' ' some; time', bust-- still elapse - how long we., 
caronot- unforturiately judge . as .yet-.'«•: before the Latin- American-
common market can. become a-.'reality. •'.-.• 
;>- ---Honc-e^ ' without 'abandoning..our efforts .to'achieve''regional" - ..* 
economic', integration, we" should take' step's- without delay , to--improve 
the 'precarious:-economic, and:-social-conditions -in which-much of .-our 
population' lives "and which . "7vetr or -At- least reduce.,. the ... -.;.-,;• 
repercussions of "external economic, factors which have! had. such'an , 
adverse--effect on- our region,' especially in- the' past vyear. • "' ': • 
"In addition, as Dir. Iiammarskiold' said himself yesterday: 
"These new developments (the common market and integration) It 
seems to me, apart from their'inherent merits, are bound to 
influence the orientation of your work in other sectors, giving 
them, so to speak, an additional dimension. Important as they 
may be, they should be kept in.their true perspective, lest we 
be tempted to believe,, that we have. found a magic cure for all 
our ills". 
-. vbb-: :..' : ..',:: '.• . :;v.. . -. be '' .-/in our. ' L . -•'.-•"'•.:•' 
In our view, the ECLA sessions, besides enabling Governments to 
sketch o.it plans fôr such-problems--'an they" may ^deera of most pressing 
importance In -relation to 'the future development.-of Latin America/.' ' " " 
ought to provide-an:;opportunity.for: making suggestions; ;>ith respect to 
the type of work that it'is-"felt-our Commission might.-'best undertake,.. 
As far as we are -concerned, we have'-reviewed in the-foregoing'remarks 
some aspects of SOLA activities which aré' of- particular- interest to ' -•:.'. 
Mexico and which may perhaps 'be equally useful-'for. the -'other delegations. 
I-reserve'the; right to speak-during the., discussion oh 'other, iteras: ": 
on the agenda during "'the-next few days', 'and' -'maybe give- general -expression 
to the views of 'my-' delegation, on E'C LA-1'S .-work programme for- the immediate ' 
future, and the: projects- for ..the next five-years .which'have been . r • ... 
recommended for -.study 'by the -Economic ¿and "Social.-Council-W;e "feelp on 
reviewing the long .list of previous. ECLA resolutions and the. .-projects 
enumerated the prçgramme -of. tipyk, ,th&t there ..has 'been a certain 
dissipation of .effort and that.-the secretariat.has sometimes been asked to 
undertake tasks which are not .always of importance for all the Latin 
American countries. We are gla.d to note that present circumstances 
have led to fairly close concentration on the studies on economic 
development as well 'as on work connected with the growth of industry and, 
to an increasing "extent, on"'preparations for the formation "of ' the ' Latin 
American common market. 
Perhaps, in viewrof the limited resources open to us, especially as 
regards properly qualified personnel, we should reaffirm this tendency and 
refrain from recommending any new project that cannot be incorporated into 
/these three 
I< 
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these three major work categories', "bearing in mind', furthermore'; that there 
are;1 other international agencies which "can' collaborate* with us in'their-. . :• 
specialities. Perhaps it might also be desirable'to'impart'greater • •" 
practical utility to some of oblr' Commis'sion's" activities , especially- iii '• . 
queJtions of industrialization and energy,'matters' in' connexion -with-which 
the i'-United Nations Economic'and'Social Council £t"its' recent''session in' Mxido 
has-gust adopted recommendations to "the "same effbet."'' In all 
countries it can be noted that there'is a' great' neM. for'-the-exchange-'of..- ".-•';' 
experience through seminars,'study groups , ;'the -worlc'bf '-international -'; -•'• «'•.; 
experts acting in an advisory capacity, and "by other' effective -procedures. bt 
i .-• ... . . . . - , > 
to be turned to account .in the* search for 'satisfactory'--ways-''and means' of - . ' '. 
solving issues raised by existing conditions'."- 'We must prbgr'ess'-':beyond' 
general studies. There are signs that our'Commissi-oii is'leaving; this . '-. .' 
stage, behind, and that it will be" able" to go"farther- yet' -ari& apprda&h '- -'• 
what we might call the "work levels" of oiQr Governments 'of 'of'-.private • "•'••;-• '¿v. 
industrial enterprise. We hope ' that trie forthcoming discussions'will 
bring» to light those points on which'all the''delegations can-reach'-1'''- •'-'•- " •-•"•' 
agreement, in.accordance with the spirit of"c'o'-oper'atioirthat has -so - '-if. 
markedly characterized ECLA's-work". .-. -.:...; ... -... .-: ..-, 
We also think it might be desirable'to establish'systematic a n d , ' 
methodical co-ordination and exchange' of experience" among: ali" "the --' '" 
Regional Commissions. In addition, it" seems to' us of great; importance '-'-"•' 
that the offices "of our Commission 'should maintain services-for the -'"• 
constant dissemination of ail "information'that may "'be''of immediate use- • 
;•" " /to those 
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to those directly-interested-'and /to 'the general-public. Still more . 
beneficial-' will -be the timely-and'regular distribution-of a-11 informative 
and illustrative material--reletting to .the work.which :is being carried. -
out, as- well -'as 'of-'the .periodical- 'pu'olicatiôns;».- .-
;''ïn conclusion",-Mr. Chairman.,- 1 .can.: s.ay that -the- Government of Mexico, 
•looks- with'--optimism- upon-..-the..-prospects for-the;-economic development of . 
Latin America. c©imtr3/'uhas.'.îaade.'PT>Ii3:io*th§ fact.-that, it is .-prepared . 
to co-operate- enthusiastically ''inrthe solution of; the area':s problems .. 
and we are ;sure- that" adequate- proof of this- has. been given by.-my ,- . , -., . 
delegation in...thé: position, it adopted in' the.;. Trade .Committee--on the . 
question0of the Latin American1 régional market. '•;-. ,- •.-.,• .- . , t 
The economic ; development policy which ray-: .country has been constantly . 
pursuing' for:-almost ye'ars' includes agrarian: reform and the development .. . 
of industry-, agriculturehydraulic works.,and. power generation, transport, 
education -and--health-j •:our policy also "includes..measures- such- as those 
which our-'monetary-and'"-financial-authorities have been applying with, 
great firmness-'-in-recent months , ,to balance, the,..budget.-and prevent new 
deficits, to--'strengthen^ Mexican-••Xïiïrrg&ç-Xs. - to, -reduce- or,-eliminate :subsidies . 
to concerns partly conducted by the State, ago .also.-'to-improve ..our. balance 
of -payments' through-the. cohtrol.-.-of.-.imports: by the - public .--sector, and 
other measures.-'- '-• All-.:this-meànsrtkat.-we-have faith in, our ability to 
find effêct-iye means'." for combatting-.-adverse .economic conditions, both 
internal and external-,":so .that: the rhy-t,hm e.f...our. .economic- growth will ; 1 
continué'-to exceed -"'-to: an,,even.- ..greater,-.extent the, high-rate . of.- • 
- '- ' -. /population growth 
population growth in Mexico, 
The gradual abandonment of the old economic structure which 
converted us into mere reflections of the fluctuations in foreign trade 
combined with the balanced development of our economies, and mater ial 
ana social progress - the latter, so we hope, receiving encouragement 
in the future, as the Secretary-General stated yesterday -- such are the 
goals which are being achieved in Latin America and. which make it 
possible to affirm that if our countries co-operate with each other 
and with the other members of the United Nations, we shall be able to 
make progress in our struggle towards the vastly improved welfare of 
our peoples. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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The United States delegation is particularly happy to be present 
as we begin the second decade of the life of the Economic Commission 
for Lav.in America. The work of this Commission increasingly contributes 
to the common purposes trhich likewise direct and guide other inter-
American .entities, particularly the Organization of American States 
to which Secretary General Hasmarsk.'jold made such warm reference In 
his address at our inaug-.iral session. 
it is indeed a privilege to meet in-this delightful Republic of 
Panama since it holds a special significance for any inter-American 
conference, given the fact that it was likewise chosen by Bolivar when 
he inaugurated the practice of meeting together which practice has 
como to characterize the inter-American system. A recent event among 
the long list of historic Panama meetings was the first meeting ever 
held by the Presidents of the American Republics, which took place in 
this same city not quite three years ago. President Eisehower on that 
occasion state: that "a .great family history" had drawn together that 
unprecedented assemblage. 
I repeat, Mr. President, the deep satisfaction we all find in 
meeting In this lovely country and I take this occasion to extend, on 
behalf of my delegation, our sincere appreciation to the Government 
/of Panama 
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of Manama and its friendly people for their kindness and hospitality. 
Is delegate of my country, I diould like also to refer to the friendly 
act and cordial statement of President de la Guardia when he officially 
designated Point I? week in Panama last year in acknowledgement of the 
joint work of our two countries in national technical assistance 
programs - an act on his part which is deeply appreciated in the United 
States, 
To deal in a lighter vein we might wish to seek certain limited 
satisfaction in the fact- that economists and others primarily interested 
in economics form the major part of our delegations. 7ere they lawyers 
it might not be impertinent to note Balboa's letter to King Ferdinand 
which said in part 'and I quote, "May it please lour-Majesty to order that 
no batch- of lawyers come to these lands, under the threat of severe 
penalties, because not one has come who is not a devil leading the life 
of a devil, and not only are they bad themselves but they get everybody 
else involved in suits and troubles." I hastily disassociate myself 
from Balboa's characterization of members of the bar. If the reference 
has any value perhaps we might take it in the category of advice or 
even admonition that we may not become involved or involve others in the 
troubles which were so obviously discomforting to Balboa. 
The statement of nrv delegation on this occasion will touch briefly 
on three subjects. These are: the economic development in my own 
country during the past year, the annual Economic Survey prepared by 
the i-iCIA secretariat, and the proposed Latin American regional market. 
/The subject 
The subject of economic development in our country has not been 
included in the United States statement In previous years, by delegation 
decided to touch upon the question this year in the belief that the 
economic recession and recovery therefrom would be of particular interest 
to you on this occasion. 
v'le all know of the recession in economic' activity through which my 
country has passed. I will t-Q^ c abcut extent and rapidity of cur economic 
recovery which demonstrate the-resilency of the American economy. I will 
be equally plain-spoken about the problems we face, 
I am happy to report that by the end of 1950 the gross national 
product of the United States had almost completely recovered from the 
decline it suffered during the early part of the year, and the rate of 
recovery has been maintained so well that output reached a seasonally 
adjusted annual rate of about $465 billion In the first quarter of the 
year j a new high for the United States economy in real as well as in 
dollar terms. This new level of output exceeds by a significant margin 
the previous record high achieved in the third quarter of 1957. 
Personal income during the first quarter of 1959 was running at an 
annual rate of about 017 billion higher than in -'lie first quarter of 195b. 
This growth in personal income meant an equivalent growth in consumer's 
buying power because consumer prices have for the past year remains., 
virtually stable. 
This increased consumption is being spread among most of the major 
consumer items. For example, domestically produced automobiles have been 
/selling at 
selling at an annual rate of 5 to 6 million a year at least one million 
above the rate for 195c, despite the heavy competition from imported \ 
foreign cars. 
The same picture of recovery is reflected in the growth of private 
domestic investment, which during the first quarter of 1959 was at an 
annual rate of about $63.5 million, 11 percent higher than the previous 
quarter. 
Another significant indicator of the recovery pattern is the index 
of industrial production which broke through to an all-time record high 
in 2-jarch. of "'his year. This index vividly portrays the -dept.': of the 
recession and the rate of recovery. At tko lowest point in the recession 
in April 1958 the index had dropped 14 percent below the previous high 
of February 1957. In the 11 months since April 195-3 the entire loss was 
recovered. 
The growth of industrial production Is obviously a..result of a 
•general upturn in sales and orders. This fact cpuld be illustrated bv 
describing the situation in any number of industries including textiles, 
paper, chemicals and iron ->od steel. Because of its evident importance, 
I will confine my remarks to the iron and ¡oteel industry. Kew orders in 
steel during the first quarter of 1959 expanded by almost 40 por-ccnt as 
compared, with the previous quarter, and. in February 1959 rot a new 
record. By April 1959 output in the steel industry had reached 93.5 
percent of rated capacity. While to seme extent this highly satisfactory 
level of production may have been iiidueed by the ciesire to build up 
/inventories in 
inventories in anticipation of a possible steel strike, it also reflects 
the broad advance in steel consumption by industry. 
There has been some confusion concerning the extent of employment and 
unemployment in the United States, iiunv economic writers have dwelt on the 
" v 
employment and unemployment statistics to substantiate opposing 
viewpoints on the status of the United States economy, vlhat are the facts? 
From the peak level of 65 million employed in i larch 1957, total 
employment in the United States declined during the recession by approximately 
two million persons. It began to recover about the middle of 1955 and since 
has increased at an average monthly rate of 200,000. By March 1959 
employment was lack to Its previous peak. However, since the labor force 
is growing at the rate of about 70,000 per month, the Increase in 
employment has not been reflected in an equivalent rc&ucti.n in the 
number of unemployed. 
Nevertheless, the reduction in unemployment has been substantial. 
In April 195S unemployment reached 5.2 million. By iiarch 1959, this was 
reduced to 4 million or a little less than 6 percent of the civilian working 
force. 
Another factor vhich tends to make employment statistics appear 
inconsistent with other indicators of recovery is that usually gains In 
employment in the early phases of a recovery do not keep up with gains 
in output. The increases in employment since July 1950 have been about 
as rapid as the average rate of increases curing recoveries from earlier 
post-war recessions. Why is there a lag in the employment recovery 
/rate in 
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rate in relation to output? 
Recovery from the rocent recession, as in previous cases, has been 
characterised by a substantial improvement in the efficiency of manufacturing 
industries, that Is by Improved productivity. This improvement is very 
largely the product of the heavy investments in new plants and equipment 
during the previous boom period particu.la.rl7 in durable goods and 
Industries. In part, the lag in employment recovery results from the tine 
required to transfer labor to industries and areas where job opportunities 
are expanding. 
I would like to complete my story on the United States economy by 
referring to our foreign trade. In 1955 United States foreign trade 
declined substantially from the 1957 peak. However, in contrast with 
many previous recession periods our exports declined considerably more 
than our imports. In 1953 our balance of international payments registered 
a deficit of over §3 billion. 
So far in 1959 there has been no clear sign of a revival of our 
export trade but during the period of recovery from the recession our 
imports have been increasing and have reached a level very much above the 
average annual figures for 1952 through 1956. 
Examination of the categories of United. States exports reveals that 
during the recession about 65 percent of the decline was in raw materials 
and semi-manufactures. The United States is the free world's largest 
exporter of raw materials, and this, as the delegates to this Commission 
do not have to be told, is a sector which is obviously vulnerable in a 
/period of 
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period of recession. This is a problem which '-re share with Latin America-
The expanding economic activity in Europe and Japan should assist in the 
recovery of the export trade of all of us in this hemisphere. 
To sumorize, the United States economy is undergoing a vigorous 
expansion in output, income and investment. This expansion is beginning 
to be reflected in the demand for labour. Exports have not -et begun to 
recover but imports are rising. 
Thus, at the present time, despite problems that we do not ignore, the 
economy gives continued evidence of strength, growth and increasing 
efficiency. 
I would like now to turn to the Economic Survey for 1958 and first 
of all to compliment the Secretariat for the careful research and drafting 
which it reflects. In what follows I shall exercise the prerogative of a 
delegate 'to comment on a few points, but I would not wish it to be 
interpreted as other than the belief of the United States delegation that 
the secretariat has, on the whole, turned out an unusually fine Survey. 
In keeping with the quality of the Survey was the fort'.rrl0btness with 
which Dr. Probisch in his extremely significant remarks at the opening 
of the session laid great stress on the need in Latin America for solving 
many basic internal problems as a pre-requisite for achieving the desired 
rate of economic development, iiy delegation would like to congratulate 
Dr. Prebisch for this exposition and to commend it to the careful 
consideration of all of us. 
The main theme of the Survey is - as it should be - the subject of 
/economic growth. 
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economic growth. The general inprosalon which emerges from the analysis 
is that some countries and. some sectors of production in Latin America 
hare had a year boset with difficulties. Against that background, there 
are, I believe, several roasons why latin America can look with a 
reasonable degree of confidence and optimism toward the future. The 
first is the definite increase in economic activity which is now occuring 
in the industrial countries.of the world. Secondly, the stablization 
efforts in which a number of Latin American countries are now engaged 
are laying the groundwork for a resumption of growth on a sound basis 
in those countries. Thirdly, many of the new investment projects, both 
private and public, which have been either authorized or started in 
recent years, should come to fruition in the next year or two. Finally, 
there is the longer-term effect of the greater diffusion of technical 
skills and managerial ability in Latin America. 
In considering the events of the past year, the survey properly 
takes account of both internal and external factors which have affected 
the economies of the Latin American region. Ky delegation is gratified 
to observe that the attention paid to internal factors in the present 
survey is perhaps more coamensurate with their importance than has been 
the case in previous years. 
/Part I 
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Part I of the Survey contains a rather extensive discussion of 
recent movements in world commodity markets and their effects on the 
export earnings of Latin American countries. This discussion concludes, 
correctly, I think, that the recession of 1957-58 in the more developed 
countries exerted only a supplementary influence on world commodity 
prices and that the weakness in many commodities is attributable to deeper 
causes. In the view of the Survey the main factor responsible for this 
weakness is the longer term slowing down in the rate of expansion of 
this industrial countries which began several years before the last 
recession. It would be idle to deny, of course, that the rate of 
economic activity in the industrial countries has an extremely important-
bearing on -the demand . for the products of the primary-producing 
countries. The question is whether this particular factor should be 
assigned the predominating weight given to it by the Survey, or whether 
it is only one of a number of" important influences determining the current 
condition of the commodity market. 
The Survey itself explicitly recognizes the existence of other 
factors. For example, it calls attention to the high taxes levied on 
coffee and tobacco in important consuming countries. It also emphasizes 
certain internal policies pursued by producing countries which have had 
an adverse effect on the prices or volume of their exports. In this 
connection chapter I of the Survey notes that many Latin American 
countries have done little to divert resources from coffee to other crops, 
/ even though 
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even though it has been evident for some years that an unmanageable 
surplus was appearing in the world market. "In. fact", it states, 
"until quite recently, internal prices of coffee were held at levels that 
encouraged further output." 
More generally, it points out; "In some cases, exports certainly 
could have been expanded, e.g. temperate-zone products, but policies for 
these commodities have...until recently, had precisely the opposite 
effects prices have been set at levels that discouraged exports". 
In chapter II the Survey cites further factors accounting for the 
recent depression in the prices of some primary commodities. For example 
as regards textile fibers, the Survey has this to say! "Although the . 
decline in textile manufacturing...implied...a fall in cotton and wool 
• " f " 
prices, the volume of.. .expoi'ts followed, different trends for each of 
these two commodities, rising in the case of cotton and falling to a 
moderate extent in that of wool. But even in the moderate decline in 
wool exports...restrictive influences were chiefly confined to the 
producer countries themselves and took the form of maladjustments 
between domestic and. world market price levels. Only at the end of the 
year were these disequilibria remedied through changes in...exchange 
rates..." 
I think that what all this adds up to is' that it is necessary to 
pay as much attention to the supply side of the market equation as to the 
demand side. We can be confident that demand for most products will 
/continue to 
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continue to expand, over the years, but as a practical matter we should 
give greater emphasis to the fact that adjustments in supply are 
necessary from time to time. 
Part II of this year's Survey is devoted entirely to the internal 
situation in Letin America. In the view of my delegation a most 
significant part, of this analysis is that which deals with the problem of 
inflation. As Table IV-1 graphically shows, inflation continued at a 
•rapid rate in many countries in Latin America in 195S, with increases in 
the cost of living ranging in some countries as high as 25 to 50 percent. 
The Survey summarizes very" succinctly the causes underlying these 
enormous price rises. The basic cause, in the words of the Survey, was 
"an excess of total demand" generated by expansionary monetary policies 
and by fiscal deficits. The Survey points out that the external sector 
apted as a contracting factor in the monetary supply. However, the 
financing of deficits In the public sector by the banking system more 
than offset this contraction. 
The pernicious effects of inflation on the allocation of resources, 
on savings, on productive efficiency, and indirectly on the balance of 
payments, are by now well known and will not be repeated here. I 
believe the secretariat is performing a very valuable service to the 
member countries of the ECLA in calling attention to the crucial 
importance of this problem. I repeat, it is to be commended for this 
substantial, thoughtful report. 
A'iay I 
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May I now turn, Mr. President, to the chief topic of the current 
session, that regarding the proposed regional market. 
The United States supports the efforts of Latin American Governments 
to form one or more regional markets designed to increase trade within the 
area and with the rest of the world, and to induce greater efficiency of 
production so that more goods may be made available at lower prices. 
We believe that the recent discussions in the 3CLA Trade Committee 
reveal that governments are becoming increasingly aware of the desirability 
of forming regional trade arrangements which shall be of benefit not only 
to those countries which are members of the regional marketing agreements 
but to non-neabor countries as well. 
The task of formulating such arrangements.is complex and difficult. 
We have pointed out, as have many other delegations, some of the 
shortcomings we see in certain of the preliminary plans which have been 
suggested for market integration in Latin America. Like the other 
delegations, we have made out comments in the "spirit of participation in 
a. common effort to advance the formulation of constructive, writable 
plans for this aspect of the economic development of Latin America. 
vie have been impressed by the spirit of the discussions in which we 
have just participated, by the degree of informed interest shown, and 
particularly by the mutual concern for the general interest of all 
Latin America which has prevailed. Naturally, as is entirely proper, 
there have also been statements of national and sub-regional interest. 
/However, these 
However, these statements have revealed a realization that the formation 
of a true, common market or markets will be no easy task3 that it will 
demand great courage on the part of the respective governments 5 that it 
will, en.ta.il real sacrifices and adjustments by individual local economic 
interests in. every country; that governments must be willing to withstand 
pressures designed to avoid such sacrifices. The degree of ultimate 
success of any common market will, in good part, vary in direct 
.proportion to the firmness with which governments pursue this common 
objective. 
A good common market - one in which virtually all sellers can sell 
freely and without hindrance to buyers anywhere within the market and 
one which does not raise barriers to trade with other areas - will 
increase trade, attract investment; improve efficiency through 
competition, and reduce costs. 
A market of this kind is worth sacrifice. Producers within the 
market will have to accept the necessity of meeting on equal terms and 
without protection the competition of producers in other countries 
within the common market. Outsiders will have to accept the fact that 
producers within the market have preferred access to buyers within the 
market. 
On the other hand a partial common market in which there are major 
/ 
exceptions for the benefit of wide categories of preferred interests 
discourages competition and. reduces efficiency. A common market in 
which duties ;.and preferences are used to a considerable extent as a 
/ mechanism of 
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mechanism of adjustment to rapidly changing economic conditions would 
subject governments to continuous pressure from producers anxious process 
of item-by-item negotiation, and renegotiation of customs duties, 
quantitative controls and other regulations of trade. If this process 
were to be centered upon, the safeguarding of particular private and 
local interests it would almost inevitably result in a neglect of the 
general multilateral interest in expanding trade. 
For this reason it is important that the common market should have 
a clear-cut goal and that the process of reconciling private and. national 
interests should terminate when the goal - a true common market ~ is 
reached. The sooner this goal can be reached the better. i!o half-way 
measure will do. An incomplete edifice is worse then, none; it involves 
most of the cost and. provides few of the benefits of the completed 
structure. 
In summary, Mr. President, my delegation is pleased to report the 
accelerated recovery of the United States from the recent economic 
recession. It commends the Secretariat for the quality of the 1953 
Economic Survey and it reiterates support of the United States to the 
creation of a realistic Latin American regional market. 
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As I have a dual role here, being both Her Majesty's Ambassador In 
Panama and leader of the United Kingdom delegation to this session of the' 
Economic Commission for Latin America, I consider that, before anything else, 
I should offer my warmest congratulations in the name of my 'Government and 
our gratitude to the Government of Panama for their initiative in inviting 
the Commission to meet in this' city and for the excellently organised " 
arrangements which have already been shown in the meeting of the Trade ' 
Committee. 
As Ambassador I am of course concerned with Anglo-Panamanian relations 
where we have the singularly happy spectac?Le of two nations with no-
political issues between them. This enables us to concentrate on cultural 
and :economic ties. He are happy to supply Panama with a variety of 
: ' - . . 
consumer and even of capital goods and we in turn, through being the second 
largest users of the Panama Canal, are able to contribute to Panamanian 
invisible exports through the expenditure of British seamen,'passengers and 
tourists. 
Gentlemen: what I have said about the United. Kingdom's economic ' links 
with Panama is reflected' mutatis mutandis in the history of ay'.country13 
ties, I think. I can say without exaggeration, with, every other country . 
represented at this meeting. As a nation which - because its .very existence-
depends on international trade - has a long and substantial tradition of 
/trade with 
trade with other countries and which pioneered the European industrial 
revolution, we nave had for a century and a half strong economic ties with the 
Republics of this continent. In these circumstances it is only natural that we 
should have today the greatest sympathy and understanding- for the efforts being 
made to advance the economic wellbalng of Latin America. Nowhere can wo learn 
more of the progress being made towards this objective than in the deliberations 
which take place.' under the inspiration of the Economic Commission for Latin 
America, with the assistance of its Secretariat under the distinguished ' 
leadership of Dr. Saul Prebisch. Ho one at this meeting can fail to be 
impressed by the objectivity, the seriousness, the fertility of ideas and 
concepts and the'growing momentum of the Commission1s work. 
Mr. Chairman, the two years which have elapsed since the last Session of 
the Economic Comission for Latin America have been difficult ones for the 
primary producing countries of Latin America and of other parts of the world. 
Je in the United kingdom are acutely aware of the problems facing primary 
producers and we have shown .'ourselves ready to play our part in any practical 
measures designed to solve them. 
Although the level of trade between the-United Kingdom and Latin America 
has unfortunately fallen since 1957, it Is nevertheless still running at a 
much higher level than in earlier years. In 1958 our imports from Latin 
America amounted to about £300 million, approximately 850 million dollars, 
almost double the value of our exports to the area, 'thus maintaining a very 
considerable balance in favour of Latin America and providing her with 
substantial transferable foreing exchange resources. 
During these two years the United Kingdom has continued her policy of 
freeing trade and payments. Towards the end of last year a further substantial 
/de-control 
dei-controi of dollar'imports was announced' and almost all import restrictions 
have no>r been lifted on raw materials and'"'basic foodstuffs. Last -December, as 
part of a- general move in Europe, sterling was made convertible on non-resident 
•account and' we believe that this step will be of "great value to the countries 
. of'Latin'America. "* ' '" . '"- ' -': 
We -realise' that Latin America needs credit to finance the 'import of 
capital goods which she so 'urgently.-requires to enable her to achieve a -high 
rate of development.- Her Majesty's-Government have been glad to'contribute to 
this' development by guaranteeing through their Export Credits'' Department a sun 
•amounting'to several hundreds' of millions' of pounds. 
' Mr. Chairman,' I turn now to the issue which, quite understandably, is 
¿.attracting- the' greatest--attention at this "mooting; '•: I refer-",' of course, to the 
proposal to-'-'establish a 'Latin American regional market. Listening to the 
stimulating debate of the last few days'we'have been strack by the way in 
which country after country has declared "•its' 'readiness to cooperate 'in : " 
• establishing a-genuine common markot ..and-by the appreciation by'-'all delegates of 
the dynamic; nature-' of- the proposals. During the 'meetings -of the -Trade 
Committee its-distinguished Chairman, 'Senb©r C-arrido Torres, more' than once 
referred to-'"the" meeting'of mind!' to describe the "process of finding'the best 
. possible solution for problems which may be difficult to-solve because '•' 
conflicting interests maybe involved. As has been; rightly said'," the common 
market must emerge from a policy rather than a formula. There may be various 
roads!along which to advance and Latin.America will choose that which most 
suits her. But we feel sure that all members of the Commission will agree 
as to the ultimate objective. . This objective must- be the achievement of a full 
j . /free trade 
free trade area of customs- union in which.the widest'flow of trade will.be 
promoted - both within the region and, with the rest of the world. 
The speed, of future, advance' will naturally depend to a considerable 
•extent on the payments arrangements to.be established. These arrangements 
are, of course, primarly a natter for the Latin American countries themselves 
to decide,But I feel; obliged to say,that,. in,our view,- the/proposals 
.'contained in the. Draft Protocol..produced .at Rio de Janeiro last, December are 
unlikely to. have the effects hoped-for..- lie believe tiiat,': ift'it were decided o 
s.ound technical, grounds to set up a regional .payments '••system,' it would'be 
appropriate - and certainly in line, with present'-world, trends - t'o provide 
for settlements, to. be made on an automatic basis. This-, belief is- not based on 
a doctrinaire approach, but reflepts the United Kingdom's, own experience'^ in 
Europe in. the field - of international payments. IJe'ar'e concerned that' there 
should be. no set-back to the continuance, òf genuine progress towards 
multilateralism in Latin America,..,., 
.These-.are only, some aspects of the work with which this Session has" yet 
to get to grips. The agenda is a very full one but I am convinced' - that'when 
we have completed our work the foundations'.will-have .be'en laid' for- an 
advance which nay .bring striking benefits;-to. the-economy of'Latiti America and 
will certainly be the object of universal respect ' in the remairider*'of ' the worl 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, . .•-•..•-'•• •-'.' " 
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First, of all,,I wish to congratulate you on behalf of my delegation 
most sincerely upon your election to this high office. 
He are fortunate that our debates take place under your wise 
leadership. 
Our congratulations also go to the distinguished delegates of Mexico, 
Peru and Chile upon their election respectively to first and second vice-
president and rapporteur. 
It-Is a great pleasure for no, as the leader of the Netherlands 
delegation, to say a few words to you to-day at this eighth session of 
the Economic Commission ..for Latin imorica. 
" Judging from the provisional agenda, this session promises to become 
« , . .... i ~ 
a very important one indeed. The importance we give to this session map-
lee seen from the number of delegates the Government of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands has seen fit to send, to this session. 
I think it will be a good thing to remind you, that since the signing 
of the -Statute for the Kingdom on December 15th, 1954-, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands, which we refer to as the "Kingdom Hew Style", is composed 
of three equal -partners, to wits, the Netherlands, Surinam and the 
Netherlands Antilles. Each of these .parts of the Kingdom is autonomous 
i1 
and ha,s a -Government of its, own. In this session of the Economic 
/Commission for 
Commission for Latin' America' we act jointly, since foreign affairs are 
concerned. So in addressing you here., .1 ;&o e.o not only for my own 
country, Surinam, but also on behalf of the Netherlands and tho Nether land 
Antilles, • n • .; ','•"'•.• 
As two of the three partners of the Kingdom are located here in 
America and their population rightfully consider themselves as children 
of one and the same "Madro America", to whom almost everybody in this 
meeting belongs, we want to learn and to be better known among you. lie 
too are American, altering slightly the famous line of Langston Hughes. 
Just as Panama was discovered by Balboa, Surinam was discovered by his 
contemporary Alfonso de Ojeda. As regards the Netherlands Antilles, 
they have old and close ties with Latin America, apart from having 
contributed much to the common struggle for independence, especially on 
behalf of those countries which formerly constituted Gran Colombia, 
If the Netherlands rightfully has to bo considered as the foster 
father of 'the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam, the peoples of Latin 
America must be seen as oujv-legrtimate brothers. It is therefore 
appropriate to offer ourselves as a bridgehead between Europe and Latin 
•America and vie mean this not only in a material or commercial sense, but 
also in a spiritual one. In other' words, you may bo sure of our true 
friendship and solidarity. 
I believe that the noble work upon which we are about to embark, 
under the auspices of the United Nations, is very important and 
therefore deserves the full support of all of us,"since 'we are anxious 
to accelerate economic development in Latin America,. After all, we 
want a better world in which there is no longer poverty amidst plenty, 
/and in 
and in this respect lot us set the example. 
¡' The importance of the work ahead is clear from the many documents 
which were sent to us by the Secretariat of the Commission. ., I ..wish to 
thank the Executive Secretary and his'Staff for the many interesting:;and 
thorough studies which they have presented to us, studies which cover: a 
host of very interesting problems, and which are very instructive. It. 
is .a pity that these' stuaidsvdid not reach us earlier. The information 
that could have been derived from studying-these documents at'-ease., 
could not yet be digbsted completely, ' , 
: As to'their contents, there rill'bo plonty opportunity to enlarge ,. 
v.pop' then in' clue tire. For the time being, however, I shall make only 
a few général remarks. I have noted with pleasure the su.ccesful' 
collaboration between the E.C.L.A. and the F.A.O.j and in this respect' f 
I am very 'happy thai the request of the Surinam Government for an 
investigation of the' possibilities and the prospects of the establishment 
ox a pulp and paper industry in Surinam has been complied with. 'The' ' 
United Nations investigation group for the pulp and paper industry will 
arrive In Surinam before the end cf the month. 
The programme for the years to come is a large«one and envisages 
important investigations'such as those on. economic integration, . 
inflation, marketing aM' budget management. It will be • necessary ;to. 
blah - in advance a clear order of priority. 
\ 
'I wish to"congratulate the Secretariat especially on the' documents 
presented under the item "Current Economic Trends and Prospects", The 
"Economic Survey of Latin America 1958" Is a brillant - piece' -of work. 
Yet it would seem useful to devote even more attention to future national 
'"'•' /and international 
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and international economic developments, instead of looking only at the 
past and the present. 
The Latin American countries have sometimes been referred to as 
"reflex" or ''export" economies, in which the economic process is to a 
large extent dependent upon the economic processes in the highly 
industrialised countries in the centre; of'world production, the Latin 
American.economies being affeeted largely through the fluctuations of 
world market prices of the raw materials they produce/ It is therefore 
most important to look for ways and means to stabilize these prices. 
More advanced and highly Industrialised countries can and must contribute 
to this stabilisation by maintaining in their economies high and stable 
levels of production and employment, thus favouring the economic 
development of the primary producing countries of Latin America. 
On behalf of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and in particular on 
behalf of the Governments of Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles, I 
wish to express our appreciation and recognition for the technical 
assistance rendered to us in the eradication of malaria and yellow fever 
and in other projects. At the same time the Netherlands looks with 
pride upon its contribution to the United Nations technical assistance 
programme. ' In 1958 3A$ experts were sent from Holland, of which 59 to 
Latin American countries, while 32 trainees from Latin American countries 
arrived in the Netherlands in that year. May I refer those who are 
interested in this subject, to the pamphlet "Facilities for training in 
the Netherlands", which is available at the Secretariat of this 
Conference, You will find there also several other publications about 
/our Kingdom. 
our Kingdom. '-. • .• -
I shall now make, some briqf comnonts,cn'tho current ., 
economic situation- of Latin America, which-we. have been asked to,diseuss 
during thisfgeneral^bate. Part . I of the "Economic Survey of . Latin 
Americai'.. analyses the. foreign- exchange problem of the area. It is 
shown".'that for the years---1957 and 1953, the balance of payments deficits 
were I 154 million and I1-.914 million respectively, , .It is quite possible 
that if Latin American imports are maintained in 1959 at the level of 
1958, an .even-greater deficit-will result.. Therefore, as the survey 
.stress.es,. an -influx of foreign capital, either as investments or as loans, 
-is' becoming more and more essential. In itself this situation should 
not .cause.•alarm for the further rapid economic development of the area. 
In. former times-the -United' States had similar large, deficits, which were 
met from foreign, mostly European, sources. However, there is one 
•'•'spécial factor which - differs in Latin .America from 19th century 
-conditions-in-Europe or the United - States, and-that is the population 
factor, .. The net rate of increase from 1950 to 1956 was 2.5 per cent .and 
•according.'to the United Hâtions Seminar on population, held, in Rio dp 
•Janeiro in December 1956,-the average population increase for the,period 
1950 to i960 is estimated at close to 3' per coat. This rpto .of population 
i . , - • ' • 
increase is not exceeded-anywhere else, nçt. even in Asia, How, .Sir, a 
-United Nations group of exports calculated- that for each person employed 
. in the non-agricultural, sector,.. an. investment,of not less- than 500 is 
required-. -" Other experts, estimated, that,.to., keep Latin Aaorican standards 
of living- at their-present level, a ratio of about .1 to, 4 should exist 
between population increase and investment... In. other words, ..if .the 
., v v ., • -, /population increase 
population incroaso is 3% a yoar,. annual Investments of at least.12% of 
the national income will' be necessary,.- This once more demonstrates Latin 
America's urgent need for capital',; a; need' so often 'emphasised'by the.ECLA 
Secrétariat In'its studies. It means, that a favOEtiible climate.for 
investments, Whether domestic "or foreign, is of groat importance. 
Possibly this question-of ' Latin America's capital requirements'-.could be 
throughly studied''by the Secrétariat against.' the, background;-of.-the" 
population increase arid other relevant factors«' • < ••  . 
Tho capital needs of•Latin' 'Amcrica will have- to be met both 
"through'private' and public channels. On the question of public investment 
may I be allowed to recall, that for.¡many years tho Netherlands ..Government 
has'stressed the necessity of• establishing -.a- United Nations, fund-for-the 
financing of the so-called'economic and social infra-structure of the less 
developed countries, A first step towards the- creation of the Special 
United Nations Fund•for Economic Development., usually abbreviated SUNFED, 
was made when the General'Assembly at its 12th session decided, to set up 
the Uiiite'd 'Nations Special Fund.-' The- Special- Fund has- started operations 
on January 1st of this year. While of a. limited character, it ,is bound 
to make an Important contribution to the economic development of the less 
'developed countries-, *-• '•'' "•'"'/ .. 
The importance attributed by-the Netherlands Government to this new 
fund can be seen from the sizable contribution.of $.2,4 million pledged 
for the year 1959»' Apart' from the Special Fund-multilateral assistance 
will continue- to be-given through the'Expanded Programme ; of Technical. 
Assistance, to which the Netherlands has-been .'giving important financial 
contributions' from its very--start, • • • . -, - .,-.:•-,, 
'• ' • /Mr, President, 
I already toAchod upon tho~problon of fluctuating raw . _ v 
:.rflaterials;'prices, ".: These fluctuations make , it:quite', difficult ;;to establish 
development, plans , since these plans. are. usually-based, at least;-in-part . 
on foreign- exchange earnings to be usedhfor essential 'imports.-I • Only with 
a reasonable;degree of stability of corafiodity prices,'ciai the" level 6f 
;foreign exchange earnings be estimated' and development plans made;v *« 
.'Fortunately efforts towards commodity price stabilization' are beiiig '. 
undertake» on an increasing scalo,. • The'.newly constituted UnitedlNat ions 
Commission .for International' GommoditylTrade .has;,.-, at- Its. ..last session, 
Established a....work programme» . The-, international,-'agreements for'"tin, 
wheat and. sugar, are ' exercidihg.%a.:'behef-ieial/-ixifluenee; My delegation 
f^avours-the-.-rea-lization-..of .-similar agreements' for. other products'» ••-^A-
f .':' I should.;iike ..to'.make, ahi'additional observation .-oh the consequences 
.of short - term...Increases- in- raw mate-rial-,-.price's• .-On-"the first .sight: it 
is only logical that., the .so-called , primary'-produ.cing Countries'are very 
happy if such prices."are ; high. c. However., such high 'prices' inevitably 
mean p..that; the -prices for industrial-products, made from thoeo raw mteficJLs 
in the more developed countries, will rise.-This. meen.s.^ 'thathafter-'some 
•time tho. countries .ier^ sjiilhg -raw. .'.materials are confronted'with more 
expensive products imported from the-highly industrialized countries. • 
Honee, a -deterioration of . the .terns of trade in the loss developed -
countries, ..',-•• :.;, -•.,. •"•'-.:. .-.- a" ..-•::.; 
'"i-- THere is :another even .farther-going consequence of. these high prices. 
Increased, prices, for . consumer.;' goods in- thehindustrialized 'SPuntrios affect 
the; general cost of living and normally load-to requests:-for higher wages. 
The,; strong .position^  of • trade unions and -considerations- 'of ^social justicc 
; . /i : /usually lead 
-usually,-lead to-granting such--requests for- higher wages* Now, Sir,., it is 
a well:••knqwrv -phenomenon of _ recent -years-that the -wage - level -is-moving up 
from tdbaq,.to..timo,but-.-that vit-almost never.-goes..down, , This, so-.cailed 
-.'•'downward- stickiness -of- wages!'.--means, that as -ancl .when, prices: of raw -
materials do crease.,, this does, not result in lower.; wages.,.just because consumer 
goo.ds .-have gonexclown : somewhat in price;.,--. This is one ,of the principal 
; explanations ..-why lower commodity prices-are-not...cr,.,-only to. a yei^limted 
extent accompanied.-by, -.lower,-, prices for -..industrial products-. ••• ;- -
- -In-, many - cases- the short-term-advantages - of higher.. -income - -from increased 
.-raw--materials prices-is, first neutralized by,, higher pricos of imported 
industrial products and then, can be transformed in a -long-term-.disadvantage 
• of a higher-price ;level.of such .industrial products» It is for this 
•reason,- that we believe. that international agreements for the -stabilization 
of raw materials prices would be, of great..,importance .for- all countries, 
both the producers...and the consumers of raw; materials. • - --. 
y— ----rAs-rogards-the-part of the Kingdom..located on this continqiat,..the 
following may, be. mentioned, - v.; .-.- • :... •• .:•',•:; • ub 
.-.The ¡-economic 4pvelopment. .of--$urin^ ?-ia .^ vi^ LLl... swing-.. A carefully 
drawn up Ten-Year Plan,, for which, a total amount-of about,! 6:5.000 ¿000 
has vbeen authorized,-has already been ..implemented during four years 4 The 
aim to increase the national income is being attained. However, at-the 
same .time the population.; is..-increasing,-.at- a .rate -of. more than-3.5'?®** cent eac 
year, -Thei-efore,.-.industrialization has become very-urgent for this.-,;;; 
mainly;agricultural country«-- -Q-;. .•>,-•;:•; ••;•.-'-.-•.- -,..•,_..-. 
• •- Although.more attention than ever, is paid to. the development of-
/forestry and 
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forestry and to the investigation of the natural resources of Surinam, up 
to now mainly Bauxite, the biggest project in construction at this moment 
lis a hydro-electric work ir. the centre of the country, the estimated cost 
of which is § 60.000 000. This is the basis of a multi-purpose project. 
Its realisation not only will enable us to export aluminum as a finished 
product, but also will furnish enough energy to make possible the 
establishment of many other industries«. This joint venture of the 
Government and a. private American enterprise, involving a total investment 
of over | 200 million, will also influence the agricultural sector 
¿favourably by provitling no; facilities for irrigation. It will even 
make possible a better supply of much needed animal proteins, because it 
will be possible to breed fish, in the artificial lakes being made for the 
hydro-electrical work. a country with a email population like Surinam, 
such a uulti-purpose project is of utmost importance0 
Tha Netherlands Antilles has also embarked upon co-ordinated 
economic planning to reach a greater diversification of ibs economy. 
Finally, Mr. Chairman, my delegation shares the views of the 
previous distinguished delegates who have expressed their gratitude to 
the Government and people of Panama, which are acting in such a 
magnificent way as host to this session of our Com!!?ission. During the 
past years the Economic Commission for Latin America has built up a solid 
record of achievements of great importance to the countries re the area,.. 
I should like to pay tribute to Dr. Eadl Prebisch.. Executive Secretary 
of the Commission, without whose extraordinary abilities theso 
achievements would net have been possible. Assisted by his able staffy 
/Dr., Prebisch 
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Dra Prebisch has made the Secretariat an instrument, which by a 
combination of intelligence and hard work is producing such excellent 
results, 
I feel obliged to apologize for my lack of sufficient knowledge of 
the beautiful Spanish language. However, with your permission, I shall 
make an attempt to close my speech in your language. 
Señor Presidente, Distinguidos delegados, 
Con lo que acabo de decir solo quise acentuar unos cuantos puntos 
que han de ser de importancia primordial para nosotrost 
Que nos sean otorgados en abundancia y sin economía alguna la 
sabiduría y la comprensión necesaria, a fin de que esta reunión no 
solamente resulte ser un éxito en el terreno económico, sino que además 
logra a proporcionarnos! mejor entendimiento mutuo para los problemas de 
cada país, y que nos conduzca hacia mayor cooperación entre nuestros 
países, 
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STATEMENT MADE BY MR» J0RÍS DEL CANTO, IEPRESSNTAT.1VE OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND , AT THE MEETING HE ID ON 
FRIDAY, 15 MAI 1959 • 
May I begin this statement by 'expressing the deep satisfaction with which 
we participate in this eighth, period of sessions as observers from the 
International Monetary Fund;- The fact that we 'haye partió lx¡atec :m thesft 
meeting« since their beginning is an evidwit proof of tLe irterssit of the Fund 
In the studies prepared by EC LA, of the attention wxth which our technical 
staff read thew# and of the earnest desire to listen to the discussions and 
analyses of those studj.es at each meeting* 
We have already spoken at the meetings of the Trade Committee* where cms 
point of VXQW W3,£D expressed on regional market and payments matter?, with 
special reference to the tendencies all over the world towards convertibility, 
the reduction of discriminations, and the liberalization of trade .- In making 
ühese observations , we underlined the -contribution of Latin America in thia 
movement toward > ^nveitibillty, an,;. \ ¡ .riso pressed our aope xbat the forms 
of region .I co-operation sought would not run counter to these world trends 
towards the redu ction if rec~rictions anr diycrbL/.nation: ezud 'the consequent 
expansion of the total -volur.., of trade, Yhese ¿onai/.nts at the Plenary heet-ing 
of EC LA' w5.il be of a more - general daractero V'e should 'first lik? to ma-re seme 
comment's ;'on- the Econc-.lc s'ux-yey for I95S., and t:ien 'to refer'to th?.; activities 
of- the í-7-'d and re'po:Vu bxieiby nb the re ent di-eisic:::. to increase its financial 
rG':i0r:rc^'" /No leabt 
No doubt the economic, social and financial problems of Latin America are 
of such magnitude that they require deep insight and careful analysis, but it 
is also true that to state these problems with precision and clarity is the 
first step in seeking the most adequate solutions» The Economic survey for 1958 
is a valuable example of the abilitv of ECLA. - under the brilliant leadership of 
Mr, Prebisch ~ to analyse such problems, and it shows the gravity and significance 
of the problems confronting the countries of the region,, 
The study referred to shows us in the first; place that prices for Latin 
America's principal export commodities continued to decline in 195<*J that this 
price decline resulted in lovsr imports of essential products Into the Latin 
American countries; that some of these countries needed to obtain special 
financial aid in order to maintain such essential imports at levels which might 
be limited, but not to such an extent as to impose major sacrifices on these 
countries. 
The study shows also that the decline in. prices for Latin. America ?s expert 
commodities began four years ago, and that its cause seems, to lie in the 
weakening of demand for raw materials in the industrial countries. As excess 
production capacity in some activities appeared in the. United States and Europe, 
demand for Latin American products contracted. The ECLA report also shows that 
other factors have contributed to the decline in the prices of these primary 
commodities. Coffee production, for example, has expanded in such a way that 
surpluses of exceptional magnitude have been accumulated, and the problem of 
excess production is giving rise to justifiable concern in all the coffee-
producing countries. ECLA points out that unfortunately coffee production 
continued to be stimulated, and that no efforts wore made to reallocate resources 
/to other 
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to' other crops, _ although It had already been evident since 1954- that production' 
was expanding in excess of demand. Coffee'prices, were-maintained artificially 
at a.«high..level, thus encouraging greater production. . 'On the other hand, -
according to EC LA, prices of other agricultural-commodities-were in some • cases' • 
kept at so. low .a level., for the benefit of 'domestic consumers, that production 
of these-items declined,- In other.cases., like, that of" cotton or metals, prices 
•fell as a result of increased, competition .from- other -areas, -
. M a r k e t forces, .ECLA. indicates, have worked in different directions in'the ' 
industrial. countries and in Latin America, While In-industrial • countries ','.'• 
•reduced, demand for- .manufactures and machinery was accompanied- by a decrease, in 
•production without much .phange in prices,, in- the. Latin American;' countries 
production-,-could not. be adjusted quickly to .changes in demand,- The combination 
of these two factors was reflected. In a deterioration- of the"terms of -trade for 
Latin America, •  
Some countries of Latin. America, partially offset their lower export earnings 
with receipts from .foreign,credits, and investment,. -However,-the volume.of"foreign 
investment in Latin America in 1958.,was. lower' than In the preceding- years, probably 
as: a result, of the recession .in the United States, - '' 
In the internal, field, ECLA points out that encouragement has sometimes been 
given to, industries ,>that in .order to survive have required a. large- volume, of - ' 
imports, . Nevertheless,, in,many Latin American'• countries few•efforts have been 
made to find incentives .to import substitution, - -In -many cases agriculture M s 
been neglected,. with the result that countries have had-to import products which 
,could have been produced locally,.. In the-'financial field, as ECLA emphatically 
ancl very rightly stresses, financing qf budget deficits on the-basis of new. •'. 
..... . - -•-.- : - : ;.. '..--•"-. /issues created 
iseres created in many countries. ;an additional-, â-smand for iLports,.giving fresh 
iiiperps.-to - the .peroral rise..in,prises ». ...hege an£ s alar;", increases ,."adds POhr, '-• 
generally. granted -hy decree,.. only.. appravated trfhrtiorp without'-' bringing- -any • 
real relief to the irage--and. aalarr-earners-. -.-.. .. • ' 
. In .core, Latin hrerican,. countries , POLI ;.rerarhs,an attempt ras made to 
solve ;tie prqblcEi of shortage of fopqign'.exchange 3>y raising-lis- price, that'-
is, bp means of a dovalrahi-en.--of the national currency;;/-rphi-ei-' o-ce&r-re-d1' '-•'"' 
particularly. rhen...¡it pas. realized that irpo-r-t restrictions' rere-aoi"sufficient 
to solve the .•payme:iti3 „problQ:i,..- in ;some .cases;,.-according to PGIr-,.- considerable •• 
increases in prices tool. p3.ace,. first - in jrospeet- of, .icporos , -said" later'-for '-s.1-1 
other ¿'oo.ds, including dpniespically manufactrped .products, fhe price- ' '"-•• '•'• 
stabilization policies rhichrrp-p then .attempted, JJ.CJTA ;adds ,•' were "cry difficult 
to cprry out«, the. interdependence .of- internal, and. external •.ecuilihfiunf;in-'-s-ome 
cases eerved only to aggravate the inflationär;- process. POLI mention- that-it- • 
ras neeessary to have recourse-. to rrediate .fo.rei;,;n-financial'ase-istancè ahd < 
that only, rith the aid of .credits ¡from-the International .honotary Phraras ::a- '• 
further deterioration of the situation avoided. '• •-..'.  .'-.'• -"-'. ' -.-, p.:-' ' ' • •'• • •• - . 
In making tire; reference to thochrnr, the ut6pnp±±c: ¿y^ey y^pi IP¿.-129) 
states that "in 19.53, .thehlrpd .pcdrced its credits rorcidérabip", and adds:- -
"It is eqrally .eö.perti.-l for official i:ricr:r;.tionL.L monetary- co-operation to -
'oe strengthened, ..so. that-any spvoro nialcdj-aptrerjs in -."the rsrid ^ ecoKomy aaj? 
bo remedied, and. temporary halapco-qihpxprpenta; digeraillhria.'re'GtlPlcid-sore ~ 
effectively ana rirh greater drocrninat-iesa-.";;. r-,f.. n ¡p_ -.- h .-'.¿I - '•-' -
I. shorld liho,, .If I r^ r,- to coarpnt, ir :;rerfpr;.dotail ripoxr.the -activities ' 
of the ;.>ond. t It is true that, • as- hCJh.. cpt^ Âllë.-^ jid - - ' 
•r.3 a rhole, rith ^11 its renhe:.r, in terre of nor drawings or stand-by crédits., 
/have declined 
have declined In comparison with repurchases«' .In the fiscal year ending on 
30 April.last, repurchases totalled 573 million dollars, while new currency 
purchases amounted to only 253 million.. In.the two previous calendar years, 
purchases' of member-country currencies had reached record levels of 
579., million dollars in 1956 and 913 million in 1957, whereas repurchases 'in 
those years had amounted to only 113 million dollars and 64. million, 
respectively, The larger volume of repurchases in 1953 reflects the improve-
ment .in the. reserve position of the industrial countries and underlines the 
natiire of the Fund as a revolving fund to cover member countries' temporary 
bala.pce-.of-payments difficulties with medium-term credits. 
Uhcvt is now the situation with respect to Latin America? "otal drawings 
in, the fiscal year 1953-59. amounted to 14-3 million dollars, as compared with 
133 million .dollars in 1957-5.3 and 110 million dollars in 1956-57, However, 
these figures do not reflect the. total.activity of the Fund. Of greater 
importance, are the stand-by operations, which.rose from 55 million.dollars in 
1956-57 end 55 million in. 1957.-53 to 169'million in .1953-59. In addition.,, in 
a large number of. cases, on .the basis of the stabilization programme .agreed 
to between the, member country, and the Fund, q;ther united otc.tes financial 
institutions, and commercial banks have ,been attracted, so that, the. effectiveness 
of the Fund's aid has been indirectly increased. Although naturally the credit 
of this, additional financing,, be longs . directly,, to these institutions , one cannot 
ignore' the fact that without .the. drafting., of a stabilization plan on, a technical 
basis , „ in co-operation between the, membqr couptry and the Fund, that, participation 
would, probably not have been,possible on the scale actually .attained. 
In the twelve years.which have passed sinpe, the .Fund began its operations 
(between ..the spring of 1947 and April 30, 1959), Fund transactions in the form 
' ' '•• ; ; /of b ravings 
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of drawings and stand-by arrangements still outstanding have reached a total 
of 4.4 billion dollars. Of the total amount of drawings against that sum 
-3.3 billion - no less than 1,5 billion dollars have been repaid, and that 
is as it should be, since the International.l-ionetary Fund is, in effect, a 
"Revolving Fund". The policy was adopted in 1952 that currencies acquired 
by members through transactions with the Fund should be repaid within three 
years, with an outside limit of five years,. This has in fact been done. 
Indeed, with only a few small exceptions, all transactions prior to 1955 have 
been fully repaid. 
As to Fund operations with Latin America, I would like to mention the 
following figures, which show why membership of the Fund' has been a sound" 
proposition for Latin America. The aggregate of the Latin American countries' 
quotas in "the Fund is 673 million dollars. To this total the Latin American 
countries have subscribed only 16 million dollars in -gold and the balance in 
their own local currencies; with this disbursement of 16 million dollars in 
gold, Latin America has benefited by drawings of 656 million dollars in the 
period 1947-April 1959 and has available lines of stabilization credits or 
"stand-bys" for I69 million. Of the total drawings of 656 million dollars, 
296.0 million dollars have been repurchased, insuring the revolving nature of 
the Fund's operations. 
At present, as of 30 April 1959, the Fund has available 1.6 billion 
dollars in gold; United States and Canadian dollars amounting to approximately 
i.2 billion; sterling equivalent to 1.4 billion and German marks for "the 
equivalent of 183 million dollars. However, It has commitments in stand-by 
arrangements of about 1.1 billion dollars that can be drawn« 
The Tuna's -errporiencjo curing Its twelve ye;.rs: ox- operations highlights 
the fact that its. aid is.-, essentially of a short-term characterancl should 
'be considered by the recipient countries as- a temporary addition to their 
reserves, which would permit them to adopt and achieve? within a limited 
time, a constructive programme to restore stability and equilibrium in 
their respective economies. The time thus obtained is really "borrowed 
time", of. ybich the best possible use should be made.. The.- member countries 
appear to. be well informed about these., ¡betters, and seen anxious to maintain 
close contact alth the Fund with respect to.the measures which they might-
wish to introduce ana the- principal lines of conduct which they hope to 
follow. '-Indeed, it .has become the practice- in the Fund that in all cases 
requiring substantial aid, the. country.) s proposed neapures of financial 
policy aimed at the rehabilitation of their payments position are stated in 
the attachment to,a-.stand-by arrangement... -
The-.cases in which aid has been: granted by the Fund may be classified 
into four-mean groups... . . . . 
In tip first place, there are the emergency needs like those which 
suddenly arose in 3.956 in connexion with..the Dues-.crisis. .The most typical 
example .of. this kind of assistance was -that gaviiiea to the - United Kingdom 
in December. 19.5.6, when 561, million .dollars were provided in the form of. a 
drawing and.739 n^llion.dollars ,aa. a stand-by (.none of which, has been-drawn 
upon). The. stand-by,. wyas renewed in December 1957 one- again in December .19 5 G 
The countries in the. second .grpup are,those which have experienced an,, 
increasing strain ,in..the..current account of their balance,of payments, very 
often as a result of - heavy,expenditure on consumption•and investment.. Thus, 
/assistance has 
assistance has been granted to Denmark, France, India, Japan, the Netherlands, 
Turkey,-'•'•Isr&el -and North'Africa. "'This'type of aid has been extended in Latin 
America to•Argentinayfor 75'million dollars in" 1957, and to Prazil, for 
37.5 million' collars' In 1957' ond '5A.5 'million In ip>53.~ 
A.ssistcrce' -in the 'third' group is provided to meet temporary exchange 
difficulties -caused, for instance, by seasonal balance-of-payments deficits. 
Such assistejie'e has- recently been received in Latin America by Cuba, 
Nicaraguap'Scraddr -and' PI 'Salvador, these countries are largely dependent 
on one major-export' crop, and In such1 cases special needs ray arise in the 
part of the rear-preceding the sale, of the export' crop. ' In such cases of 
seasonal assistance, errargsrerbs' have usually been made for repayments to 
the Fund asArioon' aP the Inflcr of "erport 'proceeds, has again strengthened the 
exchange position^ i.e., usually rithin a period of six' te twelve months. 
Although the' 'arms involved --in'these transactions have'generally been smaller 
than those in other groups, they have been'substantlal in relation to the 
crotas of the' members concerned; and they do illustrate the capacity of the 
Fund to adapt its procedures to meet the .widely varying requirements of its 
members. ""'.'' 
Assistance' in the ¿louajpi group 'has been granted'for the definite 
purpose of backing'¡stabilization programmes, as in Chile, Colombia, Bolivia, 
Paraguay, Peru.','Nicaragua and Honduras. The two most recent'instances are 
constituted'by Argentina "in December'1953 end 'Mexico in March 1959. There 
are of" course marred, differences betre'erf the' programmes initiated by the 
two countries and the'conditions existing in these' countries. 
One of the main'reason's fox* adopting'the 'stabilization programmes has 
been that "-thesis countries wanted"'to :'get" fid of the complex'" systems of 
•'•-'-••--• • /multiple exchange 
multiple exchange practices which they had previously applied. To extricate 
themselves from these systems, they have adopted as a temporary measure"a 
fluctuating exchange rate at which all or, the bulk of their foreign.' 
transactions are settled. It is sometimes feared that the adoption of a 
fluctuating exchange rate may be a way for a country to avoid talcing the 
proper interna.! measures which are needed, to .restore internal and 
external balance to its economy. It should, therefore, be explained that 
In the case of the above-mentioned countries, far-reaching measures, of 
fiscal and monetary reform have formed an important, and integral part of 
the programmes adopted. In all these cases I think it would be fair to 
recognise here the courage and conviction of the political and financial 
•authorities in carrying out these programmes which often require austerity 
and sacrifice on the part ot the Latin American peoples. 
It has been an Interesting feature of the financial arrangements with-
these countries that the financial assistance granted by the International 
Konetary Fund has been combined with credits from such other sources as the 
United states Treasury, the Export-Import Bank or. commercial panics in the. 
United wtates. All the countries included in this group, to which allusion 
has,already been made, have benefited from this type of arrangement which 
the 'Fund has introduced, A recent example of this type of arrangement, is 
the -.stand-by accorded to Argentina by the Fund in December 1958. On that, 
date, Argentina presented a courageous programme to the Fund which 
included a series of essentially fiscal and credit measures aimed at the 
rapid solution of its long-standing inflation and payments problems,. .Part 
1 1 •• • . • 
of the programme « which was elaborated by the Argentine authorities ,. 
. ' /themselves with 
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themselves with the aid of technical assistance from the Fund - was a 
dramatic exchange reform by which foreign exchange control was abolished 
and a realistic unitary rate established. In order to support this programme, 
the Fund, granted a stand-by credit for 75 million- dollars. The United States 
Treasury contributed a stabilization credit of 50 million dollars and balance-
of-payments credits totalling 103,5 million dollars were granted by the Special 
Development Loan Fund, the Export-Import Bank and United States commercial 
banks.. _ In addition,. Argentina, obtained a development loan for 100 million 
dollars from the Export-Import Bank, 
Another example of very recent date (March of this year), is the granting 
by the Fund of a stand-by credit of 90 million dollars to Mexico. The economic 
and financial position of Mexico is fundamentally sound. However, in order to 
solve what was a psychological rather than a serious financial problem, Mexico 
adopted a fiscal and credit programme ~ to which the delegation of Mexico 
referred - which was reinforced by substantial external financial aid. This 
credit from the Fund and the measures taken, together with Mexico's own 
reserves of around 350 million dollars and the availability of a 75-million--
dollar credit from the United States Treasury, have had the immediate effect 
of changing the capital outflow from Mexico into an inflow, which is very 
heartening, for Mexico normally suffers a seasonal loss of reserves at this 
time of year. Parallel with these agreements, the Export-Import Bank 
announced on the same date a line of development credit to Mexico for 
100 million dollars. 
Finally, the new administration of the Republic of Chile has recently 
finished negotiations with the Fond, with, other agencies and with private 
/banks in 
- 11 -•.. • .. 
•banks in New York, with a view to obtaining a large group of credits to 
strengthen the Government's proposed stabilization measures. I understand 
that the delegation of Chile intends to refer to this matter,, and the 
Chilean Minister of Finance will go to Washington, D.C.' next week to ratify 
and publicly announce these financial agreements. — 
These parallel financial arrangements have various objectives. One of 
these is to try to inspii'e confidence in • these programmes, not only in the 
Fund but also In other financial institutions, be they national or inter-
national, public or private. The private banks, for example, participate on 
a. large scale when they see that the financial authorities of"a country have 
come to an agreement with the Fund -- at an exclusively technical level - on 
a,sound programme to stabilize the finances of the' country. 
The Fund never attempts to replace the system of private Internationa], 
bank credits, but collaborates in order to establish conditions under which 
the commercial banks can act with more confidence in these operations. There 
are many situations - as has"been seen in the recently initiated stabilization 
programmes in Latin America - in which the commercial banks would not have been 
able to' play an active role if they had operated alone, it would be impossible 
- for many reasons for the commercial banks to negotiate a stabilization 
agreement. In addition - end I do not believe it necessary to quote concrete 
cases - the risks which an operation of this' type would involve to the 
deposits of the public in these banks if the stabilization credit was of a 
significant 'size, 
I repeat, experience'has shown that it is easier for the Fund than for 
any other financial agency to discuss and collaborate with the financial 
authorities of a country with respect to the problems to be solved, the 
/policies to 
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policies to be followed, • etc« All. the dps puss lone take .place, in. confidence. 
It is for this .very understandable reason that we. have noticed, little 
reference to. this form of international,, collaboration in ECLA's, studies, for 
- It naturally, .goes.. farther afield than the financial aid. that is refloated in 
the accounts of the operations of the Fund., . . .-•..•-• r 
. Anopher. reason ..why the participation ;of other agencies has. been required 
is related, to. the^limitation- lu'hi.ch currently exists in the .size(of the quotas 
.of the member countries of .the-. Fund. This is not a new problem for the Fund. 
• The, Fund welcomed and furthered the wish of the Latin American countries to 
have larger quotas, as was expressed in the conference of Ministers of. Finance 
from the American. Republics- that topic.-place at -Rio de . Janeiro, in November 1954 
and which it was my good fortune to. attend.- In,1955: the Fund agreed to adjust 
the small quotas, and a large--number .of.Latin American countries took advantag 
• of- this opportunity. • . -,- ..,.- . ..-.." 
; -More recently, a.t. the last Annual Meeting .of the Fund Governors, which vs. 
held- at,.New Delhi, India, .in October 1950, It was agreed that the present 
resources of the Fund were not sufficient.to-play the role of a second line of 
reserve for central banks and thus be. ready to help to cover any emergency. 
It was suggested on that occasion that Fund quotas should be increased by 
50 per .cent, -,.-.. :. , -
• The.Fund acted rapidly upon,this suggestion, end before the. end of the 
year, studies were me.de and the Board of Directors,-recommended a 50-per-cent 
increase in the quotas, with the possibility of making larger increases in 
some cases, including,, in. Latin America, Mcxico, Cuba,. Venezuela, Brazil and 
Argentina, .. Tiiepe proposals have. been, accepted ,by the Governors .of the Fund, 
and a largo ..nuiaher of- countries..-- .inpluding the United States, the common 
/market countries 
market countries end several of the Latin American republics- - have introduced 
legislation to males the increase in quotas effective. If all the countries 
concur, the resources of the Fund would increase by 5.3 billion dollars, 
including 1,4 billion in gold, 
l/e believe that when the increase has become effective, probably by next 
September, the Fund will be in the position to intensify even more its support 
of the effort which countries make with a view to complying with the objectives 
defined in the Articles of Agreement of the Fund, which state that the Fund was 
created "to facilitate the expansion end balanced growth of international trade, 
the promotion aid maintenance of high levels of employment and real income, the 
development of productive resources, the promotion of exchange stability, the 
maintenance of orderly exchange arrangements, the avoidance of competitive 
exchange depreciation, the establishment of a multilateral system of payments -
and -the elimination of foreign exchange restrictions", 
I understand that in citing these objectives before Latin American public 
officials who are confronted with hard tasks, I may appear as an idealist. 
Nevertheless, I believe that in meetings at so high a level as these it is 
pertinent to remember these principles to which Latin .America declared its 
adherence at Bretton Woods, What has happened in Europe is a good example. 
Europe was devastated fifteen years agoj now it has recovered and surpassed 
its pre-war levels of production and income. Convertibility has been achieved. 
It is true that Europe has received substantial aid and that now it benefits 
from an improvement in its terms of trade. Nevertheless, we should not Ignore 
the fundamental fact that the economic and financial policy of the European 
countries has always been inspired by objectives of the Fund, lie do not 
believe-that those objectives - as stated in the Articles of Agreement -
/which have 
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which have already largely been achieved in Europe, go counter to the 
legitimate objectives or growth and social progress which the Latin 
American Governments are striving for. This is the way the Fund 
understands it; end in its daily work the Fund has no other objective 
than that of serving its members. 
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STATEPNT BY THE. REPRESENTATIT/JS OF THE.,-.DIRECTOR-GENERAL .-.THE-•. 
' '•'; ; ' 'INTERNATIONAL : ATOMIC ' ENERGY''. ÂGEN'CY,'' ' 'Ôl\T ÈélÉMi, "t'6 May'1^9 ' 
J '- On bohalf' of the Director-Gcneral 6f "thé 'international "Atonie Energy 
Agenby, f-'would like first ôf''all' to "express v'ôur '"deep appreciation for 
•making'if possible for the Agency's representative to attend "and address 
the eighth session of the Economic Commission for Latin America-» 
•'• •"*•' iiàtiii • Amèricâri ' 'c'diMti'ies "took' • an ' active ""part In like "establishment of 
the'international Ato&ic'Fillergy1 Agëficy and''showed^  a deep'-'intef est ''in the 
possibilities' of péaCëfùl' use of" atomic'WergyTor accelerating thfe'ir 
economic 'stnd sobiàï" progress, it is" worthwhile to ..mention' 'here'I't'hat the 
''International Conference "Which1 wa^ J hëld' at'ïïril'Eecl Nation's.' ÏÏéadquaxters in 
'September, 1956 and-'lirhich "approved the' StatutV of the" Agency,, h^ as presided 
over by a 'distinguished'reprësentativé of Brazil. Three countries from 
:I&t-in-lEiôrfè'à}''namé-ly^ ''Àigentitia'^ '''Ëjpâz'iT'-and Peril,'tôok ah active part In 
•and contributed'1 greatly 'to ' the" work: of" thë' '''Preparatory Coml'sslon of 'the 
A|èncfi. .-At 'the' present time' "fourheburi'trie's' from''Latin"America;'"are"represented 
•oil • thë^ Agèncjr''s;- Board-''-of • Governors j''and 'D^ ./Cai'lo's' 'Bëinatf ictëë1' of Brazil is the 
Board's -present Chairman, '""'L '""" ' "'"'""' '" " 
ihe international Atomic Energy Âg'éhcy Is à"nëw member ' of the ' United 
--Nations' family^:'it"was 'brought .into being for the purpose of: encouraging 
and' broadening' tKe 'Contribution' "of atôiiiic: energy' td" peaceV heaitii and 




Agencyfs activities1 as ;alvhole are directed to the harmonious economic and 
social developments of its ftembersv'n'This is one of the reasons why it is so 
essential that cl6s:e'~contacts'hd''e^ ^ maintained between 
the .Agency :arid Regional. Economic Commissions of the United Kations. 
„ r.3j„would^ .like now to call your attention to some of the current activities 
of the..Agency which may be of interest to the_members of the Commission. Let 
me, begin with,.thetsupply, of fissionable materials and equipment and the 
development of, nuclear power. , , . ' . . . . 
, . After a delay jrhich perhaps is. to be. expected with a newly created. 
.......organization, the Agency, is. now in a. position to give effect to one of the 
.major .purposes for.which it. was originally conceivedJ namely, to assist 
f M^ mb.er .Governments in obtaining the special fissionable material for projects 
...... ..atomic.-.energy,.which 'theywiaa.y wish to undertake. This has been achieved by the 
,-....... . qonclusion ^ _of. three agreements, between the Agency and the United Kingdom, th< 
....  USER -and. the United States.., ..wider, which the three countries have agreed to 
... supply nuclqar,. materials to the Agency, in accordance with certain conditions 
specified in. the. agreements.... Through these .arrangements, a total.of 5 »140 
v .... .kilograms, of..contained uranium-235 has,been made available to the Agency, und 
,. , the-following,., pricing formulas: The United. Kingdom material will be supplied 
prices and on conditions not less favourable than those extended to other 
.. -. .external customers; the .Soviet price is based on a .scale of charges correspor 
tp;. the lowest, international prices, in force at the.time of delivery, and the 
v...Unit.ed States . charges for Uranium. 235 will,be. based upon those applicable to 
..domestic distribution of such materials in the United States.. 
. /A number 
7 .--.;: A. number of ¿„other Member States have .offered to.the;.. ..Agency natural 
uranium 4 ^ nd jother. sourer materials. For • example,.- the .Gover.nsent'.vof the 
.Union -of .•.South ;-Africa- has recently :inf piTapd the; Direct,or-Gener.al; that it is • 
prepared to- sell ,-to '.the, Agency urarrun-cxido at - a price of $8;;per,. lb:«,-; Similar 
offers, were. received from Belgium and Canada-, and other countries,. With this 
isup^ (i)rt^ .;;-.tbe .Agency.- ceij$;.ppw,-proceed to.:fulfiI..its;-.raain. statutory; function 
.tpt-act..as an; intermediary, for, supplying- of,fissionable patgrials .by one member 
of the Agency for another, .. • . • :--.;..-• ..-.-...wr'r/rP ao 
-. p.. liithout ...neceesary.research• .equipment, ...of/course.to ..supply... the;; 
¿fissipnpble material, .of 'it-self-.,;. .-would serve- littler-purpose. ..^ ..-pleased, 
. therefore,,., to bo able to report that the Agency is prepared to assist 
Hspbcr -.-.States .in .obtaining such-equipment;,:'.' WIth.;t.'hat-.In-.'mirid-,'.d-t has compiled 
d;ata whPre such :e.c|i,'ipmenthcan :be obtained- from ^ various /suppliers.'; In 
parenthesis, I ±iould add that for countries facing difficulty in;/obtaining 
the necessary foreign exchange to purchase equipment,- - the;.Agency-'.is taking 
steps to establish a coupon system similar to. that of UNESCO« ./A rf 
Of course, the full utilisation of fhehAgfency's- supply aeryice'S-- will 
.necessarily.-depend."upon-.the -development -of .'the:demand for;nucleMr power, A 
";fewi.'COUntriGSy. -as. you" know, are/:already- using.-€tomic energyrtb -produce electric 
powpr and there can be little doubt that, as the world's demand/ increases, 
i many/.-natioril will turn to th'r; revolutionary source' of'-dlrergy-'for their 
/power/."requiroments.-.-..Obviously, 'it safer!tability and/¡econdmic' aompetitiveness 
twill.-vary .'considerably.,pdepending • .upon 1-oc'al- •conditions and - futui*e-::t'eehnologica.l 
•-developments. ..in ..the..- reactor:/ field -te-aa^ tfeorSfore'-. a-htlcipat^ that- - the - -
/Agency's assistance 
;Agency's^asbistance to its-;mdmt>e'rb-''in -t-hq-'-realm :of" nuclear "power" may 
Je"fentUally--bbconie:-vbne;j6f ';thc most ^ tensive of its' activities. 
- Eveir-before' 'the-^ potfer 'iitiTisati dn stage ;rs: r ¿"allied,' "however¿"'Member 
States may' look-to 'the :Ageiicy's'-rbactor programmes "as if means of"'acquiring 
'knowledge-••of- cthev-'k)p'eration' of "reactors '¿ncl''f aciiitie'S'' for1 cpeeialised' 
-t'r^riSigis^-foi^^his^rbason that the IAEA's' initial ^progx^ Mu!ii§"'has 
p'roviddd-:for -the collection,"evaluartiHn:; atidbdisscriiinatibh of Information 
on developments in reactor and other nuclear equipment'.' fech-'information 
hasibod^305iioc:ted'''':b ;^th^Ageney:ion power-'rbaotors¿-"those in actual operation 
as''--well as in'the'process" of cbnstnidti'oh'i and 'publication 'of the" 'first 
•volume, of ,'a 'directory on 'design's costs:''arid-characteristic's1' of" such'reactors 
is planned'-by the' Agency for::^ arly'',stuffiu6r'''of''-thiS"'y6a:ri ' Future te'ltimos will 
.'doal -with; research^ experimental-and tokt-reactors, 'including rabst advancc 
types. -'' < --' - ''.. - • ••'-a'"---"""'1'-' '•"'' '" ' ' •• s "-'•' '-
. a . Ira,Mditioh ;-. and' this is- a;p6int>which'may^not-bb :sov-gcheraliy M.owi -
the Agency-bfi&n furnish'qarolimi^ fery advice :ott:-reactor-pr6gratti!ies''aha projects 
'contemplated by 1 Member 'States; ' : •'•'•" - * ' 
Of particular interest to the' Commission '-is-' d -Resolution-' which the 
General Conference adopted last 'October on assistance '-to iless-doveloped 
Countries:... 'bbj'ww-" •'' '••"• ,' '--•'•" -'-•i •- ---' -••• -••'•' •'••-'•"•••' '- ''•-
- a Thdt' resolution•recommended that early'consideration be "given -to- the 
.initiation of a' survey of .'the' needs of the-leSs~idevel-oped- countries-¿'"with 
-their, .consent, in-the. matter-of nuclear power-generation plants- suitable for 
their '.specific .:circumS'tancesj. .-that measures be' • taken for a continuing1 "'-study 
"' ' '; :' ^  /of the 
- 5 -•.. • .. 
of the technology 'and' economies'"'of "small and medium scale nuclear 
-"h ¿ower reactor's most 'appropriate" for'the'development of less-developed 
• -countries'"; and'that ' the Information so obtained be distributed " 
to Member' Govern ants. 'To 'iiripleiaerit'" this resolution, several 
-'/ steps are-being t^l-rcSi. " "The' first,is to" locate places which I 
^appear to; offer gdod prospects for' installing nuclear plant's in 
r' -'tire coming yeàrs."''" 'These'' 'must 'be placés "where there would 
be an urgent need for power, and where conventional''power costs 
; would high, principally because'-'of tile cost; of fuel tr ; r; s po r t at ion. 
''. il second'phase of work-now' being, conducted*'by the Agency "in. 
•.' this dirëction is;:the continuing''scrutiny of' technological' <. • 
'"developments in -'small • c&d"':'mèdlùm power reactors which will meet 
•' • the' -economic5 -requirements' of 'the":undSr-dev'eloped 'countries'. 
•*-;ïïr that' connei&bh*, the Àgëricy -ié"planning to hold a'conference 
'.'-in' autunm of I960' to%e'al'with the technical feasibility of' 
small and medium-power reactors and 'their'economics, as well as 
•thé application of such reactors to specific Conditions in the " 
less-developed' countries, a.-,.,,,... -•- '- t ¿-..v-. 
1 - - - We realize, of course, that the problem of developing nuclear 
- energy in any-one;'country'is'but: part of the general problem of'"' 
-'-• " energy development- ànd' that"-' tfiiè/ in turn, ic but part of the 
• '-' '•' larger 'and' coàplex' problem1 of: economic "and"' social, development. 
,j,...",' • • . • . • . . . , • 
It -is-t&êi^^Sre' essential''that'we''rely "hèavlly on" général" 
• --' economic'-'coheidbratioris "in recoiitoeridiiig "these firsfV sites for the "' 
,1 iv;-::-; - .'-'.îd 'a.¿o .-^ ¿.jsruu^ iix;.;. vi.*., p /installation of 
- 6 -•.. • .. 
nuclear power; our eagerness to promote world vide utilisation of ••Jsublesr 
{ 
energy cannot disregard these economic ..essentials, .. 
The first thing that must be done, therefore, is to select and find 
typical situations which seem to be xvorth .investigating,. It is here that 
the Regional Economic Commissions can, be of great assistance,, .We will 
heartily welcome all information and advice which. tan be given to, us by 
the Secretariat of your, commission on the conventional energy ..aspects 
of the situations to be recommended r- as well as on the general economic 
factors involved, 
The Agency is also prepared to render assistance to its Members in the 
use of radioisotopes. It is, of course, common knowledge,that the more 
highly developed countries have been able, to effect an annual: .savings, 
through the.-use of radioisotopes in industry, amounting to. tens and even 
hundreds of millions «f dollars. .... This has been accomplished mainly by 
the widespread use of radiography, and gauging of thickness., and density 
of materials, resulting in a more uniform and durable, product.. Such 
applications of atomic energy have the important advantage of not 
destroying the object of the experiment., This means considerably less 
waste and permits attainment of a higher production rate. 
Radioisotopes have also been widely used in the petroleum industry, to 
accelerate processing and improve.the quality of its many products, as 
well as in .the rubber. industry, inhere ~ to, give one example out of. scores — 
the tires you drive - on. have been, tested and economically improved by tracer 
techniques. . These examples of the industrial uses of y^dLLcisotgpos repress*! 
only a small fraction of potential applications.-. The-Agency is. promoting 
the .use of., such, techniques by the .dissemin&tion of 'infornbtlpn -&ex1 
providing expert advice» 
/The applications 
The. applications of .radiation and radioisotopes in piedlcine. .and 
.agriculture, are most promising for the economic and. social.ppogrpss. of 
less-developed countries, and the Agency, in consultation with WHO,and 
/ •"• - • - • " • 
FAO, is assisting in promoting,.their use* As far as., agriculture research 
.•is concerned, thou&e of radioisotopes as. tracers can .be applied directly to 
problems of increasing crop yields, p. In the medical, field,, the diagnosis 
of disease iá aipárticulárly important., example, of a complete, change, in the 
methods now, being employed as a result of. the use of...ra.dioieatopc,.t^^oqTO?. 
On all these aspects. *f radioisotope applications, f.the Agency, is pm ,a , position 
to give competent-advice to its Member Governments. .,.., 
A number of. advanced countries. feaye spent1 large .funs- of .nonpy. explpiing 
the possibility of preserving food by irradiation, A survey of thift.work 
is being made by the Agency in consultation, with FAO, with a view to., ascertaining 
i 
whether such an application would be economically feasible in the less advanced 
áreas of the world as a . means of easing the increasing demands for food of the 
over-growing world population. ........... 
. Mr. Chairman,..with your permission, I would like now to review briefly . • . _ .  „ .' F '„•.'. ... - - • . ... 
the Agency's technical assistance activities in Latin America. Our .resources 
for all technical assistance.operatipns are derived from three,sources: 
First,. financial contributions by members to the General Fund of the. 
Agency, lAhich has been targeted for 1959 at $1* 5. raillion.j. Second, donations 
'in kind in the form of contributions by Member States of the services of 
experts, fellowships.and scholarships at national, institutions of Member 
States, and , equipmentThus far the Agency has been offered, 169 .fellowships, 
/and the 
and the services of some 70- experts ; and Tnird „ funds-made available to 
IAEA by virtue ,of its participation in thai; United Nations Expanded'.Programme 
1 ! 
of. Technical Assistance,. ,.,- . •: • ,,,. ..•• ,, •..-.-.- - '.;. , ~ . 
Wh-ile IAEA's resources ip this field are •.limited, .it must be'.remembered 
- . t 
that our technical .assistance activities only got unde»iway in 195.8» '. And 
in the field of atomic energy,'it became--particularly important to'..determine 
what various countries needed, and how, the se. rye ed'sj-could "b'e met,,; : Mafoy 
.countries -have either not yet. begun, or only recently started, their, 
programmes-for development of the peaceful;- uses, jpf atomic energy,.! . They 
required assistance, in. evaluating their needs and. in .planning their 
projects. -;• One. of.the first steps of the IAEA,;therefore, was to organize 
.a%d .to despatch preliminary technical,-.assistance.'missions,bor.to.make..' 
preparatory surveys of various kinds, . . J 
Our first .mission was. s.ent to seventeen Latin;-.American-\c,ountries.-in 
the middle of 1958 to study the needs for establishing'in .Latin America one 
or more training centres in the fjjaLd of.the peaceful, uses of.atomic 
energy, .. The., report , of ; this: mission; is now before, yçu.* . The mission 
recommended that at- least one specialized . training ..centre and ,one-.. j i 
integrated,atomic c.-entrq should be; established as soon as the necessary 
funds and, staff, could be found. ..In. 1959.,two other agency missions, will 
visit Latin -American .countries,. _ Three countries in Latin/America: --¡. 
Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela have requested-the Agencyrs advice and 
assistance in connexion with the development and implementation; of their 
atomic energy programmes,-.and related matters.1 Argentina has stated in 
. . •..- \ /particular her 
_ 9 -
particular'her interest in advice on the prospecting for, and the mining 
.and' processing of',' urariiiim ores in connexion with its general atomic 
'energy programme. Venezuela, apart from general advice on the setting 
up of an atomic energy commission and the inititation of an atomic energy 
programme is particularly". interested in the development of research 
programmes"related' to her research reactor. Brazil is' interested in 
receiving advice on all aspects of her nuclear programme. Both Argentina 
and Brazil have requested the Agency's assistance in exploring the 
possibilities of the economic production and utilization of nuclear power 
in specific locations in their countries, " '*'" 
The Board of Governors considered these various requests during its 
April series of meetings and decided, to despatch two missions to,Latin 
America. One will visit Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela in June and July 
1959, and will give these countries advice and assistance in connexion with 
the development and implementation of'their atomic energy programmes. The 
other villi visit Argentina and Brazil to assist them in exploring the 
possibilities of economic production of nuclear power. The Brazilian 
request for assistance in establishing the.irradiation measurement 
service, including the supply of equipment, was approved by the Board of 
Governors in January 1959» 
It is apparent, Mr. Chairman, that in pursuing these avenues of interest, 
the Agency may find' it necessarj'- to call upon ECLA for information and 
guidance of a technical and factual nature. We would therefore be modi/ 
grateful iih the Secretariat of .the Commission could provide these missions 
with such assistance as may be required-, " ' . 
/The lack 
~ 10 -
The lack of scientific and technical personnel possessing the necessary 
qualifications explains to a great degree why many countries have been unable 
to $ress forward rapidly in utilizing atomic energy for peaceful purpose. 
For this reason it was recognized in the Agency's initial programme that 
assistance :to Member States in. this field should be one of the major 
concerns of the Agency in its early years. Our fellowship programme 
'" Is' conceived with that end in view. -
In 195Sy thé Agency received 287 nominations for fellowships from 
30*'countriesy and selected 286 for placement in twenty countries. 
Of 65 applications received from countries of Latin America, 43 were 
granted. Under the 1959 exchange and fellowship programme, the Agency 
will be in a position to award over 400 fellowship's. 
t 
I have tried to cover only the major fields of the Agency's work. 
There are many others.' Regulatory activities is one of them. Before 
the "use of atomic energy can safely spread throughout the world, it is also 
essential that there should be reasonable and uniform standards for safety 
protection. The A'gency has taken a first step in this direction by the 
publication of a Manual of practice for the safe handling of radioisotopes. 
Panel's" are now meeting to formulate' "International regulations on the 
transport of isotopes and on the transport of larger and more dangerous 
concentrations of radioactivity, such as irradiated fuel elements. The 
Agency's"recommendations" for regulations .oh r,the • -safety of research reactors 
are likely to be completed in I960, and those on power reactors in 1961. 
... /These regulations . 
- 11 -
These regulations must, according to our Statute, be applied to our own 
'operations. They are also intended to serve as a model to the Governments 
of our Member States; this is particularly important at the present time 
i 
when many governments are beginning to formulate health and safety rules. 
Mr. Chairman, atomic energy has been, in the years following the 
Second World War, the object and the symbol of both the highest hopes and 
the deepest fears of mankind. After the initial shock of the realization 
of its destructive powers, the world is awakening to the expectation of 
the great benefits which it can also bestow. The International Atomic 
Energy Agency is the first attempt on a worldwide basis to face the 
challenge and opportunity of the peaceful uses of atomic energy. It is 
the Agency's hope and desire that we may contribute our share in the common 
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ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA '' ^ ' "'' -
Eighth Session 
Panama City, Panama, L4 May 1959 
,.;. . .STATEMENT BY MR. FRANCISCO AQUINO, SECRETARY OF C0krHTTEE II 
J' ' ' "'Or AGRICULTURE, AT''"ITS FIRST 'SESSION" OIl'lS-MAY 1959 " •'"• • 
.. ... I; should like to take advantage of this opportunity to make some 
brief remarks, on. two subjects, which I submit for discussion: 
..,., 1. .The, slow development of agriculture in the region as a whole, 
and Its causes and effects, and' 
•  .2. ...The E.CLA/FAO work .programme „ 
... ,.Since..its.• inception, the Economic Commission for Latin America has 
taken .pains to .study the obstacles; which .are impeding the development 
•of agriculture in the region, including fisheries and forestry. I 
might cite,as, an example the.report of the Joint ECLA/FAO Working Group 
.which was. submitted to the second session at- Havana and dealt with the 
;availabilities of .certain inputs in.agricultural production. 
.Nevertheless, for various reasons, the. Commissiop has had to consider 
these ..problems in. fragmentary, fashion, and has/been unable to undertake 
a systematic study to determine the obstacles the removal of which 
would break .the. .vicious circle in which a large part of the region's 
agricultural ..s.ector is caught - particularly the part intended for 
internal supplies, .a vicious ..circle consisting in a low level of 
(•income respiting\in ,a .reduced ra.t.e of .saving and investment, xihich in 
i,its turn, keeps productivity down and thereby prevents any rise in income 
^ . /Latin American 
Latin iutneri.e£n. agriculture., ba^,be§n'incKpa$>le. in recent years of 
increasing its rate of growth to;the.;point required by the expansion of 
the demand for f odds tuffs as a;,.consequence of the increase In population 
and income,, I refer to the general situation/since it is common 
knowledge' that ":thei-e 'are- -'exceptions , especially'in so -f ar '-as certain 
traditional, export, items are concerned which now give; ris'e to problems 
of a different nature. This has had an important effect on the economy 
of, the region. Whereas the growing internal demand for foodstuffs and 
raw materials from agriculture and live-stock has obliged more resources 
to be assigned to production for domestic consumption, the region has had 
to withhold an. increasing proportion of its primary or traditional 
export, commodities. Furthermore, imports of the products of agriculture 
and live-stock have had to be considerably increased in order to prevent 
a further, reduction In consumer supplies which have already dropped to 
,a low nutritional level. The quantum of agricultural exports decreased 
from 36 dollars per capita before the war to only 23 dollars in 1955-57-* 
Conyersely, the. quantum of imports between those two periods had to be 
increased from 4 to 6 dollars per capita. Hence, it may be seen that 
Latin .America's foreign trade balance in the products of agriculture and 
l^ ve-rStock deteriorated visibly. ' If only the region's trade with the 
rest.of the world is taken into account, it may be noted that although 
Latin America continues to be a net exporter, the quantum of the 
per capita exportable surplus declined from 33 dollars in the pre-war 
period, to only 19 dollars in 1955-57. Document E/CN.12/499 clearly 
. . -f. /demonstrates that 
demonstrates that Latin America, which usted to be a net exporter of 
oils and fats, to the amount of some 500,000 tons a year,,, has recently 
be.come an occasional exporter of. the small surpluses left oyer after 
consumption needs have been satisfied. Moreover, if the production 
trends, for wheat continue as. they have done since the war, and, if the 
per caput increase in the consumption of bread and alimentary pastes 
continues, it would not be surprising if the region were soon 
converted into a net importer of wheat. 
Fortunately for the region,, the, effect of. such a sharp drop in 
the foreign trade balance for agricultural commodities did not lead,, 
during the_first post-war decade, to the serious consequences for the 
capacity to import that might logically have been expected in. view of 
the fact that prices .remained the same. A marked improvement of 28 
per cent in the terms of trade resulted., in a reduction of only 14 per 
cent in the purchasing power ,of. net per capita exports, although the 
quantum fell more than AO per cent. Nevertheless., the situation. 
, changed, radically from .195.7 onward?. following the sharp drop in the 
prices of certain agricultural commodities. . . . 
Under these conditions., the impetus derived from the external 
'sector of the Latin American. eea.p_:y h .o b:xi r i a i pd agriculture's 
'foreign exchange contribution for imports of capital goods has, 
¡contracted appreciably. 
'» Although it. is true to say that, in the last few years, some 
'sectors of Latin American agriculture have succeeded in improving 
I /their efficiency 
their efficiency at a more rapid rate than before, it is equally true that 
average productivity is lover today and that, as a result, the agricultural 
sector as a whole offers a low income level for those who regard it as 
their main source of employment. The per capita contribution to the 
gross product of anyone employed in agriculture averages, for the region 
as a whole, less than 30 per cent of that made by workers in other 
sectors. In other words, three and a half persons working in agriculture 
contribute exactly the same as one person employed in other activities j 
in Venezuela the discrepancy between petroleum and agriculture ranges 
from 1 to 10. Agriculture has the lowest capital formation rate of all 
the economic sectors, as well as extremely low educational levels and 
little technological knowledge. • Moreover, it harbours a large number 
of small farmers and agricultural workers who live at subsistence level 
only. In monetary terms, income per capita and per annum is very low 
in most countries. Hence, it is impossible for the agricultural sector 
to carry out the role which corresponds to it as an important consumer 
market for industrial products and even as a broader market for its own 
commodities. It is also impossible to raise demand for services allied 
to foodstuffs and agricultural raw materials. 
It should be remembered at this juncture that agriculture has been 
and always will be the major economic activity' in Latin America, since 
approximately half the economically active population is engaged in 
rural worîq Its contribution to the regional gross product in 1957 
was about 23 per cent and It produces more than two-thirds of the total 
/value of 
valuè"of tile' region'-s exports.'-' Here resides the great. Importance of the 
difficulties' which arise'and-"the -urgent need to solve them-:'in-', order' to 
obtain the highest possible rate "-of general-development and improve! the 
stability of"the Latin'American economies." - - ' -. . : -  -.:.;;. 
The '•siw'de'velopmerfc" of-- 'agricmltiiro -has been acting as a powerful 
brake ón the acceleration of the -general-development 'and .'has., produced 
marked dis equilibria between agriculture and the other'- economie' sectors 
with the following'adverse effects; ..•.-;"'•..'. " -
"1. ' The contraction of; internal-supplies -of agricultural commodities 
2, ''Thé reduction'of the - capacity- to importi -' •••'"• : '. •' - < •• 
"3o The maintenance of nutritional levels-at-their already very 
; ' low level " -' '"'•' ••"" -'-- '-• '-"• • 
'h+c Thé accentuation of the'-inflationary pressures-, - and ' -p. 
5. The' preservation-of a 'low; level of • productivity with the-
'" following results-s'" ' ' '••'•-•"• ... '--... 
(a) ''Inefficient-'Utilisation-of resources j particularly 
land' and manpower; u " •• " -
(b)' Absorption of a 'highproportion'¡of - interactive population 
with the consequent under-employment, and- '"'..':••, 
' "'" ' (d) • L'ow' income levels ' which: limit: the demaiidifor industrial 
and agricultural products and"services, of various kinds, 
and prevent'the raté' of:-capital-formation from 
accelerating. ..'.-..:.. ., ; .,.-•• " t. 
' The essence of the' difficult ;'agri-cultural'---sit'uation is undoubtedly 
• • '•-'-,-' '- /to be found 
to be found in the low average level of income of the..population engaged 
.in agriculture and the•very :great inequalities- in the distribution-.of 
.income. Perhaps .the greatest contrasts are-to be. seen in agriculture, 
since the great mass of small farmers and. rural labourers barely earn 
enough to enable them .to live at, a. subsistence, level, - .while a fairly small 
.group of big landowners have incomes. not-always .in proportion, to their 
efforts and investment costs. . - . . . . 
This ill-balanced situation has its' origin in the unequal -distribution 
of lipid, inadequate systems of lancl.tenure and the obsolete systems of 
operation which still prevail.in certain .parts, of the region. 
In many countries, large tracts of land are. in. the hands of a 
-"mall number of landowners -who are able to farm only a- fraction, and that 
very inefficiently. ... As against these latifunclla, there is a large 
number of: small farms' and holdings usually situated on poor and. eroded 
land, that yields very little. Generally speaking, it may be said that 
between 3 ancl 8 per .cent of. the total number of .farms in the region .cover 
60 to 70 per cent of the productive area. . By contrast, from 75 to 80 per 
cent of the total number accounts for. a mere 5 to 10 per cent of land 
suitable for production, . . 
. This situation for- example has. had the following, consequences.: 
., On the large estates. .  ,. , 
(a) Inefficient utilization of land through the adoption of the 
extensive method of farming based on. tradition with little 
use of modern methods and failure to work large .tracts of landj 
/••\ /(h) A low 
. ;,.(b) ...A low,rate,-of capital formation}, 
(c.)(,,. Low., manpower-.productivity and low wages, often with payment 
...., ... . .„in kind, and perquisites;.,. . 
... (d). .. Inefficient conservation of. renewable_ napural resources, and 
..... (e) '.Absentee-ladlprdism.,^  ....... ...... 
•,0.n,.the. small holpings^ ,... '•-'.'. .. . 
.  ;(a) .Very .low,, labour, productivity;... 
, (b.) permanent .under-^mployment| , , , 
'.(c) „. Serious, capital formation difficulties,.; 
•(d). ,The use of primitive methods of cultivation; 
:. . ;. (e) Poor, land,conservation. . , , 
.-.. - The. HUltipler,systons''.of land tenure to be found in Latin America 
still include thq,.arrangement .by which the landowner .pays for the work 
of his labourer through the transfer..of small.lots of land which he ^  
must then farm .by liis. own- efforts . and capital. Such systems , which 
are vestiges,..of-.the, colonial economies, are onpr of the worst obstacles 
-to progress•in.-the agriculture and.live-stock sector. Moreover, the 
most conventional systems o.f . tenure,.such as leasing and sharecropping 
usually fail to;provide .the requisite stability and incentives for 
fixed • capital. investment. . .,.--, 
. , Most of- the- rural population.in Latin America, is.still illiterate 
and the .traditional imperviousness of many of the big landowners to the 
adoption of.,new. methods or to the reinvestment o.f profits in their land 
is only too well-known. . , . -. -. ......... ... 
/inflation has 
Inflation has helped to discourage capital formation in agriculture 
and wherever it has existed for any length of time it is frequently 
.believed that the best defence against it is to purchase more and more 
land instead of intensifying and rationalizing• crop and stock farming.. 
Most of the difficulties already described and the lack of" adeqiiate 
extension services in the agricultural sector lead to an extremely low 
technical level in many branches, particularly those which produce for 
internal markets. Even though experimental farms have succeeded in 
solving many of the technical problems of agriculture and In establishin 
better methods of increasing productivity, their findings cannot be 
circulated among the rural population to any great extent. For this 
reason, the systems of cultivation to be seen are "primitive and highly 
precarious, their yield is small and they have a large percentage'of 
losses from plagues and diseases. 
The technical assistance programmes of the FAO and bilateral 
organizations have tried to help in solving these difficulties of 
investigation and information, but It is clear that the situation cannot 
improve to any marked extent without State action. 
Before concluding these remarks, I should like"to refer to thé 
incentives that exist for increasing agricultural production and 
efficiency.. In this respect, I wish to draw the attention of the 
delegations to the report prepared by the Latin American Centre on 
Price-Support Policies in Agriculture.. The Centre considered that 
Latin American experience appears to show that measures intended solely 
/to regulate 
to regulate ...prices may have results .which are not at .all adapted to the 
objectives that ought, to. be.pursued by a.policy of incentives in. 
countries ..in...process of ..development. A policy of high prices for the 
farmer•mainly affects consumers in.the low-income groups and heightens 
inflationary pressureswhereas an attempt ,to keep prices down to 
consumer levels, is liable to remove the incentives from production. 
Moreoverfi .in .the. under-developed, countries, there is generally no 
possibility of effecting substantial transfers of income from one sector 
to another_ of the economy. .'. • If an attempt is. made to grant direct 
subsidies to farmers,, then we find that the resources come from the very 
agricultural sector that it is intended to help. 
The foregoing indicates that, under the conditions prevailing in 
Latin America, the measures intended to influence prices of agricultural 
commodities should be supplemented by others of a different kind, which 
would raise the final income received by the farmer by lowering 
production costs and increasing agricultural productivity. Other 
measures would avoid sudden drops in Income by insuring the farmer 
against losses caused by natural disasters. 
The Centre considered that these measures should be given special 
attention by the Latin American countries since they may be able to remove 
some of the obstacles hampering agricultural development. Moreover, 
they are particularly useful as incentives for agriculture which remains 
outside the monetary economy of a country - or subsistence-farming 
sector - which responds in a very limited way to measures of support 
which have a direct effect on producer prices. 
5 ' /The Centre 
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The Centre discussed, in particular, three indirect'methods of 
subsidizing agriculturer subsi'dies'-"fbr production factors, credits" and 
harvest insurance. The Centre also- referred to fiscal measures which, 
by readjusting the incidence of direct or indirect taxes, including 
those on sales, gives the farmer greater incentives without affecting 
prices. 
The Centre considered that one of the most effective "methods of' 
improving productivity and raising the final income of the farmer is 
to subsidize inputs or to reduce their cost in other ways, since' the 
latter form an important part of production costs.. 
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' * ¿fc; its- seventh'session in 'là Pas, the Economie.'ConiiiSsion for'Latin 
America approved. a resolution (l33~VTl) on the proposed Joint SEPAL/FAD 
•study on Latin..American Timhei »resources-and prospect" uhd declared 
that "such a detailed' study on the trends and'prospects of '-Latin"American 
consumption of wood and other forest products -as urgently neédèd. 
I would like bo refer to the two docamerits circa!; ted; among the 
delegates of this session, namely the'Note 'of"the Executive Secretary 
on the Study (E/CN.12/507) and the Information Document'"NO. "3' on" 
Forest Products and the Proposed Latin American Common'Market. The 
first one sets out the general problems the"Stiidy should tackle and 
the procedure. The second give's ample general data on the forest-
products' position in Latin America to-day. This study'would be 
the third in a series of regioml'timber trends 'studies' which "'have 
been undertaken, since 1949 •jointly by 'the FAO" and' the regional" '"', 
economic'commissions of "the UN.- The f iràt' ' ohè oh Europe "wap finished 
and presented in its final' form' in 1952.- Although the "statistical 
and other, data on production, "trade and'consumption is Perhaps "more 
readily available in' Europe'*'than' In other regions, the'Eurooearh study-
nevertheless revealed many"until'then unknown trends and factd about 
',•-.'•-,. , /Europe's timber 
Europe's timbor economy.' The projections made in this study for future 
consumption requirements were at-that time rather severely critizisod by 
many of the leading European •8o&omi'sts..: The •projections of the study 
wore said to be too bold and that European^consumption requirements of 
•many forest products, "notably of .pulp-and paper, were unlikely to show 
:suph an.vinorease as was indicated in the study. Since then, however, 
the - findings .of the. European .study, have proved remarkably correct, and 
in most cases even-too cautious. The overall requirements for btilp and 
•paper., f.or Instance, had exceeded the .level ostiEiated.well beforb' the 
year, I960,—which was set as a target for the study's projections.' 
The European study therefore is to-day accepted as the most correct 
•basic general analysis, of the situation in the region, and is also 
increasingly quoted as an important reference in national forest'"' 
economic--.planning. 
'Aft-br -tho European study was finished, it vex ta. tarn of a second one, 
For-a''number of. reasons the choice fell on Asia and Far East. This 
study ;has been on its way since .1957 and is now approaching the 
final stage,. .. .Although,the study is not as yet completed, it 
nevertheless ..has,.already .shown some quite interesting features in 
:,the region's forest. ecopomy, features which so far were ignored. 
For•instance, the total volume of wood produced by the region which 
had previously been estimated at some 200 million cu.m. turned out, 
•on the- basis of information material treated in the course of the 
••analysis, to be-..close to 800 million cu.m... Four times the generally 
-v /accepted volume 
accepted volume. ' •..••.• . r ' . ..-r 
-There seems to he -ab'doùbt., -ïlherçfbre, -thqrra- stoppi ¡thip-rnature/ 
while giving- an answer, or-'at least -attempting to' do'so to- many of ' 
the problems!.of .the regions^consumption of-forest products and their• 
trends, at the same tine"-reveals features and-facts, which-once 
known-, may have greater- importance- for' the"-economic development of - ' 
the wholè -region than-that--based' on present information. •'-' • 
a:;Itb-is -'obvious'-from' the -informatibn matcrial.,availr;ble'Hhat Latin 
Àmericài.;is one of the--most underdeveloped regions of the world1 as-. '-'•-'•' 
far i-as--the/utilization, of its forest resources:-are concerned--; 
Theoretically, the region ^has"the-/large-st-;forest arèa-in""the--';'worlà,'---- -
SÇCh'aillion ha. -The.' extension - of - forests' classified'as" accessible - ."--• •'-
'is.1329 million ha-, ---the' second largest ' of thé "world -'-'and'-two and-'-" 
half times Europe's total forest area. . Yet billy-about lOjTof the '"••' 
total "forest areain--Latin America is "in usé.- But even -so, the • 
forests tin use, in'-"the--terms-' 'of--hectares per capita, are-'-still above'"-' • 
those-of'Europe-, for instance-.-••'- The growing -stocîfpèf -hectare of • 
-forests"in'use, as-'well as the gross-anaral--ìncrèrgént;are-esti;aated-
to be '---the highest in 'the' "world. -•"'Yet-,- -Latin America-'is'-'-a"-.heavy-net-' '. - • 
importer" of forest' products, :and -'the-, past trend's "show-1 that ;"the net- •'-"'• 
imports 'ère' 'steadily increasing.--' Piost -of tliè'--imports-are »of'-pulp 
and paper, -and'although-the Latin toericah-pilip-and'-paper--indu3try ",.-"• 
has; made remarkable' progress in- thè past-decade, • thè "current., 
I 
conswùption-'rò'opairenients tend to grow faster. As to the more primary 
/ forest products. 
forest products, sawn wood, plywood, etc. the exports just about'equal'' 
imports', although thè natural'- conditions', the' existing'resources" and 
the relative "facility to establish primary forest' industries should 
make'"it possible "for"the region to be a substantial net exporter of 
these products. In order to illustrate this situation 'better, "I talco 
the liberty of making some striking' comparisons between Latin American 
production and trade-arid those of some other ' countries or' regions. 
-The threF sfall Northern European countrxasj Finland, J-Ioivày-and 
-Sweden, although they are very advanced indeed in the field' of pulp and 
paper and have reached a remarkable degree of rational utilization of 
their'forest'resources, still produce and export great quantities of 
wood in its raw or less processed fora. Their total annual production 
of sawn wood, is over 13 million cu.m. Exports amout to. about 3.5 million 
cu.m., equal to the total production of sawn-wood In Latin'America. The 
value of all forest products' exports by the three Northern European 
countries' has'during"the recent years fluctuated between 1.500 and 
2.000 million'dollars 'a year. "Total Latin'American annual exports 
hardly reach 100 million dollars. Although the Northern European forests 
are particularly well suited for utilization, both because of their 
homogenity and better accessibility, these differences, nervertheless," 
are tremendous. And it should not bè forgotten that the Northern 
European forests grow much slower'than' those of "Latin America. 
' "Thile this illustration "should" show robber ' cO:early "thb. latent poss'ibilit 
/in Latin Anerica 
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in Latin America even in the field of primary forest products, not to 
speak, of pulp and paper .and more refined, products, I would like to abuse 
the time of the delegates by giving another example of similar nature» 
Latin American forest resources are by their composition, quality and 
other factors excellent sources of raw material for veneer and plywood 
industries., Yet the region is net importer of these products and the 
total production is only about 215,000 cu.m. This is less than the 
volume of plywood exports by such a small country as Finland, for 
instance. Furthermore, Japan, which has infinitely smaller forest 
resources than Latin America, produces close to 1 million cu.m. of 
plywood and exports some 350.000 cu.m. It has frequently been stated 
that a large part of Latin. American forest wealth is inaccessible and 
that the low level of utilization is, to a great degree, due to lack of 
transport, and communications. This is true to-day, but not necessarily 
tomorrow. The importance of progress in both exploitation and transport 
techniques should not be overlooked. Even in North America, Europe and 
the Soviet Union, great forest areas which were untouched or unexploited 
in a not too distant past, are to-day under dynamic and rational, 
exploitation, thanks to improved means of getting at them. The facilities 
offered by better.transport and communications as well as improved 
exploitation techniques might therefore considerably change the present 
pattern and location of forest exploitation and lead to a more rational 
/utilization of 
-o-
utilization of the region's forest weal'th as a whole. 
Another aspect id Latin America' which is-'bound' to-"bluinge sooner or later 
is the tremendous amount of waste throughout the' operations from'the 
trends to the industries and consumption. Waste percentage in most 
countries of Latin America are the highest in the world. By merely 
improving the techniques great economic values can be saved. 
A i'uch -has baen said in toe course of_the past years of the importance of 
pulp and paper products to the generale conomic and social progress. 
Although pulp and paper have thus been the forest products most 
spotlighted, other products certainly have their importance also in the 
improvement of the welfare of the peoples in general, and in such 
sectors as housing, for example, in particular. I do not wish to enter 
more deeply into these aspects either general or more specific. But I 
would like to mention that apart from the general 'economic implications 
of a better and more dynamic and extensive utilization of the forest 
resources, there are many important social factors involved which 
frequently do not receive the attention they deserve.. For instance, 
forest yield can rightly be considered as a crop. But unlike most 
agricultural crops, the forest crop can be harvested continuously. 
Hence steady and permanent work possibilities can be created for a 
large part of the population. There is no doubt that the rational and 
dynamic utilization of the forest resources, and the resulting 
industrialization and stable work possibilities have, for instance, 
/contributed to 
contributed to a great degree to' the relatively, high social standards 
in the Northern European countries. ;•.•••"• ' :. "'' 'V '. '': - reef:.'•.. . r ' • if;R:P- • •• 
~ •> lopment of Latin American forest economy and industrialisation '• ••. -.••. •; •, • a T...;,-. c.-:, -:•••: rr:r rh \r.r> • ••• \ • f 
r . .• ... ..-i .. s 
of its fores'o resources should have three rair targets. 
1, to gradually -eliminate the negative trade balance'in forest products. 
• which the region has with the rest of the world. 
2, to be ready to meet, simultaneously, the growing consumption 
requirements of forest products within the region and 
3, to contribute through greater exports to the rising import 
. requirements of forest products in other regions and thus to assume 
a major role in the world's forest economy. 
, Those targets are ambitious end difficult, even the first"of them, 
but by no means Impossible. The potential resources of Latin America, 
once under rational and dynamic management are certainly sufficient to 
reach all throe of these targets, over if the progress will be gradual 
and spread over a long period. 
In order to illustrate_thc possibilities of Latin"/«acrica as a major 
supplier of forest products to other regions in the future, I would 
like to give a short statement of the situation in Euroae and North • , . .;,;;: , '. r A ,. , , • . , ..• -. . • r. ...:••. A ' ' t O r f 
America where about half of the total world consumption and about 90,h 
of world trade in forest products is concentrated. Europe has 
rrrrr r' // ' "i'.' •• ' " . .• • . A ••; . if'.-vi i. _ •;..• 
traditionally been considered a zone of the major suppliers of forest 
products to other regions.; its trade balance ir forest products even 
/ with North 
with North America was positive -for decades/ To-day, Europe.as a whole 
is a net importer of forest products for a value of- some- 200'million ; 
"dollars". • ÌJorthO America" on the óther: hand'"has changed tg -a' net exporting 
region, the value of-net 'exports being also around 200'million dollars. 
But this is largely a result of the forest - industrial production 
capacity, notably in pulp and paper, having temporarily.outgrown the 
region's own consumption' requirements-.- Bong term trends,- however,• give 
little hope that North America, could continue'as'a mai or supplier'of• 
forest products to other regions. The temporary slackening' in' world 
demand for forest products', and for pulp and pdpor • in' particular \ •' which 
has characterized the market during the past two years,- seems-''by now to 
have disappeared"and 'demand;is again approaching the actual production 
capacity. But I 'turn back to the "situation in Europe,- because this 
region obviously is the'one which should because-of recent trends in 
its production, consumption and trade have the greatest external 
influence on the development of Latin American forest industries. 
The total value of forest products imports-'by Europe is;just below 3.000 
million dollars, and Northern Europe supplies more than half of the region's 
total inporb requirements. But, consumption is rising, and so are the ' •' 
import requirements. The six countries of European Economic Community 
alone import forest products for a value of not far from '1.500 million 
dollars. It is estimated that in the coming fifteen years the import 
requirements of this group of- countries will have risen by about one 
/ a half 
a half 'times. This hoans that the value of their forest products' : 
imports would bo of the order of 3.500 million dollars. The United 
Kingdom, the largest single importer of forest products in Europe, to-day 
imports for over 1.000 million dollars worth annually. And it is 
obvious thai consumption in this country tends to rise too. 
How can this tremendous increase in import requirements be met? 
Northern Europe is already making almost'the fullest possible use of 
Its forest resources and total production can bo further increased only 
with difficulty, and an increase in the production of-one category of 
forest products might easily lead, to a decline in the production of 
another.. Also, the consumption requirements within those countries tend 
to rise. Therefore, Europe-'s :dependence on supplies from other'regions 
will, from now on, tend'' to grow very rapidly indeed.- In fact most of 
the increase in its consumption requirements will be directly transferred 
to import needs. 
Mr. ;Ro^ er free GATT' made' some" very - interesting statements here on-
Friday when he spoke of the industrialized countries tending to • 
industrialize and develop their agriculture-too, and/of becoming 
decroasingly dependent on many of the previously 'imported supplies. This 
may' be "true, and plenty can in fact be achieved by improved techniques4,-
fertilizers, etc. in order to increase 'crops. ' • -
Further economic andAindustrial,progress in Europe will certainly 
increase the, consumption of most- forest products considerably. But' any 
- - : / parallel and 
parallel: ana- corresponding f.nc.v .ape -in production.. aa oat o:i_ .caootioru 
barest resourcon are a!.bffbront> I'roa agrie-ulturai crops, in -tai;j that,• 
althoagh..-taoy ara renewable also, obey grow slowly, aril .the .liiaiat. ofii,:.;y;: 
rational exploitation-is go'a'by .the -annual • growth. There be r -clativoly ' 
little that man: can-do to increase the yield and; opbo tae .limit'has • 
been¿reached- the., only anpwer to meet the,..additional, reqaibeaervts-is" 
imports.: •>In cost c-ountrloc of.Europe this, limit has been reached,.and , • 
in those which ybill have .some margin to play with^ •the aargin as growing 
narrower every year. . • . 
Enrqpe however is not tap only possibility -..lor batare exports-.-of -
forest products by Latin America. Economic development irn other regions, 
until new. perhaps- Insufficiently developed., will -create plenty of 
possibilities-for an 'increased exchange of forest products toe-. Ana with 
a likely specialisation among the regions tki-p would, not mean that .Latin 
American import;: would necessarily decrease or vanish. The.--ba-aic-
justifications-,-for a rapid ana- cljmamic -developaient of Latin American 
forest economy •'and fprect arid as tries tlxus exist both; within the region , 
and outside it.'-' The -possibilities which-thus are ..open/to Labi;n Aaericp:n 
forest in&ua trios- both within the region ana outs M e ' itrepresent • •-...-. -.• 
eepnomic values- which .cannot be measured in. boras of 100'-s of -million 
of dollars but in 1000's of -aillipnE. a , - ; •-.-. .- .-,-.; •.;: 
• ..'but .in yiow of the very important economic -.replications -of further 
progress ia thp- bettor utilisation, of the region's.- forest ^ resources-
. ; - . . . ' / and in 
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and in order to avoid dislocation or.- -undesirable specialization of . 
future forest industriesi-, a souad .and adequate basis for tho .region as 
a-whole is needed. Dr. Probisch in his speech stressed the urgent / • 
necessity of surveying the natural resources in .Latin America,, including 
forest resources. One of the possibilities to provide such a ¡base is-
the proposed Study, which after its completion will place at the disposal 
of the governments and industrialists of-the region as much5-we hope, of 
the necessary data as possible in order to enable them-to carry,out a • 
rational' planning for. the best and most economic utilization of the 
region's resources. . The work of .the Joint PAO/CEPAL/TAO Pulp, and Paper . 
Advisory Group has already contributed greatly in this sense and.we 
sincerely hope that .it can continue its activities in many years to 
come. Much of the material collected by this group will serve as,-, 
valuable information for the s tudy which will cnglobe all the forest 
products. 
; The progress mo.de with regard to tho projected Common Market has 
no doubt also precipitated the need of such a study. The establishment 
of the European Common Market and the trend towards .increasing imports 
of forest products by Europe as a region has also added to tho necessity 
of reviewing the potential forest economic resources and possible export 
capacity of Latin America. Development of forest industries is, 
however, one of the slowest processes in the utilization ox natural 
resources. The planning of such development takes time, so does tho 
/ execution of 
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execution of such plans. •-Therefore' the-need Pf 'supplying the"' adequate 
basis for - such a planning is even more urgent and any delay "in starting' 
to eollcct' tho necessary' date: and to analyze the present "pattern of 
forest economy'in Latin "America-might'load''to most 'undesirable delays 
at the moment when a'd^ ma-iic development has'become' ¿von' more" urgent 
than to-day. • . a : ; •  a <-• •' 1 - - - '-•'-" ' 4 
In conbluai'hg this- statement I would like to- mention1' "that tho FAO 
has already "-engaged to'participate in this study, a provision having 
been made to this - respect' 'by'-'the 9th 'Conference of' tho'FA0'*'in'tho 
budget 'for the current - year-'. - It would therefore, be more than' 'desirable 
that the Economic Commission for Latin-America be granted the necessary 
moans and facilities-' to start- participating in the study as Soon as 
possible. '• .•...-..-.-.-
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§TATEMEiiT MADE ON 20 'MfiY 1959 BY MR,. ROBERTO HEURTEMATTE, 
V'"'" COMMISSIONER FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
' ' 'TO " COMMITTEE i' '(ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT) 
" This session has an agenda that includes several items of exceptional 
importance'and the agreements reached in its discussions as well as the 
resolutions adopted, will play in one form or another a decisive part 
in the future of the Latin American region. In these special circumstances, 
item 8" on the agenda which concerns the technical assistance programme, .. 
tends to lose in relative importance and perhaps, at this eighth ... 
session of the Commission, docs not viarrant the prominence it hap been, 
given In the discussions on other ocoasions. For this reason,,I shall., 
try to be'brief, and to confine myself, without any pretentions to an 
"exhaustive analysis, to a few remarks on some tendencies that can be. 
observed in technical assistance. 
An analysis of the programme, from 1958 onwards, in all its ... 
international implications, shows that a notable increase has been made 
in those projects which are undertaken by means of the so-called "funds 
in trust". "This"occurs whenever a, specific country asks for technical 
as^'staifC'eVfrom^the United Nations,after having used up available 'funds., 
and considers the project sufficiently important to bear the costs 
it&Slf'i'"' Tho' requesting country deposits in fact with the United. 
/Nations a . 
Nations a sum to cover.the whole cost of .the project, and the United 
Nations then proceeds to provide regular technical assistance at the 
expense of that country. 
In many countries which have benefited by technical assistance from 
various sources - including bilateral programmes -there has been a . 
tendency to prefer United Nations technical assistance, and this has 
given rise to the phenomenon of funds in trust. The programmes financed 
by funds in trust and administered from the United Nations headquarters , 
at New York amounted to a quarter of a million dollars.in 1953, which 
is ten times more than the sum recorded in previous fiscal years.. 
The spectacular in programmes financed by funds in trust 
leads us to believe that technical assistance programmes have been-
gradually improving. It is natural that after 10 years' experience 
better methods should have been worked out for providing more beneficial 
assistance to the countries which require it for development purposes, and 
this, in its turn, has logically led to the better utilization of technical 
assistance 011 the part of the recipient Governments. Technical assistance 
has already ceased to be an experiment, anc^  in some cases, has become a 
factor of primary importance in the integration of the administrative 
plans of certain Governments. In other words, we have received the 
impression that the technical assistance programme has improved both in 
Its quality and in the influence it exerts on the nations that, apply it. 
Similarly, Governments not only seem to depend to a greater extent, fop 
any necessary services of evaluation, on technical assistance programmes, 
/but also 
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but • also-demand assistance ,-of -higher quality,-.-c.dvic&Hhat can be 
immediately put into effect, as'well as', achievements of a practical'-
L 
nature and - related - to the ..development of government - programmes. It is 
the prevailing-.impression .in the '.United Nations •-Secretariat that' there 
. is .no doubt about the-growing' importance of technical'assistance, for 
achieving the . fundamental-objectives of the'United----Nàtiong :-'• to'-preserve 
worl.d-peace and improve' living conditions throughout the -world. ' The -
.iSecretariat, aware of the- increasingly '.-Important part played by technical 
•assistance programmes, in the development of member countries, considers 
such assistance to be-the first' and most^dynamic function, as well as 
the chief aim, of its Department of Economic and Social Affairs'. Hence 
the establishment' of the post of.: Commissioner '-'for - Technical-Assistance, 
which I have thq honour to -holdj; it is intended to -ensure-' that thè whole 
work of the. department, is directed.towards a more "effective realization 
of the'-purposes of technical assistance. ' 
.. . I feel sure that -I .am-:, not .mistaken in this-' views-' on-the one hand, 
the services . rendered-, .by.technieal'- assistance have-been developing 
through, the y ears.-with the cons equent -impr oven ont in quality, and, "on-the 
other, Governments may:increasingly depend on'the-iicsults of- such services. 
This however, is not a motive of reioiciiig cr : even satisfaction -f or:'ùsi * ... .j j j 
but rather fills us with a sober .determination to continue Improving 
the. programmes. - ¡. •" • --
It would.be appropriate .to make a.'brief ¡reference at-'this -juncture 
to the'new centralised administration-of the Latin -American programme;-
/I feel 
I feel it incumb^&t :upon me-'to raise this point since a resolution '-' 
adopted at: the last session of-the Commission -supported• the-'-experiment 
•:-of':a decentralized, administration. - In 1956, four-officials'of the-'" 
-.-Technical Assistance .Administration were posted-' to' Santiago, Chile,-and 
two to Mexico City,' four more remaining in the"Latin American Office at 
Hew -York' Headquarters'. This movement of personnel was undertaken to: 
improve the utilization of ECLAls services, "It is" considered that an 
improvement'did take place in "those programmes-over which -ECLA was "-able 
to exercise substantive supervision? but difficulties remained'p-for : 
which no remedy, could'be found. This was because-many programmes were 
kept under the ..technical supervision of Headquarters and-"others''came' ' 
•'under, EGLA.P Moreover-', it was impossible to decentralize'- the fiscal '•' 
' administration and that-raised an- insuperable' obstacle* The very '"' 
structure'of the programme, basöd. on a-'Variety of national currencies 
with different degrees of convertibility, recjuir'es a centralized' ' 
•administration. The complications' of decentralization left, thfe programme 
in 'general in an unfavourable" position and'led -fed'renewed '-centralization. 
• under- -the 'administration :at Headquarters. - It is-xhö'ped-, -by mcanji-'- of'-this 
centralization,;, to reaedy • the-shortcomings in the ö^vioüs';'^ gtefii'''x<iithQut 
detracting-, fr-oäf the •benefit's which it - accorded.. . Due weight 'trill be1'given 
to- the- positive', contribution which-'resulted from-thWrcoiläboratioh frith 
ECL/p, whose substantive advice will continue to 'guide the programme's ' 
'•within, its do&petehce, ^ 'without the attendant ^administrative' inconveniences 
that-used to delay such "programmes.' '•" ••'"•'•''• - - '• • " 
\ /'There Is 
; ..•.•••There is ..another and. less, encouraging-tendency/, to be observed in 
•the technical assistance•.programme. ..Although the programme is gaining 
in. importance j it...will diminish in -volume . towards 19&0. - :Everyth'ing-
points to the fact that contributions-..to the Expanded Programme for "I960 
will aak© it necessary to .resort , to a cut of almost 10 per ..cent."which 
will virtually eli linate the possibility-of services in many new 
-countries;,., particularly in Africa, which sends us well-founded but i 
overwhelming "demands for assistance of every kind in.all branches of 
national'activity. 
— . . "..It „should also -.be .'noted that the General. Assembly 'has given' instruction 
'¡•that special attention is';t.o:be paid to the requirements of the new 
c^ountries.- In .view.of this circumstance, -I have no other solution to offer 
..than the hope that .voluntary... contribution® -will, be somehow increased 
•and will thereby enable the Expanded Programme to become .enlarged from 
year to year., instead of being restricted,' -. .>•: -• - ... . -.,•'. 
y -Nevertheless, this'discouraging picture is accompanied, by -an-.- .<•" -
'attenuating factor as regards' the United Nations regular programme,. This 
programe^ does'-not, cf course,, depend on voluntary contributions from 
member states¿ .but. is financed by funds.from the .United Nations' budget. 
;. •-...-. Resolution: 200 authorizes.• programmes''vhióh c.one under the heading 
of .general, economic development, and resolution ¿18, other programme's 
:dealing .with 'social development. Likewise,bresolution 7<23 authorizes 
.technical., assistance programaeabin public administration, .and resolution 
•$2&, activities'" in- connection with* human rights. - 'All these"'programmes, 
•b .../", /which are. 
4 
wlxich are-financed from the United Nations budget, will be unaffected 
.by the anticipated drop in contributions- for -I960» The Social -Commission, 
at- its. recent -meét'ing at'United Naticns Headquarters, considered- á resolution 
recommending an j'increase of approximately 350,000-' dollars" in-the'- programmes 
referred to. in resolution 418 .on social development-.'." Several1-"delegations, 
among, them-, some from-the more' important, nation's supported this project; 
this allows the1.'.hope that, .the proposal -will be favourably received by 
the General Assembly and that it will be pes.' . ' 'to enlarge not.'only 
the social development programes out of the United Nations budget1 but 
perhaps.-else the,'economic development and similar programmes. Even 
if this ray, of hope were-, to be ..'converted into reality, it will,, not make 
up for the decrease:which Is to be expected in the'I960 Expanded Programme, 
but itraay serve..-.to - lessen 'the' adverse effect of a reduction in/ technical 
assistance .-progrannos» " " - A ••" • •' '•-..-..• 
Another tendency which, isi-connected with regional projects in-Latin 
America-and .is.therefore of, special Interest'io member' countries of ECLA, 
nay be-observed'in the regular programes'.- :The Economic and-'Social Council 
has. proposed, through its''technical assistance commission, tha't projects 
cf a regional nature included in the Expanded Programme: should be- restricted 
tP: 10. or-; 12-per--, cent of -.that Pre gramme.. .-This is not the plan to enquire 
into the--: motives for this decision; we-can da more than record* it. -•'• 
Neverthelessit indicates, -that the very• special conditions- prevailing in 
„Latin. America - should be borne .in- aiind. All „the countries of - the region 
show a certainr'd'egree. of"-homogeneity"},.many.member, states .of ECLA trace 
.•-.,:f " /their economy 
their ..-ecpnoaiy.,-- their- history,: their.--traditi-'cns and tlib'ir cûlture to a 
cemuon:. origin•. 'h .They- .have--also-"-reâ'chadthé • game ' stage '''bf^ d'ë^ elopmeiit; 
they>are: thus 1®;. a, positiofi-to oì^ raét:'thé't2roat%'st-'pòssible: benefit 
from.-.regional : teehnichl^&ssi-êtande ' projects". -'•- If -, there- Is Any 'part 'of 
the; world;, "in.- which countries CETO." ¿BIO-t.o • make -common'-cause for" the 
-.sélutientof'- their. difficulties "a'n'd problehs,, then-'t-hàt - part- is certainly 
Latin America. l'èyself a& convinced that it•' is' in Latin' America, ' With 
its peculiar • conditions'-'-that-'.'d-iff'ér 'from-those In any other- région': of .the 
world, that, such projects-'will: open one of the most'-beneficiai channels 
;f:(Jr:-technical assistance.,b.e-spec'ially-<when the -latter serves^ as-'â1 means 
of-.disseminating, thewf indings of.-ECLM-s research and- technical" studies. 
•for -all-; these reason's, -¿a.' large-. 'proport'ioh'-'ibf -'the'- • funds - belonging'- to- the 
regui&ro-tWishnical assistanceaprogramme-'-havè- been-utilised for regional 
programmes in-cLatin-America. , "' •'-'•'.-" -•  -• .>."•'.> he.':' ' ra..aa 
This is an opportune moment to<rsca.ll- tile -appreciative-words' of the 
Executive..Secretary,'iwheil,--'inyhis•"-brilliant- speech/-lie 'referred to the 
Dépcrtment of; Economie and'-Sodial' lffilirs-'and to 'tBd-'pos'sIbilities^ bf 
; establishing the . so-called advisory- group's in- econoialc^evéiopaëhth-' 
programming .a s .a • j oint' operation- - on '.'thé part ---of -' EC-LA ' and 'Technical ' Assistance. 
•I.had previously heard him express -the'--opi-aion'-in-'-a ''small'-'-group'"that ECLA 
•had"., two -.main--..objectives at :its - pre s ôlit Ses'sloxtb -'to '.further: agreements for 
•the---formation -.oJjthe.. Latin. American-' common "tìafket-birìd'" secure' the •' - -.-
•; establishment -.of - the so-called- joint advisory -opération. -"On -that -'occasion, 
I observed- tolDiv Préb'isch..-that -'the second'1'objecbìvè %a;si;è.#''basy :attain 
as-.'4ih§.',iirst;was difficult. The Deportment of Economic, and Social Affairs 
/has welcomed 
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has welcomed the plan for' setting-up advisory groups and has agreed to 
: Xï<ï~operate whole-heartedly-in'1 carrying out this 'joint* operation• Î hope 
that this -session'-wilï see the final touches being put to arrangements 
for the constitution'of-these groups. The administrative machinery involves 
certain complications-and difficulties that I feel sure can lie overcome. 
I am also, convinced that-the advisory groups''will soon be'able to begin 
P their work. • We- shall, of course,-:take- great care that "no suspicion 
shall arise, 'that ECIA is encroaching upon our well deflneclprulse 
and regulations nor those of technical assistance, or"'that the technical 
assistance programme '-is being used-for'studies and research. Each body 
• will remain strictly within the limits of its own competence. The 
. organization of;these groups will give greater" force to the fundamental 
conception of•technical assistance' programmes'as a more effective utilization 
of technical and substantive resources, both of the personnel of the regional 
commission and-of- Headquarters. ; 
I have pleasure also'in-announcing that during the present session 
certain administrative arrangements will be revised so as to'Impart 
greater flexibility and therefore greater effectiveness to the training 
•/.courses which Mr. Ahumada so ably directs in Santiago, "as well" as to the 
intensive course's in the'different countries.. ' ' "1 .'"' 
Generally speaking, these are the observations which"I wished' to 
make on the development" of the technical" assistance jjrogrdimiie as a whole. 
But," before concluding, I should like to refer,' in passing, to the'new 
OPEX programme,,which was started in'1959 and"'will eriable the ' '. 
• ' '- *"' "/Secretary-General 
Secretary-General to provide,, to countries requesting they, the scryices 
of experts who would act, not as consultants, but as executive and 
administrative officials within the administrative organization of the 
Governments concerned, ••.••, , • -
The General Assembly Iters,, authorised a fixed SUE which is sufficient 
-to maintain some thirty OPEX officials for the world program©, .More 
than 100 re^aosta have Already been received but as the programme is 
still in its first year, which is naturally considered .ah experimental 
stage, no definite conclusions can be reached before the coming year. 
Finally, mention should also be made of the most spectacular technical 
assistance achievement within the United Nations - the establishment of the 
Special Fund. It would be premature to give details of the rules by 
which this organization will be governed, since some of them have not yet 
been drawn up, and the Special Fund will not begin its operations until 
later in the year. None the less, in general terms, this new programme is 
a source of encouragement for countries that are anxious to develop,, since 
it will finance operations on a nuch larger scale than those which could 
have been contemplated in the technical assistance programme, 
: Although no details of the scale of these programmes can be gl%en 
one of the directors has stated that they will begin by considering programmes 
of .more than 100,000 dollars; no limit has been set, but, projects up to 
two million-dollars have been considered. The Special Fund's programmes 
are expected to be in the nature of pre-investment works or studies, and 
the.role of the recipient countries will be to undertake the necessary 
/measuresf or ; 
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measures 'for 'immediately investing capital or carrying out a specific 
programme. There is no need for me to dwell any further on this subject, 
since ire 'all' feel the greatest interest in the development of the Special 
Fund which will fill a gap in the Technical Assistance Programme. 
May I 'thank the'delegations present for their kind attention and 
express's my great pleasure at having had the opportunity of attending this 
meeting. It "has been" an honour for me to meet so many of the representativ 
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Conference Room Paper No.l 
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LA.T1N 'AMERICA 
Eighth Session " -'• 
Panama City, Panama, 14 May 1959-
" : '• ORGANIZATION OF WORK FOR THE EIGHTH-SESSION OF -THE COMMISSION 
..-••Note by the secretariat 
-The secretariat suggests that three Committees should be set up to 
discuss, the-various items on the agenda, as followsi. 
COMMITTEE. I' ... • , . . .. 
Economi c development 
1, Economic ...development, problems and policy (agenda item 6) • 
2. . Economic development and intregrat.i.on of .Central America .. 
(agenda item 7) . . . ... ..  .. .. 
; 3. Technical assistance for economic development (agenda item 8) 
4» Statistics (agenda item 12) . ......... 
COMMITTEE II - ' 
Sectors of the economy 
1. Industrial development (agenda item 9) I 2. Energy and water resources (agenda item 10) 
3. Economic problems of agriculture ( in co-operation with FAO) 
(agenda item 11) 
COMMITTEE III 
General business 
1. Co-ordination and co-operation with the Inter-American Economic 
and Social Council (agenda item .13) 
/2. Amendment 
-2~ 
2. Amendment of the Commission's terms of reference and rules of 
procedure- (agenda item 14) -
3. Programme of work' and priorities 
(a) -Programme- of.-work '1959-60 
' ' (b) Preparation for the appraisal of 'programmes;.;! or 1959-64 
(agenda item 15) 
(c) Control and limitation of documentation 
The secretariat suggests that, in the course of the general discussion 
during the first two days of the eighth, session, the delegations should 
present their views with reference to the Economic Survey of Latin 
America, 1958 and the Bconomlc Bulletin, Vol, IV, Ho. 1. II (Agenda item 4) 
(Current economic trends and prospects) could thus be virtually covered. 
In order to simplify tho discussion as regards- statistical data and points 
Of' detail, -'the- secretariat considers that 'it might be .useful for delegations 
to submit in writing any comments of -this1.nature -which they .may desire 
to make. i y-':. 
Conference Room Paper No. 2/Rev.l 
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LA TIN AMERICA 
Eighth Session 
Panama City, Panama, 11 May 1959 
Committee II 
. • .DRAFT RESOLUTION- ON;-'THE:, STRUCTURAL/AND. INSTITUTIONAL /FACTORS OF - ,.,> 
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PRESENTED BY THE DELEGATION OF CUBA 
The Economic .Commission f or--.Latin ^America, //-:•/:/:.-//>/ -
p,.••:/. .Bearinp in mind that a considerable.-proportion, of. the- economically 
•act-ire. pctpuiati'o-n of Latin fcphica Ip; employee. in crop and stock 
/-farming.^  forestry and- fisheries •-:. at/- >\o -. ,.//.i.,//A ; ;• /o A/'.') 
Bearing-in mind that exports-.cof agriCift-tural--.comiPiodi.ti..es.-ar"e-.-.-.th©-.-
principal source, of the-regioni s/aggregate f.orPign.Pxchange earnings, 
A A/' •' Bearing in -mind, that, bhe products of crop./and;, stock- farining..forest 
and fisheries likewise constitute a substantial--, proportion-...oj^ inter-
L.atin .American..-'trade,-- and" that/the exports of -..Hiany -.pomtrAcs: consist 
almost entirely of such products,. '.; ,/;:./.-.:/, - / /. - •'. .,-•-.• tp .-.' A//--;/ 
C.on sld er ing that,, in.-.spite. of .,the-,rp,latively/-high- rate.;, of; .industrial-
ization' which has-been observable/in recent; years,- the-.devaIopnient--,o.f 
agriculture; is, in general, "still too .- slow. to .satisfy. the... expansion--.-... 
of demand'due ,to the . increase of population and ineoW?>-. A P-- • /'/; 
•/. /• Considering; that, as a. r.esult/of.thevforegoing. .factors,'there have 
'been, ah- increase -in rhir-crts 'of foodstuffs>-• a-decrease in-exports, stagnation 
in the Teyels, o-f. food consumption: which, are. already-.very low-.for large-
sectors of the-LalpL-n.American peoples, and a recrudescense of inflationary 
pressures, 
/Considering 
Considering that one of the main causes of the slow rate of agricultural 
development in some countries. lies in the persistence of outmoded institutions 
and other matters which render,, it advisable to improve the distribution of 
land and of rural income in order to enable agriculture to contribute to a 
much morenrapi(l raté-of •ihdustri'al'i'z'ation -tl^ àn;hais-; hitherto' been-attained, 
Considering that agricultural progress is in great measure influenced by 
Government action designed tovb&slp the -farmexh-to-impov^ 
particularly agricultural resear ch,' extension'and è&uàat'ionaïI services, 
Bearing ill mind' résolutions' 15: (iV), -'(¥)•,-66' (?>, gg-" (VI)- and 89 
(VI) of the Commission which refer, to various- aspects'of'the- problem" of 
agricultural development and land'redistribution, •.b.-h. : .¿.V.-.'bih... 
" ' Takes note "Withtsatl'Sfaction of the'resolutlbn on lancb reform-'"adopted 
'"at 'the -Fifth!' 'Regional Conférence of -the--'-FA0-'Regional! !Officebfart'latin America, 
" " Recommends to aëmbe'r -*Gbvërnments't " ''- ' •' 
' 1,'That' they consider land reform,' the' establishment • of 'adequate 
farming units, the elimination of absolët'e forms-of labour "contracts,' the 
' introduction of up-to-date' agricultural methods said?-the redistribution of 
iricbme'in'the rural Sector-âs suitable'instruments for the attainment-rif a 
levei'''of" 'agriciiltural ''development ' compatible1 with the requirements, of over-
all economic grdwth; "-'" -- •' -.- - * -
"'-' 2-i'"That they pay special- attention in their1 agr-icultùra-l develop-
ment'programmes' to the'improvement of'''distribution systems and'to 'economic 
incentives which 'would increase productivity abet lower costS'j' " 
--••'•- 1 ''- - ' /Ro'ouests' the •''-'•'• 
- 3 -
Requests the SCLA secretariat and the Director-General of FAO, acting 
through their joint programme, and to the extent that the resources of the 
two organizations allowi 
1. To study, the possibilities of expanding the supply of 
foodstuffs and of agricultural and fishery raw materials by 
removing obstacles of an institutional and structural nature 
which are currently slowing clown the development of these 
important sectors of the Latin American economy; 
2. To study, in collaboration with member Governments which so 
request, the conditions under which Government services are 
given to agriculture, with particular reference to rural 
research, extension and educational services; 
3» To consider, when carrying out these studies, the possibilities 
of specialization in specific areas and the competitive status 
of certain items within the setting of a common market, with 
a view to regional economic integration and to the more 
efficient utilization of Latin America's resources. 
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA 
: Eighth's ession 
Panama City, Panama, 11 May 1959 > A'...''..A'A A.. .A 
• ' ''" ^ICO^ITTEE'II'"'^^^ iAiV/AAAAA:i. 
..-,... r-: -., . . Conference Room Paper N* 3 
j. ... . LATIN. AMERICAN..SEMINAR ON .COFFEE PRODUCTIVITY 
Draft Resolution presented by the delegation of. Panama 
The Economic"'Commission for Latin America," '' -'•' " -t/ ¿.¿J-JX ~ 
Considering thai'coffee" "imparts a speciSi character to the economy 
of many Latin American countries, • a•••:.,. .,-. a •. . >. a 
Considering that "the imbalance "between the supply of and demand: for 
coffee has led to stockpiling which has "severe "repferc%ssiohst6ri'''f'ut'ur6 
trade in this commodity, "'"' ••"' •• • '•'•"•'•'• - .-.a..r . ; .-¿.v.. 
Considering' that" the Joint ECLA/FAO Programme has undertakcn~studies in 
specific areas on technical and economic aspects of coffee production^ 
Considering that, by agreement among the participants, there will be no 
discussion of the productivity and prospects of coffee production at the 
present session of ECLA., 
Considering that the low productivity of-the factors involved in coffee 
production considerable, raise-the cost of coffee, • / 
. Considering that, the introduction of up-to-date, coffees production 
techniques is indispensable.for raiaing the level of productivity and 
improving quality in the Latin American,, countri es, 
/Considering 
-<b7 .. f. >T lr 0-. ".,v,T,y 
Considering that productivity!problems and the prospects of coffee 
production should be studied and discussed at the regional level, on 
the basis of the joint studies already carried out by ECLA and FAO and 
of the contribution which may be made by technicians and experts in this 
field, . " " • 
Decides to recommend to ECLA that 
hold a-seminar'of technicians .'and experts,; in which ..the, cof f ee-produc ing 
countries of Latin America would participat'eytoystudy and,discuss;., ... .,-. 
standards fe>r determining the. productivity, of ;th.e^ fact0.rs./inyolv,evd..;;in 
cof fee-production -irrthe region ;.;and;to- remedy, .any. technical ..'defects .from, 
which such production suffers at present, with a .^¿wctOi^^sj^i^gythat-
-coffee-growing productivity .in Latin. America .does .not.lag.-behind that of 
other continents. • ! ^ •'• - •''oo ,. .J : •.-•. • ,-•> . -r 
•' 'O"! Xo J; r,; • r:.'l .! •.:-' • .! ;•,;'. •<;-". . r -
. :: •..•.-••":• .n . p. ;. ••:.' ...;. ;y:.rvVi ..¡.-.id. vr-•': , 
-..'V •• , r .r-c'in ' , '. L :' > .^y'.i 7"C*'iy: £ 
Conference Room-Paper No. U 
; ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA. 
A - '-•-• •• " Eighth Session . .--.-.'..-., ... p.'" 
- - A: ; -Panama-City, . Panama, 14. May 1959 '• A; A :: •'•'. •'. 
A • COiOTÎTFE I'- f. ..  .'';,.: r ••• ::: .;• • ••'•:. 
• " -DRAFT'.RESOLUTION PRESENTED-BY THS-'DELEOATIONS OF CUBA, - a.' - • 
MEXICO AND VENEZUELA 
The: • Ecbnoalc • Comtois s ion for - L'a tin ' Àiaer lea, y ,.- A •.  A,-.-y •'-. •' r, p ', - • . 
'A - Taking int.© '-a-eppuni the - fact that,., according -to," statistics f.or : • 
19.56 published- by UNESCO ,- the -percentage--of illiteracy in Latin America'. '• 
reaches- the-'alarmingly high figure of ,ljd -per-"centwith-- a'-'schoolplife.-of 
fouK-yeàr-s -for-'-the literate population and-'-only -oné 'year for the total--
population, ..-..."-':P ' • ' - - . •:-'-••' •• •• '•;'• ,;A-
Considering that not only has the ideal of ''educatioh-for all", 
exprès®ed- In most of the -Eat-in American" Constitutions, fallen-far short 
of achievement,' but'' thereducatibnal outlook -is-'aggravated by the region-' 
highArkte "of population growth, . which-means .that" approximately one-. --A-'-
million children are--âdd-éd •annually' to the school-age population, ' so 
• - ' } r -' 
that';-25 ,000 classrooms and .25,000 teachers ought to be incorporated --• -A: 
into Latin,-Amer'I'Ca",-s-..educational programme -every'-'year, -if -the present;-,, 
deficit represented by the 15 million children --who -have no .school to: ; . 
attônd is not to c.ntinue increasing, 
Mindful that the effort to give every human being an education, 
besides, being, an irrémissible duty of the State, is.also the. most noble 
of missions and ..the most profitable. investment. that. can be effected,, 
especially in the field of econo.mic and social community development, -
.,-. / Bearing in 
Bearing in mind that .one: of Latin America's most argent economic 
development requirements is "an adequate» supply of 'properly qualitied 
specialists, technicians and skilled labour, which can be obtained only 
by means of an eduoationai' -'Systembthat will,, ensure the elimination of 
illiteracy and the steady raising, of the school age, 
Taking into consideration, furthermore,." that--UiffiSGO' is -.abplying., 
in Lbtin '"America!' "with the "co-operation of the" Governments'"'of the'region 
and of international organizations a major - project 'for the- extension- of ' 
primary ' education j,n'"Latin*• America, which,' it is • hoped','• will faring'about ' 
substantial'changes within "a -period - of ten years in'the prdsent general'-'"" 
picture of Latin American primary education, 
Recommends ¿'""' " ' • "' .b-b.•'-.'.-•-.;.-
l.''":That, in--their'-economic programming,' the Governments -should 
give'"'due priority to' work-programmes designed" to" improve and increase'- • 
education' 'in general and ¡te'chnicai'-ahd primary' education" in..'particular j-
• 2V" That'the Gb^ernments should- give:"their'' Support as*'-hitherto -'• 
but so far"' as''"possible' on a larger scale'", to • UNESCO' s' major- educational'- ' 
development project- for the extension'-of - free - and compulsory-" primary - ' 
education in Latin'America."' ' ' • ••- ' - ': •'•'•• •• 
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COMMITTEE; I' ^ " , 
Statistical Sub^Committee. .' 
'' ,' DRAFT ' RECOMMENDATION FORMULATED BI THE* WORKING GROUP ' 
There was a consensus, of opinion to the effect that the development 
o£. latin American, statistical services had made .striking progress, in recent, 
years. This development was the outcome, on the one hand,, of .an increasing-, 
grasp of the importance of statistics as a. basis for intelligent decisions 
and for Government, policy, and, on the other hand., of professional and. 
inter-governmental activities, of. which the aim. had been, to strengthen 
statistical services. Special reference was made to the work of the Inter-, 
American Statistical Institute and, to that of. the United. Nations, and its 
regional specialized agencies, as well as to the activities undertaken by.. . 
the United States in connexion with bilateral programmes. 
The achievements of Governments in co-operation with several interna-
tional agencies,-- population and. agricultural, censuses, for instance, and,the 
formulation of standards. f op several, categories of. statistics -.were, felt, to 
be extremely useful, . inasmuch as.'they; he lped to improve, at national, level,.. 
professional, training.and instruction In' statistics,,' . -..../....-. • 
..... . Nevertheless,, .the .very., conditions • which, this', statistical... development 
process ..had .taken place, led to. deficiencies..and-lacunae, thp importance of... 
which, could ..not, be. underrated and. which., called., for ;.unfl3.g-ging,.a;ttentiqn-:on 
the part of Governments, international institutions and specialized offices 
. .  '•'"' '- ••'• '-,'"'"'' -a •. . '• • /in the ' 
in the individual countries. Such shortcomings, included those re la. tin g to the 
following points« the need, .to ensure that national statistical services were 
accorded the requisite administrative means and budget resources to enable them 
to discharge their functions satisfactorily; 'the creation of career professions 
for statisticians which would mean'"that-.the; long-term of properly-
trained personnel 'Were available; the"co-ordination 'of 'activi ties 'at national 
3evèl-'In':'orde'r" tb'-reduèè'i'!thê cost of st'àtistiçal-re'sèarch and. guarehtee a better 
ré'turn-1-'bn'ithe'':ife'écfârè'ès'iï'sèd 'for such purposes; and1 the'utilifetion of modem 
•tédiniqueSsy such as sampling. .i"'-"'""' ' ' •'•'-• 
• In connexion withthe priority that should be given'to the various'' 
categories of national statistics;"recognition was given'to the need for a'joint 
programmé"covering all essential national statistics,and especially those 
that would serve' as a basis for economic development programmes. It was felt 
that a detailed definition of the" statistics required for such national 
development programmes might be of valuable assistance-' to countries in the ; ' 
preparation' of their statistical programmés. '" ' • " ' 
The convening of meetings' 'of '-working 'groups composed of experts responsible 
for Specific categories' of national statistics, with a-view to the exchange of 
information on methods and to the devising- of solutions for common problems, was 
regarded aS an excellent raea'n-'S of' improving the statistics1 concerned* Since the 
projected industrial censuses were so shortly to be leviëd and-so closely 
linked with the pertinént statistical series, thé" view was- expressed that it 
would -be of "'-special interest if one- of--these sessions were1 held at thé:--- " -
earliest possible -date, for the-discussion -of industrial statistics« 
/Bearing in 
Bearing in mind the foregoing' considerations, the Commissions 
(1) Bequests the secretariat to prepere, in consultation with the 
Statistical Office of the United Nations-the Inter-American Statistical 
Institute and other Interested agencies, on the basis of the document 
entitled Basic list of statistics for economic development', a minimum 
programme'applicable to the countries of the region In respect of the 
statistics needed for the' formulation of economic development programmes; . 
(2) Places it on record that,' if real progress is to be made in 
Latin America, efforts must be pooled to creete the basic, requisites for the 
efficient compilation of statistics,' and that the' following measures should . 
be adopted, inter alia; 
(i) Study of the organization and general situation of national 
statistical services, with a view to ensuring that their relations 
and status vis-a-vis the authorities responsible for policy and 
programming should be satisfactory and their budget allocations and 
- administrative means adequate; 
(di) -.The establishment of basic principles for the compilation''.of data 
- . and the application 01 satisfactory methods of study, including, 
il - • where appropriate, modern techniques such as sampling; . 
(3) -.Recommends -that the secretariat should organize, in i960, a working 
grpup of national experts in industrial statistics to study in detail and to 
exchange experience upon the steps necessary to conduct such industrial census 
and related inquiries as would contribute most.effectively to the process.of • 
economic development.' Subsequently, as resources. became- avs.ila.ble and need 
.-.-"'• • • •' /are se, the 
- 4 -
arose, the secretariat should initiate similar action in respect of other 
statistics important for economic development; 
Also.recommends, that in connexion with the work on industrial'statistics 
and subsequent work on other statistical subjects, the secretariat should ."' :' 
undertake co-operative arrangements for the conduct and 'financing of thè' 
work with the ìnternàti'oMl,'''regional, and national agencies' coneterne'd" with the 
development and improvement of statistics. These would include the Inter-' 
American Statistic Institute,, the Statistical' Office 'of • thè "United Nations , 
the statistical offices of the specialized, agencies of the United Nation's and 
the bilateral and multilateral technical assistance programmes. In developing' 
the future programme the secretariat would consult xith all interested organizations 
and agencies in order to concentrate activities upon the more' important problems 
connected.with the development of statistics. , . 
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p. • - . .. Committee II-
; DRAFT RESOLUTION'PRESENTED,.BY/HIE DELEGATION, OF MEXICO 
The Economic Commission for Latin America, 
• Noting with concern the .contrast between Latin 'America'1 s abundant 
forest resources and the steady and increasing flow of imports of forest 
products effected by the Latin American countries, 
Convinced that the rapid' and. efficient'utilization of Latin America's 
forest resources might represent an important contribution to the region's-' 
economic development, to inter-Latin American trade and to the improvement 
of the standard of living of the population, 
•,Recognizing that such utilisation necessarily entails the analysis 
and evaluation of Latin America's forest potential and probable future 
requirements of forest products, 
Reiterates its request, previously formulated in resolution 133 (VII), 
that the secretariat should contact the. Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO) with a view to undertaking forthwith a study 
in close co-operation with that organization; 
Regrets that this study should have been deferred for rant of resourcesj 
Expresses the hope that the secretariat may be allocated the funds 
required for carrying out the study in question, which is so urgently needed, 
that work on it may begin in the course of the current year and that it may 
be presented at the Commission's next session; 
•/Recommends to 
Recommends to Governments ; • • . - Vi- • '-
(a) That they take suitable stepspto improve .information on the 
forest resources ofbtheir' respective countries^' as :we'll' as statistics on 
forest products, taking advantage whenever necessary of the services of 
the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations, the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations and other appropriate bodiesj 
(b) That they co-operate fully with the secretariat, affording it 
the necessary facilities for carrying out the study. 
Conference Room Paper No. 7 
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.COMMITTEE I '  ' 
DRAFT RESOLUTION ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT .ADVISORY GROUPS PRESENTED BY 
-'• '""THE DELEGATIONS "OF CHILE,. CUBA-, ' M M M B VENEZUELA - " : ; - " 
The! Economic Commission for Latin. America 
Considering that -various Latin American countries are making every 
endeavour to promote economic development policies, 
Considering that efforts to put these policies into effect hfl/ve been 
impeded mainly by ':he lack of basic research, the inadequacy of certain 
administrative machinery and procedures and the shortage of trained personnel, 
Considering that the investigations into the economic development of 
the Latin American countries and the training courses which the secretariat 
has been carrying out have been partly successful in solving these problems, 
Considering that the secretariat of ECLA and other United Nations 
organizations may, be acting in co-ordination, make an even greater contribution 
to the solution of the aforesaid problems, 
Considering that, in compliance with resolution 137 (VII), the 
secretariat has reported on (E/CN.12/518) the formation of an advisory gr°uP 
established in collaboration with the Technical Assistance Operations 
Office which is rendering service to a Latin iimerican country, 




1« That such servicesr should:-be ..given on ¡a-scale-sufficient for 
Latin America's requirements, 
2. That in so doing, special attention should be paid to (a) the 
establishment of administrative machinery ,end. procedures which would in 
practice facilitate the co-ordination of economic policy, and (b) the 
training of sufficient personnel, by means of practical investigation'into'" 
analyses, programmes arid projects, and by intensive training courses^ .' 
Conference Room Paper No. 8 
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Coir.iittee I 
SKILLED LL30UR 
Draft resolution presented by the delegations of Brazil, Peru and Venezuela 
The Economic Commission for .Latin.America 
•Considering the secretariat note (E/GN.12/519) on the question of 
«Tri 11 ed labour in Latin America, 
•Considering the adverse effects which the great scarcity of technical 
personnel and of specialized labour in general have on the region's economic 
development, 
Recommends the secretariat to consider, in collaboration with the other 
international organizations concerned, and in particular the ILO, UNESCO, the 
OibJ ana the Inter-Governmental Coaaittee for European Migration (ICEM) the 
establishment of a .joint project 
1. To male an estimate country by country of the skilled labour required 
with particular reference to those categories which are difficult to train, 
2. To make an estimate of the means available for training and of the 
existing resources, 
3. To propose to Governments measures for the .réadaptation and expansion 
of these resources and the utilization of skilled immigrant labour. 
Conference Room Paper Eo„ 9 
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COMMITTEE I 
reffolpMo.n,..prese JOO^ P.. I^ pp./^ elegationsi of. Costa Rica^j^ S^yadpr, : 
• " . ^tesaaftg.».. o _ as; and Hicaragua' 
TM-Scjmxstlc.Ccmi5.issioa for Latin America. •,. • ,, . 
-C onslder ing. ^  ..that in 195^ .EClA.-and thp Technical-Assistance Administration 
jointly established ..an economic -development/training-..programme, .with its ., r 
head^uartqrp p.t SantiagoChile, ..with ;a.view, to .the formation- of.personnel,; -•; 
trained in the analysis and programming of economic development, 
Considering that this training programme is an important rears of 
disseminating ECLA's experiences with respect to economic development 
programming in the Latin American countries, 
'Considering that the Santiago training programme has so far trained 90 
Latin American specialists, thereby effectively contributing to the 
development of the countries in the region, 
Considering that, in spite of the above the Latin American countries 
require for the analysis and programming of economic development that a 
greater number of specialists In different professional categories should 
be trained in economic development matters, 
Considering that, in order to facilitate such training, it would be 
advisable to establish intensive economic development training courses in 
such'-areas as Central America and the Caribbean, in which follows from the 
-.- - . /countries of 
- .2 ~ 
countries of those areas might participate,:and thereby take advantage of 
all the benefits that can be derived from courses of.that type, 
Resolves; 
1. To move a vote of thanks to the ECLA secretariat for the 
praiseworthy work it has, carried out through its training programme, and 
to express its gratitude to tho United Nations technical assistance for. 
its support. 
2» To request the secretariat to study the possibility of expanding 
the programme "with a view to initiating intensive training courses in 
economic development in areas such as Central America and the Caribbean. 
Conference Room Paper Wo. 10 
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Committee I 
, DRAFT 'RESOLUTION'ON. CO-ORDINATION AMONG PROGRAMMING BODIES., . " '' 
PRESENTED BY THE DELEGATION OF CHILE, COLOMBIA ' ' .' ' 
.,. ,.f.. , . - . A N D - E C U A D O R - p i - ' , - ;. -p -
The Economic Commission for Latin America, 
Whereas several Latin American countries possess or are organizing 
programming bodies for the purpose of guiding their economic development 
into' appropriate channels with a view to bringing about the harmonious 
growth of all sectors of production and raising the standards of living 
rapidly without disturbing the balance thereof, 
Considering that it is extremely useful that each such advisory should 
have the opportunity of becoming better acquainted with the organization of 
the other bodies, their methods of work., objectives and targets and 
programmes whether under study of in pro.cess of bqing carried out and 
of pooling the %onlusions derived from their experience. 
Taking into account.that a technical co-operation agreement to this 
effect already exists between the programming bodies of Golombia and Ecuador, 
and was signed in February 1959 by the Governments concerned, ad referendum, 
Bearing'in mind that.at the recent consultations on trade policy and 
payments at Caracas consideration was given to the possibilities of extending 
the aforesaid agreement to other Latin American programming bodies, 
/Believing that 
- 2 -
Believing that the ECLA secretariat could be of effective assistance 
as a centre for the pooling of experiences and, suggestions in these 
matters, 
Decides: 
To request-' the-"EGLA:- secretariat 'to study the organization , objectives, 
methods of work and other characteristics ofAthe programming bodies existing 
or about to be set up in Latin America,, as well as.their programmes, under., 
study or in, process of being carried out and to act as liaison between these 
bodies with the aim. of assisting them, to co-ordinate their efforts within..., 
the Latin American region, and to suggest that, in. the,event of the 
conclusions of agreements like that already entered into between Colombia . 
and Ecuador, ECLA, when so requested, should assist in the organization ... 
and operation of the common body thus formed. 
Conference Roen Paper No, ll/Rev.l 
.. p.ECONOMIC -COMMISSION FCR-.,LATlNp AMERICA '•'• --'a.' 
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Panama City, Panama, 14 May 1959 ... 
..••:. .•:•'• - - DRAFT RESOLtfTlON 'PRESENTED BY THE DELEGATIONS' • A;'"':,.. 
OF BOLI¥:IAy BRAZIL AND PERU' ."' .'. '.,';' 
The Economic Commission for Latin America, \ 
Considering that the Special Committee of the Council' of 'the-'Organization 
. of 'American States set tip to" study the devising of new xaeasur.es of economic 
;c.opioperation (Committee of the 2l) adopted, at'its second session.held'at 
Buenos i Aires from 27 April to'"8 May 1959, a draft resolution in'which it . 
recommends that- the Inter-American Economic and Social Council should 
undertake a study programme 'far "every country that so requests, under 
which .recent experiences should be examined and current'problems analysed^ ,'. • 
both qualitatively and quantitatively, and which wcjuld serve 'to shed' light- on 
the. measures that would most effectively help to expedite the country's 
economic development, 
Considering that the Committee of the 21 decided, in the same draft 
resolution, that these studies should be prepared by the secretariat of the 
Inter-American Economic and Social Council using, so far as possible, the 
relevant studies and reports available in the various countries and in the 
competent national and international organizations and requesting their 
co-operation of such organizations in carrying out the additional studies, 
Taking into account that the execution of this study programme will be 
extremely valuable for the purpose of devising such measures as may 
/contribute to 
contribute to the economic development •of Latin. America,.which is the main 
objective of the movement that the Pan American Operation is designed to 
promote, •'•""• •'•-•'- •-'•'• V b, . .-. ; 1 .-
Recognizing the.;,;experience "and authority which the .ECLA secretariat has 
acquired in economic development by means of its constant and valuable 
inquiries, research work.and studiesj . ; 
u-v Reoommends the .secretariat; .?•••• 
v. ;. (a)-, to place at the disposal of the Inter-American Economic and Social 
Council the: information, reports, and other material in its possession which 
may be of use in the execution of the programme of studies mentioned abovej 
(b), to give the -secretariat, of. the Inter-American Economic and Social 
Council,--without,prejudice to its own programme , of work, all the technical 
(eo-operation.'in. its power,. thus c ontributing to the prompt and effective 
exob vbion of the said .studies. . . 
Conferenco Rqpa Paper No, 12 
. ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA - A 
/ ; v .• • Eighth .Session -
Panama City, Panama, 14 May 1959 . 
.. CejfjaittG® 1 1 
ENERGY AND WATER RESOURCES 
The Economic Commission for Latin America, 
Whereas the existence of vast hydroelectric potential in Latin America 
Whereas • in recent ECLA.research (see E/CN.1/501) this potential was 
estimated at .120 million kW,-
Whereas the same research shows that only about 5 per cent of this 
potential has,been, developed, ...... 
Whereas the uses of water as a means toward the economic development 
of the countries of the region are increasing daily, 
Whereas the development of hydroelectric and similar resources'promote 
the rapid growth of the country's over-all economy, mainly on account of 
the following factors} (a) a basic natural resource is utilized; (b) a high 
percentage of investment is spent within the country; (c) the use of 
non-renewable sources of energy decreases and, in many cases, the flight 
of foreign exchange for purchases of imported fuels is avoided, 
Whereas there is an obvious shortage of the technicians required for 
the development and operation of hydroelectric and other kindred projects 
in the Latin American countries, 
Whereas only through integrated programming studies can the maximum 
yield be obtained from a region's water resources,-
/Whereas 
Whereas experience has shown most"'of the Latin American countries to 
have been unable to carry out the aforementioned studies owing to their 
complexity and to the: want of appropriately' qualified personnel, 
.Decides t 
1. . ' To request the secretariat to explore' tile possibility and . 
desirability of. setting up, a Latin bimerican ¿ e f t ' c x ^ - t i i © . . ^ 
development of hydroelectric and similar resources, which might also be 
used as. a training centre for technicians! ~ •--• 
2. To suggest that this centre should utilize, ks a basis of the 
first importance for training purposes, specific studies requested -by 
member countries! 
3. To propose that this centre should enter operation at the-
earliest possible date. 
Conference-Room Paper No. 13 
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COMMITTEE II 
• -V . .' DRAFT RESOLUTION-' PRESENTED PY ,THE; DELEGATION OF. PANAMA . . 
The Economic Commission for Latin America, 
Having studied secretariat document E/CN.12/526, containing the report 
of the Mission sent to Latin America by the International Atomic Energy 
A gene y and , 
Considering the Increasing importance of the study and application of 
.atomic energy, 
Considering the lack of personnel trained In the different branches of 
atomic energy, ' 
Considering that, in Latin America, private enterprise has not yet found 
'it necessary to engage in atomic energy research and development, in order 
to meet immediate needs. 
Considering that, in these'circumstances, it is the direct 
responsibility of Governments to encourage the necessary study and research 
•that will provide the technical personnel that each country will requiere 
in future, 
Decidesi 
1, To recommend to the Latin American Governments that they should 
officially organize the study of all matters connected with atomic energy; 
2. To recommend that that support should be given to the studies 
undertaken 'by the International Atomic Energy Agency; 
/3. To request 
2 
3. To request the Governments that have not yet established them, 
to organize programmes suitable to their capacity, which would include 
the- -training of personnel in the various" branches of the generation and 
utilization of nuclear energy and its derivatives. 
Conference Roc» Paper ilo. 14 
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Committee I 
DRAFT, RESOLUTION PRESENTED BY THA DELEGATIONS OF GUATEMALA., 
MEXICO, PANAMA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND VENEZUELA 
Recognizing that appreciable progress has been made in Latin American 
.the. growing.•understanding of the importance of statistics as a factor on 
which to base intelligent decisions and. formulate Government policy and, 
on the other, because of Government action and professional and inter-
governmental activities aimed at strengthening statistical services, among 
which, the activities of international organisations and those relating to 
bilateral tprogrammes warrantspecial mention, 
Whereas the projects carried out by the different Governments with the 
collaboration of various Internationa], organiaabions - such as the population 
and agricultural .censuses and the formulation of standards for various 
statistics.- are extremely useful, not only because of the valuable information 
they provide but also because they help to improve professional training and 
instruction in statistics at the national level., 
• •* .. • , 
Whereas. owing to the conditions in which such statistical development 
has, taken place, shortcomings and omissions exist which cannot be underestimated 
and. which require constant attention on the part of Governments and 
international organizations, 
Whereas, in order to remedy these deficiencies a;nd missions, the 
/following solutions 
statistical development in the Last few years, or the one hand, because of 
following solutions, inter alia, might be suggested: (a) the provision of 
national statistical services with adequate administrative and financial 
resources to enable them to carry out their work efficiently; (b) the 
creation of an administrative career service for professional statisticians 
which would. ensure"" the .collaboration of trained personnelj .(c) -the 
co-ordination of national statistics in order to avoid duplication, reduce 
costs and improve their qualityj and (d) the more intensive'use of modern' 
techniques, 
Whereas, in relation to the priority that might be given to the' 
different national statistics, it would be advisable to prepare, in every 
country, a .joint programme which would include the statistics required for 
the preparation and checking of economic development plans, " 
Whereas meetings of working groups of experts responsible for S|oecific 
national statistics, in order to exchange information on methods and look 
for solutions to common problems, are an excellent means of improving the 
aforesaid national statistics, 
Whereas, in view of the fact that the projected industrial censuses 
are soon to be taken in many Latin American countries and. of their 
relationship with the respective continuous statistical series, it would be 
of particular interest to hold one of these meetings at the earliest opportunit 
in order to discuss industrial statistics! 
Decides: 
1, To request the secretariat to prepare, in consultation with 
the United Nations Statistical Office, the Inter-American Statistical Institute 
/and other 
and other organizations concerned, and using the Basic list of statistics 
for economic development, a minimum programme, adapted to conditions in 
the Latin American countries, of statistics required for the formulation 
and checking of economic development plansj 
2. To recognize that, in order to make genuine progress in Latin 
American statistics, effective measures should be adopted, namelys 
(a) the organisation of national statistical services, in 
order to ensure that they have proper administrative status and satisfactory 
relations with the authorities responsible for economic development policy, 
as'well as adequate budgets and administrative resources:* 
(b) the establishment of standards for the compilation and 
processing of data, and the application of modern methods of study and 
research; 
3.' To recommend to the secretariat that, in active co-operation 
with the Governments of the" Latin American countries, the United Nations 
Statistical Office, the Inter-American Statistical Institute and other 
specialized agencies concerned, it should prepare a plan for a meeting, in 
i960, of a xrorking group composed of national experts In continuous 
industrial series and census stati 3 C1CS p "CO study in detail and to exchange 
views on the measures required to carry out such censuses and allied surveys 
which would contribute to economic development programming. To the extent 
that- resources are available and the opportunity presents itself, similar 
steps might be taken in regard to other important statistics for economic 
development analyses. In order to facilitate the execution of these plans, 
assistance would be requested from international and bilateral technical 
assistance programmes. 
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COMMITTEE I 
ADVISORY GROUP FCR PROGRAMMING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Memorandum by the Department ..of Economic and 
Social Affairs 
In order to meet the expressed needs of Latin American governments for 
assistance on their problems of programming economie development through the 
fullest co-ordinated use of the resources of tla United Nations, and to 
augment those resources for the purpose, a joint ECLA/TAO programme will 
establish an "Advisory Group for Programming Economic Development". 
J&3&&ÌXSSI 
The purpose of the Advisory Group will bes 
1. To respond, to requests of governments for technical assistance in 
economic programming, such ass 
(a) The organization or strengthening of economic programming institutiors 
(ministries, boards, committees, institutes) as may be appropriate 
and desired by the requesting government; 
(b) The training of staff for such institutions or other government 
agencies for economic appraisal, analysis, projection, and related 
work in economic development matters; 
(c) Preparation and evaluation of specific development programmes or 
projects; 
/(d) Provision 
(d) Provision of economic intelligence end advice. 
2. The development of personnel and methodology for meeting more 
efficiently and promptly the needs of Letin American governments for 
advice in economic development and related fields, by utilizing » continuing 
staff in this field. 
Principles 
The Advisory Group will serve governments nt their request in conformity 
with the resolutions governing the United Nations tschnicrl assistance 
programme and the "guiding principles" annexed to resolution 222 (IX). In 
brief, the work of the Advisory Group id 11 be undertaken only at the 
request of governmeits through their channels for requesting technical 
assistance and by agreement wit!) them. . No one will be assigned to work 
with the Advisory Group for a government without prior agreement of thft 
government. 
The Advisory Group will make no studies on its own account or undertake 
any other work or responsibilities other than the project as agreed by the 
recipient government. All repots made to the government will be restricted 
until derestricted by mutual consent of the government and the Director of 
the Advisor*'- Group. 
Organization 
The Advisory Group would be made up of members selected from the staff 
of SOLA or other experts employed especially for the purpose." In either 
ccse, they become'e part of the "Advisory Group" only when employed on 'a 
technical assistance project in response to a government request. All 
/members of 
members of the Advisory Group will be agreed between EGA and. TAO and subjoc-f-
to the approval of the requesting government. 
Members of the Advisory Group would report to a Director who would be 
responsible for supervising the work of the group. The Director would be 
responsible to the Executive Secretary of EOIA on ell substantive matters. 
In programming the work of the Group he may have direct correspondence with 
the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations. 
The Advisory Group would be made available to requesting governments as 
a team, with terms of reference and individual job descriptions' determined in 
each case in consultation with th government and reviewed by the TAO. In 
general, a toam leader or coordinator would be included in each project 
undertaken by the Advisory Group. The method of reporting to him and tte 
periodicity of reports wouH be determined in each case by the Director. 
Reports on the work of the Advisory Group would be made to TAO by the Executive 
Secretary of ECLA in accordance with an agreed schedule on each project under-
taken by the Advisory Group. 
Financing the Advisory Group 
All costs, of the Advisory Group including salaries, travel and allowances 
will be borne by the TAO in accordance with the usual practices on the 
technical assistance programme, except that the salary of ECLA staff members 
made available for short periods (up to 3 months) will not be reimbursed by 
TAO. Recipient governments will be expected to pay the normal local costs 
on all Advisory Group projects in accordance with the usual TAB procedures. 
/While the ' 
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h'hilo tbe Group will work principally in. tho requesting country, it is 
oilers tool that in some instances they may be working on the project at 
ECU headquarters for writing reports and similar related matters. In 
this ' .*se their salaries vdll be charged to .the project as egreed by TAO 
end the requesting goverxuient. 
Reimbursement for members of ECU staff will be made to ECLA in such 
manner as will permit EOIA be free tc use them to carry out .its normal work. 
Operations of tfc Advisor? Group 
Requests of governments f- -- the Advisory Group or related projects made 
either to TAO, ECIA or elsewhere will be referred to ECIA and TAO for 
consultation before any agreement is reached on the request. All requests 
receivcl outside the appropriate technical assistance channels will be brought 
to the attention of those channels through the Resident Representative if one 
is assigned to the government. Requests submitted as part of country 
programmes will be referred to PC-LA for advice. 
After consultation with TAO, the Director of the Advisory Group would 
normally consult with the requesting government (maintaining technical 
assistance channels) and work out the terms of reference of the project, 
individual job descriptions and a plan of operation. ,. 
Final approval of the project .for the Advisory-Group and its cost plan 
would be obtained through ..the TAO, in accordance with its standard procedures ' 
for project approval and financing, 
/Upon approval 
üoon approval of a project, its operation will be the responsibility 
of the Director of the Advisory Group who will •undertake the management 
responsibilities usually handled by TAO, under the agreed project plan, 
including drafting job descriptions, selection and submission of 
candidates and reporting on the progrsmae. The Director will utilise 
the technical assistance resident representative in the same mannar as the 
TAO. It is understood that TAO will be kept fully infcrmod of all (l) 
job descriptions, (2) candidates submitted to government, (3) experts in 
the field, (4-) problems arising out of the operation of the project, and 
(5) results achieved. 
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Cosailittsp J 
DRAFT RESOLUTION PRESENTED BY THE DELEGATIONS OF CUBA AND VENEZUELA 
The Economic Commission for Latin America, 
Taking into account that the Central American Economic Co-operation 
Committee has presented a report on its activities (E/CN.12A92), 
reviewing those undertaken during the period February 1957 - June 1953, 
and that similarly, the secretariat has reported on the work carried 
out since that date (E/CN.12/517), 
Considering that in June 1958 the Governments of Costa Rica, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua signed the Multilateral 
Treaty on Free Trade and Central American Economic Integration and the 
Agreement on Central American Integration Industries, which have already 
been ratified by the legislative bodies of three of the signatories, 
Bearing in mind that the signing of these agreements gives 
institutional force to the Central American common market and constitutes 
a decisive step towards the gradual integration of the five countries' 
economies, which lend themselves particularly well to such a process, 
Whereas the Governments of the Central American countries have 
already begun work on the equalization of import duties, and to this 
end a draft Central American equalization agreement has been prepared 
/and is 
and is under cctfliderntioa"-¿he' GovT^naents ''Ml1iii'iva-''-View to its signature, 
•'ioj-.ay-.i-.:- brbf^ b": 
Decides; 
1. To take note" of the 'rep'cri^ e^geii't'^ . "ii^ '^ lie Central Banks 
Economic- Co-operation Committee^ lind^ f-^ aocui'iient E/CN.12/517, and to 
.ii.vicibhgrat;ul,ate...the C;ommittee-and;nits;member,^ pverments.;.,.©^ ,.haying signed 
the treaties setting up the Central American common market, inasmuch as 
it constitutes an event of ;MprMre''~import 
as well as on the practical and efficacious work of 
integration, is being carried out; ' • "" -u" : • . 
• -..'2. To express its great' interest "'"In t h e " a h d L ' i f cptSsible 
the intensification of the Committee"'s'work with 
integration of Central America, wh'ibh"hitherto it" fefits :beeh out 
with the efficient co-operatiorTof"the ECLA 
3. To declare its' apT±-eciati^ 
Co-operation Committee'by the"United'"'Natlons''!ftd'gra'riiiiie3'"'ofL Technical 
Assistance, especially"by TAA, the IEO and FAD and aiso to"thankthe OAS 
for its co-operation in certain fields; " "' *' V'J ! • ' J 
4-» To request the secretariat'""andJ'&ie '"^ec^^^^^'Sii^Mbe agencies 
participating in the programme' "to'"continue co-operlting''aB 'adtivMy as 
possible in the Central American'Economic'"integration'irogi-amiiie'i • 
'.'J: ;uui\ 
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Committee I 
DRAFT RESOLUTION Oil THE L IPRO^PSNT OF BUDGET PROCEDURES 
PRFSPPTPD BY THE DELEGATIONS OF BOLIVIA, 
COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA, CUBA, URUGUAY AND VET33UEIA 
The Economic Commission for Latin America. 
Considering that in most of the Latin American, countries a 
substantial proposition of the total annual investments is made 
through the public sector, 
Considering that the budget procedures utilized in many Latin 
American countries could be improved so as to increase investment 
possibilities and encourage bettor use of other public resources, 
Takes note with satisfaction of the project of the United Nations 
Fiscal Branch and of the FCLA secretariat to hold a seminar on budget 
presentation and. preparation, and. 
Recommends that the secretariat in collaboration with the Technical 
Assistance Operations Office and other United Nations bodies, should 
carry out studies with a view to facilitating the adaptation by the 
Latin American Governments of the technical principles of bud.gct 
presentation and preparation to economic development requirements, and 
provide training facilities for Government officials responsible for 
work connected with budgets. 
Conference,Eoom:, Paper No. 18 . . . ' . 
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Coamitfrco II 
DRAFT RESOLUTION PRESENTED BI TEE DELEGATIONS OF BRAZIL AM) CHILE 
The Economic Commission for Latin America, 
Considering (a) that the basic metal and metal transforming industries 
already play an important part in the Latin American economy, (b) that the 
demand for the products of such industries Is expanding rapidly and requires 
a co-ordinated and rational development of the sources of production, (c) that 
the possibilities of intra-regional trace may be increased by means of a 
co-ordinated effort on the part of Governments, producers and consumers, 
(d) that the secretariat has carried out a number of studies on the basic 
metal and metal transforming industries, and held two conferences of everts, 
one at Bogota in 1952 and the other at Sao Paulo in 1956, 
Recommends to the member Governments concerned that they set up a 
Committee on the basic metal and metal transforming industries, which with the 
assistance of associations of manufacturers and consumers, and in particular 
of the projected Latin American Iron and Steel Institute shortly to be 
established, would (a) promote the rational and integrated development of the 
vaetal-producing and consuming industries, (b) take note of the situation 
with respect to the resources and raw materials for these industries and of 
the installations, with a view to ascertaining any fundamental difficulties 
connoocud •.rioh envelopment and^recommending measures to promote one'growth 
of the industries, (c) encourage the dissemination of statistical information 
/n the 
on the supply of and demand for metal products, and of recent information on 
manufacturing processes, resulting fr'om technological, research and the 
adoption, of new methods which affect the market for such products, (d) study, 
in co-operation with institutions for setting up standards and with 
associations of metal and metal products manufacturers, current specifications 
for these products, and collaborate in the establishment of regional 
standards with respect to the quality, and physical' characteristics of the 
products in order to facilitate national, intra-regional and international 
trade, (e) foster intra-regional trade in metal products, (f) encourage 
intra-regional and international co-operation in research into raw 
materials by the metal transforming industries and in the training of 
technical personnel, (g) promote the execution of studies and the convening 
of a group of exports,.as considered necessary for the development of the 
aforesaid industries or for the expansion of their markets. 
Conference Roan Paper Ho. 19 
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Committee II 
DRAFT RESOLUTION PRESENTED BY THE DELEGATIONS OF CHILE, CUBA, 
ECUADOR AND VENEZUELA 
The Economic Commission for Latin America, 
Considering the importance of the adequate utilization of water 
resources for Latin America's economic development, 
Considering that, pursuant to resolution 99 (VI), a preliminary 
study has been undertaken of the situation as regards water resources in 
Latin America and their present and future utilization and that special 
studies have been carried out in connexion with Chile, Northern Patagonia 
(Argentina) and Ecuador, 
Considering that the work undertaken under the aforesaid resolution 
is progressing satisfactorily, 
Considering that in carrying out the resolution in question 
invaluable assistance has been rendered by several of the international 
bodies concerned, especially the Technical Assistance Administration and 
the World Meteorological Organization, 
Decides; 
1. To request the secretariat to continue the work began with the 
aim of extending the studies in progress to other countries and river 
basins in Latin America; 
2. To request 
2. To request the Technical Assistance Operations Office, WHO and 
other interested agencies to continue their co-operation with the 
secretariat in these studies; 
y 
3. To request the secretariat to enter into communication with the 
Special United Nations Fund for Economic Development, so as to enable 
the studies undertaken, apart from their practical value for the countries 
concerned, to benefit the participants in the said Fund with respect to 
the utilization of water resources. 
Conference Room Paper No« 20 
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Committee II 
DRAFT RESOLUTION ON BASIC INDUSTRIES PRESENTED BY THE DELEGATIONS OF 
COLOMBIA AND VENEZUELA 
The Economic Commission for, Latin America, 
Considering, that various Latin American countries are malting great effort* 
as was pointed out at the recent meeting of consultants on trade policy at 
Caracas, to establish or expand basic industries, such as the iron and steel and 
petrochemical industries, which require broad markets and heavy investment, 
Considering that the greater part of the programmes for the establishment 
or expansion of such industries are still at an earlj . stage a.nd can therefore 
be directed towards optimum productivity, provided that they are able to 
depend upon a demand exceeding that of local markets, 
Considering that it is advisable to give promotors and those responsible 
for such industries the opportunity of acquainting themselves with the effective 
possibilities offered by the Latin American common market for their products 
in the near future, 
Considering that it is undeniably important for the better utilisation of 
capital, technical processes and labour to avoid unnecessary duplication by 
means of a co-ordinated policy of specialisation for the purpose of supplying 
the aggregate demand in the aforesaid regional market, 
Takes note with satisfaction of the studies already undertaken by ECLA in 
this field; and 
Decides to request the ECLA secretariat to convene panels of experts on the 
/basic industries, 
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basic industries, especially the iron and steel and petrochemical industries 
in order to study as a whole the regular programmes in Latin America., and to 
suggest possibilities for the specialization of production with a view to 
reaching optimum productivity in each of the branches already established or 
to bo established in the region. 
/ 
Confcronco Room. Paper No. 21 
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Committee II 
DRAFT RESOLUTION PRESENTED 31 THE DELEGATION 0? COLCKBIA 
The Economic Commission for Latin America, 
Considering that tho economic development of Latin Amcrlca calls 
for a sustained effort to create new industries, 
Considering that tho metal transforming industries are of special 
significance for economic development, since besides training labour 
that can bo used for general purposes thoy help to reducc dependency upon 
external sources of supply of capital goods, 
Considering that the metal transforming industries,taken as a general 
category, cover a wide variety of activities with differing degrees of 
technical complexity, 
Considering that it would bo very useful for countries at tho 
initial stages of industrial development to have at their disposal such 
background data and exporienco as would enable them to decide which of the 
metal transforming industries it would best suit them to develop, with 
blue regard to the degree of development, resources and markets of tho 
various countries, 
Decides to recommend to tho secretariat 'that it carry out a study 
of the technical and economic characteristics of the ractal-transforming 
industries and of the problems arising out of their establishment or 
expansion in the countries of Latin America» 
Conference Room Paper No. 22 
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COMMITTEE II ' P . . . -
1RAFT RESOLUTION PRESENTED BY THE DELEGATION OF BRAZIL 
The Economic Commission.for Latin America, 
Considering, that the maintenance of. the same rate of economic ,P" 
development's .was registered by Latin America in ;the" past,-as.: well tas 
,the,- prospects ..opened up by the common market-,' call for an intensification-. 
of ..efforts ,to promote industrialisation,, • ; . -.A-•> -v„*''-':• -
Considering, that in many of the Latin American countries- industrial .C 
development is encountering,serious obstacles deriving from, .the . ... p. • • 
institutional structures of stages of development and of industrialization 
that have now been left behind,, -..,-. - . 
Considering that this maladjustment, between the institutional system, 
and the claims of an energetic industrialisation process which- could ;.,-.... 
help to expedite the improvement of living standards assumes manifold 
forms, such as under-development of domestic capital investment markets, 
inadequate-'industrial credit systems and deficient industrial legislation, • 
Considering that measures' of economic policy in the monetary, 
exchange, fiscal,, foreign trade control and other fields exert a 
considerable influence on the. industrialization process, and that such 
measures are often adopted without thorough awareness of their consequences-
for industrialization, 
/Considering. 
Considering that the bodies ;-i;espo&sibT©: for the economic policy of the 
Latin American countries-should''be provided'with data from which they can 
assess the influence of institutionai'-'factors' on the industrialisation 
process, as well as information on. the relations, between the,industrialisation 
process and over-all economic policy, 
Decides; • ( . , .. . . , 
I»- To request the secretariat to carry out'research on the' •'•' •''" 
institutional factors which help to accelerate or retard the rate "of industrial 
development in Latin America,. Studies ori industrial legislation, financing, 
dissemination of;technique's,"marketing, development institutions^,"tariffs 
and the promotion'or formation 'of a' Spirit of enterprise are especially 
recommended; ' •'•'•  ' '" '""• 
2. To recommend bo the member Governments that they co-operate" 
actively and resolutely with the secretariat in order to facilitate'"the 
work assigned to it by Virtue'of the''present resolution. 
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COMMITTEE I 
DRAFT RESOLUTION' ONECON6M16 DEVELOPISNT ADVISORY GROUPS PRESENTED BY 
THE DELEGATIONS . OF CP ILE, COLOMBIA ,-- CURA^ - -PANAMA AND'-VENE-ZUELA.'-' ' 
The Economic Commission for Latin American A' "" '-' —':r' '' ' > 
Cons id earing- that maitlng^ great efforts to 
promote economic development policies,- ' ••••• .. 
'.. .. Considering .tha,t.i--thgivefforts,::'to. ptLt^ i^ '^ '^ 'poi'icie-s' -'iiito practice have 
been hampered mainly by thej.iaek'.i.of ba sic're search ,' the. inadequacy 'of the • 
available. .machinery •;aj^ .;proceduree--:£or'programittldig ahdv'the Scarcity of 
specialized personnel, ' 
Considering that the investigations into the economic development of 
the Latin American countries, and the training courses conducted by the 
secretariat have helped to solve'a part of these'difficulties, 
Considering that the ECLA secretariat and the Bureau of Technical 
Assistance Operations may, by acting'in co-ordination, make a still more 
important contribution to the solution' of the difficulties mentioned above, 
• - Considering that,, in compliance with resolution 137.-(VII) ,-the-
secretariat has reported (E/CN,12/518) the establishment of an ad hoc advisory 
group, in collaboration, with the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations 
which is lending its services to a Latin American country, and having heard 
the statement by the Commissioner for Technical Assistance on this, subject, 
Takes note with satisfaction of the initiation of activities by the 
economic development advisory group organized jointly by the secretariat 
/of the 
: a.:'- i.Jv-r:;'1-':; V"'--'0 
of the Commission and -'the United Nations Bureau of Technical Assistance 
Operations, and 
•V Expresses i t s i n t e r e s t ..in ^he::centimia.tioh\,df /thi'd;:%p:e';of 
activity, whenever requested by member .Governments.!pfor. ;.the ;'purpp:s&y5fi, 
giving-more extensive co-operation in: . .,... ; , . 
(a)' the establishment of machinery which,..^ rcgold- facilitate, -in,practice, 
the co-ordination of economic policy, and,. ... , \rr y • ; . ,es ' 
(b)the training of Government officials wherever. required ¿.-.through' 
their participation in investigations, programme^ p d .projectsrin^which 
an advis 
ory group would take part as well as through their participation'' 
in intensive courses. . , . .;• . '• 
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DRi-FT RESOLUTION PRESETTED BY TPS CHAIRMAN'OF THE C C1MMITTEE ON 
THE APPRAISAL OF THE PROGRAMME,; 1959-64 
The Economic Commission for Latin America 
Talcing note of the decision of the Economic and Social Council in resol-
ution 664 (XXr/) calling for an appraisal of the scope,- trend and cost of 
the regular United Nations programmes in the economic and social fields for 
the period 1959-64, and 
Being of the view that the appraisal of the Coralisa on's programme of 
work over the period 1959-64 as set- out in the E^cutive Secretary's report 
entitled Preparation for programme appraisal.for 1959-64 (E/CN.12/500), 
reflects the progressively important tole that the Commission can play in 
undertaking valuable studies and promoting concerted action in a number of 
fields relating to the economic development of Latin America«-.-
Endorses the general line of the Executive Secretary's report referred 
to abovej 
Notes with satisfaction that the Commission's programme of work and 
priorities for 1959-60 takes into account the proposals made in the report, 
and 
Requests the Economic and Social Council and other appropriate organs 
of.the United Nations as nay be appropriate to give sympathetic consideration 
to the proposals contained in the Boport»i 
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Committee II 
DRAFT RESOLUTION PRESENTED BY THE DELEGATIONS OF ARGENTINA AND THE 
NETHERLANDS 
The Economic Commission for Latin America 
Considering the rapidly rising consumption of pulp and paper products in 
Latin America and the growing import needs, 
Considering the potential resource of raw materials for pulping which exist 
in Latin America, 
Considering the need for regional coordination in the development'of the 
pulp and paper industry in order to secure better use of natural resources and 
better coverage of various needs of the area, 
Estimating that the need of studying thJ;'<possibilities of further develop-
ment ir the field of pulp and paper both on national and regional basis is 
increusing : importance and that the essity of giving adequate and rational 
advice to this development continues to be de^ a'^ able, 
Expressing the satisfaction for the work done until now by the Joint 
FAO/CEPAL/TAO Pulp and Paper Advisory Group, 
Recommends to the Governments' 
1. To continue to utilize the services of the Groupj 
2» That the necessary measure be taken to secure the continuation of its 
beneficial activities in the region. 
Conference. Roca Paper No. 26 
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Committee I 
DRAFT RESOLUTION PRESENTED BY THE DPLNGATION OF PANAMA 
The Economjr ^Commission Per Latin America, 
Consider irig that the intensification of foreign trade determines 
and. favours the normal growth of national economies, 
Considering that free-trade areas facilitate commodity trade among 
the different nations by bringing the supply and demand for goods into 
contact with one another, 
Considering that the Republic of Panama has established, a free 
zone in the town of Colon which, by virtue of its strategic position 
on International ocean routes, has become an excellent site for the 
display of goods, and is therefore promoting the development of 
international economic relationsj 
Decides, to request member Governments to consider the possibility 
and advantage of establishing, in the free zone of Colon, a permanent 
pavilion fear Latin 'American products, "as well as-periodic'trade-fairs 
which would help to facilitate commercial transactions between Latin 
America and. the rest of the world. 
Conforonco Roon Pa.por L'o. 27 
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! . . COMMITTEE I' i . . -
,. '.' DRAFT RESOLUTION PRESENTED BY THE DELEGATIONS OF BRAZIL, CHILE , 
• -ECUADOR, tmmUiLL, UNITED STATES AND URUGUAY' 
' T,JHEREAS,, Lhtin Aaerica needs to utilize private initiative and' :" 
capital', both clonestic'aaad foreign, to tho utmost if' it is to realize its 
maximum development'potential;-.- ' '• -' ' ' 
vJHEREAS, it Is desirable, that Latin-African countries-be fully' 
aware of'the contribution which private 'anyoo'tunyo might aako to 
ecenouie progress; 
WHEREAS, it would be desirable in this connection to promote, both 
among the general public ancl among government agencies concerned with the 
planning of economic development, a broader understanding of the 
complementary roles of private enterprise and public Investment; 
THE CCHIISSIOK IGCCMIENDS TO THE SECRETARIAT; 
1. that the Secretariat complement the curriculum of the EGLA/TA0 
Economic Development Training Program by establishing therein a 
comprehensive course of studies directed to the role of private enterprise 
in economic development, including its relationship to governmental 
programs and policies, and covering, Inter alia, such subjects asi, 
moans for stimulating private savings and channeling then into 
productive investments (through such institutions as investment 
companies, building and loan associations, etc.); 
encouragement of industry; 
/ business taxation 
business ta.icat.ion, including tax incentives" 
stimulation of competitions y . .(• 
attraction of foreign. < investment ; ,-P-O • •• • • 
'the relation of government to business- in representative . 
industrialized countriesj . •• 
labor-rianaperent relations. • ' PP ;,':\A- ' 
2, that .the ad hoc training-aregrans, conducted from time to tine under 
the-,joint auspices of 3CLA-and TAO in various Latin American-countries' 
at their request, contain representative courses on-private investment. 
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REPORT OF THE SECOND SESSION OF THE TRADE COMMITTEE 
Draft resolution presented by the delegation of Chile 
The Economic Commission for Latin America, 
Considering that the Trade Committee, created by virtue of resolution 
101 (VI), has presented at this eighth session the report of its second 
session, at which highly important resolutions designed to promote the 
establishment of the common market were adopted, 
Decides; 
1, To take note with satisfaction of the report of the second 
session of the Trade Committee; 
2. To request the secretariat to accord the highest priority to 
the work, recommended in the various resolutions adopted by the Trade 
Committee, so that the Committee may be able to hold its third session at 
the earliest possible date.. 
ORMY/i 
UNITED NATIONS 
Economic Commission for Latin America 
Eighth Session 
ORDER OF THP DAY 




• * 1. Inaugural address by His Excellency Ernesto de la Guardia, Jr., 
President of the Republic. 
2. Address by Mr. Pag Hammarskjold, Secretary-General of the United 
Nations. 
3. Address on behalf of the delegations by His Excellency Jose 
Antonio Mayobre, Minister of Finance of Venezuela. 
After the meeting, the delegations to the eighth session öf tho 
Commission will be received by His Excellency Ernesto de la Guardia 
Jr., President of the Republic, in the Presidential Palace. 
ORDAY/2 
UNITED NATIONS 
Economic Commission for Latin America 
Eighth. Session 




1« Election of Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen and Rapporteur* 
2» Statement by the Chairman. 
3« Adoption of the agenda» 
J+m Establishment of committees 
DocumentConference Room Paper No« 1. 
5« Statement by the Executive Secretary. 
60 General debate and consideration of the economic situation 
Documents * Economic Survey of Latin America, 1958 
(E/CN.12A93 end Addd) 
Economic Bulletin for Latin America, Vol, III, No« 2, 
and Vol« IV, No. 1. 
3 P»Po 
General debate (continued). 
ORDAY/3 
UNITED NATIONS 
Economic Conni saion for Latin Anerica 
Eighth Session 
ORDER OF THE DAI 
Saturday, 16 May 1959 
(Main Hell) 
9 a.p. 
Continuation of the general debate 
Statements by the delegations of Bolivia, Colombia, United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Netherlands, United States of 
Aaerica and Guatemala (on behalf of the five Central American Republics) 
3 P«n. 
Continuation of the general debate 
Statements by the delegations of Argentina, Cuba, Chile, Poland, 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, IntcsvGovernnental Committee 
for European Migration (ICEM) and delegations of other countries find 
organizations which wish to enter their nanes on the list of speakers 
OHDAYA 
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA 
Eighth Session 
Panama City, Panama, 14 iitx/ 1959 
ORDER OP THE DAI 
Monday, IS May 1959 
Main Hall 
SsiS-iisS* 
Establishment of Committees 
10;OQ a.m. 
Committee Ir Economic development 
Economic development problems and policy (agenda item 6) 
Conference Room I (Library)' 
10;00 a.m. 
Committee III. General business 
Amendment of the Commission's terms of reference and rules 




: Discussion of the Rapporteur's report (E/CN,12/C.l/l5) 
and consideration of the draft resolutions presented 
Conference Room 1 (Library) 
• Committee II„ -Ecoaory..••!„ sec-tors 
Economic problems of agriculture (agenda itom 11) (in reoperation 
with FAO) 
(a) Problems arising out of the brade balancc in agricultural 
commodities of the various Latin American countries and 
the possibilities for integrating agricultural development 
in the region. 
(b) Necessity of carrying out a study of timber trends and 
prospects in Latin America,-, 
ORDAï/5 
UNITED NATIONS 
Economic Commission for Latin America 
Eighth Session• 
ORDER OF THE DAY 
• - Tuesday, 19 Hay 1959 
(Panama Hilton, Balboa Room) . 
8 a.m. 
~ - Gamaittee I. Statistical Sub-Committee 
Meeting of Working Group to prepare a recommendation 
for submission to the Sub-Committee. 
I' : 
.. (Main* Hall) 
9 a.m. . . . 
CommitteeJI.^- Ec onomic. development.... .  '. -'•••>•:•*.... ai 
. Consideration of agenda item .6 (continued) 
i f. ••) (Conference Room N.o.l - Library). .... ;••• • 
..; Trade Committee irarr -I ••> i.i'I .  p Irr 
Consideration of draft resolutions presented. 
i (Main Hall) 
3 ,.E>«.m« 
Committee I. Economic development 
Consideration of agenda item 7 (Technical assistance) 
• " (Conference Rocm No.l Library) 
Committee II. . Economic' sectors 
Continuation of the debate and presentation of draft 
; resolutions by delegations, (agenda item 11) 
n . / /(Room 12 
(Room 12, First.Floor) 
5 P.m. 
Committee I. Statistical Sub-Ccmmittee"" ' *' 
Consideration of the -Workingv Gpqup.'s.:-recommendations 
Important note. In order to end the present session this week,.. , ••. . 
delegations intending to present "draft"resolutions"' 
are requested to hand .them to-day to the respective 
Committee Secretaries: 
Committee I — . Mr. Jorge Ahumada. 
Committee II ..- Mr. Carlos Quintana 
Committee III ' Mr. Guy Trancart .•..-
ORDAï/6 
UNITED NATIONS 
Er-ononic Conmiseicm for Latir America 
Eighth Session 
ORDER OP THE DAY 
Wednesday. 20 May 1959 
(Main Hall) 
2.JWS® 
Committee I. Ecgnomic develoment 
Consideration of agenda items 7 and S (continued). 
(Conference Room No6 1 - Library) 
Committee II. Economic Sectors 
(a) Consideration of a resolution In connexion with 
agenda, item 11 j 
(b) Consideration of agenda item 9« 
(Main Hall) 
i M . 
Committee I,-. Economic development 
Consideration of resolutions 
(Conference Room No» 1 — Library) 
Committee III. General "business 
Consideration of agenda items 13 ?-rd 15® 
UNITED NATIONS 
Econonic Commission for Latin America 
Eighth Session 
G&V*'. OB' TES BâY 
Thursday, 21 fey 1959 
9 a.m. 
(Main Hall) 
Committoo I„ Economic development 
Consido3?ation of resolutions (continued) 
(Conference Room No«l — Library/ 
Committee II. Economic sectors 
Consideration of item 10 on the agenda, and relevant 
resolutions 
3 P . m . 
(Main Han) 
'^Committee I0 Economic develop-meat 
Consideration of resolutions (continued) 
(Conference Room No^l - Library) 
''Joffiinitteo ^.il., Scorcalc. soctorg 





Economic Commission for Latin America 
Eighth Session 
ORDER OF .THE DAY 
Friday . 22 May 1959 
(Main Hail) 
10 acnu 
Committee 1» Adoption of the Rapporteur's report 
Committees II, Adoption of the Rapporteur's report (continued) 
(Conference Room No. 1 - Library) 
10 ar.m« 
.Committee IIIB 1«, Discussion of draft resolution on the appraisal 
of the programme for 1959-64 (Conference Room 
.. Paper No. 24) 
2. Discussion on the draft programme of work and 
priorities (E/CN.12/529/Rev.l) 
3. Rapporteur's report 
. . (Main Hall) 
iL^ js 
Plenary meeting of the Commission 
1. Report of the Trade Committee (E/CN,12/0.1/15) 
2. Report by the Rapporteur of Committee I and 
adaption of resolutions 
3. Report by the Rapporteur of Committee II and 
adaption of resolutions 
4-. Report by the Rapporteur of Committee III and. 
adoption of resolutions 
5. Adoption of the programme of work and. priorities 
(S/ON.12/529/Rev.1) 
y ACIONES UNIDAS 
ÍCONSEJO 
E C O N O M I C O 
Y SOCIAL 
(JÌ/CN.12/VIII) 0RDAÏ/9 
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SiSià SPANISH: 
ORDEN DEL DIA Sábado 23 de mayo de 1959« 
